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FOR JULIA
sine qua non
But Hume suffered the usual misfortune of metaphysicians, of not being understood. It is positively painful to see how utterly his opponents, Reid, Oswald, Beattie, and lastly Priestley, missed the point of the problem; for while they were ever taking for granted that which he doubted, and demonstrating with zeal and often impudence that which he never thought of doubts, they so misconstrued his valuable suggestion that everything remained in its old condition, as if nothing had happened. The question was not whether the concept of cause was right, useful, and even indispensable for our knowledge of nature, for this Hume had never doubted; but whether that concept could be thought by reason a priori, and consequently whether it possessed an inner truth, independent of all experience, implying a perhaps more extended use not restricted merely to objects of experience. This was Hume's problem. It was solely a question concerning the origin, not concerning the indispensable need of using the concept. Were the former decided, the conditions of the use and sphere of its valid application would have been determined as a matter of course.

Immanuel Kant, Prolegomena to any Future Metaphysics, pp. 6–7, trans. Lewis White Beck
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1 Introduction

This book will explore Hume's account of reason and its associated modes of reasoning: demonstrative and probable. Many of the most famous problems Hume discusses, and the positions he advocates, are couched in terms of reason: whether probable reasoning or causal inference is founded on reason, scepticism with regard to reason, reason and the passions, whether moral distinctions are based on reason. To understand what Hume has to say about these issues, we must understand what his account of reason and reasoning is. In this work, I concentrate mainly on those issues that arise in Book One of Hume's *Treatise*, although in the last chapter I make use of the first *Enquiry*, where Hume's views on the warrant of reason are further developed.

In the early modern period, reason was one of the cognitive faculties; others included the understanding (or the intellect), judgement, the imagination, memory, and the senses. The higher cognitive faculties were related in the following way: the understanding was primarily concerned with the formation of concepts, judgement with the perception of the relation of concepts, and reason with the inference from one judgement to another. Different thinkers not only had different theories of the workings of these faculties (different faculty psychologies), but also, not surprisingly, did not use these terms univocally. Hume, for instance, sometimes uses the terms 'reason' and 'the understanding' interchangeably. Inference or reasoning is the typical activity of the faculty of reason, and, at least in Hume and Locke, it comes in two forms: demonstrative

---

1 For the relevance of cognitive faculty psychology to Hume on this topic in particular, and the early modern period in general, see Garrett (1997), Falkenstein and Easton (1997), and Hatfield (1997).

2 See for instance T 186: 'If the sceptical reasonings be strong, say they, 'tis a proof, that reason may have some force and authority: if weak, they can never be sufficient to invalidate all the conclusions of our understanding.' But note even here the emphasis is on inferences or 'reasonings', and the conclusions to which they lead. Similarly, in the footnote at T 117–18, Hume characterizes reason as the faculty responsible for 'our demonstrative and probable reasonings', whereas in the analogous footnote at T 371, it is the understanding that is so characterized.
reasoning, which results in knowledge, and probable reasoning, which results in opinion or belief. Part of what Hume wants to do, or so I will claim, is to argue against the explanatory fruitfulness of treating reason as an independent faculty, with its own irreducible powers. Instead, the activities of reason are to be explained in terms of broader principles of the imagination. But Hume's account can only be understood against the background of seeing reason as a cognitive faculty to be investigated, along with the other cognitive faculties, through faculty psychology.

Hume had a conception of reasoning (or inference) radically different from our own, and unless we are aware of that conception we will not fully understand what he is up to when he discusses, for example, what we now call the problem of induction. In the early modern period, ideas were the central feature of both faculty psychology and logic, and Hume's conception of reasoning revolves around it. We reason from one idea to another. Ideas can stand in various relations one to another; an instance of reasoning is constituted by a chain of ideas, each idea related to its neighbour in various ways. Although any such instance can be thought of in terms of propositions, premises, and conclusions, it must be understood that the fundamental work is done at the level of ideas and their relations. For example, suppose we wanted to reason towards the proposition ‘the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the squares of the other two sides.’ Hume says that this ‘cannot be known, let the terms be ever so exactly defined, without a train of reasoning and enquiry’ (EHU 163). If I am right, such a train would be constituted by a chain of ideas the first of which is the idea whose content is ‘the square of the hypotenuse’ and the last of which is ‘the squares of the other two sides’. Connecting these ideas is a series of intermediate ideas. The link between each pair of adjacent

---

3 Locke often contrasts knowledge with probability. For example, at IV. iii. 6 he says, ‘I am not here speaking of Probability, but Knowledge’ (Essay, 541). See also IV. xi. 9: ‘But this is but probability, not Knowledge.’ Here, ‘probability’ is used to describe the result or upshot of probable reasoning, i.e. it is used in place of ‘belief’ or ‘opinion’. Keeping in mind the background of faculty psychology will allow us to disambiguate between the faculty, the activity of the faculty, the result of that activity, and characteristics of the result of that faculty.

4 Two logic books of the period are Arnauld and Nicole’s Logic, or the Art of Thinking (Arnauld and Nicole (1996)) and Gassendi’s Institutio Logica (Gassendi (1981)). Both treat ideas as the central ingredient of their logic. Judgements or propositions are formed out of ideas, and syllogisms out of propositions. Locke, following Descartes, abandoned syllogism as an adequate account of reasoning, replacing it with an account that saw inference as the perception of the relation between two ideas via an intermediate idea. Such intermediate ideas were often called ‘mediums’, reflecting the concept of a ‘middle term’ in a syllogism. Hume followed Descartes and Locke in treating reason this way.
ideas is a relation which must be seen to hold, and one that must enable us to see that the first idea stands in the relation of equality to the last idea. Finding these ideas, putting them in the right order, and seeing that the relevant relations hold is what constitutes reasoning. We can, if we like, break off the two ideas at each end of the chain, and combine them into a proposition called ‘the conclusion’, while forming other propositions out of the intermediate ideas which we call ‘the premises’. But to see why the conclusion ‘follows from the premises’, we must construct the chain of related ideas.

There are at least two large claims about this conception of reasoning that I will argue for. One is that Hume inherited it from Descartes and Locke, though of course he refined it and gave it peculiarly Humean characteristics. The second is that this is a non-formal conception of reasoning, one that has little to do with formal conceptions of deductive validity, characterized either in an Aristotelian/Scholastic way or in a modern, post-Fregean way. Hume’s demonstrative reasoning is not our (or Aristotle’s) deductive reasoning.

The first claim might seem to put me squarely in the camp about which Norton warns us: ‘Readers of Hume should be wary of those commentators who engage in the kind of historical reductivism that claims to unlock the secrets of Hume’s thought by reference to one or two authors or one intellectual tradition’ (Norton (1993a), 3). I seek to avoid membership of this group by claiming neither that Hume’s view on reasoning is the sole key to an overall understanding of Hume, nor that Descartes and Locke are the only influences on Hume, even with respect to reasoning.5 I hold only the more modest thesis that the topic of reason and reasoning is of great importance in Hume studies and that it is undeniable that he was influenced by Descartes and Locke on this issue.

The second claim needs more unpacking. What do I mean when I say that Hume (and Descartes and Locke) had a non-formal conception of inference? Part of the answer is that they utterly rejected syllogism and its attendant mode of inference or consequence. Hence I do not mean that, while rejecting ‘formal inference’ as enunciated by Paul of Venice, they were happy to accept his ‘material inference’.6 Another part of the answer

---

5 See n. 4. Although Arnauld and Gassendi would serve just as well as Descartes and Locke as exemplars of the background of faculty psychology and the logic of ideas, the latter pair, like Hume and unlike the former pair, reject syllogism as a theory of reasoning.

6 See Normore (1993), 450. I am greatly indebted to the whole discussion in this article. Paul of Venice systematized the late medieval tradition in his Logica Magna.
is that their conception of inference was very unlike the modern conception of deductive inference as found in modern formal logic. When we introduce deductive validity to students in introductory courses in modern formal logic, we often say things such as:

An argument is deductively valid just in case the argument is such that if the premises are true, the conclusion must be true (or, it is not possible for the premises to be true and the conclusion false).

With this semantic or modal conception of deductive validity, it is easy enough to form a correlative notion of deductive inference. But it soon emerges that this criterion is too broad. We do not want to count as deductively valid arguments containing inferences such as the following:

(1) Socrates runs.  
Therefore, Socrates moves.

We can turn this into a deductively valid argument by adding the additional premise ‘Anything that runs, moves’, hence:

(2) Socrates runs.  
Anything that runs, moves.  
Therefore, Socrates moves.

Argument (2) is a paradigm of a deductively valid argument, while (1) is invalid as it stands. We can say that (2) is formally valid, that is to say, it is valid in virtue of its form. This can be explained either syllogistically or according to modern predicate logic. Any argument with a similar form, specified in the relevant way, will also be deductively valid. So, part of what I mean by saying that Descartes, Locke, and Hume had a non-formal conception of inference is that they thought that the formal conception of inference, as exemplified in (2) above, was of little or no interest, and might actually do harm.

The rejection of syllogism is connected with the central role ideas played in the faculty psychology of the time. In the works of the philosophers we are concerned with, the formal structure of syllogism is of little interest in accounting for reasoning. The focus is not the validity of argument so much as the activity of the faculty of reason. And to examine that faculty is to examine the materials with which we reason (ideas), and the activities performed by the faculty on those materials (inferences or reasonings). As Hatfield says: “The early modern rejection of Aristotelian logic can then be seen as reflecting a negative assessment of the fit between
the syllogism and logic considered as an art of reasoning that refines the use of the cognitive faculties."

What are we to say of the inference found in argument (1)? One thought is that such an inference depends on the ‘content’ of the words and propositions, rather than on the form of the argument. The contents of the words ‘run’ and ‘moves’ are crucial to (1) in a way they are not to (2). Alternatively, we could say that (1) depends on the meaning of many words, while (2) depends on the meaning only of the logical constants. Or we may think that (1) instantiates a semantic conception of inference, while (2) is purely syntactic. Part of what I mean when I say that Descartes, Locke, and Hume had a non-formal conception of inference is that, since they thought that inference or reasoning was a matter of relations of ideas, and since ideas were, as one might say, pure content, inference was to them more a matter of content than of form.

One consequence of this is that Locke's and Hume's distinction between demonstrative and probable inference is quite unlike our distinction between deductive and inductive inference. In a deductive argument, truth is preserved: if the premises are true, the conclusion must be true. In an inductive argument, the truth of the premises makes the truth of the conclusion more probable. A demonstration preserves certainty: a demonstrative argument transfers the certainty of the premises to the conclusion. A probable argument has premises with a lower degree of certainty or evidence, and that lesser degree is transferred to the conclusion. If the premises are not certain, the argument can be only probable, not demonstrative.

Another feature of this interpretation of Hume is that Hume's assertion, that when we make probable inferences we are not determined by

---

7 Hatfield (1997), 22.
8 The inference found in this argument would, of course, be recognized by the scholastics as a perfectly legitimate ‘consequence’. But I have found no evidence that the concept of such a non-syllogistic inference played any role in the thinking of Hume and his predecessors.
9 See Barnes (1990) for an extended argument for the possibility of treating all inferences, including this one, as dependent on the meaning of the logical constants. That requires, of course, expanding the extension of the concept ‘logical constant’ to include, inter alia, ‘runs’ and ‘moves’.
10 Don Garrett appreciates this point in Garrett (1997). Concerning the difference between probable and demonstrative arguments in Hume, he says: ‘This distinction has now, of course, been largely replaced by the distinction between deductively valid and deductively invalid arguments, a distinction that concerns only the nature and strength of the connection between premises and conclusions. Thus, an argument with false or weak premises may be deductively valid for us, although it would not have been demonstrative for Hume’ (Garrett (1997), 94).
reason, is not be understood primarily as a claim about the reasonableness or unreasonableness of such inferences, or about the justification of the beliefs thus produced. Rather, Hume is arguing that reason cannot explain how we come to have beliefs in the unobserved on the basis of past experience. Past experience explains the presence of those beliefs in a different way. Similarly, when Hume claims that reason or the understanding, when it acts alone, ‘entirely subverts itself’, he is not claiming that reason undermines its own warrant or that the beliefs based on reason are shown to be unreasonable. Rather, Hume is arguing that reason by itself cannot explain how we manage to retain beliefs in the face of sceptical arguments.

One of the difficulties of discussing these issues with respect to the early modern period is vocabulary. For instance, in the *Rules* Descartes talks about intuition and deduction as the two ways of knowing. But in other works he talks more of demonstration than deduction. Locke speaks of intuition and demonstration as well, but also of deduction. Hume follows Locke in this respect, but mentions ‘deduction’ much less frequently. If, when we read Locke and Hume, we think of deduction in the modern sense, we will fail to understand what is being said. It might be best to start with a brief overview of these and related terms, of how I shall use them, and of what I take Descartes, Locke, and Hume to mean by them. I shall do this in the context of a brief summary of the overall position I shall ascribe to these authors in subsequent chapters.

1. The Scholastics

*Formal validity* applies, strictly speaking, only to arguments and argument forms. The mode of inference characteristic of formally valid arguments is *deductive inference*. By extension, we can talk of *formally valid inferences* and *deductively valid arguments*. These concepts of validity and inference

---

11 I say ‘not to be primarily understood’ as a claim about reasonableness because if reason, as a higher cognitive faculty, did explain such inferences, then that in itself would confer positive normative validation on such inferences. As Falkenstein and Easton say, relying on Hatfield (1997), ‘with few exceptions early modern philosophers from Descartes through to Reid had an antecedent commitment to the notion that the higher cognitive faculties are truth-generating and truth-preserving’ (Falkenstein and Easton (1997), p. iii). So when Hume argues that when we make probable inferences we are not determined by reason, he is denying that our beliefs in the unobserved have the sort of reasonableness that would be conferred on them if they were the product of the faculty of reason. But it remains an open question whether there is any other sense in which they are reasonable. See Chapters 6–9 below.
are formal in the sense explained above: they have to do with the form of the argument, the meaning of the logical constants, and are characterized syntactically rather than semantically. Very roughly, this is the conception of deduction and inference found both in the scholastics and in modern logic.

A *syllogism* is an argument which is an instance of a syllogistic argument form. It is formally valid, and it exhibits deductive modes of inference. The validity of a syllogism is explained or accounted for by the formal theory of syllogism or *syllogistic*. A *demonstration* is a syllogism, or a linked series of syllogisms, in which the premises are known with certainty (or are self-evident) and explain the conclusion. A conclusion which has been so demonstrated is thus known with certainty (but is not self-evident) and is explained. Demonstrations are formally valid and exhibit only deductive modes of inference. By extension, then, we can talk of demonstrative inference or reasoning, and demonstrative certainty.

2. Descartes (Chapter 2)

Descartes was interested in reasoning as a method of discovering new truths. He held that syllogisms and demonstrations were only good for presenting truths already known. The deductive inference characteristic of formal arguments was non-ampliative. In the *Rules*, he presented his own theory of *intuition* and *deduction*. Intuition was the way in which one could just ‘see’ with complete certainty that an idea (or proposition, or object of the intellect) was true.12 Simple truths of mathematics were exemplars of things known by intuition. Deduction, for Descartes, was quite distinct from the formal conception of his predecessors; it was essentially a linked series of intuitions. The certainty of deduction was less than that of intuition because of the greater number of steps involved. Deduction approximated to intuition when the reasoner went over the steps of the deduction many times until she became so familiar with them that she could grasp the relation between the first and last ideas in the chain almost by intuition, as it were. The ability to ‘see’ or ‘intuit’ the relation between ideas was, for Descartes, a characteristic of the faculty of the intellect.

---

12 It is jarring for us to think of an idea, as opposed to a proposition, being true. But many figures of this period took proposition formation to be ‘creating a composite idea from simple ones’ (Gassendi (1981), 102). Judging two ideas to agree or disagree was described equally well as forming a proposition or creating a composite idea.
Descartes's own conception of demonstration was essentially the same as his concept of deduction. However, he distinguished between the method of *analysis* and the method of *synthesis*. The former was his own method of discovery; the latter was more like scholastic demonstration. Once new truths had been discovered by analysis, the results could be ‘proved’ by the method of synthesis. For instance, at the end of the second set of *Objections and Replies*, he recasts the results of the *Meditations* into synthetic form. Sometimes Descartes uses ‘demonstration’ to talk about such synthetic presentations.

3. Locke (Chapter 3)

Locke followed Descartes in rejecting syllogism and formal accounts of reasoning, and he did so for roughly the same reasons. His account of intuition is analogous to Descartes’s, and his absolutely clear and explicit account of *demonstration* seems much the same as Descartes's account of deduction in the *Rules*. But Locke's account of the nature and origin of ideas is different: ideas come from sense either in sensation or reflection, and are much less abstract. There are no unique and abstract objects of the intellect; all ideas have their origin in experience. Hence, the scope and range of reason and knowledge is much more limited. But knowledge is supplemented by probable opinion or *belief*. Such beliefs are still based on reason, but they are the result of probable, not demonstrative, reasoning. *Probable reasoning* is structurally analogous to demonstrative reasoning in that it consists of a chain of ideas. The link between adjacent ideas in the chain is not intuitive but probable; such relations of ideas hold not universally but only for the most part.

Locke frequently speaks of deductions but never intends thereby to be speaking of formally valid arguments. Rather, he uses the term ‘deduction’ in a standard seventeenth- and eighteenth-century sense, where it simply means ‘argument’. So by ‘deduction’, Locke means ‘argument, either demonstrative or probable’.

4. Hume (Chapters 4–9)

Like Locke, and in contrast to Descartes, Hume had an empirical account of ideas, and a conception of reason with very limited power. His account of intuition and demonstrative reasoning is much like Locke's. However,
he has a quite new account of belief and probable reasoning. Hume uses the term ‘deduction’ much less frequently than Locke, but appears to use it in the same non-formal sense, referring simply to arguments either demonstrative or probable.

In Chapter 4, I turn to the details of Hume's view. I start with an overview of his rigorous methodology of refusing to go beyond experience. This is cashed out in the doctrine of impressions and ideas and the derivation of all ideas from impressions. A consequence of this methodology is his refusal to treat an appeal to a faculty as explanatory of the characteristic activity of that faculty. Instead, he traces observable connections among the perceptions of the mind. Ideas stand in certain relations to each other; some of these are the natural relations of association, others are philosophical relations. Hume makes a further distinction between two classes of relations: the members of one class remain the same as long as the related ideas remain the same, while the members of the other class can change even if the ideas do not. These slender materials are the only resources Hume uses to come up with his account of reasoning and the understanding.

Chapter 5 deals with intuition and demonstrative reasoning. The main negative point is that our concept of a deductively valid argument, even one with necessarily true premises, has little to do with Hume's conception of demonstration. Following Descartes and Locke, the emphasis is on certainty, not necessity or validity. Two ideas are intuitively related if the relation between them is immediately conceived. Two ideas are demonstratively related if the relation between them is conceived, not immediately, but via other intermediate ideas. The link between each pair of adjacent ideas in the resulting chain must be intuitive. With this background, some of Hume's more infamous claims are explained: we know in advance that two ideas cannot be demonstratively related if we can conceive one without the other; the causal maxim is neither intuitively nor demonstratively known; the only relation capable of sustaining demonstrations is that of quantity and number.

Chapter 6 deals with Hume's negative argument about probable reasoning. I attempt to uncover what he means when he raises the question whether we are determined by reason in making the inference from a present impression to an unobserved idea. If we were determined by reason, something, such as the idea of necessary connection or the principle of uniformity, would have to serve as the intermediary via which we get from the impression to the idea. But no such idea or principle is available to us prior to our engaging in probable reasoning. So inferences or reasonings
Chapter 7 outlines Hume’s own explanation of how we are led from a present impression directly to an idea of something unobserved by the association of ideas set up by past experience. It is this that explains our most basic probable inferences. Hume also has to explain why and how the results of such inferences are believed. What distinguishes belief from mere conception is the very same as what distinguishes impressions from ideas, and ideas of memory from ideas of the imagination: force and viva-city. Once Hume has an account of these basic inferences and beliefs, he is able to explain how we manage to form more complex, reflective reasonings. Such reasonings make use of the uniformity principle and the causal maxim, and Hume is even able to explain how we get the idea of necessary connection. At the end of the story, we have an account of how we manage to perform really quite difficult and complex feats of reasoning. But this account requires his explanation of the simplest cases of probable reasoning as merely associative, and his account of belief as belonging more to the sensitive than the cogitative part of our natures.

Chapter 8 provides an account of Hume’s treatment of scepticism with regard to reason that is analogous to his account of probable reasoning. In neither case is Hume concerned with the justification of beliefs or the warrant of reason so much as with the explanation of the presence of beliefs. In his account of probable reasoning the issue was the origin of beliefs; in his account of scepticism with regard to reason the issue is the retention of beliefs in the face of sceptical arguments. The sceptical arguments threaten to lessen the degree of force and vivacity characteristic of our beliefs to the extent that they are in danger of becoming mere ideas and not beliefs at all. We know, as a matter of fact, that this result does not obtain, and Hume attempts to explain this by appeal to a feature of his account of reasoning: lengthy chains of abstruse reasoning have little effect on us. Hume considers his ability to respond to these sceptical arguments to be a vindication of his theory of belief.

Chapter 9 deals with two large issues: the scope of Hume’s negative arguments and the warrant of probable reasoning. I expand and clarify my account of what Hume means when he says that we are not determined by reason when we make inferences from the observed to the unobserved. He is claiming that such inferences cannot be explained by appeal to a faculty
of reason which functions by reasoning from one idea to another via an intermediate idea. Hume's own conception of reason explains reasoning in terms of a subset of properties of the imagination. Similarly, the arguments of scepticism with regard to reason are directed against reason considered as a faculty functioning independently of those properties; it is only because of these properties that beliefs survive in the face of sceptical arguments. Concerning the second issue, I try to locate where in fact Hume does face the issue of warrant and to explain how he deals with it. I argue that, although Hume was not primarily concerned with issues of warrant and justification, he does, in Part 4 of Book I of the *Treatise*, begin to face the issue of just why we prefer the results of reason to those of other belief-forming mechanisms, such as superstition. Although the beginnings of Hume's answer can be found in this part of the *Treatise*, the answer is much better formulated and more ably presented in the first *Enquiry*. Hume explains our preference for reason in the same way as he accounts for our preference for virtue: the reasonable person, like the virtuous person, is more useful and pleasing to herself and others.
Descartes rejected syllogism and its associated formal account of deductive reasoning. Although he admitted that training in syllogistic logic could be useful for sharpening the wits of young students, by and large he thought it useless as a method for discovering new truths. His own method, much discussed, included a new theory of reasoning as a way of getting to know new things. It appears to have been used by Descartes with great success early on, as he used it to help him solve Pappus's locus problem for four or more lines.

Descartes's account of reasoning did not, of course, arise in a vacuum. Trends evident in the logic of Renaissance humanists such as Rudolph Agricola, Lorenzo Valla, Johannes Caesaris, and Petrus Ramus were similar to Descartes's rejection of scholastic logic and its accompanying formal mode of inference. These thinkers reacted against the 'scholastic logicians insistence on the formal nature of their concern with rationcination. Since 'syllogism is presented as the focal point of the study of valid inference', their arguments were largely directed against it. Valla wanted to include other forms of inference as legitimate, even though traditionally they would not have been so conceived. For instance, 'Socrates is married; therefore Socrates is not a bachelor' seemed to Valla to be as perfectly acceptable as 'If it is day, it is light; but it is day, therefore it is light'. He may well have considered this to be more a matter of extending formal validity than of replacing it with another conception. Agricola was

---

13 Rules 2, p. 11.
14 See Gaukroger (1992) for a clear discussion of Descartes's discovery as well as an illuminating exposition of his new account of reasoning, an exposition to which I am much indebted. Gaukroger (1989) is an earlier, more detailed account of Descartes's conception of inference.
15 See Wilson (1997) for a discussion of the influence of Ramist logic on Descartes, Locke, and especially Berkeley.
17 Ashworth (1988), 164. I am indebted to this article, and Jardine (1988), throughout this paragraph.
interested in limiting the role of formal inference and concerned with looking at ways in which people might be legitimately persuaded of plausible truths. In this he was influenced by the Renaissance and early modern reading of Academic scepticism as, having rejected certainty, being concerned mainly with arguing plausibly towards the most likely conclusion.\textsuperscript{18} Although the works of these Renaissance logicians were used briefly as textbooks in some schools in the mid-sixteenth century, their influence soon waned, and the schools returned to more traditional logics. The Jesuits were committed by their constitution to following Aristotle in logic (Descartes was educated at a Jesuit school), and the Laudian statutes of 1636 decreed Aristotelian logic to be the standard at Oxford.\textsuperscript{19}

Why did Descartes reject syllogism and its associated formal account of reasoning?\textsuperscript{20} For one thing, at least in the early \textit{Rules}, he associates the scholastic account with too great a respect for authority and an unwillingness to discover things for oneself. For example, when speaking of his scholastic education,\textsuperscript{21} he says 'For our part, we are very glad that we had a scholastic education of this sort. But we are now freed from the oath which bound us to our master's words and are old enough to be no longer subject to the rod.' (\textit{Rules} 2, p. 11.) And in the next rule, when speaking of the advantages and disadvantages of studying 'the ancients', he says 'there is a considerable danger that if we study these works too closely traces of their errors will infect us and cling to us against our will and despite our precautions' (p. 13).

These are general points and do not pick out failings of logic as such. More importantly, he detected in scholastic logic a lack of concern for truth. The 'weapons of the schoolmen, probable syllogisms,...are...made for controversies' (p. 11) and have nothing to do with the establishment of truth. Furthermore, such logic is useless for uncovering falsehood and error: 'those chains with which dialecticians suppose they regulate human reason seem to me to be of little use here.'\textsuperscript{22}
To infer one truth from another, we must ‘cast off our syllogistic fetters’ (Rules 7, p. 26).

Descartes's problem with formal logic with respect to truth is just that the logic of the schools was formal.23 Descartes is concerned with truths, the discovery of new truths, and the ability to recognize a truth and distinguish it from falsehood. A formally valid argument can allow one to infer a truth from a falsehood or a falsehood from a falsehood. What has this to do with the establishment of new truths? If the correctness of an inference is divorced from the content of both what is inferred and that from which it is inferred, one loses the whole point of reason. Consider this long passage from Rules 14:

Accordingly, in all reasoning it is only by means of comparison that we attain an exact knowledge of the truth. Consider, for example, the inference: all A is B, all B is C, therefore all A is C. In this case the thing sought and the thing given, A and C, are compared with respect to their both being B, etc. But, as we have frequently insisted, the syllogistic forms are of no help in grasping the truth of things. So it will be to the reader's advantage to reject them altogether and to think of all knowledge whatever—save knowledge obtained through simple and pure intuition of a single, solitary thing—as resulting from a comparison between two or more things. In fact the business of human reason consists almost entirely in preparing for this operation. (p. 57)

For Descartes, reasoning is not a matter of formalization, or obeying rules, or checking inference patterns. It is to see that one thing, A, stands in the relevant relation to another thing, C, either directly (intuition) or via some other thing, B (Cartesian deduction). And for this ‘we have no need of a technique to help us intuit the truth which the comparison yields; all we need is the light of nature’ (p. 57).

Descartes thought that the use of syllogism and formal (non-Cartesian) deductive inference, far from constituting correct reasoning, actually hindered its operation:

As for other mental operations which dialectic claims to direct with the help of those already mentioned, they are of no use here, or rather should be reckoned a positive hindrance, for nothing can be added to the clear light of reason which does not in some way dim it. (Rules 4, p. 16)

23 As Passmore says, ‘Now we are really at the heart of the matter. The Cartesian objection to formal logic is just that it is formal. To express the same point differently, it distinguishes between truth and validity. . . . as if the true could follow from anything but the true’ (Passmore (1953), 550). By modern standards, the logic of the schools was not completely formal. But it was formal enough to give Descartes pause.
The worry is that formal logic, with its emphasis on form rather than content, encourages us to follow rules blindly without actually engaging our reason. When discussing ‘ways of making ourselves more skilful at deducing some truths on the basis of others’, Descartes mentions that some may be surprised that ‘we make no mention of any of the precepts with which dialecticians suppose they govern human reason’. But formal logicians prescribe certain forms of reasoning in which the conclusions follow with such irresistible necessity that if our reason relies on them, even though it takes, as it were, a rest from considering a particular inference clearly and attentively, it can nevertheless draw a conclusion which is certain simply in virtue of the form. But, as we have noticed, truth often slips through these fetters, while those who employ them are left entrapped in them. (Rules 10, p. 36)

Simply following rules and relying on form rather than content is, in a remarkable Cartesian metaphor, ‘reason’s taking a holiday’, and Descartes says that his principle concern is to guard against it.

In the same rule, Descartes considers perhaps his most important criticism of scholastic logic: its inability to discover new truths.

[O]n the basis of their method, dialecticians are unable to formulate a syllogism with a true conclusion unless they are already in possession of the substance of the conclusion, i.e. unless they have previous knowledge of the very truth deduced in the syllogism. It is obvious therefore that they themselves can learn nothing new from such forms of reasoning, and hence that ordinary dialectic is of no use whatever to those who wish to investigate the truth of things. Its sole advantage is that it sometimes enables us to explain to others arguments which are already known. It should therefore be transferred from philosophy to rhetoric. (Rules 10, pp. 36–7)24

There is some controversy about this passage.25 Does it ascribe a circularity to syllogism, and on that basis argue against the usefulness of syllogism for discovering new truths? Are there two separate arguments, one for circularity and one for inability to discover new truths? The point is of some

---

24 See also Discourse 2, p. 119: ‘I observed with regard to logic that syllogisms and most of its other techniques are of less use for learning things than for explaining to others the things one already knows or even, as in the art of Lully, for speaking without judgement about matters of which one is ignorant.’ The reference to Lully is significant as his thirteenth century work on logic involved an attempt to extend formal techniques to a method of discovery. See Stoothoff’s note to this passage in the Discourse and Passmore (1953), 546. It is worth noting that Barnes (1975) regards one of the main points of Aristotelian demonstration to be precisely what Descartes so grudgingly admits: explaining to others what one already knows (or, better, understands).

interest because if Descartes is arguing for the circularity of deduction, he is in a tradition that starts with Sextus and culminates in the eloquent nineteenth-century expositions of Mill and Charles Dodgson. Nevertheless, the main point is beyond doubt: Descartes took deductive inference and formal logic to be epistemologically unfecund. This claim needs qualification. For it is clear that logical inference and epistemic awareness do not march hand in hand. I may know that \( p \) and \( q \) may be deductively implied by \( p \), but I may well not know that \( q \). Or, as the famous Hobbes story shows, one may not believe that \( q \), or one may even think it to be impossible. But if one knows that \( p \) and it is shown to one that \( p \) logically implies \( q \), one may come to know that \( q \). However this is not the sort of epistemic advance Descartes had in mind. He was interested in the discovery of new truths, truths that were hitherto unknown to the individual who was engaged in the process of discovery. He was not particularly interested in truths that were unknown to an individual who might have them explained to him by someone else, or in truths that one might be unaware of that are nonetheless contained in premises of which one is aware. He admits that syllogism is quite adequate in these latter cases. In addition, there is a perfectly respectable sense in which formal deductive logic is non-ampliative, while inductive logic is ampliative. The striking thing about Descartes is that, unlike Bacon, he did not reject deduction in favour of induction; rather, he rejected the formal conception of deduction, replacing it with his own conception, which he thought had a greater respect for truth and certainty and a greater capacity for extending knowledge. Since, strictly speaking, deductive inference is non-ampliative, it follows that the conception of inference which Descartes calls deduction is not deduction as we know it. And this is something we need to bear in

---

26 As Gaukroger says, Descartes thought that 'deductive inference can never have any epistemic value, and can never have any role in furthering knowledge' (Gaukroger (1992), 106).

27 ‘Being in a Gentleman’s Library, Euclid’s Elements lay open, and ’twas the 47 El. libri I. He read the proposition. By G—, sayd he (he would now and then sweare an emphatical oath by way of emphasis), this is impossible! So he reads the Demonstration of it, which referred him back to another, which he also read. [And so on] that at last he was demonstratively convinced of that truth! This made him in love with Geometry! This passage from Aubrey’s Brief Lives is well known and often mentioned. The above version comes from Gaukroger (1992), 107. Gaukroger thinks Descartes underestimates the epistemic fecundity of deductive argument. The question of mathematics raises special problems which I defer until later in this chapter.

28 One way of putting the point, due to my colleague Shaughan Lavine, is as follows: the conclusion of a logically valid deductive argument will not impose any constraints on what truths we know about the world not already imposed by the premises.

mind throughout. Descartes was well aware that he was using terms like ‘intuition’ and ‘deduction’ in a new, i.e. non-scholastic, sense:

In case anyone should be troubled by my novel use of the term ‘intuition’ and of other terms to which I shall be forced to give a different meaning from their ordinary one, I wish to point out here that I am paying no attention to the way these terms have lately been used in the Schools. For it would be very difficult for me to employ the same terminology, when my own views are profoundly different. (Rules 3, p. 14)

Descartes’s own account of reason and reasoning in the *Rules* hinges on his account of intuition and deduction. He introduces these terms in *Rules* 3 by saying ‘we ought to investigate what we can clearly and evidently intuit or deduce with certainty, and not what other people have thought or what we ourselves conjecture. For knowledge can be attained in no other way.’ By ‘knowledge’, Descartes means here and elsewhere *scientia*, or that which can be obtained with certainty. Later in *Rules* 3 (p. 14), he says that he recognizes only two ‘actions of the intellect by means of which we are able to arrive at a knowledge of things with no fear of being mistaken . . . : intuition and deduction’. Concerning intuition, Descartes is careful to deny that he means anything concerning ‘the fluctuating testimony of the senses or the deceptive judgement of the imagination as it botches things together’. More positively, he speaks of intuition as ‘the conception of a clear and attentive mind, which is so easy and distinct that there can be no room for doubt about what we are understanding’. Alternatively, he says, ‘intuition is the indubitable conception of a clear and attentive mind which proceeds solely from the light of reason’. Furthermore, ‘because it is simpler, it is more certain than deduction’. His examples are ‘everyone can mentally intuit that he exists, that he is thinking, that a triangle is bounded by just three lines, and a sphere by a single surface, and the like’.

30 *Scientia* is a standard enough scholastic term, and Descartes shares with the scholastics an insistence that it be characterized, *inter alia*, by certainty. The closest Descartes comes to a definition of *scientia* in the *Rules* is in Rule 12: ‘the whole of human knowledge consists uniquely in our achieving a distinct perception of how all these simple natures contribute to the composition of other things.’ Here, certainty is captured by the notion of ‘distinct perception’, perhaps foreshadowing his later emphasis on clarity and distinctness. On the important concept of ‘simple natures’, see Gaukroger (1992), 108–9. Traditionally, *scientia* meant not an isolated proposition or principle which was certain, but a body of knowledge that held together systematically. This survives in Descartes as well. While both Locke and Hume followed the tradition in confining knowledge to that which can be known with certainty, the link with systematicity is pretty well gone. It survives in their use of the term ‘science’ and its cognates. See, for instance, Locke’s *Essay*, IV. iii. 29, and Hume’s *Treatise*, p. 71. Locke and Hume, of course, supplemented knowledge by probable opinion or belief, and most of what we now call science falls under this latter category.
Most interestingly, he adds, ‘perceptions such as these are more numerous than most people realize, disdaining as they
do to turn their minds to such simple matters’.

Although this is not a lot to go on, three features of Descartes's account of intuition stand out for our purposes:

(1) Intuition is an activity of the faculty of the intellect, not of the senses or of the imagination.
(2) Intuition concerns simple truths, and is immediate, not involving reasoning or any movement of thought.
(3) Intuition involves the highest degree of certainty.

These points are interconnected: the certainty of intuition comes from its being an activity of the intellect, and the high
degree of certainty is linked both with the immediacy of intuition, and with the fact that it is directed at simple truths.
The nature of intuition can be illuminated by a discussion of the similarities and differences between Cartesian intuition
and deduction. Descartes says that by ‘deduction’, ‘we mean the inference of something as following necessarily from
some other propositions which are known with certainty’ (Rules 3, p. 14). Taken superficially and out of context, this
characterization of deduction is close enough to our modern account that extreme care must be taken to understand
that Descartes is proposing something quite different. First of all, Descartes's account relies on intuition:

The self-evidence and certainty of intuition is required not only for apprehending single propositions, but also for
any train of reasoning whatever. Take for example, the inference that 2 plus 2 equals 3 plus 1: not only must we
intuitively perceive that 2 plus 2 make 4, and that 3 plus 1 make 4, but also that the original proposition follows
necessarily from the other two. (Rules, pp. 14–15)

That is, the certainty of deduction depends on the certainty of intuition, not on the formal structure of what we would
recognize as a deductively valid argument. Secondly, although Descartes is happy to talk about propositions, he makes
it clear that a deduction is not a structured sequence of propositions whose validity depends on that formal structure.
He uses the metaphor of a chain:

This is similar to the way in which we know that the last link in a long chain is connected to the first: even if we
cannot take in at one glance all the intermediate links on which the connection depends, we can have knowledge of
the connection provided
we survey the links one after the other, and keep in mind that each link from first to last is attached to its neighbour.

Suppose we want a deductive proof that the square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares of the opposite two sides. Starting out with the idea of the square of the hypotenuse, we would fail to intuit that it is equal to the sum of the squares of the opposite two sides. But if we can find intermediate ideas or links in the chain, and can see by intuition that each idea is linked with its adjacent idea, we will be able to know, not directly and by intuition, but indirectly and by deduction, that the first idea in the chain (the square of the hypotenuse) is equal to the last idea in the chain.31

Although Descartes's uses the word 'necessarily' in characterizing deduction, we must be careful not to saddle him with the view that only necessary truths are known by intuition or deduction, nor with the view that the 'necessarily' in 'the original proposition follows necessarily from the other two' involves the notion of necessity we find in logical or deductive inference. I know intuitively that I exist, but it is not a necessary truth that I exist. And since Cartesian deduction is ampliative, we already know the 'necessarily follows' cannot be the same as the necessity of standard deductive inference. Cartesian inference can be better characterized as preserving certainty than as preserving necessity.32 Things known by intuition and deduction are certain or can be 'known with certainty'. And the certainty of the conclusion of a Cartesian inference comes from the certainty of its premises and the certainty with which we perceive the links between them. The general picture of Descartes's theory of inference that emerges is that it has more to do with certainty than with formal validity and logical necessity. Although this certainty is psychologically based, it is not 'merely psychological' in the sense with which we are familiar in the

31 Descartes is not concerned with the distinction between ideas and propositions. Sometimes he is happy to talk of links in the chain being propositions (eg. in the '2 plus 2 equals 3 plus 1' example), but in other places he seems committed to the elements being simpler (eg the 'A is B' passage on p. 57 already quoted). All knowledge obtained through reasoning, he says there, results from 'a comparison between two or more things. In fact the business of human reason consists almost entirely in preparing for this operation'. This is contrasted with ‘knowledge obtained through simple and pure intuition of a single, solitary thing’. But intuitive knowledge is of things that are not absolutely simple: that 2 plus 2 equals 4 is a matter of some complexity, though it is simple relative to Pythagoras's Theorem. The distinction we find crucial between propositions and their components seems irrelevant to Descartes. Locke, interestingly, is pretty careful at distinguishing propositions from their components, which he took to be ideas (in mental propositions) or words (in verbal propositions). See below, Ch. 3.

32 See Normore (1993), 441–5, for an excellent discussion of this issue.
Intuition is characterized by ‘self-evidence and certainty’ (Rules 3, p. 14), but deduction is required ‘since very many facts which are not self-evident are known with certainty, provided they are inferred from true and known principles through a continuous and uninterrupted movement of thought in which each individual proposition is clearly intuited’ (Rules 3, p. 15). We noted earlier that Descartes says of intuition ‘[b]ecause it is simpler, it is more certain than deduction’. Part of what Descartes means here by simplicity is the self-evidence characteristic of intuitive truths. Simpler truths are more likely to be self-evident than complex ones. But more importantly, intuition is a phenomenologically simpler operation of the mind. It requires no process of reasoning but ‘is the indubitable conception of a clear and attentive mind which proceeds solely from the light of reason’ (Rules 3, p. 14). It is as if reason, or the intellect, illuminates such truths, so that if only we pay attention we will just see them to be true. But deduction or reasoning is more complex in that it involves

\[\text{a continuous and uninterrupted movement of thought} \ldots\]

Hence we are distinguishing mental intuition from certain deduction on the grounds that we are aware of a movement or a sort of sequence in the latter but not in the former, and also because immediate self-evidence is not required for deduction, as it is for intuition; deduction in a sense gets its certainty from memory. (Rules 3, p. 15)

The point is that in intuition we grasp the truth of what is known all at once; we simply ‘see’ the truth in one simple operation. The simpler the truth, the more likely it is to be grasped in this way. But what one person is able to grasp all at once may be beyond the immediate awareness of another, though this second person may with practice and increased concentration be able to come to see its truth. Intuition is simple awareness; deduction involves a movement of thought from one intuition to another, as we survey the links in the chain. This mental complexity is what lowers the degree of certainty; we cannot be aware in the requisite way of one intuitive truth while our attention is directed at another. Truths known

---

33 See Hatfield (1997), and n. See also Rules 14, p. 57: ‘For when the operation is straightforward and simple, we have no need of a technique to help us intuit the truth which the comparison yields; all we need is the light of nature.’ As Hatfield says, ‘Descartes considered the deliverances of pure intellect to directly present the truth . . . He held that the “natural” intellect—the intellect we have by nature—sets a norm for good thinking, because its proper use cannot fail to achieve truth’ (Hatfield 1997, 32). Hatfield’s article as a whole presents an excellent discussion of the normativity of faculty psychology in the early modern period. Below, for more on the normative nature of psychology in the early modern period. We are concerned mainly with Descartes’s early faculty psychology as found in the Rules, especially Rule 12. This account differs in some respects from Descartes’s mature views as found in the Meditations, especially with respect to method, and the relation between the faculty of the intellect and the faculty of the imagination. For further discussion of the latter, see the last few paragraphs of this chapter.
through deduction are not immediately grasppable, but require a process of thought where the attention of the mind
must shift its gaze from one item to another. This is what Descartes means when he says ‘deduction in a sense gets its
certainty from memory’. We have to, as it were, rely on memory to be certain that a truth, which we were intuting a
moment ago, is still true, once our gaze is directed elsewhere. The complex process of reasoning or deduction requires
intuition, and it also requires us to string many intuitions together into a chain, even when we cannot survey each link
in the chain all at once.

Descartes is quite clear that his Rules do not provide us with an algorithm for carrying out deductions correctly. He
presents an interesting argument in Rules 4:

> The method cannot go so far as to teach us how to perform the actual operations of intuition and deduction, since
these are the simplest of all, and quite basic. If our intellect were not already able to perform them, it would not
comprehend any of the rules of the method, however easy they might be. As for other mental operations which
dialectic claims to direct with the help of those already mentioned, they are of no use here, or rather should be
reckoned a positive hindrance, for nothing can be added to the clear light of reason which does not in some way
dim it. (p. 16)

As intuition and deduction are the only routes to knowledge, any attempt to specify precise rules the following of
which would constitute correct performances of these cognitive activities is either otiose or doomed to failure. If we
are already able to engage in these activities, we have no need for the rules; if we are unable to so perform, we will not
understand the rules, or anything at all, for that matter. One might argue that it would be possible to have a
rudimentary grasp of intuition and deduction, and by following rules improve one’s performance of the activities. If
such rules were considered rules of thumb, laid out solely for the training of young minds, they would have a purpose,
even as training in syllogistic has a purpose. But if the rules were considered to be normative, constituting the validity
of reasoning, then we would be perilously close to ‘reason’s taking a holiday’. Good reasoning reduces, in the end, to a
chain of intuitions, and its normativity comes from ‘the clear light of reason’, to

34 ‘But let us note, those who really do possess knowledge, can discern the truth with equal facility whether they have derived it from a simple subject or from an obscure one.
For once they have hit upon it, they grasp each truth by means of a single and distinct act which is similar in every case. The difference lies entirely in the route followed,
which must surely be longer if it leads to a truth which is more remote from completely absolute first principles’ (Rules 9, p. 33).
which nothing can be added without in some way dimming it. Furthermore, over-reliance on such rules would give us a false picture of how we should use our reason.

Being more complex than intuition, deduction is also less certain. In *Rules* 7–11, Descartes explores this issue, among others, and explains where the certainty of deductions comes from, and how it might be increased. He makes a distinction between truths which are certain and ‘deduced immediately from first and self-evident principles’, and those whose ‘deduction sometimes requires such a long chain of inferences that when we arrive at such a truth it is not easy to recall the entire route which led us to it’ (*Rules* 7, p. 25). The distinction is clearly a matter of degree: deductions can be more or less complex. The crucial matter for Descartes is how complex a deduction can be while still being held in the mind all at once, grasped with a single act of attending. If we can grasp an entire deduction in a single thought so that the mind can survey it almost instantaneously, the certainty of such a deduction will be comparable to that of intuition. Let us call such deductions ‘simple deductions’, in contrast to ‘complex deductions’. But if the complexity is such that it is not possible to hold in the mind all at once, Descartes says ‘a continuous movement of thought is needed to make good any weakness in memory’ (*Rules* 7, p. 25). The movement must be continuous and ‘nowhere . . . interrupted . . . [W]hen ever even the smallest link is overlooked the chain is immediately broken, and the certainty of the conclusion entirely collapses’ (*Rules* 7, p. 25).

Descartes expands on this distinction between simple and complex deductions in *Rules* 11. If

we think of the process of deduction . . . , it does not seem to take place all at once: inferring one thing from another involves a kind of movement of our mind. . . . But if we look on deduction as a completed process, . . . then it no longer signifies a movement but rather the completion of a movement. That is why we are supposing that the deduction is made through intuition when it is simple and transparent, but not when it is complex and involved. When the latter is the case, . . . the

---

33 Note the metaphor of the chain again.
intellect cannot simultaneously grasp it as a whole, and its certainty in a sense depends on memory. (Rules 11, p. 37; my emphasis)

This ‘continuous movement of thought’ is a process at which one can get better with practice. In order to be able to recall all of the steps in a complex deduction, Descartes says,

I shall run through them several times in a continuous movement of the imagination, simultaneously intuiting one relation and passing on to the next, until I have learnt to pass from the first to the last so swiftly that memory is left with practically no role to play, and I seem to intuit the whole thing at once. In this way our memory is relieved, the sluggishness of our intelligence redressed, and its capacity in some way enlarged. (Rules 7, p. 25)

The process Descartes is describing here is not rote learning. It is not a matter of habituating oneself to the truth one has deduced. Rather, it is trying to mimic, in a complex deduction, what is easily available in a simple deduction or intuition. One wants to approximate the phenomenon of holding in one’s mind all at once every aspect of the deduction. If we can slip effortlessly, but not carelessly, from one intuition to another, the truth of the proposition deduced begins to approach the certainty found in intuitions.

Descartes refines his account of deduction by explaining ‘how we can make our employment of intuition and deduction more skilful and at the
same time how to cultivate two special mental faculties, *viz.* perspicacity in the distinct intuition of particular things and discernment in the methodical deduction of one thing from another (Rules 9, p. 33). Perspicacity is characterized by comparing intuition with ‘ordinary vision’: ‘If one tries to look at many objects at one glance, one sees none of them distinctly. Likewise, if one is inclined to attend to many things at the same time in a single act of thought, one does so with a confused mind’ (Rules 9, p. 33). Perspicacity is really a matter of concentrating and paying attention to the matter at hand, without allowing oneself to be distracted: ‘those who never let their thinking be distracted by many different objects at the same time, but always devote their whole attention to the simplest and easiest of matters... become perspicacious’ (Rules 9, p. 33). Discernment is primarily a matter of learning how to reason in the right order. This technique is learned by practice with ‘somewhat trivial subjects [where] the method usually consists simply in constantly following an order, whether it is actually present in the matter in question or is ingeniously read into it’ (Rules 10, p. 35). Descartes suggest we first tackle the simplest and least exalted arts, and especially those in which order prevails—such as weaving and carpet-making... Number-games and any games involving arithmetic, and the like, belong here... Since nothing in these activities remains hidden and they are totally adapted to human cognitive capacities, they present us in the most distinct way with innumerable instances of order, each one different from the other, yet all regular. Human discernment consists almost entirely in the proper observance of such order. (Rules 10, p. 35)

What is most interesting about this account of discernment for our purposes is that Descartes contrasts his account with the techniques of syllogistic reasoning. He says that the blind following of those ‘certain forms of reasoning’ is done, in effect, with the mind in neutral. In syllogistic reasoning, we follow certain forms of reasoning in which the conclusions follow with such irresistible necessity that if our reason relies on them, even though it takes, as it were, a rest from considering a particular inference clearly and attentively, it can nevertheless draw a conclusion which is certain simply in virtue of the form. (Rules 10, p. 36)

The contrast is between a mind following rules, and a mind fully engaged with its subject matter. ‘Our principle concern here is thus to guard against our reason’s taking a holiday’ (Rules 10, p. 36).38

---

38 This account of Cartesian deduction is, of course, incomplete. I have left out, for the sake of simplicity, the possibly confusing fact that he calls complex deductions ‘inductions’ or ‘complete enumerations’. And part of the point of his emphasis on order in discernment is that we must make sure we have all the relevant parts of the complex deduction laid out in the right order. That is, the deduction must be complete and well ordered.
What makes one most resistant, I think, to appreciating the non-formal character of Descartes's account of reasoning is his respect for mathematics, and his own important and original contributions to that discipline. Since mathematics is the great exemplar of a formal system, how could such a thinker scorn a formal account of reasoning and deduction? To appreciate how Descartes, the mathematician, can also be Descartes, the advocate of a non-formal account of reasoning, it is vital to notice and respect the difference between the discovery and appreciation of mathematical truths, and their proofs. It would be entirely consistent for a mathematical thinker to have non-formal views about the former, while having a formal view, or no view at all, about the latter. Descartes is well known for having strong views about the discovery of new truths, including mathematical ones, but his attitude towards their subsequent proof is less clear. Ian Hacking argues for the characteristically bold claim that Descartes had no conception of proof at all:

Leibniz knew what a proof is. Descartes did not . . . Leibniz's conception of proof is almost the same as ours. It did not exist until about his time. How did it become possible? Descartes, according to Leibniz, furnished most of the technology required for the formation of this concept, yet deliberately shied away from anything like our concept of proof.

And, in any case, there are well-documented cases of famous mathematicians who thought proofs pretty well irrelevant to their subject. G. H. Hardy said, famously, ‘Proofs are what littlewood and I call gas, rhetorical flourishes designed to affect psychology . . . devices to stimulate the imagination of pupils’. Descartes's respect for mathematics is as much a matter of valuing the mathematical realm as a place where one can get used to appreciating what it is to perceive a truth clearly and distinctly, as it is a matter of respect for a technique that arrives at truths. He says, for instance, ‘Of all the sciences

---

39 But see my brief discussion of analysis and synthesis below, n. Descartes makes the same sort of reference to ancient geometers at the end of Second Set of Replies, where he distinguishes between the method of analysis (the method he had followed in the Meditations) and the method of synthesis (the more traditional method of demonstration). If I am right, the method of analysis is similar to the method in the Rules, and it is partially constituted by Descartes's non-formal account of reasoning. The former shows how the truths are discovered and understood, the latter 'demonstrates the conclusions clearly and employs a long series of definitions, postulates, axioms, theorems and problems . . . However, this method is not as satisfying as the method of analysis, nor does it engage the minds of those who are eager to learn, since it does not show how the thing in question was discovered' (Replies 2, p. 111). The passage concerning ancient geometers goes: 'It was synthesis alone that the ancient geometers usually employed in their writings. But in my view this was not because they were utterly ignorant of analysis, but because they had such a high regard for it that they kept it to themselves like a sacred mystery' (Replies 2, p. 111).

40 Hacking (1986), 47.

41 Quoted by Hacking (1986), 51. Original in Mind, 28 (1928), 18. My personal experience with mathematicians provides further, though entirely anecdotal, evidence. Those mathematicians who seem to enjoy the most respect are those who occasionally ‘saw’ new and interesting mathematical truths; working out the proof came later, or was a task left to lesser colleagues or graduate students. Fermat's last theorem presents a similar case: it is more likely that he 'saw' the truth of the theorem, and jotted it down before dying, than that he had the proof figured out but lacked the time to write it out.
so far discovered, arithmetic and geometry alone are . . . free from any taint of falsity and uncertainty' (Rules 2, p. 12). And concerning the use of his own method, applied first to mathematics, then elsewhere, he says, ‘as I practised the method I felt my mind gradually become accustomed to conceiving its objects more clearly and distinctly' (Discourse 2, p. 121). Perhaps most importantly, he says early on in the Rules,

I shall have much to say below about figures and numbers, for no other disciplines can yield illustrations as evident and certain as these. But if one attends closely to my meaning, one will readily see that ordinary mathematics is far from my mind here, that it is quite another discipline I am expounding, and that these illustrations are more its outer garments than its inner parts. This discipline should contain the primary rudiments of human reason and extend to the discovery of truths in any field whatever. (Rules 4, p. 17)

Descartes has a vision of what it is like to perceive a truth, either by intuition or deduction. Mathematics provides the best examples of such truths. But it does not follow that Descartes's method for arriving at new truths, of which his non-formal account of reasoning is a part, is simply the traditional formal proof of mathematics. Descartes is quite clear that he rejects the traditional picture, and often hints that ancient mathematicians had something like his own method, but hid it from the public. Of traditional geometers, Descartes says, ‘The writers displayed many geometrical truths before my very eyes, as it were, and derived them by means of logical arguments. But they did not seem to make it sufficiently clear to my mind why these things should be so and how they were discovered’ (Rules 4, p. 18). This echoes his complaints about syllogistic reasoning, as does his comment later in the same paragraph that by relying on those ‘superficial proofs . . . we get out of the habit of using our reason’.

To the extent that he respects the techniques (as opposed to the results) of ancient mathematicians, he suspects them of using, not the traditional geometers' method which has come down to us, but something like his own:

Indeed, one can see traces of this true mathematics, I think, in Pappus and Diophantus who, though not of that earliest antiquity, lived centuries before our time. But I have come to think that these writers themselves, with a kind of pernicious cunning, later suppressed this mathematics as, notoriously, many inventors are known to have done where their own discoveries were concerned. They may have feared that their method, just because it was so easy and simple, would be deprecated if it were divulged; so to gain our admiration, they may have shown us, as the fruits of their method, some barren truths proved by clever arguments, instead of teaching us the method itself. (Rules 4, pp. 18–19)
The picture that emerges is respect for mathematical truth, not for traditional mathematical proofs. Descartes's own method, partially constituted by his informal account of deduction, was meant to replace it.31

Even if I am right that Descartes's respect for mathematics, and his own activity as a mathematician, co-existed with his rejection of formalism in reasoning, one still might ask how this is possible. Given the abstract nature of mathematics, how could mathematical reasoning fail to be anything but formal, and how could Descartes think otherwise? Part of the answer to this difficult problem has been given by Stephen Gaukroger.42 Consider the following passage from early on in the Rules:

I came to see that the exclusive concern of mathematics is with questions of order or measure and that it is irrelevant whether the measure in question involves numbers, shapes, stars, sounds, or any other object whatever. This made me realize that there must be a general science which explains all the points that can be raised concerning order and measure irrespective of the subject matter. (Rules 4, p. 19)

Traditional arithmetic and geometry were based on spatial intuitions.43 Descartes's algebraic account increased the level of abstraction beyond these intuitions, and in a sense made pure mathematics possible. As the above passage from the Rules shows, he saw the crucial operations in geometry and arithmetic to be about not particular numbers or spatial magnitudes, but magnitude in general:

Thus if the problem is to find the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle whose sides are 9 and 12, the arithmetician will say that it is \( \sqrt{225} \) or 15. We on the other hand will substitute \( a \) and \( b \) for 9 and 12, and will find the hypotenuse to be \( \sqrt{a^2 + b^2} \). (Rules 16, pp. 67–8)

---

43 See Gaukroger (1992), 98–102, for details.
For Descartes, then, arithmetic and geometry become more abstract because, in his algebraic development of them, he introduced a more abstract concept of number for them to be about. But the move that makes purely formal logic possible does not come until the nineteenth century, when mathematicians such as de Morgan ‘began to conceive of algebra in such abstract mathematical terms that it was no longer necessary to construe the relata of its operations as numbers at all’ (Gaukroger (1992), 104). It is this last step of abstraction that Descartes does not take, and it is this that helps to explain the combination of a highly abstract mathematical technique, with an informal account of reasoning and inference.

One of Descartes’s worries about formalism was that the emphasis was too much on symbolism and the rules for the manipulation of those symbols. Descartes was concerned with the content of ideas; the nature of what was represented was more important than the properties of what was doing the representing.\footnote{I am here indebted to correspondence with Michael Ayers.} This concern helps explain a puzzling feature of the \textit{Rules}, as opposed to the later \textit{Meditations}. In the \textit{Meditations}, the idea of extension is innate, and can be perceived by the intellect alone. The input of the senses and the imagination by and large do more harm than good in mathematics.\footnote{See for instance \textit{Meditation} 2 (p. 22): ‘I now know that even bodies are not strictly perceived by the senses or the faculty of the imagination but by the intellect alone.’ See also the discussion of the chiliagon at the beginning of \textit{Meditation} 6.} But in the \textit{Rules}, the senses and the imagination are crucial. Descartes says puzzling things such as:

\begin{quote}
It is of course only the intellect that is capable of perceiving the truth, but it has to be assisted by imagination, sense-perception and memory if we are not to omit anything which lies within our power. (\textit{Rules} 12, p. 39)
\end{quote}

Only the intellect is capable of perceiving the truth, just as intuition and deduction are ‘actions of the intellect’ (\textit{Rules} 4, p. 14). How then can imagination and other faculties contribute?

The problem arises in the \textit{Rules}, and not in the \textit{Meditations}, because in the latter work ideas such as extension are innate, implanted in us by God. There is something for ideas of magnitude to be about; they will apply to bodies, in virtue of bodies being essentially extended. But there is nothing comparable in the \textit{Rules}. The imagination is needed to provide us with ideas such as ‘the real extension of a body considered in abstraction’ (\textit{Rules} 14, p. 276). Descartes here speaks of ‘the intellect aided by images depicted in the imagination’. The intellect alone may perceive truth, but if it ‘proposes to examine something which can be referred to the body,
the idea of that thing must be formed as distinctly as possible in the imagination' (Rules 12, p. 43). The faculty psychology of the Rules provides us with a non-formal account of inference as a proper activity of the intellect. But the intellect is assisted in that proper functioning by the imagination.

46 As Amy Schmitter said to me in correspondence, Descartes's use of the imagination to provide a way to link the intellect with bodies (most importantly, with extension) is, in a way, providing a semantics for mathematics. See also Palmer (1997) for more valuable discussion along the same lines. Both Schmitter and Palmer also emphasize that, in the Rules, the imagination helps the intellect focus distinctly. See, for instance, Descartes's description of Rule 12: 'The problem should be re-expressed in terms of the real extension of bodies and should be pictured in our imagination entirely by means of bare figures. Thus it will be perceived much more distinctly by our intellect' (Rules 12, p. 56).
3 Locke on Reasoning

Locke was as much concerned with opinion or belief as knowledge. Furthermore, he thought that just as demonstrative reasoning is the means by which knowledge could be extended beyond that which is intuitively known, so, too, probable reasoning allows us to form opinions or beliefs that go beyond what is immediately known by the senses or memory. It is not much of an exaggeration to say that knowledge and probable opinion are equally important to Locke. At the very beginning of the Essay, he states that one of his goals is ‘to search out the Bounds between Opinion and Knowledge’. This search will be constituted by carrying out three tasks: Locke will enquire into the origin of ideas, he will establish the nature of knowledge, and

Thirdly, I shall make some Enquiry into the Nature and Grounds of Faith, or Opinion: whereby I mean that Assent, which we give to any Proposition as true, of whose Truth yet we have no certain Knowledge: And here we shall have Occasion to examine the Reasons and Degrees of Assent. (Essay I. i. 3)

A little later, at I. i. 5, he points out the importance of not demanding demonstration and certainty where only opinion and probability is available to us:

And we shall then use our Understandings right, when we entertain all Objects in that Way and Proportion, that they are suited to our Faculties; and upon those Grounds, they are capable of being propos'd to us; and not peremptorily, or intemperately require Demonstration, and demand Certainty, where Probability only is to be had, and which is sufficient to govern all our Concernments. If we will dis-believe every thing, because we cannot certainly know all things; we shall do much-what as wisely as he, who would not use his Legs, but sit still and perish, because he had no Wings to fly.

We should remember that Book IV is called ‘Of Knowledge and Opinion’. It is widely held that Locke’s account of knowledge has a Cartesian ring to it, but his emphasis on probable opinion marks as much a departure
from Descartes as his account of ideas. One way of putting this is to say that for Descartes, the faculty of the intellect, with its characteristic operations of intuition and demonstration, operates upon ideas of the intellect. Ideas of sense and the imagination have a lesser role to play.\footnote{We saw in the last chapter that while ideas of the imagination had a fairly important role to play as aids to the intellect in the \textit{Rules}, their role became less important, and largely negative, in the \textit{Meditations}.} For Descartes, reasoning is an activity of the faculty of the intellect, and its goal is the preservation of certainty. Hence reasoning is demonstrative reasoning.\footnote{Leibniz seems to be saying as much in the \textit{Monadology}, para. 28, when he denies that we are using our reason when we expect the sun to shine tomorrow, on the basis of our memory: ‘For instance, when we expect that the day will dawn tomorrow, we act like an Empiric, because until now it has always been thus. Only the astronomer judges this by reason’ (Leibniz (1989), 216–17). See also the Preface to the \textit{New Essays}, 49–51.} In Locke, the faculty of the intellect, with its distinctive ideas, has disappeared.\footnote{See Garrett (1997), 19: ‘Thus, Locke in effect denies the existence of the intellect, as Descartes, Spinoza, and Leibniz describe that faculty, and he seeks instead to account for all human cognitive functions in terms of operations involving a single representational faculty that is very much like what they call the imagination.’} It is replaced by the understandings,\footnote{Or better, ‘The Understanding Faculties’, as Locke says in IV. xiv. 4. The two faculties are Knowledge and Judgement. Using ‘knowledge’ as the name of the faculty, which seems to us more appropriately to describe the result of the activities (either intuition or demonstration) of that faculty, is characteristic of Locke. He also uses the term ‘knowledge’ to describe the activity of the faculty in IV. i. 2: ‘Knowledge then seems to me to be nothing but the perception of the connection and agreement, or disagreement and repugnancy of any of our Ideas.’ So, too with ‘judgement’: it can be used, as in IV. xiv. 3–4, to describe a faculty, the activity of the faculty, or the output of that activity. Related ambiguities affect Locke’s use of the terms ‘probable’, ‘probability’, and ‘grounds’. See below.} which uses ideas of the imagination, i.e. imagistic ideas that have their origin in experience. Such ideas feature not only in demonstrative reasoning, which preserves certainty and results in knowledge, but also in probable reasoning, which preserves a lesser degree of certainty and results in opinion or belief. Locke’s account of probable reasoning is analogous to his account of demonstrative reasoning, and in spite of his differences with Descartes, his account of demonstrative reasoning is in many respects like Descartes’s account of deduction, as described in the previous chapter.

Like Descartes’s, Locke’s account of reasoning is non-formal.\footnote{At this level of generality, I take this claim to be uncontroversial. Apart from Passmore (1953) and Yolton (1970), 91–102, see also Ayers (1993), i. 23: ‘The chapter on “Reason” in Book IV is a vigorous attack on syllogism reminiscent of Descartes, while Locke’s own model for a priori reasoning involved an anti-formalist reinterpretation of the notion of a “middle term” as that of an “intermediate idea”:’ See also Owen (1993) for a detailed account of Locke on reasoning, especially probable reasoning. In that article, I mishandle the role of intermediate ideas as proofs in probable reasoning. The error was in thinking that judgement stands to probable reasoning as intuition stands to demonstrative reasoning. A better account is presented below.}
theory of demonstrative reasoning comes early in Book IV (chapter 2, 'Of the Degrees of our Knowledge') but his theory of probable reasoning does not start until chapter 14 ('Of Judgment'), and it continues through chapter 17 ('Of Reason'), where he gives a unified account of reasoning, in opposition to traditional syllogistic accounts. This separation may account for the fact that it has not perhaps been sufficiently appreciated how closely his account of probable reasoning shadows his account of demonstrative reasoning and to what extent a unified theory emerges. And because his account is not mathematical, or even formal, it has not had much attention paid to it by those interested in the history of probability. The separation may also partially explain the following sort of claim. Much of Locke's account of probability has to do with testimony, especially historical testimony, so at least one commentator has said:

The place he gave to probability in the Essay was thus separated from his discussion of the logic of scientific enquiry, and instead reflected a purpose he shared with Arnauld and Nicole, that of defending the validity of historical testimony in the face of the limited categories of knowledge recognized by Descartes, a defence which was necessary if the evidence for Christianity was to be found in the Gospels.

Although Locke was, of course, interested in those questions, his interest in probable reasoning is by no means exhausted by them. Locke's main discussion of probable reasoning (IV. xiv–xvii) should not be seen merely as a prolegomenon to his discussion of religion (IV. xviii–xx) but also as the culmination of his account of knowledge (IV. i–xiii). His overall account recognizes the limitations of knowledge, rather traditionally conceived, but looks ahead in allowing its rational supplementation by probable conjectures. And even Hume, who based his whole philosophy on experience and probable reasoning, shared with Locke the view that the upshot of such reasoning was not knowledge but belief or opinion.

---

52 See, for instance, Hacking (1975), 70: 'Locke, it is evident, had no conception of probability logic.' See also Daston (1988), 194: 'Philosophical rather than mathematical probabilities dominated Locke's discussion, despite the suggestive references to frequencies.' Daston's is perhaps the most complete discussion available of Locke on probability, though her concerns are different from mine.

53 Wooton (1990), 350.

54 Leaving out sensitive knowledge, Locke's account of intuitive and demonstrative knowledge seems to be in keeping, like Descartes's, with the tradition of scientia. Even his use of 'science' and 'scientifical' reflects this. For example in IV. xii. 10 he says that 'natural philosophy is not capable of being made a science'. By this he means that natural philosophy is not a matter of scientia, but that does not render natural philosophy useless; there is still sensitive knowledge and probable belief.
Locke's account of knowledge is, of course, one of the best-known features of his *Essay*. Two sorts of knowledge, for Locke, are direct and immediate: these are intuitive and sensitive knowledge. Intuitive knowledge is the direct and immediate awareness of the agreement or disagreement of any two ideas; sensitive knowledge is the awareness of external existence by the actual receiving of ideas from external sources (IV. ii. 1, IV. xi. 2). Although there is general agreement about the Cartesian nature of Locke's intuitive knowledge, there is widespread controversy about the details concerning sensitive knowledge and its consistency with Locke's overall account of knowledge. It is not my purpose to take part in that controversy, though I will assume that sensitive knowledge, like intuitive knowledge, is immediate and non-inferential, i.e. that Locke assumes that it involves no process of reasoning.

It is clear that demonstrative knowledge extends intuitive knowledge by allowing us to see the agreement or disagreement of two ideas, not directly but via one or more intermediate ideas. Such a chain of ideas constitutes a piece of demonstrative reasoning. I take it as uncontroversial that Locke, following Descartes, rejected a formal, logical account of demonstrative reasoning, and in what follows I will explore the details of this. Instead of using a formal, syllogistic account of how two propositions can entail a third, Locke concentrated on the relation of content two ideas bear one to another. Thus a demonstration, for Locke, gets its force, not from what we would call a deductive relation between one set of propositions (the premises) and another proposition (the conclusion), but from the relation one idea bears to another, either directly, or via a chain of intermediate ideas. Inference is still a matter of drawing one proposition from another, but the explanation of a successful inference is showing how the two ideas that constitute the inferred proposition are related:

To infer is nothing but by virtue of one Proposition laid down as true, to draw in another as true, *i.e.* to see or suppose such a connexion of the two Ideas, of the inferr'd Proposition.

---

55 It is arguable that Locke thinks that visual perception, and hence some form of sensitive knowledge, involves judgement as well as the reception of ideas in sensation. See *Essay*, II. ix. 8. If ‘judgment’ here were being used in the precisely the same way as it is in the later chapters of Book IV, then this would be a case of visual perception being inferential. But the way Locke describes it, it seems more a matter of unconscious processing ‘by an habitual custom’ than conscious reasoning.

56 *Essay*, IV. xvii. 4, p. 672. When one ‘sees’ the connection, the inference is demonstrative, and the proposition known. When one ‘supposes’ the connection, the inference is probable, and the proposition believed. Locke continues with a long detailed example. To infer the proposition ‘Men can determine themselves’ from the proposition ‘Men shall be punished in another world’, one starts with the idea in the subject position of the inferred proposition (‘men’), and aims to see that idea as standing in the relevant relation to the idea in the predicate position (‘determine themselves’). This is done by constructing a chain of ideas, with the two ideas of the inferred proposition at the beginning and end of the chain (or ‘the Extremes’) being connected by intermediate ideas, which will include, of course, the ideas contained in the proposition ‘Men shall be punished in another world’. Each idea in the chain must be seen to be immediately connected to its neighbour. See also IV. xvii. 18: ‘Though the deducing one Proposition from another, or making *Inferences in Words*, be a great part of Reason, and that which it is usually employ’d about: yet the principal Act of Ratiocination is the finding the Agreement, or Disagreement of two Ideas one with another, by the intervention of a third.’
We should note that Locke's frequent use of the terms 'deduce' and 'deduction' can be misleading. As far as I can tell, they are never used in a formal sense ('syllogism' is the term reserved for formal inferences). Rather, they are simply used in a loose and informal sense of 'argue' or 'infer', and 'argument' or 'inference', a standard enough eighteenth century usage.57

Locke gives an account of probable reasoning that parallels his account of demonstrative reasoning. Like demonstrative reasoning, probable reasoning is accounted for in terms of relations of ideas, via a chain of intermediate ideas, and not in terms of formal characteristics of arguments. As demonstrative reasoning extends intuition, so probable reasoning extends sensitive knowledge. But demonstrative reasoning produces demonstrative knowledge, while probable reasoning produces only belief or opinion. Belief and opinion are assented to, via the faculty of judgement (IV. xiv. 3), rather than known, via the faculty of knowledge (IV. xiv. 4). Both faculties are faculties of the mind or understanding (IV. xiv. 1, 4). Locke explicitly links sensitive knowledge and intuitive knowledge in IV. xiv. 2, points out their limitations, and indicates how demonstrative and probable reasoning, respectively, can extend our knowledge and opinion:

What room then is there for the Exercise of any other Faculty, but outward Sense and inward Perception? What need is there of Reason? Very much; both for the enlargement of our Knowledge, and regulating our Assent . . . (Reasoning) consists in nothing but the Perception of the connexion there is between the Ideas, in each step of the deduction [Locke's sense], whereby the mind comes to see, either the certain Agreement or Disagreement of any two Ideas, as in Demonstration, in which it arrives at Knowledge; or their probable connexion, on which it gives or with-holds its Assent, as in Opinion. Sense and Intuition reach but a very little way.

Locke's account of intuitive and demonstrative knowledge is well

57 See Yolton (1970), 93.
known. As in Descartes's distinction between intuition and deduction, the former is immediate, while the latter is inferential, being constituted by a chain of ideas. Unlike Descartes, however, Locke observed the traditional logical distinction between terms and propositions, which he transformed into a distinction between ideas and propositions. So whereas in Descartes an idea may itself have propositional content, in Locke an idea corresponds to a term which can occur either as a subject or a predicate. Propositions are ‘the joining or separating of signs’, and as there are two sorts of signs, ideas and words, so there are two sorts of propositions, mental and verbal (Essay, IV. v. 2). Here, as elsewhere, Locke gives primacy to ideas over words and credits concentration in our reasonings on words rather than ideas as a primary source of confusion and error. Significantly, he explicates the ‘joining or separating’ of ideas, which constitutes proposition formation, as the mind's ‘perceiving, or judging of their Agreement or Disagreement’. When we perceive the agreement (or disagreement) of any two ideas, we have knowledge; and when we judge it so, we have belief or opinion.

For Locke, as is well known, knowledge is ‘the perception of the connexion and agreement, or disagreement and repugnancy, of any of our Ideas’ (IV. i. 2). Intuitive knowledge is had when ‘the Mind perceives the Agreement or Disagreement of two Ideas immediately by themselves, without the intervention of any other’ (IV. ii. 1). This intuitive knowledge is immediate: the agreement of ideas is apprehended immediately, without the intervention of any intermediate ideas. Moreover, such intuition is the basis of demonstrative knowledge as well: ‘Certainty depends so wholly on this intuition that in the next degree of Knowledge, which I call Demonstrative, this intuition is necessary in all the Connexions of the intermediate Ideas, without which we cannot attain Knowledge and Certainty’ (IV. ii. 1).

Sometimes the mind cannot immediately apprehend the agreement or disagreement of any two ideas because ‘the Mind cannot so bring its Ideas together . . . by their immediate Comparison and as it were Juxta-position or application one to another’. In order ‘to perceive their Agreement or Disagreement, it is fain, by the Intervention of other Ideas (one or more, as it happens) to discover the Agreement or Disagreement which it searches; and this is that which we call Reasoning’ (IV. ii. 2). Demonstrative reasoning is a means of apprehending the agreement or disagreement of two ideas by the intervention of other ideas. These intermediate

58 See Ayers (1993), i. 19–25, for a discussion of the difference between Locke and Descartes in this regard, and on Locke's relation to traditional logic.
ideas are called ‘proofs’, and a quickness in the mind in discovering them is called ‘sagacity’ (IV. ii. 3). Such reasoning is constituted by a chain of ideas, and the link between any two ideas in the chain is intuitive:

Now, in every step Reason makes in demonstrative Knowledge, there is an intuitive Knowledge of that Agreement or Disagreement it seeks with the next intermediate Idea, which it uses as a Proof: For if it were it not so, that yet would need a Proof. Since without the Perception of such Agreement or Disagreement, there is no Knowledge produced. (IV. ii. 7)

Although Locke, like Descartes, argued strongly against syllogism, his theory of demonstrative reasoning certainly owes something to the traditional theory of demonstrative syllogisms. Proofs or intermediate ideas are frequently called ‘mediums’, especially in the chapter ‘Of Reason’. The word ‘medium’ brings to mind the middle term of a syllogism, and its use is not surprising, as ‘Of Reason’ deals explicitly with syllogism and Locke’s rejection of it. For now, I want to emphasize only that although Locke sometimes has syllogism in mind when talking about demonstrative reasoning, it is clear that his model of demonstrative reasoning is meant to stand, not as a variety of syllogistic theory, but in contrast to it. A syllogism stands or falls by its formal validity, and when in addition its premises are self-evident, we have a demonstration. But there is nothing in Locke that matches this formal validity, considered in abstraction from the certainty or self-evidentness of the premises. A Lockean demonstration is simply a chain of ideas; each idea must be seen to be intuitively related to its neighbour. Any proposition formed by any two such adjacent ideas will be intuitively certain. The certainty of a Lockean demonstration is entirely dependent on these intuitions. There is no room for formal validity to get a foothold. If any link in the chain is not intuitive, the demonstration collapses into a piece of probable reasoning, as we will see.

Consider Locke’s example of demonstrative reasoning at IV. ii. 2. One wants ‘to know the Agreement or Disagreement in bigness between the

---

59 In general, by ‘proof’ Locke means that which permits us to be aware that two ideas stand in the relevant relationship of agreement or disagreement, when that awareness is not immediate. In demonstrative reasoning, proofs are intermediate ideas, where each pair of adjacent ideas in the chain are, by intuition, immediately perceived to agree or disagree in the relevant way. See IV. ii. 3 for his ‘official’ account. So in IV. xvii. 3, when he says that the highest degree of reason ‘is the discovering, and finding out of Proofs’ (i.e. sagacity is the highest degree of reason), he does not mean that reason discovers well-laid arguments that support a conclusion. He means that reason discovers intermediate ideas via which we can perceive the agreement or disagreement of the ideas which it has on either side, as the context of the cited passage makes clear.

60 See especially Essay. IV. xvii. 15.
three Angles of a triangle and two right ones’ but one does not immediately perceive the relation. What is one to do? ‘In this Case the Mind is fain to find out some other Angles, to which the three Angles of a Triangle have an Equality, and finding those equal to two right ones, comes to know their Equality to two right ones.’ That is to say, one starts with the idea of the sum of the three angles of a triangle, one finds an idea of some other angles intuitively known to be equal to that sum, and if those other angles are intuitively known to be equal to two right angles, one’s demonstration is complete.

Let us consider this example in a little more detail. Consider the diagram below.

We can reformulate Locke's demonstration in the following way: we want to demonstrate that the angle sum $a + b + c$ is equal to the angle sum $f + g$. But we can perceive no ‘Agreement or Disagreement in bigness’ between them. We can, however, perceive that angle $a + b + c$ is equal to angle $d + b + e$, and that angle $d + b + e$ is equal to angle $f + g$. In propositional mode:

1. Angle $a + b + c$ is equal to angle $d + b + e$.
2. Angle $d + b + e$ is equal to angle $f + g$.
   
   Therefore,
3. Angle $a + b + c$ is equal to angle $f + g$.

Although it can be reconstructed as a sequence of propositions, Locke sees the reasoning here as a sequence or chain of ideas: one starts with the idea of $a + b + c$ and ends with the idea of $f + g$. The idea of $d + b + e$ is the intermediate idea that connects them in equality.\(^{61}\) But why is this not a mere stylistic variant of the way we see it?

\(^{61}\) It is worth pointing out that the two intuitions, that angle $a + b + c$ is equal to angle $d + b + e$, and that angle $d + b + e$ is equal to angle $f + g$, are perceptions of ideas agreeing in equality, not identity. If they were identical, then these propositions would be trifling. But Locke holds that such propositions, which are not simply a matter of definition, are instructive. Definitions such as ‘A triangle has three sides’ are trifling, because the idea ‘three sides’ is contained in the complex idea ‘triangle’. See IV. viii. 7–8. For clarification on this point, and in the discussion below concerning intuition and the four ways in which ideas can agree or disagree, I am indebted to Michael Ayers.
We see the argument as deductively valid because of the transitivity of equality. The content of propositions (1) and (2) is irrelevant; if two things are equal to a third, they are equal to each other. The argument is formally valid, as any student of the predicate calculus can soon show. But Locke's conception of the demonstration is different. It counts as a demonstration because we intuitively perceive the relation between the ideas in the chain. Each link in the chain of ideas has to be intuitively known. So in talking of propositions in explicating Locke's account of demonstration, we should speak as follows: the proposition formed by comparing any two adjacent ideas must be intuitively known. But all things that are intuitively known are self-evident and certain. The proposition demonstrated is also certain, but its certainty is of a lesser 'degree': it is demonstratively, not intuitively, certain. But take away the intuitive certainty, and the demonstration disappears; there is no formal validity to fall back on.

It is highly misleading to talk of premises and conclusions when thinking of Locke's demonstrations, although it is always possible to reconstruct any argument in that way. It is better to think in terms of showing that one idea stands in the relevant relation to another idea by showing that the former idea is intuitively seen to agree with an intermediate idea, and so on, until an intermediate idea is found that is intuitively seen to agree with the latter idea. When talking of premises and conclusions, one would have to say that one starts with part of the conclusion, and ends with the rest of the conclusion, while the premises fill up the middle. But the main point is that if we reconstructed a Lockean demonstration in terms of premises and a conclusion, we would have to say that the premises must be intuitively certain if the conclusion is to be demonstrated. If any premise were not intuitively certain, there would be a link in the chain of ideas that was not intuitively known. The argument would be, at best, probable not demonstrative. Although the scholastics also required demonstrations to have self-evident premises, that requirement was not necessary for the validity of the argument; the self-evidence was, rather, a necessary condition for turning an independently valid syllogism into a

---

62 One could point out that the same is true of conditional proof, though of course there the significant units are still propositions. See Locke's extensive, detailed discussion of an example that illustrates this point about the structure of demonstrations at IV. xvii. 4, p. 672, l. 19, to p. 673, l. 31. Concerning this example, Leibniz rightly points out that any such argument can be reconstructed syllogistically (New Essays, 482–3). But Locke admits that 'all right reasoning may be reduced to . . . Forms of Syllogism' (IV. xvii. 4, p. 671). He is concerned to give an adequate account of the proper functioning of our faculty of reason. Whether an instance of reasoning can be reconstructed syllogistically is irrelevant to this task.
demonstration. Demonstrations for Locke are evaluated not in terms of formal deductive validity, but in terms of the intuitive character of the links in the chain. If we talk in terms of premises, we must say that all the premises of a demonstration are intuitively known. There can be no demonstration if there are non-intuitive premises. If we must talk about the validity of a Lockean demonstration, we will have to say that it is a function of the intuitive nature of the premises, not of the formal structure of the argument. Thus it follows that for Locke there are no demonstrations with non-intuitive premises. What counts in a demonstration is a matter of content, not form.63

Locke's account of demonstrative reasoning has an apparently puzzling consequence. Suppose we presented Locke with the following argument form:

(1) All $A$s are $B$.
(2) All $B$s are $C$.
Therefore,
(3) All $A$s are $C$.

If we asked Locke what he might say in advance about arguments of that form, it might seem that he is committed to the following answer: I can say nothing at all about arguments of that form until you tell me about the status of the premises. If we asked him to run through the alternatives, he could say: if the premises are intuitively known, the argument will be a demonstration; if the premises are a matter of belief or opinion, we will have a piece of probable reasoning; if any one of the premises is neither believed nor known, we will not have an argument at all. But then we might say: it turns out you can say quite a lot about arguments of that form, without knowing the nature of the premises. For you have just expressed several important hypothetical truths which we might summarize as follows: if the premises are true, then the conclusion will be true as well. And is this not an insight worth preserving, reflecting upon, and developing? An appropriate Lockean response would be: you have expressed an important truth about verbal propositions. But the real work is done at the level of ideas and the perceived agreement between them.

63 There are of course some constraints. It is not the case that any set of intuitive premises followed by any proposition constitutes a demonstration. But Locke specifies those constraints, not formally, but by insisting that each link in the chain of ideas be intuitive. We could formalize the constraints, and end up with something like syllogism, but for Locke that would not constitute what makes the argument demonstrative. It would merely follow from his requirement on each link in the chain of ideas.
Looked at this way, your important general truth really only amounts to this: take any chain of ideas. If each idea in the chain is intuitively related to its neighbour, then it is obvious that there will be an important relation between the first idea in the chain and the last. And where that chain is broken, it is impossible to say in advance whether we have a piece of probable reasoning or not. There are no rules about that. So the important thing to remember is this: it all depends on whether and how the ideas are related, and this is a matter of the content of the ideas. We can have no knowledge, and no demonstrative reasoning, beyond the perception of the connection and agreement, or disagreement and repugnancy of any of our ideas.

Like Descartes’s, Locke’s account of demonstrative reasoning places an enormous burden on intuition. And, like Descartes’s, his account of intuition is a little sketchy. It is expressed in terms of the perception of the agreement or disagreement of any of our ideas, and is characterized by an analogy with vision:

This part of knowledge is irresistible, and like the bright Sun-shine, forces it self immediately to be perceived, as soon as ever the Mind turns its views that way; and leaves no room for Hesitation, Doubt or Examination, but the Mind is presently filled with the clear Light of it. (IV. ii. 1)

Intuition, being the clearest, most effortless, and most certain activity of the understanding, seems not to be characterizable in other terms. We can try another tactic; let us consider the objects of intuition. Perhaps all propositions that we intuitively know have something in common, such as analyticity. Intuition is the perception that two ideas agree or disagree, and it is immediate. That is, we intuitively perceive two ideas to agree when we can perceive this agreement immediately, without requiring the intervention of any other ideas. After he gives his definition of knowledge as the perception of the connection and agreement, or disagreement and repugnancy, of any of our ideas at IV. i. 2, Locke lists four ways that ideas can agree or disagree, or four modes ‘wherein this agreement or disagreement consists’ (IV. i. 3). These four are identity or diversity, relation, coexistence or necessary connection, and real existence. So we have four ways that ideas can agree or disagree, and three ways in which we can perceive such agreement: intuition, demonstration, and perception of particular existences, the latter resulting in sensitive knowledge.

64 “T]is impossible to reduce to precise Rules, the various degrees wherein Men give their Assent” (Essay, IV. xvi. 9).
Consider Locke's examples of intuition at IV. ii. 1: white is not black, a circle is not a triangle, three are more than two, three are equal to one and two. These are typical of Locke's examples of what we can know intuitively, and it is clear that the first two fall under the category of identity or diversity, and the latter two under the category of relation. There is something a little odd about the category of relation. Locke admits that the categories identity and co-existence ‘are truly nothing but Relations’ (IV. i. 7), but goes on to say:

yet they are so peculiar ways of Agreement, or Disagreement of our Ideas, that they deserve to be considered as distinct Heads, and not under Relation in general; since they are so different grounds of Affirmation and Negation, as will easily appear to any one, who will but reflect on what is said in several places of this Essay.

Locke is perhaps a little optimistic about the ease with which reflection will produce the distinct grounds of identity and co-existence from other relations, but I suggest the following. Identity is distinct because it is primordial and fundamental to our awareness of ideas. It is

the first Act of the Mind, when it has any Sentiments or Ideas at all, to perceive its Ideas, and so far as it perceives them, to know each what it is, and thereby also to perceive their difference, and that one is not another. This is so absolutely necessary, that without it there could be no Knowledge, no Reasoning, no Imagination, no distinct Thoughts at all. (IV. i. 4)

The significance of co-existence, or necessary connection, is more difficult to unravel. At first glance, it might appear to be about the nature of complex ideas in general, and how the simple ideas ‘co-exist’ in a complex one. But Locke explicitly says this category ‘belongs particularly to Substances’ (IV. i. 6). So the peculiar nature of this category must be concerned with the extent to which our complex ideas of substances reflect a real co-existence or necessary connection between the qualities we attribute to a substance:

Thus when we pronounce concerning Gold, that it is fixed, our Knowledge of this Truth amounts to no more but this, that fixedness, or a power to remain in the Fire unconsumed, is an Idea, that always accompanies, and is join'd with that particular sort of Yellowness, Weight, Fusibility, Malleableness, and Solubility in Aqua Regia, which make our complex Idea, signified by the word Gold. (IV. i. 6)

Locke is here suggesting that ‘All gold is fixed’ might be an example of knowledge of necessary connection between the idea of a substance and one of its properties. But it turns out that we do not have knowledge of
such a proposition, if it is an instance of the perception of necessary connection. He says,

Fixedness, for example, having no necessary connexion, that we can discover, with the Colour, Weight, or any other simple Idea of our complex one, or with the whole Combination together; it is impossible that we should certainly know the Truth of this Proposition, That all Gold is fixed. (IV. vi. 8)

Although Locke denies that we have knowledge, considered as the perception of necessary connection, of such propositions, he admits that we can have trifling knowledge of such propositions, when we perceive the identity or partial identity of ideas:

It will, no doubt, be presently objected, Is not this an universal certain Proposition, All Gold is malleable? To which I answer, It is a very certain proposition, if Malleableness be a part of the complex Idea the word Gold stands for. But then here is nothing affirmed of Gold, but that Sound stands for an Idea in which Malleableness is contained. (IV. vi. 9)

We can know that gold is malleable, but only when ‘malleableness’ is an idea contained in the complex idea that makes up the nominal essence of gold. But such knowledge is not the perception of necessary connection. It is the perception of an identity or partial identity, and is trifling or analytic.

Do all known propositions that appear to involve the agreement of ideas in terms of necessary connection or co-existence turn out to involve only identity, and to be trifling or analytic? The answer is no. Locke does admit that concerning a particular piece of matter that we are observing, perhaps experimenting with, we can have certain knowledge that malleableness, fixity, fusibility, etc. do in fact co-exist:

we cannot so far distrust their [i.e. the senses’] Testimony, as to doubt, that such Collections of simple Ideas, as we have observed by our Senses to be united together, do really exist together. But this Knowledge extends as far as the present Testimony of our Senses, employ’d about particular Objects, that do affect them, and no farther. (IV. xi. 9)

This is a matter of sensitive knowledge, not intuition. Moreover, since we can have sensitive knowledge of the co-existence of observed instances of

---

65 See the whole discussion in IV. vi. 6–9, and also IV. viii. 4–9.

66 See Locke’s discussion of trifling propositions, and his analysis of them as identical or partially identical, in IV. viii ‘Of Trifling Propositions’.

67 See also IV. xii. 9: ‘Here again for assurance, I must apply my self to Experience ; as far as that reaches, I may have certain Knowledge, but no farther.’
gold with malleableness, for example, we might take this as evidence that the ideas of ‘gold’ and ‘malleableness’ are, in nature, necessarily connected. This, however, would be a matter of belief or opinion, not knowledge.

There are, in fact, a few rare examples in Locke of the intuitive awareness of necessary connection. For instance, at IV. vii. 5, he says:

> Of such agreement, or disagreement as this, the Mind has an immediate perception but in very few of them. And therefore in this sort, we have but very little intuitive knowledge: nor are there to be found very many Propositions that are self-evident, though some there are; _e.g._ The Idea of filling of a place equal to the Contents of its superfiacies, being annexed to our Idea of Body, I think it is a self-evident Proposition, _That two Bodies cannot be in the same place._

At IV. iii. 14, while similarly admitting how rare it is, he asserts the following necessary connections between primary qualities: ‘as Figure necessarily supposes Extension, receiving or communicating Motion by impulse, supposes Solidity.’ And in the following paragraph, he claims that certain ideas of a substance necessarily exclude others: ‘any Subject can have of each sort of primary Qualities, but one particular at once, _e.g._ Each particular Extension, Figure, number of Parts, Motion, excludes all others of each kind.’

There are many examples of the agreement of ideas that is identity, of which we can be intuitively aware. And, though rare, there are cases of the intuitive perception of necessary connection between ideas. This in itself is enough to rule out the suggestion that we can explain Locke’s picture of intuition in terms of something like analyticity. Locke in effect contrasts the intuitive awareness of necessary connection, in those rare cases where it occurs, with the analytic, trifling truth of partially identical propositions such as ‘All gold is malleable’.

This is confirmed by a brief consideration of the two remaining forms of agreement, relation and real existence, each of which includes instances where the agreement can be intuitively perceived. Locke thinks we have intuitive awareness of our own existence.68 Though it is notoriously unclear how to unpack this claim, it is at least certain that we should not understand Locke as making a claim about the analyticity, i.e. identity or partial-identity, of self-ascriptions of existence. And concerning our intuitive awareness of relations, i.e. those relations other than identity or necessary connection, Locke is at pains to characterize such items of

---

68 See IV. iii. 21 and IV. ix. 3.
knowledge as instructive, in contrast to the tritling analytic propositions which are identical or partially identical. A priori sciences such as mathematics and, Locke thought, morality, were constituted by certain truths of which we could be intuitively aware. Such self-evident truths could then form the basis of certain truths which were not self-evident, but could be known by demonstration. Such relations do not reduce to identities or partial identities. If they did, our knowledge of such relations would be tritling. But Locke is adamant that they are instructive.69

In sum, we can intuitively perceive examples of each of the four ways ideas can agree or disagree in knowledge: identity, relation, necessary connection, and real existence. Instances of identity and relation are plentiful, and while instances of necessary connection and real existence are rare, they do exist. Our examination of the objects of intuition has revealed nothing that helps us explain intuition, except to say that the agreement intuitively perceived is self-evident.

Locke sometimes speaks as if what is intuitive to one creature might need to be demonstrated to another; for example, angels might know by intuition things that we do not know at all or can only reason towards.70 Furthermore, most of his examples of intuitive truths that are not identities or partial identities, are mathematical truths. And his distinction between intuitively known mathematical truths71 and those that require demonstration seems not strict. It is more like Descartes's distinction between simple and complex deductions: the former can be held in the mind all at once, the latter require a movement of thought through a chain of ideas so that the mind cannot perceive all the connections at once. Leibniz thought this sloppy. For instance, Locke said that the truth of

69 ‘[W]e can know theTruth, and so may be certain inPropositions, which affirm something ofanother, which is a necessary consequence of its precise complex Idea, but not contained in it. As that the external Angle of all triangles, is bigger than either of the opposite internal Angles; which relation of the outward Angle, to either of the opposite internal Angles, making no part of the complex Idea, signifies by the name Triangle, this is a real Truth, and conveys with it instructive real Knowledge’ (IV. viii. 8).

70 IV. xvii. 4.

71 Locke says that ‘three is equal to one and two’ is intuitively known (IV. ii. 1). Leibniz adds that it is really just a definition of three (New Essays, 366). But this does not contradict Locke. A definition of a term is just spelling out the ideas that go to make up the complex idea signified by the term, and so will be intuitive. When the complex idea is a mode, such as ‘triangle’ or ‘justice’, such complex ideas are bound to be adequate (II. xxxi. 3), and this partially explains why demonstrations concerning them are possible. The only inadequacy possible concerning modes is that one person may use a word to signify an idea that is different from the idea signified by most people’s use of that word (II. xxxi. 4). Later, Locke will use this to account for the apparent resistance to the possibility of a demonstrative morality.
‘two and two are four’ is ‘known without any proof’ (IV. viii. 10). This might be taken to mean that it is an intuitive rather than a demonstrative truth, and Leibniz promptly produced a demonstration of it (New Essays, 413–14). It is also possible that since Locke in this chapter (‘Of Maxims’) was concerned mainly to argue against the view that all knowledge was obtained by reasoning from self-evident maxims, he simply was saying such simple mathematical truths as two and two make four are not typically arrived at by reasoning from principles.

Most of Locke’s examples of demonstrations, or demonstrative knowledge, are mathematical, such as our reconstruction of his demonstration that the internal angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles. But Locke also thought that morality was susceptible of demonstration, at least in principle. Locke’s discussion of the possibility of a demonstrative morality occurs at II. xxviii and IV. iii. 18–20, and in odd single paragraphs throughout the Essay. For our limited purposes here, it is sufficient to point out that Locke considers morality to be analogous to mathematics. We might

place Morality amongst the Sciences capable of Demonstration: wherein I doubt not, but from self-evident Propositions, by necessary Consequences, as incontestable as those in Mathematics, the measures of right and wrong might be made out, to any one that will apply himself with the same Indifference and Attention to the one, as he does to the other of these Sciences. (IV. iii. 18)

The idea seems to be that we can start out with self-evident, i.e. intuitive, truths. The judicious use of intermediate ideas will allow us to demonstrate instructive truths about morality. For instance,

Where there is no Property, there is no Injustice, is a Proposition as certain as any Demonstration in Euclid; For the Idea of Property, being a right to any thing; and the Idea to which the Name Injustice is given, being the Invasion or Violation of that right; it is evident, that these Ideas being thus established, and these Names annexed to them, I can as certainly know this proposition to be true, as that a Triangle has three Angles equal to two right ones. (IV. iii. 18)

It is plausible here to construe ‘being a right to any thing’ as a definition of property, and ‘the invasion or violation of that right’ as a definition of injustice. As definitions, these will be intuitive, and perhaps trifling, but using them we can construct a demonstration of the proposition ‘Where there is no property, there is no injustice’. Locke acknowledges that this account will meet with resistance because it seems to be about our ideas, and not about mathematics or morality. But as the ideas of mathematics and morality are of mixed modes, they cannot help but be adequate
(II. xxxi. 3–4) and hence the knowledge produced by the perception of their agreement or disagreement will be real. (IV. iv. 7). The problem is that people can use the same word, e.g. ‘courage’ or ‘justice’, to signify distinct complex ideas. This is the only way ideas of modes can be inadequate (II. xxxi. 4). This possibility raises the spectre of confusion, but still does not rule out the possibility of demonstrations: I can construct demonstrations concerning three-sided figures even if I mistakenly call them trapezia.

Locke gives us a non-formal account of demonstration in terms of a chain of ideas, each idea being connected to its neighbour in a way that can be perceived intuitively. His account of intuition and demonstration is clearly similar to Descartes's account of intuition and deduction in the Rules.72 Most importantly, the two share a non-formal conception of apodeictic inference as constituted by a chain of ideas, and reject the importance of syllogism. We have already noted that, like Descartes, Locke is happy to ignore the difference between intuitive truths, and truths established by very simple demonstrations. They both attribute a lesser degree of certainty to demonstration than intuition, because of the complexity of the latter, and the fact that demonstrations may rely on memory.73 Furthermore, each is concerned with the preservation of certainty: demonstration preserves, albeit in a diminished degree, the certainty characteristic of intuition.

The claim that there is no separate faculty of the intellect, with its own distinctive ideas, is one important difference between Locke and Descartes. Another is their differing theories of judgement and proposition formation. Locke's account is crucial for understanding both his distinction between knowledge and belief, and his theory of probable reasoning which produces beliefs. Descartes distinguished between understanding a proposition and judging it to be true, and as the latter faculty was voluntary, error could be satisfactorily explained. But Locke's account of proposition formation and judgement is quite different. The very act of perceiving the agreement or disagreement of two ideas is knowing the proposition thus formed to be true, or false.74 One does not

---

72 See Passmore (1953).
73 Essay. IV. ii. 7. Locke very nearly got into serious trouble over this, as at one point he held that the memory of a demonstration was not enough to produce knowledge rather than belief. The demonstration had to be present to the mind. See the variations between editions 1–3a and 4–5 in IV. i. 9; see also Ayers (1993), i. 96–7 and Owen (1993).
74 Locke shared this non-Cartesian view of judgement and proposition formation with Gassendi and Arnauld. In Part Two (Concerning the Proposition) of his Institutio Logica, Gassendi says: ‘We must continue with a discussion of the proposition or enunciation, whereby we do not simply imagine some thing and look upon it unclothed, as it were, but form some judgment concerning it by making either an affirmation or a denial. This takes place when the mind, applying itself to the various ideas it has, by a process of affirmation joins together those which agree with one another, and by negating separates those which do not agree. In this fashion it creates a composite idea from simple ones’ (Gassendi (1981), 102). In Logic, or the Art of Thinking, the authors say: ‘After conceiving things by our ideas, we compare these ideas and, finding that some belong together, and others do not, we unite or separate them. This is called affirming or denying, and in general judging. This judgment is also called a proposition, and it is easy to see that it must have two terms’ (Arnauld and Nicole (1996), 82).
first form the proposition, and subsequently judge it to be true. Knowledge is intrinsic to the ideas whose agreement make up the proposition known; where one perceives the agreement there is knowledge. But sometimes the agreement is ‘not perceived, but presumed to be so’ (IV. xiv. 4),75 and this is judgement.76 Judgement is not part of the faculty that produces knowledge, but an alternative faculty which results in belief or opinion. And, unlike knowledge, judgement is extraneous77 to the (presumed) agreement of ideas: “That which makes me believe, is something extraneous to the thing I believe; something not evidently joined on both sides to, and so not manifestly shewing the Agreement, or Disagreement of those Ideas, that are under consideration’ (IV. xv. 3).

In knowledge, there is no distinction between perceiving the agreement or disagreement of ideas, forming the proposition, and knowing it to be true. In judgement, there is no distinction between presuming the agreement or disagreement of ideas, forming the proposition, and judging it to be true. Knowledge comes in degrees: intuitive knowledge has the highest degree of certainty, demonstrative knowledge a lesser degree, and sensitive knowledge the least. Judgement or assent78 also comes in degrees: ‘degrees of Assent [range] from full Assurance and Confidence, quite down to Conjecture, Doubt, and Distrust’ (IV. xv. 2). We need judgement because

---

75 See also IV. xvii. 4, p. 672, ‘to see or suppose such a connexion of the two ideas’.
76 Note Locke is using ‘judgement’ in a non-traditional way. Whereas Gassendi and Arnauld used it to refer to the act of proposition formation whereby the agreement between two ideas is perceived (see n. 28 above), Locke takes ‘judgement’ to refer to the faculty whereby the agreement is presumed rather than perceived.
77 See Ayers (1993) i. 97. Ayers’s discussion of proposition formation, the intrinsic nature of knowledge and extrinsic nature of probability is excellent, and has been very influential on the development of my views concerning Locke and probability.
78 When he first discusses the faculty of judgement, in IV. xiv. 3, Locke says ‘This Faculty of the Mind, when it is exercised immediately about Things, is called Judgment ; when about Truths delivered in Words, is most commonly called Assent or Dissent.’ In subsequent chapters, Locke usually says ‘degrees of assent’, ‘not degrees of judgment’, when speaking of how strongly, or with what degree of certainty, a belief is held. I shall follow him in this usage.
knowledge is so limited; ‘Judgment supplies the want of knowledge’.\textsuperscript{79} Where knowledge is not to be had, we must make do with belief or opinion, based on judgement.

We noted earlier that Locke is happy to use the same term for a faculty, the characteristic activity of that faculty, and the result of that activity. This is explained in part by his view that forming the proposition and knowing or judging it to be true amount to the same thing. Locke displays a similar looseness in his use of the terms ‘probable’ and ‘probability’. The central idea is that ‘Probability is nothing but the appearance of such an Agreement, or Disagreement . . . and is enough to induce the Mind to judge the Proposition to be true’ (IV. xv. 1).\textsuperscript{80} When ideas agree, and we perceive that agreement, we have knowledge. When ideas appear to agree, and we presume that agreement, we have probability. But

\textit{Probability} is likeliness to be true, the very notation of the Word, signifying such a Proposition, for which there be Arguments or Proofs, to make it pass or be received for true. The entertainment the Mind gives this sort of Propositions, is called Belief, Assent, or Opinion, which is the admitting or receiving any Proposition for true. (IV. xv. 3)

‘[L]ikeliness to be true’ seems to be a characteristic of a proposition, not a proposition itself, and both seem different from the appearance of the agreement or disagreement of ideas. But for Locke, ‘likeliness to be true’ just is the appearance, as opposed to the perception, of the agreement of ideas. And judging that agreement to hold just is forming the proposition, with the relevant degree of confidence. We do not form the proposition first, and then judge it to be true on the basis of evidence. They are the same activity. So for Locke, probability can be the proposition believed, the belief, or the forming of the belief. In each case, he is talking about the appearance of the agreement or disagreement of ideas. Furthermore, the appearance of agreement may be more or less strong, as it approaches or recedes from the certainty that accompanies knowledge. So the belief may be assented to in varying degrees. By extension, Locke often speaks of this variation in degrees of assent as a belief (or even the state of affairs described by the belief) being more or less probable, or having greater or

\textsuperscript{79} Title of IV. xiv. 3. See also the opening sentence of the next section: ‘Probability then, being to supply the defect of our Knowledge, and to guide us where that fails, is always conversant about Propositions, whereof we have no certainty, but only some inducements to receive them for true.’

\textsuperscript{80} See also the description of IV. xv. 3: ‘Being that which makes us presume things to be true, before we know them to be so.’
lesser probability. Such use of the terms ‘probable’ and ‘probability’ may seem promiscuous to modern ears, but for Locke they are all obvious enough extensions of the central notion of ideas appearing to agree.

Judgement is the faculty whose characteristic activity is probable reasoning, and Locke's view of probable reasoning is analogous to his view of demonstrative reasoning: it is a chain of ideas such that the connection between the ideas is not a matter of intuitive certainty but only appears to hold for the most part.

As Demonstration is the shewing the agreement or disagreement of two Ideas by the intervention of one or more Proofs which have a constant, immutable, and visible connection one with another: so Probability is nothing but the appearance of such an Agreement or Disagreement by the intervention of Proofs, whose connection is not constant and immutable, or at least is not perceived to be so, but is, or appears for the most part to be so, and is enough to induce the Mind to judge the proposition to be true or false, rather than the contrary. (IV. xv. 1)

As he says in the title of IV. xv. 1, ‘Probability is the appearance of agreement upon fallible proofs’. Probable reasoning results in belief or opinion, not knowledge (IV. xv. 3). Probability thus supplies ‘the defect of our Knowledge, and (guides) us where that fails’ (IV. xv. 4). One interesting feature of Locke's account of knowledge and belief is his frequent use of examples in which, though demonstrative knowledge is possible, some people will be content with just probable opinion. For example, one person can have demonstrative knowledge of the equality of the three angles of a triangle and two right angles, if he perceives ‘the certain immutable connexion there is of Equality, between the three Angles of a Triangle and those intermediate ones, which are made use of to shew their equality to two right ones’, while another ‘who never took the pains to observe the Demonstration’ (IV. xv. 1) may have only a belief on the basis of the testimony of a mathematician. In this case, his first detailed example of probable reasoning, Locke appears to be saying that the proof, or intermediate idea, is the veracity of the speaker:

In which case, the foundation of his assent is the Probability of the thing, the Proof being such, as for the most part carries Truth with it: The Man, on whose testimony he receives it, not being wont to affirm any thing contrary to, or besides his Knowledge, especially in matters of this kind. (IV. xv. 1)

It is significant that Locke's first detailed example of a proposition judged to be true is of a proposition that is in fact demonstrable. It raises the interesting question, does Locke think that there are propositions that are true, judged to be true and hence believed, yet incapable in principle of being
intuitively or demonstratively known? As far as I can tell, Locke nowhere gives an explicit answer to this question. But the evidence points towards his answer being negative. First, of all, the general presumption of the time was that there was no such thing as chance in nature. It is not nature that limits knowledge; it is our frailties and inadequacies. Probability does not reflect chance in nature; it is a matter of our having an inadequate grasp of how things are. Secondly, as we have seen, Locke thinks that the difference between intuition and demonstration may be one of degree. But he goes further and suggests that which we only believe, or perhaps know demonstratively, might be known intuitively by angels or the spirits of just men:

In the Discovery of, and Assent to these Truths, there is no Use of the discursive Faculty, no need of Reasoning but they are known by a superior and higher Degree of Evidence. And such, if I may guess at Things unknown, I am apt to think, that Angels have now, and the Spirits of just Men made perfect shall have, in a future State, of Thousands of Things, which now either wholly escape our Apprehensions, or which, our short-sighted Reason having got some faint Glimpse of, we, in the Dark, grope after. (IV. vii. 4)

The suggestion is not just that some creatures may know intuitively what we know demonstratively, but also that they may know intuitively what we only believe (‘our shortsighted Reason having got some faint Glimpse of, we, in the Dark, grope after’). Probability is not a matter of chance in nature; it is a matter of our ideas only appearing to agree. Other creatures might have ideas such that they can perceive any agreement between ideas that matches the way things are.

Whatever one makes of the in-principle possibility of universal knowledge, Locke clearly thought that the knowledge available to humans was very limited and that in many areas we had to rest content with belief, based on judgement and probable reasoning. But what is the evidence or grounds on which we base our judgement? To understand Locke's position here, first consider the analogous question concerning knowledge.

81 See Daston (1988), 10 and passim: ‘Classical probabilists from Jakob Bernoulli through Laplace followed the Thomist line: from the perspective of an omniscient God (or later Laplace’s secular supercalculator), the events of the universe were fully determined. Chance was merely apparent, the figment of human ignorance. Until the nineteenth century, no mathematician, scientist, or philosopher appears to have contemplated the possibility of genuinely random phenomena except to dismiss the idea as nonsensical: causeless events were unthinkable.’ See also Hume: ‘tis commonly allow’d by philosophers, that what the vulgar call chance is nothing but a secret and conceal’d cause.’ (T 130)

82 Of this passage, Leibniz comments: ‘Only God has the privilege of having nothing but intuitive knowledge’ (New Essays, 490).
When we perceive the agreement of two ideas, we have knowledge, which is certain. What determines us to have this certainty Locke calls ‘evidence’, as in ‘perceiving a demonstrative Evidence in the Proofs’ (IV. xiv. 4) and ‘intuitive Evidence, which infallibly determines the Understanding’ (IV. xvi. 5). The evidence that determines us to perceive the agreement or disagreement of ideas is not some proposition, already known, from which we infer some other proposition. That would make nonsense out of the notion of ‘intuitive evidence’ and would be out of keeping with Locke’s account of demonstrative reasoning. Intuitive evidence is the intrinsic nature of the ideas that makes possible our perception of their agreement. Demonstrative evidence is the intrinsic nature of the ideas in the chain that allows us to immediately perceive the agreement of any two adjacent ideas, and indirectly perceive the agreement between the two ideas at the end of the chain.

The case is similar with respect to probability and belief. The grounds of probability are what induces, causes, or makes us presume two ideas to agree. The presumption of agreement is not due to the intrinsic nature of the ideas. Instead, ‘That which makes me believe, is something extraneous to the thing I believe; something not evidently joined on both sides to, and so not manifestly shewing the Agreement, or Disagreement of those Ideas, that are under consideration’ (IV. xv. 3). The person who demonstratively knows that the internal angles of a right angle are equal to two right angles indirectly perceives that the two ideas agree, via the relevant intermediate ideas. What of the person who believes that equality because of the testimony of a reliable mathematician?

That which causes his Assent to this proposition, that the three Angles of a Triangle are equal to two right ones, that which makes him take these Ideas to agree, without knowing them to do so, is the wonted Veracity of the Speaker in other cases, or his supposed Veracity in this.

Grounds of probability are what cause us to believe, and an instance of decisive grounds ‘carries so much evidence with it, that it naturally determines the Judgment, and leaves us as little liberty to believe, or disbelieve, as a Demonstration does, whether we will know, or be ignorant’ (IV. xvi. 9). The talk here is mainly causal, but the ideas of ‘grounds’ and ‘evidence’ are also normative. And Locke intends them to be so, as is shown throughout Book IV.

Consider the following passage:

83 ‘[T]hat which causes his Assent’ (IV. xv. 1); ‘That which makes me believe’ (IV. xv. 3); ‘some inducements to receive them for True’ (IV. xv. 4).
the Mind if it will proceed rationally, ought to examine all the grounds of Probability, and see how they make more or less, for or against any probable Proposition, before it assents to or dissents from it, and upon a due ballancing the whole, reject or receive it, with a more less firm assent, proportionably to the preponderancy of the greater grounds of Probability on one side or the other. (IV. xv. 5)

The grounds of probability are the circumstances that cause us to presume agreement. But they have normative force as well: the degree of assent ought to be proportional to the preponderancy of the greater grounds. Has Locke simply confused the normative with the psychological here? It would be a mistake to think so. In spite of the normative nature of his concerns, Locke is not much interested in the logical nature, considered in isolation from the faculty of judgement, of the evidential relationships between what we would now call the ‘evidence’ for an empirical proposition, and the degree of ‘justification’ a belief based on that evidence might have. Instead, he is concerned to explain what it is for our ‘understanding faculties’ to function properly. Right judgement for Locke is not a matter of judging according to some established rules, so that the belief produced by the judgement is justified even though it may be false. Right judgement is a matter of getting things right: if judgement ‘so unites, or separates them [ideas], as in Reality Things are, it is right Judgment’. For Locke, the causal and evidential nature of the grounds of belief are inextricably linked.

The grounds of probability, Locke asserts, are two: testimony, as we saw in the mathematics case, and ‘conformity of anything with our own Knowledge, Observation, and Experience’ (IV. xv. 4). Locke thought conformity with ‘Knowledge, Observation and Experience’ could provide grounds for belief or opinion in unobserved matters of fact and was careful to point out that this did not result in knowledge. He held that sensitive knowledge ‘extends as far as the present Testimony of our Senses, employ’d about particular Objects, that do then affect them, and no further’

84 The situation is more complicated than these brief remarks in one chapter might indicate. See Harfield (1997), esp. 31–6. With respect to Locke, I return to this matter briefly later in this chapter and at the beginning of the next. But I discuss it more thoroughly with respect to Hume in Chs. 6–9. I suspect that a full understanding of Locke’s views on probability and belief cannot be achieved in isolation from an understanding of his views on sensitive knowledge. In each, there is the intimate connection between the relevant faculty, the characteristic activity of that faculty, and the result of that activity. In each, there is a lack of concern with modern questions about justification. And in each, testimony seems to play a crucial role. Locke is as happy to talk of the testimony of the senses as he is of the testimony of other persons. Just as another’s testimony may cause us to presume that two ideas agree, so an item in the world may cause us to have an idea such that we perceive it as a sign of that item.
(IV. xi. 9). If I see a man now, I have knowledge of his existence. But one minute later, if I am alone, that knowledge is replaced by belief, ‘since there is no necessary connection of his Existence a minute since, with his Existence now; by a thousand ways he may cease to be since I had the Testimony of my Senses for his Existence’ (IV. xi. 9). And again:

And therefore though it be highly probable, that Millions of Men do now exist, yet whilst I am alone writing this, I have not that Certainty of it, which we strictly call Knowledge; though the great likelihood of it puts me past doubt . . . : But this is but probability, not Knowledge. (IV. xi. 9)

Our past experience of objects grounds our beliefs about such unobserved objects. Suppose I perceive a body of water, with some fine colours and a bubble upon that water. A little later,

being now quite out of the sight both of the Water and Bubbles too, it is no more certainly known to me, that the Water doth now exist, than that the Bubbles or Colours therein do so; it being no more necessary that Water should exist to day, because it existed yesterday, than that the Colours or Bubbles exist to day because they existed yesterday, though it be exceedingly much more probable, because water hath been observed to continue long in Existence, but Bubbles, and the Colours on them quickly cease to be. (IV. xi. 11)

Our beliefs about what is unobserved should conform to our past experience: it is more probable that the water exists now than the bubbles because water has been observed in the past to continue in existence longer than bubbles. Just as the man who believed in the equality of the three angles of a triangle to two right angles on the basis of testimony, and reasoned from the idea of the three angles to the idea of two right ones, appeared to reason via the ‘fallible proof’ (IV. xv. 1, section title) or ‘probable medium’ (IV. xvii. 16) of testimony, so too the person who believes the water he saw a minute ago still exists appears to reason from the idea of water once existing to the idea of the same water still existing via the probable medium of conformity to past experience.

On one interpretation of Locke, not only are the grounds of probability, i.e. the ideas of our own experience or the testimony of others, identified with the intermediate ideas or ‘probable mediums’ via which we reason, but also the link between each two adjacent ideas in the chain is presumed or judged.85 This account has the attraction of exactly

85 I defended this interpretation of Locke in Owen (1993) and Owen (1994). I still think that grounds function as proofs or intermediate ideas, but no longer think that we judge the agreement between each two adjacent ideas in the chain.
modelling Locke's account of demonstrative reasoning and intuition. In a piece of demonstrative reasoning, the agreement or disagreement between the two ideas at each end of the chain is perceived, and our ability to perceive that agreement is explained by the link between each pair of adjacent ideas in the chain being immediately perceived by intuition. On this account, the role of intuition in demonstrative reasoning is played in probable reasoning by judgement. We presume the two ideas at the end of the chain to agree, and our ability to do this is explained by our judging that each pair of adjacent ideas in the chain agree. But it is not clear that this interpretation results in a coherent theory. On this picture, judgement, like intuition, can function immediately on two ideas, so that we presume that the two ideas agree or disagree, and this ability explains our ability to presume, indirectly, that the two ideas at the ends of the chain agree. But Locke does not think there is any such thing as 'immediate judgement'; such a judgement would result in a belief formed on no grounds whatsoever, a possibility Locke does not countenance. 

86 There is ample textual evidence for this. In IV. xv. 1, Locke says that the mind is induced to judge by the intervention of proofs. In IV. xv. 3, he says that belief or assent is the 'admitting or receiving any Proposition for true, upon Arguments or Proofs'. And in IV. xvii. 17, in contrast to intuitive and rational Knowledge, he defines judgement as 'the thinking or taking two Ideas to agree, or disagree, by the intervention of one or more Ideas'. Judgement requires proofs; it cannot itself explain the connection between intermediate ideas.

If a chain of probable reasoning results in a belief, we judge, rather than perceive, that the first idea suitably agrees with the last. We make this judgement because we take each idea in the chain to be suitably related to its adjacent idea. This agreement is not perceived, for then the chain would constitute a piece of demonstrative reasoning. But our awareness or 'presumption' of the first idea being related to the last still must depend on our awareness of each idea in the chain being related to its neighbour, and we need some account of this latter awareness. On the present account, we cannot call it judgement because that is limited to a more complex operation which requires intermediate ideas, and we are here looking
to explain immediate awareness. Worse, this immediate awareness cannot be grounded in testimony or experience, as
grounding was explained via the intervention of intermediate ideas. We seem to need the probable equivalent of
intuition to explain why each idea in the chain is held to agree with its neighbour, and on the present account it is not
clear that such an equivalent is even possible, at least if it is to involve testimony or experience.

We need to remember the extrinsic nature of probability judgements, in contrast to the intrinsic nature of knowledge
claims:

And herein lies the *difference between Probability and Certainty, Faith and Knowledge*, that in all parts of Knowledge, there
is intuition; each immediate *Idea*, each step has its visible and certain connexion; in belief not so. That which makes
me believe, is something extraneous to the thing I believe; something not evidently joined on both sides to, and so
not manifestly shewing the Agreement, or Disagreement of those *Ideas*, that are under consideration. (IV. xv. 3)

Locke, as we have seen, speaks in causal language of the external source of the link between ideas in judgement:

So that which causes his Assent to this Proposition, that the three Angles of a Triangle are equal to two right ones,
that which make him take these *Ideas* to agree, without knowing them to do so, is the wonted Veracity of the
Speaker in other cases, or his supposed Veracity in this. (IV. xv. 1)

The grounds of probability are extraneous to the ideas presumed to be related. I might judge the proposition ‘The
three angles of a triangle are equal to two right ones’ to be true (i.e. presume the two ideas to be suitably related) because
someone told me so. Here the idea of the speaker's veracity is functioning as a proof or intermediate idea, but in a
rather different manner than the way intermediate ideas function in demonstrative reasoning. In demonstrative
reasoning, each idea is intuitively perceived to agree with its neighbour. In probable reasoning, intermediate ideas cause
the mind to presume agreement of the two ideas between which the intermediate idea stands. In demonstrative
reasoning, there is an intrinsic connection between any two ideas in the chain; in probable reasoning, there is an
extrinsic connection between the two ideas at the extremes, caused by the intermediate ideas. So I might judge that
there are currently people existing, and the grounds for this judgement might be past experience. The idea of the
relevant past experience acts as a sort of causal glue that enables us to presume the ideas to agree. This possibility
accords well with Locke's claim that we sometimes judge not just out of necessity, when no demonstration is to be had,
but 'sometimes out of Laziness,
Unskilfulness, or Haste’ (IV. xiv. 3). When we are inclined to presume ideas to agree, we may not bother to look for the demonstrative intermediate ideas that would enable us to perceive their intrinsic agreement.

On this interpretation, proofs are what bind two ideas together. In demonstrative reasoning, such proofs are intermediate ideas such that each idea can be intuitively perceived as agreeing or disagreeing with its neighbour. In probable reasoning, such proofs are ideas of actual experience we have had or testimony we have received that cause us to presume a connection between the two ideas at the ends of the chain.87

Grounds of probability can cause us to presume relations between ideas without our perceiving their intrinsic connection, if any. Furthermore, we are supposed to consider all sorts of conflicting evidence and come up with a balanced judgement. By what mechanism does this occur? I do not think Locke has the resources to answer this question, and we will have to wait for Hume and the association of ideas to see what an empiricist answer would look like. What Locke says is this:

*the Mind if it will proceed rationally, ought to examine all the grounds of Probability, and see how they make more or less, for or against, any probable Proposition, before it assents to or dissents from it, and upon a due ballancing the whole, reject, or receive it, with a more or less firm assent, proportionably to the preponderancy of the greater grounds of Probability on one side or the other. (IV. xv. 5)*

The idea seems to be that, although some propositions may have all the evidence in their favour, for most propositions not known, there will be experience and testimony for and against. The crucial ingredient seems to be the ‘degree of conformity with what is usually observed to happen’ (IV. xv. 5). So if a man in England tells me he saw someone walk upon ice, ‘this has so great conformity with what is usually observed to happen, that I am disposed by the nature of the thing it self to assent to it’. Since, in this case, there appears to be few grounds for denying the proposition, we

---

87 Probable reasoning, like demonstrative reasoning, may consist of several ideas or proofs causing us to presume an agreement between the ideas at the extremes. A particularly clear example occurs at IV. xvii. iv, p. 672: “Tell a Country Gentlewoman, that the Wind is South-West, and the Weather louring, and like to rain, and she will easily understand, ‘tis not safe for her to go abroad thin clad, in such a day, after a fever: she clearly sees the probable Connexion of all those, viz. South-West-Wind, and Clouds, Rain, wetting, taking cold, Relapse, and danger of death, without tying them together in those artifical and cumbersome Fetters of several Syllogisms, that clog and hinder the Mind.” The point is that this piece of probable reasoning is better understood by the reasoner if it is laid as a chain of ideas, and not forced into syllogistic mould. A similar example with respect to demonstrative reasoning is given at IV. xvi. 4, pp. 672–3.
judge it to be true. But if the same man says the same thing to the ‘King of Siam’, there is little conformity with what the king has observed, and he may well not believe the proposition, but judge the man to be a liar.

It is difficult to assess just how we are to evaluate the probability of propositions on conflicting evidence. Any question of weighing evidence appears to be a matter of allowing one bit of evidence to function as grounds for or against taking two ideas to be related, another bit of evidence to function as grounds for another judgement, and so on. When all the grounds are exhausted, the winner is somehow supposed to emerge. One bit of evidence inclines us to presume one way; another bit of evidence inclines us to presume another way. Locke thinks that when the evidence is overwhelmingly one way, ‘it naturally determines the Judgment, and leaves us as little liberty to believe, or disbelieve, as a Demonstration does, whether we will know, or be ignorant’ (IV. xvi. 4). The difficulty comes when the evidence is mixed. But even here, if the evidence is functioning causally, will we not presume whichever way the evidence is stronger? The answer to this is yes, but it does not follow that the beliefs we have are entirely arbitrary. We do not know, based on some calculation, just what degree of assent is due a proposition for which there is contradictory evidence, but if we pay attention to all the evidence, and let it weigh with us, the belief we eventually form will reflect the variety of evidence and its force. Probability is the appearance or presumption of the agreement of ideas; it is not knowledge that there is some specific likelihood that a belief we have may be true.88

---

88 See, for instance, IV. xvi. 9: ‘These [testimony and past experience] are liable to so great variety of contrary Observations, Circumstances, Reports, different Qualifications, Tempers, Designs, Oversights, etc. of the Reporters, that ’tis impossible to reduce to precise Rules, the various degrees wherein Men give their Assent. This only may be said in general, That as the Arguments and Proofs, pro and con, upon due Examination, nicely weighing every particular Circumstance, shall to any one appear, upon the whole matter, in greater or less degree, to preponderate on either side, so they are fitted to produce in the Mind such different Entertainment, as we call Belief, Conjecture, Guess, Waving, Distrust, Disbelief, etc.’ There is no knowledge of the appropriate degree of assent; it just emerges as the evidence is duly considered. I thus find myself in disagreement, in some respects, with Wolterstorff over the interpretation of Locke on probability. For instance, he says of Locke: ‘My believing the proposition, upon “perceiving” the fact, that P is highly probable on this evidence, is certain; my believing the proposition P itself is merely probable’ (Wolterstorff (1996), 89). Wolterstorff thinks that Locke’s theory holds that we know how probable P is, given the evidence, though we do not know P. I do not think this is true of Locke. Suppose P is the proposition ‘A is B’. Then to judge that P is true is to presume that A stands in some relation to B, a relation such that if it were perceived would result in knowledge that A is B. If we know that some evidence gives high probability to P, then we would have to perceive the agreement between the idea of the evidence and the idea of P’s being true. But what is this agreement, and how do we perceive it? On my view, the evidence or grounds of our judgement that P is whatever it is that causes us to presume that the relevant relation between A and B holds, where the relation is such that if we did perceive it, we would know that P, i.e. know that A is B. This helps explain why Wolterstorff says that ‘Reason is a faculty whose yield is knowledge, not opinion.’ According to Wolterstorff, reason yields knowledge that an opinion is likely to be true, given the evidence, rather than simply yielding the opinion or belief. Wolterstorff’s best texts are those in IV. xvii, where Locke says things like ‘[reason] perceives the probable connexion’ (IV. xvii. 2); here ‘perceives’, according to Wolterstorff, has exactly the same meaning as it does in ‘perceives the agreement between ideas’, where the result is knowledge. I, on the other hand, take such passages to be shorthand for what Locke says elsewhere: ‘Probability is nothing but the appearance of such an Agreement, or Disagreement, by the intervention of Proofs, whose connexion is not constant and immutable, or at least not perceived to be so, but is, or appears for the most part to be so, and is enough to induce the Mind to judge the Proposition to be true’ (IV. xv. 1). I see Locke as considering demonstration and probability to be two ways in which reason functions; Wolterstorff sees Locke as thinking of these as instances of reasoning which in turn are regulated by reason proper, which is ‘the perception of the validity or invalidity of arguments’ (Wolterstorff (1996), 89).
Some evidence that this is the correct interpretation comes in Locke's discussion of ‘Wrong Assent, or Error’ in IV. xx. Error seems to result mainly from a lack of proofs, or the lack of the ability or will to use them. Not having such proofs, or failing to consider the evidence they provide (i.e. failing to allow the idea of such evidence to incline one to presume agreement or disagreement), will result in a judgement not based on all the evidence available. On this conception, beliefs finally arrived at are in some sense both voluntary and involuntary, and yet this is a consistent view.89 They are in a way involuntary because, once the various proofs have been taken into account, that is to say, once all the available evidence has been considered, the final judgement emerges independently of one's will:

But that a Man should afford his Assent to that side, on which the less Probability appears to him, seems to me utterly impracticable, and as impossible, as it is to believe the same thing probable and improbable at the same time. (IV. xx. 15)

But they are, in a way, voluntary, as well. A person can refuse to consider evidence for whatever reason: interest, inclination, or even laziness (see IV. xx. 16). Or it may require effort to get at the proofs, effort that the greater part of mankind may not be able to afford:

And in this State are the greatest part of Mankind, who are given up to Labour, and enslaved to the Necessity of their mean Condition; whose Lives are worn out, only in the Provisions for Living. These Men's Opportunity of Knowledge and

---

89 Here I side with Ayers over Passmore (1986) on the issue of Locke and the voluntariness of belief.
Enquiry, are commonly as narrow as their Fortunes; and their Understandings are but little instructed, when all their whole Time and Pains is laid out, to still the Croaking of their own Bellies, or the Cries of their Children. 'Tis not to be expected, that a Man, who drudges on, all his Life, in a laborious Trade, should be more knowing in the variety of things done in the World, than a Pack-horse, who is driven constantly forwards and backwards, in a narrow Lane, and dirty Road, only to Market, should be skilled in the Geography of the Country. (IV. xx. 2)

Locke clearly has a lot of sympathy with the plight of such people, much more so than with he who would refuse to consider certain evidence simply because it goes against his own interest or preconceived opinion.90 But nonetheless, Locke is convinced that 'GOD has furnished Men with Faculties sufficient to direct them in the Way they should take, if they will but seriously employ them that Way, when their ordinary Vocations allow them the Leisure' (IV. xx. 3).

What for Locke makes a piece of reasoning a good piece of reasoning? What constitutes the right use of reason? Consider the following syllogism:

1. All mammals are cordate.
2. All cordates are renate.
Therefore,
3. All mammals are renate.

In syllogism, rightness of reason is primarily a matter of validity. Syllogistic theory gives us a formal account of the validity of the argument, irrespective of the truth, or even the content, of the premises. If we then go on to look at the premises, we can then say, if the premises are certain or self-evident, we have a demonstrative syllogism, while if they are only believed, we have a probable syllogism. In either case, the premises

---

90 There is also the matter of lacking the skill or ability to use the proofs one has. Locke says: 'Those who want skill to use those Evidences they have of Probabilities; who cannot carry a train of Consequences in their Heads, nor weigh exactly the preponderancy of contrary Proofs and Testimonies, making every Circumstance its due allowance, may be easily misled to assent to Positions that are not probable' (IV. xx. 5). This seems to be a case of the faculty of reason not functioning correctly. The proofs, which would ordinarily incline one towards the appropriate presumption of the agreement of ideas, do not have their ordinary causal upshot. Locke does not seem very interested in how or why this might happen. He says: 'Which great difference in Men's Intellectuals, whether it rises from any defect in the Organs of the Body, particularly adapted to Thinking; or in the dulness or untractableness of those Faculties, for want of use; or, as some think, in the natural differences of Men's Souls themselves; or some, or all of these together, it matters not here to examine' (IV. xx. 5).
are true, and since the argument is valid, it is also sound. The validity of the inference is independent of the truth of the premises, and of the way, if any, we know the premises to be true. It is a matter of form. The truth of the premises guarantees the truth of the conclusion, but we can evaluate the argument independently of our knowledge, if any, of those truths.

Now consider the argument in a Lockean way. We start with the idea of ‘mammal’, and, wishing to reach the idea of ‘renate’, we interpose, if we are sagacious, the idea of ‘cordate’. If the link between the ideas is intuitively perceived, we form the proposition ‘All mammals are renate’, and we have demonstrative knowledge of it. But what is it to make this inference correctly? It is a matter of the perceiving the agreement between the ideas. But that perceived agreement just is intuitive knowledge of the following two propositions: ‘All mammals are cordate’ and ‘All cordates are renate’. There is no further fact, such as validity, to fall back on. The way we are aware of the relation between the ideas exhausts what it is to make the inference. If we are intuitively aware of the two aforementioned propositions, we will, if our reason is functioning properly, become aware of the truth of the proposition ‘All mammals are renate’. Locke even gives a name to this sub-faculty of reason: illation (IV. xvii. 2). Sagacity discovers intermediate ideas, illation orders them ‘so as to discover what connexion there is in each link of the Chain, whereby the Extremes are held together; and thereby, as it were, to draw into view the Truth sought for, which is what we call Ilation or Inference’ (IV. xvii. 2). This function of reason produces known propositions on the basis of other propositions, and it is not reducible to formal rules. Unlike Hume, Locke does not emphasize that such demonstrative truths cannot be denied without contradiction, or make criterial the fact that their opposite is inconceivable. He is unconcerned with the question of the correctness of demonstrative inference in so far as that question is not exhausted by the intuitive connection between adjacent ideas in the chain of reasoning. Reason just is the faculty that allows us to see the truth of propositions formed by comparing the ideas at the two ends of the chain.

The case is exactly the same with probable reasoning.91 Considering our current argument as probable, not demonstrative, Locke's account simply substitutes ‘presumed agreement of ideas’ for ‘intuitive perception of the agreement of ideas’. The ideas in the chain are presumed to agree, and the same sub-faculty of reason, illation, that produced the known

---

91 Locke's most thorough discussion of this issue, in the early sections of IV. xvii, is a unified account of demonstrative and probable reasoning.
propagation from the ideas at the extremes in the demonstrative case, produces a believed proposition in the probable case. And again, the question of how this works, and what it is for it to work correctly, for Locke, reduces to the relationships among ideas in the chain. Since, in the case of probable reason, the ideas at the extremes are only judged to agree for the most part, the proposition formed is only be believed, not known. In the demonstrative case, we might agree that intuition can adequately account for the links between the ideas in the chain but worry about the lack of an account of how reason produces the demonstrated proposition formed from the ideas at the two ends of the chain. In the probable case, we not only have this worry, but we have no real account of how the ideas in the chain are connected. All we know is that the connection is presumed, and that this presumption is caused by ideas of testimony or experience. The question of the right use of reason in probable reasoning is, then, doubly difficult. Even if we allow the faculty of reason the power to produce propositions from the ideas at the ends of the chains, we have nothing in the probable reasoning case that can tie the ideas in the chain together in anything like the way that intuition can in the demonstrative case. I think, in the end, Locke was not much concerned with these matters. He thought that if the faculty of reason was functioning properly, and if the relevant grounds were considered, the right beliefs would be produced. Hume argued that this sort of appeal to the faculty of reason was explanatorily vacuous; some other account of the production of beliefs must be found.
4 Hume and Ideas: Relations and Associations

Both Descartes's and Locke's accounts of reasoning depend heavily on the concept of intuition: it is by intuition that a reasoner sees that two ideas are related, so that the ideas can stand adjacent to each other in a chain of reasoning. For Locke, such intuitions were applicable only when the relevant ideas were intrinsically related. In probable reasoning, ideas are related only extrinsically, and there is nothing analogous to intuition to explain the relationship between adjacent ideas in a chain of probable reasoning. Judgement is not the presumption that two adjacent ideas agree; we judge when we presume two ideas to agree 'by the intervention of one or more Ideas, whose certain Agreement, or Disagreement with them it does not perceive, but hath observed to be frequent and usual' (IV. xvii. 17). Probability judgements have grounds, i.e. experience and testimony, and these grounds are the ideas of the evidence considered. Although the best account we could find in Locke was that these grounds functioned as an extrinsic cause of our presuming an agreement, we were unable to uncover any precise account of the mechanism whereby those grounds affect probability judgements.

Although Locke thinks that the 'greater Probability... will determine the Assent' (IV. xx. 16), it is incumbent on us to consider as much evidence as possible, so that our assent will be determined by that evidence. The premature stopping of our enquiry will hinder the formation of our assent (IV. xx. 16). The apparent running together of the normative aspect of evidence and its causal effect is a feature of Locke's reliance on faculty psychology. To explain how we reason he explains how the faculties of reason and the understanding function. We reason properly when these faculties function properly. Locke is a model of good sense in urging careful attention to experience and experiments, and warning against reliance on preconceived opinions and prejudice. His account of 'Wrong Assent, or Error' (IV. xx) is a wonderful guide to the errors people are prone to in reasoning and the best ways to avoid such errors. But he does not seem much interested in the mechanism, or the warrant, of probable reasoning.
It seems enough that God has given us this faculty, to make up for the paucity of knowledge. And having been given this faculty, we are under an obligation to use it and use it rightly:

he that makes use of the Light and Faculties GOD has given him, and seeks sincerely to discover Truth, by those Helps and Abilities he has, may have this satisfaction in doing his Duty as a rational Creature, that though he should miss Truth, he will not miss the reward of it. For he governs his Assent right, and places it as he should, who in any Case or Matter whatsoever, believes or disbelieves, according as Reason directs him. He that does otherwise, transgresses against his own Light, and misuses those Faculties, which were given him to no other end, but to search and follow the clearer Evidence, and greater Probability. (IV. xvii. 24)

In the remaining chapters, I will argue that, broadly speaking, Hume took over Locke’s account of reasoning as a chain of ideas and that to understand Hume’s theory, like the theories of Locke and Descartes, we must abandon any attempt to view his account of reason in terms of deductive validity. Although Hume takes over the terminology of faculties, his new ‘science of man’, and his whole methodology, prevents him from postulating a ‘faculty of reason’ as an explanation of how reasoning works. By and large, Hume more or less takes over Locke’s theory of demonstrative reasoning. He also takes over the causal story of how grounds or evidence produce beliefs by judgement. While Locke seemed little interested in the details of this, Hume investigates it fully, spending most of Part 3 of Book 1 of the Treatise on the subject. Whereas Locke seemed to rely on the notion of the faculty of reason, God-given for the pursuit of truth, to fill out his account, Hume realizes that the causal story is all there is. His examination of the question, how does probable reasoning function in the formation of belief, in effect denies that reason is an independently functioning faculty. Instead, he explains reasoning and the formation of belief in terms of causal principles of the imagination.93

---

92 This is the expression Hume uses in the introduction to the Treatise, e.g. pp. xv and xviii. But in the body of the Treatise at p. 7 he talks about ‘the science of human nature’. As the latter term is preferable to our ears, it is the one I shall subsequently use.

93 My interpretation of Hume, at this level of generality, is analogous to at least one strand of Craig’s reading:

‘Again, there is the notorious passage from Hume’s treatment of causality:

The necessary connexion between causes and effects is the foundation of our inference from one to the other. The foundation of our inference is the transition arising from the accustom’d union. These are, therefore, the same. (T 165)

Hasn’t Hume pulled a fast one? Has he not used “the foundation” in the first sentence to suggest “what justifies the inference” and in the second one to mean “what causes us to make the inference”? The contention that they are the same seems quite spurious. But this feature of Hume’s writing, whatever mistakes it may ultimately involve, is not the outcome of any inability to distinguish between the logical and the psychological. On the contrary, it would be better described as a way, perhaps not entirely happy, of making one of the most basic points of his philosophy: that where philosophers thought they saw the operations of reason, the divine spark at work in man, they were watching nothing more than a mundane mechanism and its natural effects in the mind’ (Craig (1987), 85).
Again, like Locke, Hume seems little interested in the question of warrant, although at the very end of Book 1 the question becomes pressing.

Hume introduces us to his ‘science of man’ in the Introduction to the *Treatise*, though we are already prepared for it by the *Treatise*’s full title: *A Treatise of Human Nature: Being an Attempt to Introduce the Experimental Method of Reasoning into Moral Subjects*. All the sciences, Hume says, ‘have a relation, greater or less, to human nature’ (*T xv*). This is true even of such ‘hard’ sciences such as mathematics and natural philosophy, ‘since they lie under the cognizance of men, and are judged of by their powers and faculties’. Significantly, Hume goes on to suggest that a substantial part of the development of his new science that may well affect the hard sciences is an examination of our powers of reasoning: “Tis impossible to tell what changes and improvements we might make in these sciences were we thoroughly acquainted with the extent and force of human understanding, and cou’d explain the nature of the ideas we employ, and of the operations we perform in our reasonings” (*T xv*). Hume then argues that, if these sciences may be affected positively by the science of human nature, how much more ‘may be expected in the other sciences, whose connexion with human nature is more close and intimate?’ He lists four such sciences: logic, morals, criticism, and politics. Of the first he says, ‘The sole end of logic is to explain the principles and operations of our reasoning faculty, and the nature of our ideas’ (*T xv*). Hume’s re-establishment of logic, in this sense, in terms of his new science of human nature, will occupy Book 1 of the *Treatise*, entitled ‘Of the Understanding’.

What is the methodology of the science of human nature? There are at least three, interrelated components: (1) it is modelled on experimental philosophy; (2) it is limited to experiment and appeal to experience; (3) it limits the extent of explanation. There can be no doubt about Hume’s emphasis on experience and experiments:

---

*94 For a more detailed account than I can give here, see Biro (1993). This contains an excellent account of Hume’s vision of his new science, and his methodology, although there are some details (unimportant for Biro’s purposes in that article but crucial for me) about demonstrative and probable reasoning with which I disagree.*
We must therefore glean up our experiments in this science from a cautious observation of human life, and take them as they appear in the common course of the world, by men's behaviour in company, in affairs, and in their pleasures. Where experiments of this kind are judiciously collected and compared, we may hope to establish on them a science, which will not be inferior in certainty, and will be much superior in utility to any other of human comprehension. (T xix)

Although there is considerable controversy over the precise extent and direction of the influence, there can be no doubt that Hume, like Locke, was dazzled by the success of seventeenth century physics, culminating in Newton. And, like Locke, he was convinced that the success of that enterprise showed the way for progress in philosophy. This success, he held, was in part due to the refusal to go beyond experience, and Hume was determined to observe the same limitation in his philosophy:

For to me it seems evident, that the essence of the mind being equally unknown to us with that of external bodies, it must be equally impossible to form any notion of its powers and qualities otherwise than from careful and exact experiments, and the observation of those particular effects, which result from its different circumstances and situations. (T xvii)

The relevance of this to Hume's account of the understanding and 'our reasoning faculty' is clear. It will be of little explanatory value to appeal to reason as the faculty that allows us to infer one idea from another, unless we have an experientially grounded account of how reason works. We must not presume that our reasoning faculty has the relevant 'powers and qualities' which result in the production of beliefs: we should look carefully to see exactly how beliefs are produced, making use of empirically grounded principles already established.

The limitation to experience has an explanatory cost, which Hume is willing to pay: we must give up the search for explanatory principles that lie behind experience:

And tho' we must endeavour to render all our principles as universal as possible, by tracing up our experiments to the utmost, and explaining all effects from the simplest and fewest causes, 'tis still certain we cannot go beyond experience; and any hypothesis, that pretends to discover the ultimate original qualities of human nature, ought at first to be rejected as presumptuous and chimerical. (T xvii)

---

95 In their annotation to the 8th paragraph of the Introduction (Norton and Norton (2000), 425), the editors say: 'In the early 18th c., experiments were not necessarily thought of as activities carried out in laboratories, or even as tests carried out in carefully controlled conditions. The terms observation, experience, and experiment were used interchangeably. As a result Hume and his contemporaries may take relatively simple observations of human behaviour (observing the concern of parents for their children, for example) to be experiments.'
The scientist of human nature will derive satisfaction ‘from his prudence in avoiding that error, into which so many have fallen, of imposing their conjectures and hypotheses on the world for the most certain principles’ (T xviii). Indeed the desire for explanatory principles that go beyond experience is a chimera, a metaphysician’s dream: ‘we are no sooner acquainted with the impossibility of satisfying any desire, than the desire itself vanishes. When we see, that we have arrived at the most utmost extent of human reason, we sit down contented’ (T xviii).

Hume starts his discussion of the impact of the science of human nature on logic, not with a direct account of ‘the principles and operations of our reasoning faculty’, but with a look at the material with which that faculty works: the perceptions of the mind. This is perhaps just as well, because it is going to turn out that he thinks that there really is no separate faculty of reason; the ‘principles and operations’ of reason will eventually be subsumed under the more general principles of the imagination.96 ‘All the perceptions of the human mind resolve themselves into two distinct kinds, which I shall call IMPRESSIONS and IDEAS’, Hume says in the opening sentence of the Treatise. The precise nature of the relation between impressions and ideas is of great importance for Hume’s overall philosophy, and on it much scholarly and philosophical effort has been expended.97 But for our purposes, the distinction is important mainly in so far as it helps us to understand Hume’s classification of the materials with which the understanding deals, and to understand his limitation of those materials to what can be found in experience, in accordance with his project of the science of human nature. Hume’s first comment on the overall distinction between impressions and ideas is that it ‘consists in the degrees

96 Hume is explicit about this at the beginning of 1. 4. 4 (‘Of the modern philosophy’, T 225) and in 1. 4. 7 (‘Conclusion to this book’), where he says that to adhere to the understanding is to adhere to ‘the general and more establish’d properties of the imagination’ (T 267). When Hume contrasts (the faculty of) the imagination with (the faculty of) memory, he explicitly takes the activities of the imagination to include demonstrative and probable reasonings. But at other times, most importantly right in the middle of the main negative argument about probable reasoning, Hume wants to contrast (the faculty of) the imagination with (the faculty of) reason or the understanding. In these cases, he explicitly excludes the activities of demonstrative and probable reasoning from the imagination. See the notes at T 117–18 and T 371. (According to the annotation to the first of these footnotes in Norton and Norton (2000), the latter note was added here while Book II was being printed. Hume intended the second note to be deleted in favour of the longer first note.) I take all this to be further evidence of Hume’s lack of commitment to faculty talk: the important point is not which faculty an activity occurs in, but the general principles which explain that activity.

97 Two discussions, not at all in agreement, which I find particularly illuminating are Stroud (1977) and Everson (1988).
of force and liveliness, with which they strike upon the mind’ (T 1). Impressions enter with the most ‘force and violence’, and they include ‘sensations, passions and emotions’. Ideas are characterized as ‘the faint images of these in thinking and reasoning’, and the distinction between ideas and impressions is characterized further as ‘the difference betwixt feeling and thinking’. All this in the first paragraph of the Treatise.

First of all, let us note that while Hume divides impressions here into sensations, passions and emotions, ideas are characterized only as the images of impressions, and as the materials of thinking and reasoning. Two sections later, though, he goes on to divide ideas into ideas of memory, and ideas of imagination. What is puzzling is that while the initial distinction between impressions and ideas is made in terms of force and liveliness (let us call this ‘the official distinction’), we get a grip on the distinction only when Hume gives us instances of impressions, i.e. sensations, passions, and emotions, and describes ideas as ‘faint images of these in thinking and reasoning’. This is puzzling not just because the official distinction does not seem to map accurately the distinction we grasp when we consider Hume's examples of impressions and his characterization of ideas as images of these in thinking and reasoning. It is also puzzling because the characterization of ideas as faint images of impressions seems to prejudge the principle that Hume is most at pains to argue for, and to argue for in an empirical, experience-based way: all simple ideas are derived from simple impressions. Most of the scholarly blood has been spilt on the first puzzle, and I have little to add to it here. Hume's official distinction is a theoretical one, and it is not surprising that it may not exactly match our pretheoretical intuitions; the distinction should be judged according to the success or failure of the overall theory as developed throughout the Treatise. The second puzzle is of more immediate concern for two reasons: first, the principle that simple ideas are derived from impressions is Hume's way of expressing his determination to limit his enquiry to experience. If we had ideas whose origin was not in experience, i.e. which were not derived from impressions, the limitation to experience would be ill-conceived. Secondly, the principle itself is described by Hume as ‘the first principle I establish in the science of human nature’. Hume's efforts to establish it are meant to be a paradigm of empirical rigour. If both the truth of the principle, and Hume's method of establishing it, are suspect because of Hume's apparent prejudgement of the issue then Hume's new science is off to a very shaky start.

In the end I think the point can be resolved in Hume's favour, but it must be admitted that Hume's choice of the word 'image' is unfortunate.
'Image' at least strongly suggests a relationship of dependence; the image is dependent on what it is an image of. All Hume needs is a weaker concept, of which he makes explicit use in the next few pages: resemblance. I have little doubt that Hume actually meant ‘faint resemblances of these [impressions] in thinking and reasoning’, but used the stronger term where the weaker would do. And it could be argued that his use of the stronger term does little actual damage. The official distinction between impressions and ideas is in terms of force and vivacity. The reference to ‘sensations, passions and emotions’, on the one hand, and ‘faint images of these’, on the other, is no part of the official theory, at this stage. The examples are introduced here to help us grasp the distinction that Hume has made officially in other terms. If, in the course of giving these examples to help us to understand the content he wishes to give the terms ‘impressions’ and ‘ideas’, he inadvertently uses a stronger term than he should, no harm is done. No harm, that is to say, as long as no work is done by ‘image’, as opposed to ‘resemblance’, in the course of establishing the precedence of impressions over ideas.

After observing the distinction between ‘simple’ and ‘complex’, as applied to both impressions and ideas, Hume starts his examination of how impressions and ideas interact among themselves, and with each other. Indeed, viewed at a suitable level of generality, this is the subject matter of the whole Treatise, and what the science of human nature is all about. He says he will now consider this topic ‘with the more accuracy’, and proceeds to do so by dropping talk of images and shifting to resemblance: ‘The first circumstance, that strikes my eye, is the great resemblance betwixt our impressions and ideas in every particular, except their force and vivacity’ (T 2). He then mentions that one seems to be a ‘reflexion’ of the other, without saying which is the original and which the reflection. He goes on immediately to say that ideas not only resemble impressions, but also represent them. However the concept of representation appears to have the same question-begging characteristics as Hume’s earlier use of the word ‘image’. The representation relation is crucial for Hume; it turns out that to the extent ideas represent anything at all, they represent impressions, the impressions from which they are derived. It is perhaps more difficult to defend Hume here than it was in the case of his early use of the word ‘image’. What can be said? First of all, though typically what is represented precedes what does the representing,

---

98 See Hume’s enunciation of the first principle of the science of human nature, quoted below. See also Grene (1994) for an excellent discussion of Hume’s use of the word ‘object’, and a defence of the view that the object of an idea, i.e. what it represents, is an impression.
this is not always the case. An architect often makes a model of a building, before the building itself, but surely it is the former that represents the latter. We might use a symbol to represent some future outcome, long before that outcome occurs. So an idea might represent an impression, even though it occurs before the impression. Secondly, the paragraph in which the notion of ‘representation’ appears (T 2–3) is a first thought, which Hume immediately rejects. This first thought was ‘that all our ideas and impressions are resembling’. He immediately rejects this as it stands: some complex ideas (e.g. ‘New Jerusalem’) have no corresponding complex impression, and some complex impressions (e.g. Hume’s impression of Paris) have no precisely correspondent complex idea. The thesis is reformulated as ‘every simple idea has a simple impression, which resembles it; and every simple impression a correspondent idea’ (T 3). The notion of representation has been replaced by correspondence. Hume does not mention ‘representation’ again until his enunciation of the principle on p. 4. So it could be argued that Hume’s appeal to the concept of representation occurs only in a paragraph expressing a first thought which he then rejects. And, again, as long as the notion of representation plays no role in Hume’s argument for the principle of the priority of impressions over ideas, its occurrence in this paragraph need do no harm.

Hume establishes the ‘rule’ of correspondence between simple ideas and impressions by simple observation and recognizes that ‘tis impossible to prove by a particular enumeration’. Instead he issues a challenge for anyone denying the rule to come up with a counter-example. He then turns to his main task: the tracing of the connections, especially the causal connections, between impressions and ideas. Hume says that ‘[t]he full examination of this question is the subject of the present treatise’ (T 4), an important claim. His method in the application of the science of human nature to the subjects treated in this work will be the tracing of connections between impressions and ideas. At this early stage Hume says:

we shall here content ourselves with establishing one general proposition, That all our simple ideas in their first appearance are deriv’d from simple impressions, which are correspondent to them, and which they exactly represent. (T 4)

---

99 It is arguable that this is what is held to be possible in the missing shade of blue case (T 5–6).

100 Note that this is a one-to-one correspondence: not only does every simple idea have a corresponding impression, but every simple impression has a corresponding idea. This lends credence to the thought that impressions themselves have no representative function; that work is all done at the level of ideas.
Hume establishes this principle in two stages. He first reassures himself ‘by a new review’ ‘that every simple impression is attended with a correspondent idea, and every simple idea with a correspondent impression’ (T 4). In a foreshadowing of his analysis of our idea of causation, he describes this as a ‘constant conjunction’. And he argues that this constant conjunction is evidence of a causal connection between impressions and ideas:

Such a constant conjunction, in such an infinite number of instances, can never arise from chance; but clearly proves a dependence of the impressions on the ideas, or of the ideas on the impressions. (T 4–5)

Hume goes on to argue that the dependence issue can be decided by which of the two makes their first appearance, and finds ‘by constant experience’ that simple impressions always come first. Hume seems to argue that our practice confirms this: when we want to introduce a subject to the idea of orange, we convey to her the impression ‘but proceed not so absurdly, as to endeavour to produce the impressions by exciting the ideas’ (T 5). The argument is summed up as follows:

The constant conjunction of our resembling perceptions, is a convincing proof, that the one are the causes of the other; and this priority of the impressions is an equal proof, that our impressions are the causes of our ideas, not our ideas of our impressions. (T 5)

This ‘first principle’ of ‘the science of human nature’ (T 7) is important for many, many reasons. For a general understanding of Hume, perhaps most important is Hume’s determination to use this principle as a way of examining the content of an idea, and limiting metaphysical speculation. In the Treatise, the first instance of this is with respect to the concept of substance (T 15–17), but the most famous instance is, of course, his discussion of the idea of necessary connection with respect to causation. For our purposes, however, the importance of the principle is rather different. First of all, it is crucial to see that the method that Hume uses to establish the principle is the first instance of the thoroughgoing empiricism of the science of human nature. After introducing the distinction in terms of the observable properties of force and liveliness, he shows first, by an empirical survey, that there is a correspondence between simple ideas and impressions and that they resemble each other. This constant conjunction between resembling perceptions is good, perhaps decisive, evidence for a causal connection. And the causal priority is decided by temporal priority; of a correspondent pair of a simple impression and
idea, the impression comes first. This too is established by an empirical survey and appeal to human custom.\textsuperscript{101} Second, not only is the methodology practised in establishing this ‘first principle’ thoroughly empirical, in accordance with the science of human nature; but also the principle itself grounds, or provides theoretical justification for, Hume’s determination not to go beyond experience. If ideas are derived from nothing but impressions, then there can be no point in trying to find the content of any idea in anything but the impression from which it was derived. And what is experience except our impressions? Any attempt to defy this limitation can only lead to ‘obscure and uncertain speculations’ (\textit{T} 13).

The principle is important in other ways relevant to our discussion. We saw that its establishment was meant to be the first of many attempts to trace the connections among ideas and impressions; such a laying out of the ‘mental geography’\textsuperscript{102} is one of the main tasks of the entire \textit{Treatise}. We should expect a study of reason and reasoning to be primarily a matter of establishing how certain connections among the perceptions of the mind, especially among ideas, constitute a piece of reasoning, and how and to what extent such connections differ from other established patterns of linkages between ideas. Talk of faculties is all very well as long as no ineliminable reference is made to their power to produce these patterns.\textsuperscript{103} Given the causal priority of impressions, it would seem natural for Hume to start with an examination of impressions, i.e. sensations, passions, and emotions. But Hume starts instead with ideas, explicitly explaining why in a section devoted to the topic (1. 1. 2). His reasons are instructive, and again emphasize the methodology of the science of human nature and the determination not to go beyond experience. Hume makes a broad division between two classes of impressions, clarifying what was implicit in his earlier examples of impressions: ‘those of SENSATION and those of REFLEXION’ (\textit{T} 7). The former kind ‘arises in the soul originally, from

\textsuperscript{101} Since these are empirical claims, it is of course possible to conceive that, in a particular case, the order might be reversed. The missing shade of blue example might well be Hume’s way of emphasizing the empirical nature of his claims.

\textsuperscript{102} This Rylean phrase is used by Hume in just this context in the first \textit{Enquiry} (\textit{EHU} 13).

\textsuperscript{103} David Norton says: ‘I suggest first that Hume, despite his occasional references to the \textit{faculty} of reason, does not think of reason as any kind of occult faculty. Rather, this manner of speaking is intended only to draw attention to certain generally similar human capabilities. In this general sense, Hume apparently thought of reason as a faculty by which ideas or impressions and ideas are united or separated’ (Norton (1982), 208–9). Norton draws our attention to Hume’s scathing remarks about the terms ‘faculty’ and ‘occult quality’ at \textit{T} 224. Hume says of people who misuse these terms, ‘They need only say, that any phaenomenon, which puzzles them, arises from a faculty or an occult quality, and there is an end of all dispute and enquiry upon the matter.’
unknown causes'.\footnote{104} This is enough to rule out any investigation of their causes, and it is in accord with Hume's limitation of enquiry to experience. If experience is constituted by impressions, the cause of impressions cannot themselves be a subject for enquiry.\footnote{105} So, for instance, we cannot sensibly ask whether our impression of a tree is caused by and represents a tree. Indeed, it is not even clear such a question makes sense, given Hume's methodology. Of course, we can enquire into the causes of our beliefs about trees, as Hume does with great subtlety in 1. 4. 2, but that is a different matter. Here we have a good example of the limitation of explanation, foreshadowed in Hume's own discussion of the science of human nature. Furthermore, we can examine the character of our sensations, but such an examination ‘belongs more to anatomists and natural philosophers than to moral; and therefore shall not at present be enter'd upon’ (T 8). Members of the other class of impressions, those of reflection, have a complex causal history, including the interplay of ideas, and thus cannot really be discussed until after Hume's examination of ideas.

We have, then, a broad division of the perceptions of the mind into impressions and ideas, Hume's first principle of how they are related, and the well-motivated decision to start the discussion with ideas. So far, all we know about ideas, apart from their relation to impressions, is that they are involved in thinking and reasoning. It is perhaps a surprise, then, that Hume's first pass at classifying ideas, and examining their interrelations, has nothing to do, at first glance, with reasoning; rather, he divides all ideas into those of memory and those of imagination. Ideas, he says, make their appearance after two different ways:

\begin{quote}
either when in its new appearance it retains a considerable degree of its first vivacity, and is somewhat intermediate betwixt an impression and an idea; or when it entirely loses that vivacity, and is a perfect idea. The faculty, by which we repeat our impressions in the first manner, is called the MEMORY, and other the IMAGINATION. (T 8–9)
\end{quote}

For our purposes, there are several important things about this distinction

\footnote{104} See also T 84, second para. of 1. 1. 5. In the Enquiry, this is enough to show that such impressions are innate (EHU 22 n.). In the body of the Treatise, Hume is more cautious, apparently not committing himself (T 7); the Abstract is ambiguous: ‘it is evident our stronger perceptions or impressions are innate, and that natural affection, love of virtue, resentment, and all the other passions, arise immediately from nature’ (A 648). Hume could be saying here either that all impressions are innate (a reading in accord with the Enquiry), or just that impressions of reflection are.

\footnote{105} This complete ignorance is limited to impressions of sensation; we do of course know something of the causal origins of impressions of reflection. For more details, see Cohon and Owen (1997), and Ch. 9.
and the way it is introduced. First of all Hume again uses ‘faculty’ talk here. He is distinguishing two sorts of ideas, and no harm is done if the distinction is made in terms of faculties. Given Hume's views on causal powers, serious use of the term ‘faculty’ here would require some account of the mechanism whereby sometimes impressions are followed by ideas of memory and sometimes by ideas of the imagination. Hume nowhere attempts to do this, any more than he attempts to trace the causes of impressions of sense, or sensations. He is content to distinguish ideas of memory from ideas of the imagination: the former are not only more vivacious than the latter, but preserve ‘the same order and form with the original impressions’ (T 9); the latter have lost their vivacity, and can be transposed and changed in any way. This is not a theory of memory, so much as the marking of a distinction, characterized both functionally (order and position) and phenomenologically (force and vivacity). The latter distinction is clearly introduced as a version of the distinction between impressions and ideas, and the overall distinction between the two sorts of ideas foreshadows Hume's theory of belief. But the distinction between the ideas of memory and imagination is, as Hume presents it here, just a classification of our ideas; it is not a theory of memory nor an explanation of the workings of a faculty.

Hume's ideas are not, like Locke's, the empirical correlate of terms, as opposed to propositions. Hume often has in mind, when speaking of an idea, an image. But we must remember it is not always a visual image, or even an image at all. We might say that the ‘idea of the taste of a pineapple’ (T 5) was a gustatory image of an impression of taste. So when we remember the taste of a pineapple, we might have such an image in our mind. But some memories are such that we would describe them as propositional, rather than imagistic. An example from Hume might be: ‘we believe that CAESAR was kill'd in the senate-house on the ide of March’ (T 83). So ideas, for Hume, are sometimes propositional; that is they express a complete thought. This, it turns out, is needed for his theory of belief and is

106 See n. 12 above.

107 The chief exercise of the memory is not to preserve the simple ideas, but their order and position’ (T 9).

108 Ideas of memory are distinguished from ideas of the imagination both in terms of the preservation of order, and the degree of force and vivacity. Hume often speaks as if the vivacity of ideas was a property of the imagination, and further claims that this property underlies the memory, senses, and understanding: ‘The memory, senses, and understanding are, therefore, all of them founded on the imagination, or the vivacity of our ideas’ (T 265). Hume's ideas of memory and the imagination are basically the same; they are not radically different entities issuing from independently functioning faculties.
also something that must be borne in mind when considering his views on reasoning. Inferring one proposition from another may, for Hume, sometimes be a matter of moving from one perception of the mind to another, as when he considers ‘the inference from the impression to the idea’ (1. 3. 6).

Finally, we must remember that Hume’s distinction between ideas of memory and imagination is meant to be exhaustive. There is no additional class of ideas, such as ‘the ideas of the understanding’. In this he follows Locke, and goes against Descartes. Like Locke, Hume is happy to speak of reason and the understanding as faculties, not with distinct ideas but with characteristic activities. Hume wants to explain these activities, not in terms of the proper functioning of the faculty, but in terms of general principles of the imagination, principles that are empirically grounded and do not go beyond experience. There is not really any separate ‘faculty’ of the understanding; there are only characteristic activities that require explanation. In several places, Hume explicitly characterizes the understanding

109 At one level, speaking of ideas as propositional in the early modern period is completely unproblematic. As we have seen, Gassendi is happy to speak of proposition formation as the creating of ‘a composite idea from simple ones’ (Gassendi (1981), 102). So for Hume to consider the mental correlate of the proposition such as ‘Caesar was kill’d in the senate-house on the idea of March’ to be an idea is hardly an innovation. But sometimes Hume means something much more radical when he says things like: ‘We can thus form a proposition, which contains only one idea’ (T 96–7 n.). Arnauld thought that judging was affirming or denying, i.e. the uniting or separating of ideas, and he said: ‘This judgment is also called a proposition, and it is easy to see that it must have two terms’ (Arnauld and Nicole, 1996). Similarly, Locke thought ideas were the equivalent of terms; mental propositions were formed by perceiving the agreement or disagreement of ideas. In the important footnote at T 96–7, Hume rejects this traditional logical account of conception, judgement, and reasoning. This view, expressed in terms of ideas, is that while judgement is ‘the separating or uniting of different ideas’, reasoning is ‘the separating or uniting of different ideas by the interposition of others, which show the relation they bear to each other’. But Hume thinks that, as we have no distinct idea of existence, existential propositions, such as ‘God is’, contain only the idea of the object held to exist: ‘we can thus form a proposition, which contains only one idea.’ This is not simply saying that propositions are complex ideas, as Gassendi did. It is to deny that proposition formation always involves the act of affirmation or denial, i.e. the separating or uniting of ideas. Traditionally, it was one thing to conceive ideas, another to unite or separate them. Hume thought the latter reduced to the former: ‘these three acts of the understanding . . . all resolve themselves into the first, and are nothing but particular ways of conceiving our objects’ (T 97 n.). Hume further holds that, in the most basic form of causal reasoning, we can reason directly from one idea to another without the benefit of an intermediary. When I say that for Hume, some ideas are propositional, I mean this more radical point: we can form a proposition without separating or uniting two ideas. I do not simply mean the less controversial point that Hume, along with Gassendi and others in the early modern period, thought that propositions were complex ideas. The point is difficult and crucial, and we will return to it frequently in the following chapters. Thanks to Wayne Waxman for forcing me to clarify this issue.
standing as a sub-category of the imagination, marked out by special characteristics. At T 267, he speaks of the resolve to ‘adhere to the understanding, that is, to the general and more establish'd properties of the imagination’. And these properties turn out to be the properties that characterize demonstrative and probable reasoning. This is made clear in a footnote at T 117–18, where he distinguishes two senses of the imagination: a broader one which includes our reasonings, and a narrower one which excludes them.110 Perhaps the best evidence comes in the long footnote at T 96–7. There Hume considers the traditional distinction between conception, judgement, and reasoning. He takes the traditional account as holding that conception is ‘the simple survey of one or more ideas’, judgement ‘the separating or uniting of different ideas’, and reasoning ‘the separating or uniting of different ideas by the interposition of others, which show the relation they bear to each other’. But Hume here claims (the arguments are found throughout Part 3 of Book 1) that some judgements, such as ‘God is’, involve only one idea. And some instances of reasoning, especially simple causal reasoning, occur without our ‘employing more than two ideas, and without having recourse to a third to serve as a medium betwixt them’. Furthermore, he says that what ‘we may in general affirm concerning these three acts of the understanding is, that taking them in a proper light, they all resolve themselves into the first, and are nothing but particular ways of conceiving our objects.’ Whether we consider one idea, or move from one idea to another, ‘the act of mind exceeds not a simple conception’.111 The principles of the imagination that explain how ideas are connected will do the work that has traditionally been ascribed to reason or the understanding. This will be Hume's positive account of probable reasoning, or the inference from the impression to the idea. All that then remains is the explanation of the ‘remarkable difference’ between the simple conception of an idea and belief.

To the extent that reason or the understanding should be considered a faculty at all for Hume, it is a sub-class of the imagination. But even this attempt on Hume’s part to be more accurate about reason and the imagination is misleading; and this is due to his use of the notion of a ‘faculty’.

110 See n. 5 above.

111 For a good discussion of this issue, see Echelbarger (1997). He glosses this position of Hume's in the following way: 'The object of the understanding whether in simple conception, judgment or reasoning is just one or more ideas, “surveyed” in some “form or order.” Ideas qua objects distinct from propositional contents, ideas qua propositions, and ideas qua arguments are to be thought of as being essentially the same sort of object ’ (Echelbarger (1997), 146). See also n. 18 above.
If the faculties of memory and the imagination are really distinct, and the understanding is a sub-faculty of the latter, then the understanding should deal with nothing but ideas of the imagination. But, of course, our reasoning makes use not only of ideas of memory as well as those of the imagination, but also of impressions (as in ‘the inference from the impression to the idea’). The problem comes from Hume’s use of faculty terms such as ‘imagination’, ‘memory’, and ‘the understanding’. He needs such substantive concepts for ease of exposition, but they carry baggage that is against the whole spirit of his theory. At the basic level for Hume, there are ideas and impressions that can be classified in various ways. These perceptions of the mind interact in various ways; one set of such interactions we call ‘reasonings’, either demonstrative or probable. Traditionally, such reasonings occur within the faculty of the understanding or reason. We should read Hume’s classification of reason as a sub-category of the imagination as a determination to resist the tradition of treating reason as a special faculty, independent and superior to the other faculties. There are only ideas, impressions, and the ways they interact.

Ideas interact with each other, and with impressions, in three ways: impressions cause ideas, ideas are associated with each other, and ideas can be philosophically related to one another. We noted Hume’s careful empirical establishment of the principle that all simple ideas are derived from impressions, and his determination not to go beyond experience and what could be derived from experience. His account of the association of ideas is similarly empirical but proceeds in a different fashion. Whereas his proof of the principle of the priority of impressions over ideas proceeded by a careful survey resulting in a generalization, the principles of association appear to be postulated to explain uniformities in phenomena. Their explanation or justification cannot be given when the principles are first enunciated (1. 1. 4, ‘Of the connexion or association of ideas’); the adequacy of the principles can be fully judged only by the success or failure of the Treatise as a whole. Hume observes that it is common that ‘the same simple ideas . . . fall regularly into complex ones’ (T 10). Such patterns would be impossible if ‘ideas were entirely loose and unconnected’. So there must be ‘some universal principles, which render [the imagination], in some measure, uniform with itself in all times and places’. This is a typical instance of Hume’s application of the science of human nature: regularities at one level are to be explained by overarching principles, though we cannot expect that those principles in turn will always have their own explanation. Hume has already described the imagination as being free, unlike memory, to join any two simple ideas it chooses. So
the principles which explain what regularities there are do not posit ‘an inseparable connexion’. Rather, the association of ideas is presented ‘as a gentle force, which commonly prevails’.

Hume lists three ‘qualities, from which this association arises, and by which the mind is after this manner convey’d from one idea to another’ (T 11): resemblance, contiguity in time and place, and cause and effect. Hume makes no attempt at this stage to show that these principles of association are exhaustive, though he clearly believes them to be so. Rather he just says that it is ‘plain’ and ‘evident’ that ‘these three qualities produce an association among ideas, and upon the appearance of one idea naturally introduce another’. And concerning causation, of which ‘there is no relation, which produces a stronger connexion in the fancy’, he says only, ‘we shall have occasion afterwards to examine it to the bottom, and therefore shall not at present insist upon it’. The simple claim that the application of the principles is ‘plain’ and ‘evident’ is odd at first sight. It is especially odd when one considers the great importance Hume attaches to the general concept of the association of ideas and to the three specific kinds he identifies. He concludes the Abstract with the following paragraph:

Tho’ this whole book, there are great pretensions to new discoveries in philosophy; but if any thing can intitle the author to so glorious a name as that of an inventor, ’tis the use he makes of the principle of the association of ideas, which enters into most of his philosophy . . . there is a secret tie or union among particular ideas, which causes the mind to conjoin them more frequently together, and makes the one, upon its appearance, introduce the other. . . . ’Twill be easy to conceive of what vast consequence these principles must be in the science of human nature, if we consider, that so far as regards the mind, these are the only links that bind the parts of the universe together, . . . they are really to us the cement of the universe, and all operations of the mind must, in great measure, depend on them. (A 662)

Hume thinks that the principles of association are perhaps the most important explanatory principles in the science of human nature, yet in 1. 1. 4 he spends little time establishing them. But note in the Abstract passage that it is the use of the principles of association about which he appears so proud. I understand Hume, in 1. 1. 4, as putting forward these principles, instances of which are of course observed in experience, not as empirically grounded generalizations, but as explanatory postulates whose ‘proof’ will come when we consider his theory as a whole, and consider the adequacy of the principles within that theory. And note that the passage just given comes at the very end of the Abstract. Hume can afford to be more laudatory of the concept of the association of ideas at the end of an account of his philosophy. The section in the Treatise that we are
considering comes too early for that. The real work has not been done, and Hume must be more cautious. And the fact that these principles are not introduced as empirical generalizations at this stage explains another apparent anomaly: section 1.1.4 carefully avoids the use of causal language in describing how one idea is associated with another, or how the mind associates them. This stands in contrast both to the explicit causal language in the portion of the Abstract just quoted, and to the explicit causal nature of the thesis of the priority of impressions over ideas. The latter principle was based on a careful empirical survey, and the former came at the end, not the beginning, of Hume’s account. In each case, enough experience had been canvassed to make causal judgements appropriate. That is not the case in 1.1.4, and causal language is carefully avoided there.

Hume emphasizes that association occurs, not only immediately between two ideas, but in chains:

That we may understand the full extent of these relations, we must consider, that two objects are connected together in the imagination, not only when the one is immediately resembling, contiguous to, or the cause of the other, but also when there is interposed betwixt them a third object, which bears to both of them any of these relations. This may be carried on to a great length; tho’ at the same time we may observe, that each remove considerably weakens the relation. (T 11)

This is extremely important because a piece of reasoning, for Hume as for Locke, is a chain of ideas, so it seems likely at this stage that association will play a large part in accounting for our chains of reasoning. This conjecture is strengthened by the consideration that just as ‘each remove considerably weakens’ the association, so too long chains of reasoning are by and large, according to Hume, less persuasive than shorter ones.112

Hume describes association as ‘a kind of ATTRACTION, which in the mental world will be found to have as extraordinary effects as in the natural, and to show itself in as many and as various forms’ (T 13). The comparison with Newton and the concept of gravity113 here is all but irresistible and leads one to suspect that the three principles of association are to be considered as analogous to the three laws of motion. Although some influence, and self-comparison on the part of Hume, is undeniable, its extent,

---

112 See for instance T 145–6, T 154, T 184–5, T 455. This issue is important and will be discussed further below, especially with respect to ‘Scepticism with regard to reason’.

113 Hume may have had more than just gravity in mind. In their annotation to the 6th paragraph of 1.1.4 (Norton and Norton (2000), 429), the editors say ‘Attraction was a name given to the forces, gravity or magnetism, for example, by which a body draws to another distant from it’.
degree, and nature is controversial.\textsuperscript{114} There are disanalogies as well. Hume, though not explicitly at this stage, considered the associations to be causal, but it would be odd to treat the laws of motion in that way. The gravitational force between two objects seems a paradigm of ‘an inseparable connexion’, something that Hume explicitly denies to associated ideas in the imagination, preferring instead the language of ‘a gentle force, which commonly prevails’ (T 10). Perhaps most importantly, Newton, if not his successors, thought there was something suspicious about the notion of gravity. Gravity seems to be that conceptual impossibility, action at a distance, so it in turn needs to be explained and accounted for. But for Hume, a further search into the causes of association would be useless. Once again, Hume emphasizes the limits of enquiry and explanation, this time with respect to the association of ideas:

Its effects are everywhere conspicuous; but as to its causes, they are mostly unknown, and must be resolv'd into original qualities of human nature, which I pretend not to explain. Nothing is more requisite for a true philosopher, than to restrain the intemperate desire of searching into causes, and having establish'd any doctrine upon a sufficient number of experiments, rest contented with that, when he sees a farther examination would lead him into obscure and uncertain speculations. In that case his enquiry would be much better employ'd in examining the effects than the causes of his principle. (T 13)

Although Hume has not yet established the principles of association ‘upon a sufficient number of experiments’, it makes perfect sense for him to look for the effects, rather than the causes, of association. If it turns out they can help him provide an account of the workings of the mind that is in accord with the methodology of the science of human nature, that is ‘proof’ enough.

The principles of association were introduced to help explain how ‘the same simple ideas should fall regularly into complex ones’ (T 10). Relations, Hume says, are a sub-class of complex ideas,\textsuperscript{115} and themselves come in two sorts: natural\textsuperscript{116} relations and philosophical relations. Two ideas are related naturally when they ‘are connected together in the imagination, and the one naturally introduces the other, after the manner above-explained’ (T 13); that is to say, ideas are naturally related when they are associated according to one of Hume’s three principles of

\textsuperscript{114} See Broughton (1992), Penelhum (1993), and Wood (1994).
\textsuperscript{115} ‘These complex ideas may be divided into Relations, Modes, and Substances’ (T 13).
\textsuperscript{116} This term itself is not introduced until T 94, but its cognates are frequently used throughout the present discussion.
association. Two ideas are related philosophically when they form an ‘arbitrary union’ in the imagination and are there compared. Hume lists seven philosophical relations: resemblance, identity, space and time (which includes contiguity), quantity or number, quality or degree, contrariety, and cause and effect. These relations are discussed more thoroughly by Hume at the beginning of Part 3 of Book 1, and we shall consider them more carefully when we come to discuss demonstrative reason in the next chapter. For the moment, let us note that the three natural relations or principles of association also occur as philosophical relations. Two ideas might be related in the imagination both naturally and philosophically. The portrait of my father naturally leads me, via resemblance, to think of my father (natural relation), but I then might go on to consider the extent of the resemblance or the time in my father's life it was painted, or compare the idea of my father to the portrait in any number of ways. I am led by the natural relation of resemblance to think of my father, but I may compare, or philosophically relate, the idea of the portrait and the idea of my father in any way I please.

The large variety of ways in which ideas may be compared with each other may seem to make their enumeration ‘an endless task’ (T 14), and it is puzzling why Hume picks just these seven, with no argument. All he says is that ‘without difficulty they may be compriz'd under seven general heads, which may be considered as the sources of all philosophical relation’. Each of the seven is a class which may in turn contain several classes of relations itself. The closest comparison is with Locke's four ways in which ideas may agree or disagree such that the perception of the agreement is an item of knowledge: identity, relation, necessary connection, and real existence. But Locke left the category of ‘relation’ deliberately open, to include all other relations not specified, such as moral relations, and included ‘existence’ where Hume did not. Reflection on these divergences may provide us with an answer to Hume's apparently cavalier attitude towards the scope of his categorization of philosophical relations. Hume will argue, at a later stage of the Treatise, that we do not have a separate idea of existence which is conjoined to our idea of some object or person when we believe that that person or object exists. Further, he will argue that virtue and vice are not relations. In each case, the negative argument is an important part of the development of his own view of belief, and of virtue and vice, respectively. These arguments cannot be expected to occur in the early sections of the Treatise we are considering. I think we must consider the seven philosophical relations, like the three principles of association, as postulates laid out at this preliminary stage. Whether
they are adequate is a judgement that can be made only when one considers Hume's theory as a whole. It would be utterly out of keeping with his methodology to produce, at this stage, a transcendental deduction or some other attempt to ground this classification prior to the empirical development of his theory.

It is important to note that Hume classifies relations as complex ideas, ‘which are the common subjects of our thoughts and reasoning’ (T 13). The significance of this can best be understood in contrast to Locke. Locke took ideas to be the components out of which we form proposition-like entities that we know to be true, or judge to be probably true. Knowing something just is seeing that one idea is suitably related to another. Hume saw such relations of ideas to be just another complex idea. This will turn out to have considerable consequences in his theory of reasoning. Inferring one proposition from another just is seeing that one idea is suitably related to another, but so is judging a proposition (at least a non-existential proposition) to be true. Although we will deal with this matter at length in subsequent chapters, it is worth mentioning one troublesome passage now, as an example of how awareness of it can help us in interpretation:

There is no object, which implies the existence of any other if we consider these objects in themselves, and never look beyond the ideas which we form of them. Such an inference would amount to knowledge, and would imply the absolute contradiction and impossibility of conceiving any thing different. But as all distinct ideas are separable, ‘tis evident there can be no impossibility of that kind. (T 87)

Why would Hume say that ‘such an inference would amount to knowledge’? We have one idea, of an existent object, and are raising the question of whether it implies the idea of another existent object. If no other factors are brought in, if we do not ‘look beyond the ideas’ themselves, such an inference would be impossible, as it would amount to knowledge. One might think that this means ‘would result in knowledge’, i.e. in the knowledge of the second thing as existent. So here we would have an inference from one bit of knowledge to another. But this cannot be right. We already know that awareness of something as existent is not a matter of knowledge; Hume doesn’t need further argument here. Looking at the passage more carefully, we see that Hume explicitly says what he has in

---

117 The situation is complex, as Locke also thought that relations were complex ideas. See *Essay*, II. vii. 3. The point is related to the way Hume thought ideas might be propositional: see n. 18 above. We will return to this issue throughout the next three chapters.
mind: all distinct ideas are separable. So the idea of the first existent is separable from the idea of the second existent. We can have the one without the other. The denial of the inference is the denial that these two ideas must always go together. If the inference were possible, it would indeed, quite literally, amount to knowledge. We would then have knowledge of something like the following proposition: ‘Since the first thing is existent, the second thing is existent.’

All the tools are in place. Hume has presented us with a picture of the mind as consisting of ideas, impressions, and their interactions. Limiting himself to impressions of sensation for the moment, Hume presents such sense impressions as the items with the most force. His methodology forbids him from investigating their causes. But their chief observable effect is the production of ideas which resemble and represent them. Such ideas are of two sorts: ideas of memory and ideas of imagination. ‘Memory’ and ‘imagination’ are not so much separate faculties with distinctive powers as mere ways of marking a distinction between two sorts of ideas. Ideas are caused by impressions, and these two sorts of perceptions interact with each other. Much, perhaps most, of this interaction is the association of ideas. There are only two ‘powers’ of the mind Hume needs to postulate: the power to call up an idea, once it has already made its first appearance upon being caused by an impression, and the power to combine and compare that idea with others. Hume does not pretend to explain what it is to have these powers. Such an explanation is beyond us, and an investigation into it would go beyond experience. Perhaps such powers are illusory, and the ideas we think we voluntarily call up and combine are really obeying patterns and mechanisms beyond our ken. But such speculation is bound to be obscure and uncertain. To account for reasoning, Hume could postulate another power, characteristic of a faculty of reason or the understanding. But he does not, nor would it be appropriate for him to do so. His aim, in Book 1 of the Treatise, ‘is to explain the principles and operations of our reasoning faculty’ (T xv), according to the principles of his science of human nature. He will now go on to attempt to explain these patterns of idea formation and interaction we call reasoning with the minimal tools he has assembled. It is a daunting and ambitious task.
5 Intuition, Certainty, and Demonstrative Reasoning

In the *Treatise*, Part 3 of Book 1 is called ‘Of Knowledge and Probability’. It soon emerges, in section 1, that Hume, like Locke, is using ‘knowledge’, broadly speaking, in the traditional sense of *scientia*. Knowledge is certain, in this sense, and reserved for that which is intuitive or demonstrable, as opposed to belief or opinion, which is merely probable. In the *Treatise*, the contrast is presented in terms of the difference between two classes of the seven philosophical relations. These relations are supposed to exhaust the ways the mind can compare ideas or objects and thus provide a complete taxonomy of the objects of knowledge or belief. The two classes are distinguished as between those ‘that depend entirely on ideas, which we compare together, and such as may be chang'd without any change in the ideas’ (T 69). The former class is comprised of resemblance, contrariety, degrees in quality, and proportions in quantity and number. The latter class of relations is such that any given relation between objects or ideas may be changed ‘without any change on the objects themselves or on their ideas’ (T 69). This class contains identity, causation, and relations of time and place. This way of making the distinction is foreign to modern ears, because it is done in terms of properties of relations of ideas, rather than in terms of the content of propositions, but the point soon becomes clear enough. Hume is distinguishing between those objects of the understanding which depend solely on the ideas which the mind compares and those which depend on further experiential input. This distinction will become the more familiar one between ‘relations of ideas’ and ‘matters of fact’ in the first *Enquiry*. He goes on to claim that only those four relations that depend solely on our ideas can be ‘objects of knowledge and certainty’ (T 70), this class being the one called ‘Relations of Ideas’ in the *Enquiry*. The certainty stems entirely from the invariability of the relation between an idea and another with which it is being compared ‘as long as the idea remains the same’. Of great interest is his further classification of three of these relations (resemblance, contrariety, and degrees in quality) as ‘discoverable at first sight’ (T 70). Thus they ‘fall more properly under the
province of intuition than demonstration’ (T70). The idea here is that those three relations can be known immediately, simply by comparing the related ideas. Intuition requires no steps of reasoning; no intermediate ideas need be found. Knowledge of relations of proportions of quantity or number, on the other hand, can make use of such mediate steps, as when we add up a column of figures.\textsuperscript{118}

In the next section, ‘Of probability; and of the idea of cause and effect’, Hume turns his attention to the remaining three relations which comprise the objects, not of knowledge, but of probability. Here too we find a division between those relations of which we are immediately aware and that which requires intermediate steps of reasoning. The three relations are identity, situations in time and place, and causation. Concerning the first two relations, both objects (or ideas) are present to the senses (or memory: an important addition added later (T82))\textsuperscript{119} and thus we have what is more properly called ‘perception rather than reasoning’ (T73). This is ‘a mere passive admission of the impressions through the organs of sensation’ (ibid.). Thus:

According to this way of thinking, we ought not to receive as reasoning any of the observations we make concerning identity, and the relations of time and place, since in none of them the mind can go beyond what is immediately present to the senses, either to discover the real existence or the relation of objects. 'Tis only causation, which produces such a connexion, as to give us assurance of the existence or action of one object, that 'twas followed or preceded by any other existence or action. (T73–4)

The next 100 pages of the Treatise are devoted to examining this relation of causation and, perhaps more importantly, its related mode of reasoning: probable or causal reasoning.

Hume has divided the objects of the understanding into those that are known and those are probable. Among each of these kinds, there are those of which we are immediately aware (the intuitive awareness on the one hand, or the perceptual or remembered awareness on the other, of a relation)

\textsuperscript{118} The four relations that depend entirely on ideas, unlike the other three relations, are susceptible to intuition and demonstration, and are more certain. But one must resist the temptation to see Hume’s distinction between these two sorts of relations as approximating to the analytic/synthetic distinction, or the necessary/contingent distinction. Consider degrees of quality, an example of which might be ‘this is an idea of red which is much brighter and more saturated than that idea of red’. This is in the more certain, intuitive class. But no one would classify it as analytic or necessary. See Norton and Norton (2000), Editor’s Introduction, pp. I 24–5, of which David Norton is the sole author.

\textsuperscript{119} Strictly speaking, what is present to the senses is an impression, and what is present to the memory is an idea of memory. See Ch. 6 n. At T 84 (as well as at T 83, T 86, T 88, and T 89), Hume speaks of the requirement for an ‘impression of the memory or senses’. But perceptions of memory are ideas, not impressions. I take the expression here to be shorthand for what he said earlier: at T 82 he spoke of ‘ideas of the memory, which are equivalent to impressions’. It will be remembered that at T 8 he spoke of the ideas of memory as ‘somewhat intermediate betwixt an impression and an idea’ in degree of vivacity. It is difficult for Hume to be more precise here until he has developed his theory of belief, which he does in tandem with his development of his theory of probable reasoning. The main point is, of course, that memories and beliefs in unobserved existents are ideas, but differ from other ideas, or mere conceptions, in their degree of force and vivacity which approaches that found in impressions.
and that which requires inference or reasoning (the demonstrative reasoning of algebra or arithmetic and probable or causal reasoning). We can sum up this fourfold distinction in the chart below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relations of Ideas</th>
<th>Immediate</th>
<th>Inferential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matters of Fact</td>
<td>Intuitive</td>
<td>Demonstrative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perception or Memory</td>
<td>Probable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have already noted that Hume, for methodological reasons, refused to enquire into the origins of our sensory impressions and that he presented not so much a theory of memory as a classification of certain of our ideas as ideas of memory. Hume's account of probable reasoning will arise not as an extension of a theory of sensory perception and memory, but as part of his theory of belief. He will explain how it is that we come to believe things that are not immediately present to the senses or memory. The situation is different with respect to knowledge, which we have either immediately (intuition) or inferentially (demonstration). It turns out, I will argue, that for Hume, as for Locke, demonstration is explained in terms of intuition. For Locke, intuition is a matter of perceiving that two ideas stand in a certain relation, while demonstration is a matter of perceiving that such a relation holds, not immediately, but via a chain of intermediate ideas. Hume's account is analogous, though he reduced everything to the conception of ideas.  

Hume took the distinction between

---

120 Locke called the understanding the 'perceptive Power', and distinguished three sorts of perceptions: '1. The Perception of Ideas in our Minds. 2. The Perception of the signification of Signs. 3. The Perception of the Connexion or Repugnancy, Agreement or Disagreement, that there is between any of our Ideas' (Essay II. xxv. 5). The understanding is the faculty that exercises these powers, and they are distinct: perceiving the signification of signs is not exactly the same as perceiving the agreement between any of our ideas. But the fact that they are all perceptions is more important than the differences between them. It is significant that the term 'perceiving' is used both for the perception of ideas, and for the perception of the agreement or disagreement of ideas: it is much the same sort of activity. Furthermore, as we saw in Ch. 3, perceiving the agreement between two ideas is not only forming a proposition; it is judging that proposition to be true with the relevant degree of certainty. Hume recognized the traditional three acts of the understanding: conception, judgement, and reasoning (T 96–7). But he did not think of these acts as coming about through the exercise of distinct powers of the faculty of the understanding. As we have seen, although he is comfortable with faculty talk, he is methodologically opposed to its having any explanatory value. Nonetheless, Hume's account in this important footnote is best understood as a pretty direct descendent of Locke's account. Hume says: 'What we may in general affirm concerning these three acts of the understanding is, that taking them in a proper light, they all resolve themselves into the first, and are nothing but particular ways of conceiving our objects. Whether we consider a single object, or several; whether we dwell on these objects, or run from them to others; and in whatever form or order we survey them, the act of the mind exceeds not a simple conception' (T 96-7 n). Locke thought that demonstrative reasoning was a chain of intuitions and that intuition was the perception of the agreement of two ideas. Everything comes down to perception of ideas. Replace 'perception' with 'conception' and you have something pretty close to what Hume is saying in this footnote. Hume is more radical than Locke in that he seems to think that the comparing of ideas, by which we discern relations and come to have knowledge, just is conception. It is not clear in the end that this is a sustainable view. Hume characterized a philosophical relation as 'that particular circumstance, in which, even upon the arbitrary union of two ideas in the fancy, we may think proper to compare them' (T 13). If I compare the idea of 'two' with the idea of 'three', I am doing more than simply conceiving 'two' and conceiving 'three': I am conceiving their union. Furthermore, one comparison yields the discernment of the relation that 'three is greater than two', while another yields the discovery that 'two is even, while three is odd.' So we have two different complex ideas here, and it seems that the difference cannot be accounted for in terms of the constituent ideas. Comparing ideas, so that different relations are discovered, does not seem to be an act of mind that 'exceeds not simple conception' (T 97 n). For further discussion, see Echelbarger (1997), and n. 33.
demonstrative and probable reasoning to be exhaustive. And when one first runs across it, the temptation to see it in terms of our distinction between deduction and induction is almost irresistible. Such a reading of ‘demonstrative’ as ‘deductive’ does no harm if ‘deduction’ means nothing more than ‘argument’ or ‘inference’. But ordinarily, I would hazard, when interpreters of Hume talk about ‘demonstration’ as ‘deduction’ they have in mind the standard view of deduction as a formally valid argument, according to the rules either of syllogism or propositional or predicate logic. So Hume’s ‘demonstrative/probable’ contrast becomes our

121 This might be considered controversial, given Hume’s distinction between knowledge, proofs, and probabilities (T 124). The category of ‘proof’ is especially important in the discussion of miracles, excised from the Treatise, but included in the Enquiry. For evidence against taking this tripartite distinction as more fundamental, consider not only the footnotes on pp. 117–18 and 371 mentioned earlier, where the imagination in the narrow sense is characterized as just like the imagination in the broad sense, excluding only our demonstrative and probable reasonings, but also what Hume says at T 463: ‘the operations of human understanding divide themselves into two kinds . . . nor is there any third operation of the understanding.’ In any case, the division between demonstrative and probable reasoning is a division between sorts of reasoning. The division among knowledge, proofs and probabilities is among different cognitive states, distinguished by their ‘degrees of evidence’. ‘Evidence’ here almost certainly means ‘certainty’ or ‘conviction’, that is, we should read ‘evidence’ here as ‘evidentness’ and not as ‘epistemic support’. For support of this interpretation of ‘evidence’, see Ch. 8.

122 In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, ‘deduction’ was often so used, with none of the overtones of formal validity that it has today. Locke and Hume used the term this way. See Yolton (1970), 92–3, and Ch. 3 above.
‘deductive/inductive’ contrast. In this chapter, I will argue against interpreting Hume's account of demonstration in terms of a deductive model and will show that Hume's account is much closer to Locke's. And then in the next few chapters I will turn to his account of probable reasoning.

Let us suppose that when Hume's use of ‘demonstrative’ is glossed as ‘deductive’ those giving this gloss really mean ‘deductive’ in the sense of ‘formally valid according to the rules of syllogism or modern logic’. A consequence of this view is that when Hume says, as he frequently does,123 that there are no demonstrative arguments with conclusions that are possibly false, he means there are no deductively valid arguments with contingent conclusions. It appears, then, that those who interpret Hume this way ‘impute to him an error unbelievably gross and often repeated’, in David Stove's words.124 In order to avoid saddling Hume with this apparently disastrous mistake, Stove plausibly suggests that what Hume really meant by ‘demonstrative arguments’ was not ‘deductively valid arguments simpliciter’ but rather ‘deductively valid arguments with necessarily true (or a priori) true premises’.125 It follows, of course, that such arguments will have necessarily true conclusions. Let us call Hume's claim that if a proposition is possibly false, it is non-demonstrable, criterion 1 of non-demonstrability. On the view of demonstrations as deductively valid arguments with necessarily true conclusions, criterion 1 is saved from obvious falsehood.

Stove's characterization of demonstrative arguments seems to have become the standard view of those unhappy with simply equating demonstration with deduction.126 It has much to be said for it in general, as it seems to be the modern equivalent of the scholastic notion of demonstration as a syllogistic argument from axioms, first principles, or maxims. Though this interpretation saves Hume's criterion 1 from falsehood, it does not, apparently, save it from triviality.127 Hume states and uses this criterion 1 of non-demonstrability many times. For instance, he says:

---

123 See, for example, T 89 and A 650, quoted below. Other examples occur at T 79–80, T 87, T 95, T 111, T 161–2. Curiously, Hume does not appeal to this principle at T 463–4, where we would expect him to use it during his discussion of the possibility of a demonstrative morality. See also A 651 and 652–3, and EHU 26, 35, and 163–4.

124 Stove (1973), 36.

125 Ibid. For another view of Hume's account of demonstration, which treats it simply as a deduction, see Millican (1995). This view requires that we treat 'demonstrative' as meaning something stronger than 'conclusion of a demonstration'.

126 Mackie explicitly adopts Stove's view in Mackie (1979). See also Beauchamp and Rosenberg (1981). The overall view these authors take of Hume on reasoning will be discussed in the next chapter.

127 As has been argued by Belshaw (1989).
To form a clear idea of any thing, is an undeniable argument for its possibility, and is alone a refutation of any pretended demonstration against it. (T 89)

Again,

whatever we conceive is possible, at least in a metaphysical sense: but wherever a demonstration takes place, the contrary is impossible, and implies a contradiction. (A 650)

But if by ‘demonstrable’ he means ‘conclusion of a logically valid argument with necessarily true premises’, his criterion 1 is the merest logical consequence of this account of demonstration. Any deductively valid argument with necessarily true premises will have a necessarily true conclusion. So if a proposition is not necessarily true, it is not demonstrable. But could Hume’s oft-repeated dictum really be such a trivial consequence of what he meant by ‘demonstration’?

One possible answer is that Hume did in fact think that his criterion 1 was trivial. What was controversial, it might be held, was his further claim that all matters of fact, especially those concerning cause and effect, were not necessary. But it follows from this putatively controversial claim plus the trivial criterion 1 that all matters of fact are non-demonstrable. So on this view it would have to be said that this last claim, that all matters of fact are non-demonstrable, was held by Hume to be controversial. There is some textual evidence against this. In 3. 1. 1, he says ‘tis allowed on all hands, that no matter of fact is capable of being demonstrated’ (T 463). This is not decisive, of course, because it may be that Hume simply means, at this late stage of the Treatise, that it is or should be allowed by all those who have read Book 1.

Another, initially more plausible, story is as follows. Suppose that the criterion 1 of non-demonstrability is trivial. That criterion links possible falsehood with non-demonstrability. What Hume takes to be substantial and controversial, it might be held, is another criterion, criterion 2 of possibility: a proposition is possibly false (or true) if it can be conceived to be false (or true). So, it might be said, Hume is really working with two criteria, and usually applies them together. If a proposition is possibly false, it is non-demonstrable; if it is conceivably false, it is possibly false; so if it is conceivably false, it is non-demonstrable. Let us call this last criterion, from conceivably false to non-demonstrable, criterion 3 of conceivability. This criterion 3 of conceivability will be substantive if criterion 2 is: though it presupposes the trivial non-demonstrability criterion 1, it is not exhausted by it.

The relevant three criteria are:
1. If a proposition is possibly false, it is non-demonstrable.
2. If a proposition is conceivably false, it is possibly false.
3. If a proposition is conceivably false, it is non-demonstrable,

where 3 follows from 1 and 2. Now it may well be that our original criterion 1 is indeed trivial, and that Hume was really interested in criterion 3, which rests on the allegedly controversial 2. The textual evidence is inconclusive, though by and large consistent with this view. Hume often cites conceivable of the contrary as evidence that a proposition is not demonstrable. Consider the following passage from the Abstract:

Such an inference, were it possible, would amount to a demonstration, as being founded merely on the comparison of ideas. But no inference from cause to effect amounts to a demonstration. Of which there is this evident proof. The mind can always conceive any effect to follow from any cause, and indeed any event to follow upon another: whatever we conceive is possible, at least in a metaphysical sense: but wherever a demonstration takes place, the contrary is impossible, and implies a contradiction. There is no demonstration, therefore, for any conjunction of cause and effect. And this is a principle, which is generally allowed by philosophers. (A 650–1)

When Hume says ‘this is a principle which is generally allowed by philosophers’, it is unclear which principle he means. The principle might mean ‘whatever we conceive is possible, at least in a metaphysical sense’, i.e. criterion 2 of possibility. But this is the allegedly controversial criterion. Why would Hume say it was generally allowed by philosophers? The most likely answer is that Hume could say this because it was generally allowed by philosophers. Certainly Descartes and Leibniz subscribed to it. In fact, the attempt to make Hume’s non-demonstrability criterion substantive by appealing to the allegedly controversial nature of criterion 2 is pretty hopeless. In the above passage ‘principle’ might refer back to ‘wherever a demonstration takes place, the contrary is impossible, and implies a contradiction’, an augmented version of criterion 1 of

---

128 We should note that even though the rule, “Whatever we can conceive of can exist”, is my own, it is true only so long as we are dealing with a conception which is clear and distinct, a conception which embraces the possibility of the thing in question, since God can bring about whatever we clearly perceive to be possible (‘Comments on a Certain Broadsheet’, in Descartes (1984 –91), i. 299). The editor refers us here, surely correctly, to Descartes’s discussion at the beginning of Meditation 6. And Leibniz says, ‘whether or not they are dependent on mind, the ideas of them are real just so long as the modes are possible, or—what is the same thing—distinctly conceivable’ (Leibniz (1982), 265).

129 I thank Ty Lightner for helpful discussion on this point. For a general discussion of conceivability in Hume, see Lightner (1997).
non-demonstrability. Grammatically, it is most likely to mean: ‘There is no demonstration, therefore, for any conjunction of cause and effect.’ If it does mean the latter, as seems most likely, it follows that Hume thought that the non-demonstrability of a causal connection between any two events was ‘generally allowed by philosophers’.\textsuperscript{130}

So criterion 1 is a trivial consequence of Hume’s account of demonstration, as explicated by Stove, and appeal to other related criteria does not seem to help. The evidence discussed so far is not decisive, but there are other problems with Stove’s account. Consider this. Any argument with a necessarily true conclusion (in the relevant sense of ‘necessarily’) is deductively valid. But any deductively valid argument with necessarily true premises is a demonstration, according to the conception we are considering. It follows, then, that any set of necessarily true sentences constitutes a demonstration, as a necessarily true sentence follows from anything. One might object that this point depends on including ‘tautologous’ in the extension of ‘necessary’ and that this would be anachronistic. The point is well taken. But anachronism runs deeper in the account of Hume’s view of demonstration as a deductively valid argument with necessarily true premises. I want to argue that any account of Hume’s notion of demonstration that includes the notion of ‘deductively valid’, where that notion is construed formally either in the modern or the syllogistic sense, is equally anachronistic.

Suppose demonstrations are deductively valid arguments with necessarily true premises. We would then expect Hume at least to acknowledge the class of deductively valid arguments with contingent premises. But Hume rarely talks of deduction and its cognates at all. Where he does, he is using ‘deduction’ in its standard eighteenth-century sense of ‘argument’.\textsuperscript{131} Hume does in fact consider arguments which we would treat as putatively deductive but with contingent premises, but he never suggests that the problem with such arguments is the contingency of the premises.

\textsuperscript{130} If Hume and his near-contemporaries agreed that causal connections were non-demonstrable, we might well wonder what was, and was thought by Hume, to be new and notable in his account. Wayne Waxman, in correspondence, has defended the view that it was Hume’s denial of the intuitive or demonstrative certainty of the causal maxim (in 1. 3. 3) that was really new and important. (See also Waxman (1994).) Whatever Hume’s readers might have thought, I do not think there is much textual evidence to support the view that Hume thought this was what was new and important. I think that what Hume thought was notable and significant was just what he went on to say in the Abstract: not only is past experience necessary for us to be able to judge that one event is causally related to another, but also it is not reason so much as custom that explains how it is we come to have such beliefs.

\textsuperscript{131} See n. 5 above.
These important examples will be treated in some detail below. And there is the further problem, already mentioned, that treating a demonstration as a deductively valid argument with necessary premises would commit Hume to the thesis that any set of necessary propositions would constitute a demonstration. An alternative, non-anachronistic account, based on Locke's account of demonstration, is surely preferable. In Chapter 3, we argued that Locke's account of demonstration, following Descartes, had nothing to do with formal validity but was rather to be construed in terms of how ideas are related to other ideas, via intermediate ideas or ‘proofs’. And the link between any two ideas in the chain of ideas that constitutes a demonstration must be intuitive.

I want to suggest that Hume took over from Locke and Descartes this view of demonstrative reasoning as the discernment of a relation of ideas, and shared with them the rejection of any formal account of reasoning. Intuition is the direct awareness that two ideas stand in a certain relation. And since for Hume ideas can sometimes be propositional, if two such ideas are intuitively related, we will have an intuitive inference. Demonstrative reasoning is the process whereby we become aware that one idea stands in a relation to another, not directly, but via a chain containing one or more intermediate ideas such that the relation between each idea and its neighbour is intuitively known. If the two ideas that stand in this indirect, demonstrative relation are themselves propositional, we will have a demonstrative inference from one proposition to another. But this latter case is just a sub-class of the more general characterization of demonstration as the process whereby we see that two ideas are suitably related. If this is correct, no account of Hume on demonstrative reasoning that characterizes it in terms of deductive validity, where ‘deductive’ is characterized in formal terms, can be correct. It remains true, of course, that if one uses ‘deduction’ only to mean ‘argument’ or ‘inference’, with no formal implications, as Locke and Hume did, then demonstrations are

---

132 The examples occur at T 86–7, A 650, and EHU 28–9.

133 It is crucial to recall that when I say that for Hume, ideas can be propositional, I do not mean that Hume thought ideas can have propositional structure. I mean no more than Hume himself meant in the footnote at T 96–7. Briefly, as against Descartes, Locke thought that forming a proposition by perceiving the agreement of two ideas was making a judgement, with the relevant degree of certainty. Although still perception, it is a different act from merely perceiving an idea. (See n. 3 above.) But Hume thought we could make a judgement, i.e. form a proposition, just by considering one idea, e.g. ‘God is’. Hume realizes that he has to explain the difference between merely entertaining the idea of God, and believing that God exists. The point is complex; see also Ch. 4 n. 18.
deductive. But that characterization is now completely vacuous, saying merely that demonstrative arguments are arguments.

The textual support for almost any substantial account of Hume's view of demonstration is thin, and the best argument for my view is both its historical plausibility (I take this case to have been made out already) and the way it handles problems that would otherwise arise. I will return to this latter strategy shortly. But let us examine what textual evidence there is. First, while considering ‘propositions, that are prov’d by intuition or demonstration’, Hume says ‘the person who assents, not only conceives the ideas according to the proposition, but is necessarily determin’d to conceive them in that particular manner, either immediately or by the interposition of other ideas’ (T 95).134 This seems to be a clear enunciation of the thought that we either immediately conceive two ideas to be related (intuition), or conceive their relation indirectly via ‘the interposition of other ideas’ (demonstration). Hume here contrasts demonstrative with causal reasoning, which in the important footnote at T 96–7 is characterized as sometimes functioning ‘without employing more than two ideas, and without having recourse to a third to serve as a medium betwixt them’. The relation between two such ideas in causal reasoning Hume will, of course, shortly explain in terms of the mechanism of the association of ideas. Secondly, the official distinction between ‘relations of ideas’ and ‘matters of fact’, with their respective associated modes of reasoning (demonstrative and probable), comes in the Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding (EHU 25), but Hume sometimes uses the locution ‘relations of ideas’ as limited to matters of intuition and demonstration in the Treatise as well.135 What we intuitively and demonstratively conceive is well characterized as a relation of ideas, because nothing more is needed other than the relevant ideas (two in the case of intuition, more than two in the case of demonstration) to know that they stand in that relation.

In the Treatise, instead of the clear distinction between matters of fact and relations of ideas, we get the contrast between two classes of philosophical relations. One class, ‘Resemblance, contrariety, degrees in quality, and proportions in quantity or number’ (T 70) are ‘such as depend entirely

---

134 This is as close as Hume comes to giving an account of the conviction that arises from intuition and demonstration. He goes on to say, ‘Whatever is absurd is unintelligible; nor is it possible for the imagination to conceive any thing contrary to a demonstration.’ It is revealing that he does not give even this slim account until he is about to give, in considerable detail, his account of the conviction carried by belief. We will return to this issue in a few pages.

135 See T 89, T 452, T 458, T 496.
on the ideas, which we compare together’ (T 69). The other class, identity, relations of time and place, and causation, are ‘such as may be chang’d without any change in the ideas’. The thinking behind this distinction is that relations of the first class require nothing further than the ideas themselves in order for us to know that they stand in that relation. That is why they can be known through intuition and demonstration. But relations in the second class require further ideas or experience. A judgement that a relation of identity holds between two ideas requires more than resemblance between the two ideas; it also requires that the ideas come from the same source. A judgement that a spatial or temporal relation holds requires us to observe the intervening distance, which of course can change without any change in the ideas related. Similarly with causation; the mere examination of two ideas present in our mind is not enough to tell whether or not they stand in the causal relation. Our awareness of the first two of these relations is a matter of ‘perception rather than reasoning’ because both objects or ideas ‘are present to the senses’. As a result, ‘we ought not to receive as reasoning any of the observations we make concerning identity and the relations of time and place, since in none of them the mind can go beyond what is immediately present to the senses’ (T 73) or memory.

Let us return to the four relations of the first class that are susceptible to intuition and demonstration. Hume says that ‘[t]hree of these relations are discoverable at first sight, and fall more properly under the province of intuition than demonstration’ (T 70). Judgements concerning these three relations, resemblance, contrariety and degrees in quality, ‘we always pronounce at first sight, without any enquiry or reasoning’ (T 70). That leaves the relation of proportions in quantity or number as the only relation susceptible of demonstration. The classification of relations of degrees of quality as intuitive seems odd. Why should judgements of degrees of ‘colour, taste, heat, cold’ (T 70), seemingly paradigmatic matters of fact, be intuitive and certain? So too with the limitation of demonstration to relations of proportions of quantity or number. I submit that we cannot understand Hume here if we treat demonstration as a matter of deductively arguing from necessarily true premises. On that view, there can be no constraint on the content of conclusions of demonstrations. Given that Hume allows four sorts of relations to be ‘objects of knowledge and certainty’ (T 70), no conception of demonstration as valid deduction

136 Compare T 79: ‘All certainty arises from the comparison of ideas, and from the discovery of such relations as are unalterable, so long as the ideas continue the same.’
can plausibly explain Hume's limitation of demonstration to relations of proportions of quantity and number.137

Why does Hume allow judgements of degrees in quality to be intuitive? When we have several perceptions of heat, say, ‘tis easy to decide, that any of them is superior or inferior to another, when their difference is considerable. And this decision we always pronounce at first sight, without any enquiry or reasoning’ (T 70). For example, when comparing two impressions of heat, suppose one is the impression received when the left hand is put in water at 50° F while the other is the impression received when the right hand is put in water at 100° F. It is easy to tell which is hotter than the other. And this judgement is intuitive, with the accompanying high degree of certainty. Note that the main issue here concerns certainty rather than necessity. Where the differences are great, it is quite plausible to claim that we are certain that this is hotter than that. This certainty extends to ideas as well as impressions. To the extent that any notion of necessity does creep in, it is accounted for solely by Hume’s classification of degrees of quality as relations that depend solely on the ideas related. No other ideas are needed, and the relation will remain the same as long as the ideas remain the same. This very idea of heat is hotter than that very idea of heat, and it is inconceivable that the first idea could be colder than the other idea as long as the two ideas remain the same. Note, too, he is not claiming that all such comparisons of ideas have intuitive certainty. If the perceptions are very close in the relevant degree, as two adjacent shades of red on the spectrum may be, no such intuitive certainty is forthcoming: ‘it be impossible to judge exactly of the degree of any quality . . . when the difference betwixt them is very small’ (T 70). And, further, he never suggests that we can judge with intuitive certainty when two colours, say, have exactly the same degree of saturation or are of exactly the same hue.

Proportions of quantity and number have, at least with respect to ‘algebra and arithmetic’ (T 71), a feature that other relations of ideas lack, and this explains why ‘we can judge of the equality and proportion of numbers’ (T 71), even when the difference between the ideas of two numbers

---

137 There is an implausible explanation. Proponents of the view I am arguing against could reconstruct Hume's thinking as follows. Only relations of proportions of quantity or number are transitive. The other three relations in this class, they may hold, are not. So although all four relations can be the objects of single, intuitive judgements, only relations of proportions of quantity or number can be the subject of demonstration. Thus we can have demonstrations of the form ‘A is bigger than B, B is bigger than C, therefore A is bigger than C’, but not of the form ‘A is hotter than B, B is hotter than C, therefore A is hotter than C’. Such a restriction of transitivity to proportions of quantity or number seems arbitrary.
is small. This feature also explains why demonstration is limited to algebra and arithmetic, which are ‘the only sciences, in which we can carry on a chain of reasoning to any degree of intricacy, and yet preserve a perfect exactness and certainty’ (T 71). This feature is the availability ‘of a precise standard, by which we can judge of the equality and proportion of numbers’ (T 71). The standard is the unit, so that ‘when two numbers are so combin’d, so that the one has always an unite answering to every unite of the other, we pronounce them equal’ (T 71). The availability of the unit as a precise standard makes demonstrations possible in arithmetic. In cases of ‘very short numbers’, such as $1 + 1 = 2$, or where ‘the difference is very great and remarkable’, such as 6728 and 57, we can make intuitive judgements of, respectively, equality and ‘superiority or inferiority betwixt’ (T 70) the numbers. ‘In all other cases we must settle the proportions with some liberty [i.e. guess], or proceed in a more artificial manner [i.e. reason]’ (T 70).

The availability of the unit as a precise standard allows the ‘artificial’ technique of demonstrative reasoning to occur. Suppose we want a demonstration of the equality of 3467 with 2895 + 572. It is not intuitively certain to most people, nor do we ‘perceive an impossibility of falling into any considerable error’ (T 70). There is, of course, a formally valid deductive argument with the proposition ‘$3467 = 2895 + 572$’ as its conclusion, but that is not the way Hume thought, nor is it the way, we reason. Rather, the idea of 3467 is seen to stand in the relation of equality to the idea of 2895 + 572, because we can match each unit in 3467 with a unit in 2895 + 572. This matching is a matter of providing the relevant intermediate ideas. The complete chain of ideas would be something like this. We can intuitively judge that 3467 is equal to 3466 + 1, which is in turn equal to 3465 + 2. This chain ends with the intuitive judgement that

---

138 ‘Artificial’, like ‘oblique’ and ‘indirect’, is sometimes a hint that Hume is about to talk of reasoning. See T 104 and T 197. It seems ‘artificial manner’ here means something more like ‘an artful manner’, as in ‘the art of reasoning’, rather than ‘a fake or non-genuine manner’. One is reminded of the story of what Queen Anne said in 1710 upon seeing Wren’s cathedral of St Paul’s: it was ‘awful, artificial, and amusing’. She meant, of course, ‘aweinspiring, artistic and amazing’. The Concise Oxford Dictionary lists ‘real, but made by art’ as the third meaning of ‘artificial’. And the OED lists as the first meaning of artificial ‘real, but not natural’. There are two sub-categories here: artificial in result as well as in process, and natural products or results artificially produced. The OED quotes ‘Harrison’s machine for the production of artificial ice’ as an example; there is nothing in the nature of the ice produced that makes it artificial (it is made of water, not fish oil); strictly speaking it is the production that is artificial, not the water. Hume’s distinction between the natural and artificial virtues is very likely using ‘artificial’ in this sense; there is nothing artificial about a virtue except the story about how it comes to be one.
2896 + 571 is equal to 2895 + 572. But because we have a precise standard, we are assured that this ‘chain of reasoning’ preserves ‘a perfect exactness and certainty’, and thus we have demonstrative certainty that 3467 = 2895 + 572. Geometers think that a similar ‘precise standard’ is available in geometry: the infinitesimal point. Hume thought such a geometrical standard was inconceivable; hence his concern about demonstrations in geometry. The lack of a precise standard also explains why the relations of resemblance and degrees in quality do not admit of demonstration. There is nothing in our ideas of colour and heat that provides for such a standard. We try to remedy this by the use of instruments and scales of measurement; that is, we use instruments to map degrees of quality onto numbers, which are then susceptible of demonstration. But reliance on the mapping is very much the result of probable reasoning.

If demonstration is to be explained in terms of intuition, then the conviction to which demonstration gives rise will also depend on the conviction presented by intuition. Locke's account of intuition was pretty thin, but Hume has even fewer resources on which to draw. While Locke

---

139 There is a puzzling passage about ideas of large numbers in Hume's discussion of abstract ideas: 'I observe, that when we mention any great number, such as a thousand, the mind has generally no adequate idea of it, but only a power of producing such an idea, by its adequate idea of the decimals, under which the number is comprehended. This imperfection, however, in our ideas, is never felt in our reasonings' (T 22–3). It may be that the availability of the unit is what allows us to manipulate large numbers with precision (that is what it is to have an 'adequate idea of the decimals'), even though our ideas of the numbers themselves are not adequate. Thanks to Wayne Waxman for reminding me of this passage and its relevance to the topic at hand.

140 This is not the place to discuss Hume's worries about demonstrative geometry in the Treatise. The situation is more complex than it first appears. His argument against a standard of equality in geometry comes mainly in T 45–8, where he rejects such a standard as 'useless' and 'imaginary'. This seems to rule out demonstration in geometry. But a few pages later he seems to indicate that, while 'geometry fails of evidence on this single point', i.e. there is no demonstration for the infinite divisibility of extension, nonetheless 'all [geometry]'s other reasonings command our fullest assent and approbation' (T 52). So it is possible that, when in the Abstract he exempts 'only geometry and arithmetic' (A 650) as areas of reasoning not based on cause and effect, he has not really changed his mind about the status of most geometrical demonstrations. He is just dropping the subject of the purported demonstrations of infinite divisibility. Similar considerations may apply to the first Enquiry, where Pythagoras' Theorem is cited as a paradigm of demonstrative reasoning (EHU 25).

141 I leave aside detailed consideration of the relation of contrariety. I think it is likely that Hume did not mention relations of contrariety as susceptible to demonstrative reasoning because he thought that all such relations could be seen to hold intuitively: 'No one can once doubt but existence and nonexistence destroy each other, and are perfectly incompatible and contrary' (T 70). I return briefly to this subject later in this chapter. I also leave aside further discussions of the enormously complex question of mixed mathematics, raised by the issue of mapping degrees of quality onto numbers. Hume returns briefly to the subject in section IV, part 1, and section XII, part 3 of the Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding.
appeals to the perception of the agreement or disagreement of ideas, Hume speaks of the comparison of ideas. But, as
we have seen, he is committed to the comparison of ideas as something that reduces to the conception of ideas.142
There is no special act of the understanding that Hume can appeal to. What is the conviction that intuition, and hence
demonstration, gives rise to, and how does Hume account for it? There is no doubt that the conviction has the highest
degree of certainty;143 but what characterizes the certainty, and how does Hume explain it? Hume seems not very
interested in this question, or at least seems to think that is has an obvious answer:

I therefore ask, Wherein consists the difference betwixt believing and disbelieving any proposition? The answer is
easy with regard to propositions, that are prov’d by intuition or demonstration. In that case, the person who assents,
not only conceives the ideas according to the proposition, but is necessarily determin’d to conceive them in that
particular manner, either immediately or by the interposition of other ideas. Whatever is absurd is unintelligible; nor
is it possible for the imagination to conceive any thing contrary to a demonstration. (T 95)144

In intuition, where the ideas are seen to be related directly, and in demonstration, where the ‘interposition of other
ideas’ is required, we are ‘necessarily determin’d to conceive them in that particular manner’. If the ideas could be
conceived to be not related in that way, they would not be the same ideas. It is ‘not possible for the imagination to
conceive’ them in any other way. The content of the ideas determines what they are, and relations of ideas that rely
solely on that content cannot be altered by the imagination. Any such alteration would change the ideas themselves.
This is what accounts for the certainty with which intuitive or demonstrative propositions are known: they depend
solely on the ideas that make them up. Since they depend on nothing else, nothing else can make them false.
Hume makes the same point in 1. 3. 3, ‘Why a cause is always necessary’: ‘All certainty arises from the comparison of
ideas, and from the

142 See n. 3 above. Another relevant point is this: Hume thinks relations of ideas are complex ideas (T 13), so being aware of a relation of ideas just is a matter of forming a
complex idea.

143 It appears, therefore, that of these seven philosophical relations, there remain only four, which depending solely on the ideas, can be the objects of knowledge and certainty
(T 70). Hume sometimes speaks of assurance rather than certainty: ‘By knowledge, I mean the assurance arising from the comparison of ideas’ (T 124).

144 See also the Abstract: ‘When a demonstration convinces me of any proposition, it not only makes me conceive the proposition, but also makes me sensible, that ‘tis
impossible to conceive any thing contrary’ (A 652–3).
discovery of such relations as are unalterable, so long as the ideas continue the same’ (T 79). Furthermore, this point grounds the conceivability criterion which asserts that if something is conceivably false, it is non-demonstrable. If two ideas are related so that we cannot conceive of them as not so related, without changing the ideas, then that relation is something we can intuitively or demonstratively know. It follows that if we can conceive of two ideas as not standing in a certain relation, then whether or not they do stand in that relation is not something susceptible to intuition or demonstration. Hume explains this in terms of separability: all distinct ideas are separable. And if two ideas are separable, ‘it is plainly possible for the imagination’ to conceive of one without the other. Hume makes this point in order to show that the causal maxim, ‘whatever begins to exist, must have a cause of existence’ (T 78). But does not this prove too much? If all distinct ideas are separable, allowing the imagination to conceive one without the other, how are intuition and demonstration possible at all? The issue is complex, and we will return to it shortly.

I have outlined a non-formal interpretation of Hume's account of demonstration, analogous to Locke's and based on the conception of ideas as related, where one ‘is necessarily determin’d to conceive them in that particular manner, either immediately or by the interposition of other ideas’ (T 95). Hume's account is more restrictive than Locke's in that it limits demonstration to relations of quantity and number, as outlined above. It is worthwhile to reflect briefly on the differences. Both accounts treat demonstrations as chains of ideas, where each idea in the chain is intuitively linked to its neighbour. Consider some such chain consisting of ideas A, B, and C. Locke's theory requires that for such to be a piece of demonstrative reasoning, the ideas must be such that ideas A and B and ideas B and C yield intuitively known propositions, while ideas A and C yield a proposition that is demonstrable, through the interposition of B. The concept of being 'intuitively related' can apply only where the two ideas involved are intrinsically related. Such an account posits no limits on the subject matter of demonstrations; the only restriction is the availability of intuitive, intrinsic relations between two ideas. Where the relation between A and B and that between B and C and hence that between A and C is one of quantity or number, the same picture will do for Hume's account of demonstration. But he restricts demonstration to chains of ideas related by quantity or number. As shown above, this limitation is due to the availability in those relations of a precise standard, the unit. But what explains this requirement? There are, I think, at least two points that can be made here. The first has to do with Hume's conceivability criteria.
If we could conceive of the denial of a proposition, then that proposition was not demonstrable. It seems clear that Hume thought that most propositions did not pass this test. That is, most propositions, considered on their own, are such that we can conceive of their negation's being true. In fact, given the strength of this criterion, the problem is not so much to explain why only propositions concerning quantity or number are demonstrable, but why even they are. This is the problem of separability to which we will return.

The second point involves the propositional nature of some ideas in Hume's theory, where ‘propositional’ means ‘can be a judgement or belief’, not ‘has propositional structure’. This point raises a different issue than Hume's limitation of demonstration to relations of quantity and number. This issue is, how are to we account for what Hume would say about arguments that we consider to be deductively valid but which have contingent premises? That some ideas are propositional in nature is required, given Hume's account of belief, where ‘the conception of the existence of any object joins no new ideas to those, which compose the idea of the object’ (T'94). The point is put most forcefully in the footnote on the following two pages:

'[T]is far from being true, that in every judgment, which we form, we unite two different ideas; since in that proposition, God is, or indeed any other, which regards existence, the idea of existence is no distinct idea, which we unite with that of the object, and which is capable of forming a compound idea by the union . . . [W]e can thus form a proposition, which contains only one idea. (T'96–7 n.)

Many of Hume's examples of purported demonstration concern the denial of the possibility of the demonstration of existential propositions, or matters of fact, so it will not be surprising if in those instances he speaks of demonstrating, or rather the impossibility of demonstrating, that two propositional ideas stand in the relevant relation.

If I am right, Humean demonstration is a matter of content, not form. Since the real work in demonstration is to be explained in terms of ideas and their relations to one another, this is hardly surprising. Apart from its relation to its corresponding impression, and its degree of force and vivacity, there is little to say about an idea apart from its content.145 I have claimed that Hume's account of demonstration does not rely on any formal notion of deduction. Formal accounts of deductive validity are

145 This is not to say that the question of the content of an idea is not problematic. For an excellent recent discussion, see Grene (1994).
usually considered to be syntactic, but when we teach formal logic, we often introduce the notion of deductive validity not syntactically, but in a semantic and modal fashion, in some formulation such as the following:

An argument is deductively valid just in case it is not possible for the premises to be true and the conclusion to be false.

Now if Hume's demonstrations are a matter of content, that really amounts to calling them semantic. So one might argue that I have been too swift in denying that Humean demonstrations have anything to do with deductive validity. In ruling out the relevance of formal validity, I have left open the possibility that Humean demonstrations might rely on a semantic and modal notion of validity, as outlined above. Moreover, it might be said, Hume has the resources required for such an account, as the conceivability criterion for non-demonstrability shows. In fact, he appears to rely on such a notion when he denies that Adam, prior to experience, could demonstratively infer from the motion of one billiard ball the subsequent motion of a second ball.146

In response to this, the first thing to notice is that, although Hume is happy to talk about demonstrative arguments (e.g. at T 127 and 172), when he gets down to details he almost always speaks of whether a proposition is demonstrable simpliciter and not of whether it is demonstrable given that other propositions are true. That is the point of the conceivability criterion. We can tell whether a proposition is demonstrable or not just by considering whether its opposite is conceivable or implies a contradiction. That is to say, with an important exception which we will consider in a moment, Hume rarely considers whether a proposition is demonstrable given that something else is true, only whether it is demonstrable simpliciter. So no account of demonstration in terms of deductive validity, even semantically conceived, will adequately account for this feature of his account. But the account of demonstration in terms of the interposition of intermediate ideas does. That is one of its strengths.

The point is that any conception of deductive validity isolates a feature of inferences that makes them necessary, irrespective of the content of the propositions involved in the inference. But Hume's account of demonstrative inference, like Locke's, locates the necessity, or better, the certainty, entirely in the relation two ideas bear to one another. The proposition '3467 = 2895 + 572' is demonstrable because one idea, 3467, can be shown to stand in the relevant relation to another idea, 2895 + 572,

\[^{146}\text{A 650–1, EHU 28–30.}\]
by interposing other ideas the first of which will be intuitively related to 3467 and the last of which will be intuitively related to 2895 + 572. The certainty of the demonstrative inference is entirely exhausted by the relations conceived to hold between adjacent ideas in the chain.

Now let us consider the apparent exceptions. There are instances in each of the Treatise, the Abstract, and the Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding and, most significantly, they occur at an identical place in the argument. When Hume begins to investigate the nature of causal or probable inference, he first considers whether, prior to experience, a person, upon observing one event, might reason demonstratively to predict the occurrence of another event which is an effect of the first. It is during this consideration that the relevant examples occur. After denying that such reasoning is possible, Hume goes on to consider how we might reason after experience. At this point we enter what has been called the argument about induction, which we will consider in the next chapter. Here are the examples, taken from Hume's discussions of what might happen prior to experience.

(1) There is no object, which implies the existence of any other if we consider these objects in themselves, and never look beyond the ideas which we form of them. Such an inference would amount to knowledge, and would imply the absolute contradiction and impossibility of conceiving anything different. (T 86–7)

(2) Were a man, such as Adam, created in the full vigour of understanding, without experience, he would never be able to infer motion in the second ball from the motion and impulse of the first... Such an inference, were it possible, would amount to a demonstration, as being founded merely on the comparison of ideas. But no inference from cause to effect amounts to a demonstration. Of which there is this evident proof... (A 650)

(3) We fancy, that were we brought on a sudden into this world, we could at first have inferred that one Billiard-ball would communicate motion to another upon impulse... [But] The mind can never possibly find the effect in the supposed cause, by the most accurate scrutiny and examination. For the effect is totally different from the cause, and consequently can never be discovered in it. (EHU 28–9)

In each of these cases, Hume considers the possibility of inference, prior to experience, from an observed event to its alleged effect, prior to the effect actually occurring and being observed. Since this occurs prior to any experience (except the experience of the alleged cause), the only sort of reasoning possible is demonstrative. Since we have an idea only of the alleged cause, the idea of the alleged effect must 'be discovered in' the idea.
of the alleged cause. If this were possible, the relation between the two ideas would be intuitive or demonstrative. Even if we did have an idea of the alleged effect, any inference to it, from the idea of the alleged cause must be based on ‘the comparison of ideas’, not experience and must be intuitive or demonstrative. But we can certainly conceive of the one occurring without the other, so any such demonstrative inference is impossible.

If one is wedded to the notion of deductive validity, whether syntactic or semantic, it is certainly tempting to reconstruct Hume's reasoning in these examples as follows. Upon observing the motion of one billiard ball, I may certainly conceive that its attendant effect will not occur:

> [M]ay I not conceive, that a hundred different events might as well follow from that cause? May not both these balls remain at absolute rest? May not the first ball return in a straight line, or leap off from the second in any line or direction? All these suppositions are consistent and conceivable. (EHU 30–1)

Consider these two propositions:

(A) Billiard ball 1 is moving towards billiard ball 2, and makes contact.
(B) Billiard ball 2 moves off at a proportionate angle.

It looks as if Hume is saying that, since conception implies possibility, it is possible for proposition A to be true and B to be false. But this is just what our semantic and modal notion of deductive validity rules out. So, when Hume is denying that such inferences are demonstrative, he is really denying that they are deductively valid in that sense.

This tempting line of thought runs into the same problems that prompted Stove to argue that by ‘demonstration’, Hume meant, not deduction simpliciter, but deduction from necessary or a priori true premises. Hume frequently says that if a proposition is possibly false, it is not demonstrable. And this is just inconsistent with construing the above passages about demonstrative inference as being concerned with deductively inferring one proposition from another. Either Hume just did not see that he did not have to talk about inference here and that all he had to do was to show the possibility of the second billiard ball's not moving without even considering the first one; or he is just inconsistent in his use of ‘demonstration’, sometimes using it as deductive inference, sometimes using it as deductive inference from necessarily true premises. Each of these alternatives is unpalatable; we can do better.

Consider the two ideas, A and B. According to my interpretation of
Humean demonstration, the proposition formed by comparing idea A with idea B is demonstrable if other ideas can be interposed between them in a chain so that each idea is linked to its neighbour in a way that we can immediately intuit. Furthermore, Hume thinks he has come up with a test that will tell us in advance whether such a chain is possible. If we can conceive of one idea without the other, no such chain is possible, and we know in advance that the proposition formed by comparing the two ideas is not demonstrable. Often, ideas themselves need not be thought of as propositional in nature, but go to make up propositions. But in questions concerning existence, an idea, of God or of a certain sort of event, is itself propositional. When we conceive of God's existing, as opposed to just thinking about God, ‘the idea of existence is no distinct idea, which we unite with that of the object . . . [W]e can thus form a proposition, which contains only one idea’ (T 96–7 n.). Hume's theory of belief is a topic for a later chapter; at the moment it is important only to appreciate that it compels us to see that ideas of existent entities are propositional for Hume. So if idea A is an idea of the alleged cause, while idea B is an idea of the alleged effect, and Hume wants to raise the question of whether there is a demonstrable relation between them, he does it in just the way he discusses all other demonstrations: can we conceive of one idea without the other? If so, no demonstration is possible. We are tempted to look at it as an inference linking two propositions and hence see it as a question of deductive validity. But in doing so we misunderstand Hume and are compelled to ascribe either stupidity or inconsistency to him. Hume looks at it in just the same way as he looks at all other cases of demonstration: is one idea suitably related to another? It is just that in this case, the ideas, since they involve existence, are propositional in nature.

At this stage it is worth repeating that Hume's theory resolves all three acts of the understanding—conception, judgement, and reasoning—into conception or the having of ideas (T 96–7 n). The point is not just that the mental correlate of an existential proposition is a single idea, suitably enlivened; it is also that the mental correlates of other propositions are also just ideas. The mental correlate of predication or judgement for Hume is simply the conceiving of complex ideas. This amounts to denying Locke's theory that ideas function as terms in mental propositions formed by the perception of the agreement or disagreement of two ideas. Hume is rejecting the thought that a judgement or belief, as it exists in the mind, must mirror the propositional structure that a sentence of language expressing that belief must have. As mentioned earlier, this is why it can be misleading to say, as following Hume we have, ‘we can thus form a
proposition, which contains only one idea’ (T 97 n.). Hume here is clearly not saying that ideas might have propositional structure; if anything, the drift of his discussion is to deny that they ever do. Perhaps the clearest way of putting the point is to say that the mental correlates of propositions are not themselves propositional. We grasp verbal propositions, not by forming mental propositions, but by conceiving ideas.

The same point applies to inferences. If relations of ideas are complex ideas, and demonstrations are a chain of related ideas, then a demonstration is really just a process that leads to the formation of a complex idea. We saw above that Hume’s discussion of the possibility of demonstratively inferring an effect prior to any experience except that of its putative cause amounted to arguing that the first idea was separable from the second idea. In having the first idea, we are not compelled, prior to experience, to annex to it any other idea. The imagination is free to connect the idea of one billiard ball hitting another ball with any other idea it pleases. To deny the demonstrability of an inference from an observed effect to an unobserved cause is a matter of denying that a certain proposition, namely, ‘given that the cause occurs, the effect must occur’, is certainly true. But denying that this proposition is certainly true is just a matter of denying that upon the appearance of one idea we are compelled to annex to it another idea; that is, it is a matter of denying that we are compelled, from the nature of the first idea itself, to form a certain sort of complex idea.

This radical account, explaining judgements and demonstrative reasoning in terms of the conception of complex ideas, is entirely in keeping with Hume’s starting point and methodology. All the mind has to deal with are impressions, ideas, and their associations and philosophical relations. Seen in such a light, the problems we have mentioned above have a solution. How would Hume deal with arguments that we would classify as deductively valid with at least one contingent premise? Hume would see it as a matter of judging whether a certain proposition is intuitively true, which in turn is a matter of judging whether a certain complex idea must be formed, given the other ideas involved. If we have the idea of Hitler being German, and the idea of Germans being European, are we compelled to form the idea of Hitler being European? If I am correct, the question is under-specified for Hume. If we simply take the idea of Hitler, then we can annex to it the idea of any continental characteristic we want. But if we take the complex idea made up of, inter alia, Hitler, being German, and being European, we have, ipso facto, the idea of Hitler being European. That is to say, we cannot have the first, larger complex idea.
without also having the second, simpler complex idea. We can, of course, consider the second, simpler complex idea, of Hitler and Europeanness, on its own, and using the freedom of our imagination, separate it from others. What we can not do is to hold the first, larger idea of Hitler, Germanness, and Europeanness in our mind, while simultaneously destroying the smaller complex idea by separating its constituent parts of Hitler and Europeanness. Destroying the smaller complex idea is also a matter of destroying the larger one. Keeping the larger one firmly intact is simply a matter of seeing it as necessarily related to the smaller. The ‘relation is invariable, as long as our idea is the same’ (T 69). Change the idea, and the relation may disappear.

With this machinery in hand, we are able to deal with the issue of separability.147 The crux of his account of intuition and demonstration is that four of the seven philosophical relations depend entirely on the ideas and remain invariable as long as the ideas remain the same. But Hume also thinks that all ideas are separable. But if all ideas are separable, how is it possible for two ideas to be so related that an intuitive or demonstrative connection is possible? If they are separable, surely we can conceive one without the other. To solve this problem, we must understand that Hume limits the scope of the separability claim to distinct ideas: ‘where-ever the imagination perceives a difference among ideas, it can easily produce a separation’ (T 10).148 Furthermore, Hume seems to claim ‘that this is an evident consequence of the division of ideas into simple and complex’ (T 10). At the very least, he is committed to the claim that all simple ideas are distinct, and hence separable: ‘all simple ideas may be separated by the imagination’ (T 10). This leaves open the possibility that, as in Locke, two ideas may not be entirely distinct if one contains or partially contains the other. A simple idea may be contained by a complex idea, or two complex ideas may share one or more common simple ideas as constituents.149 To revert to our example above, the ideas ‘being European’ and ‘being German’ overlap; they are not entirely distinct, and hence need not be

---

147 For a thorough and illuminating discussion of Hume on separability, see ‘The Separability Principle’, ch. 3 of Garrett (1997), 58–75. In the last paragraph of that chapter, Garrett points out that as the force of demonstrative arguments in Hume comes from content rather than form, a result of the separability principle is that the scope of demonstrative arguments shrinks.

148 See also T 24: ‘all ideas, which are different, are separable’, and T 79: ‘all distinct ideas are separable’.

149 As with the one-to-one correspondence between simple impressions and ideas, this claim requires some delicate type/token distinctions to be plausible.
completely separable. Thus one cannot describe Hitler as being German while at the same time denying that he is European. The separability of simple ideas does not rule out the possibility of intuitive or demonstrative relations.

How is this consistent with the limitation of demonstration to relations of quantity and number? In the above example, we have relatively simple ideas, and we can intuitively discover their relation. No intermediate ideas are necessary. But consider an arithmetical truth, such as ‘3467 = 2895 + 572’. To become aware of the truth of such a proposition, that is to become aware that one cannot have the idea of 3467 while denying its equality with 2895 + 572, many other, intermediate, ideas must be considered. It is not simply a matter of comparing ideas and discovering that the relation between them holds. But with all these extra ideas involved, the possibility of error is great. It is only with relations of quantity and number that we have the precise standard, the unit, which allows us to

---

150 To specify just how, for Hume, these ideas ‘overlap’ is a delicate matter and would require full discussion of his account of abstract ideas. A start would be as follows. Let us remember Hume’s claim that ‘after the mind has produc’d an individual idea, upon which we reason, the attendant custom, reviv’d by the general or abstract term, readily suggests any other individual, if by chance we form any reasoning, that agrees not with it’ (T 21). So suppose while thinking about Europeans, our mind used the particular idea of Hitler to represent all Europeans. We might then be tempted to form the proposition ‘All Europeans are German’. But then the ideas of other Europeans who are not German would ‘immediately crowd in upon us, and make us perceive the falshood of this proposition, tho’ it be true with relation to that idea [i.e. of Hitler], which we had form’d’ (T 21). Hume calls this ‘one of the most extraordinary circumstances in the present affair’, and notes, rather alarmingly, that it does not always work: ‘If the mind suggests not always these ideas upon occasion, it proceeds from some imperfection in its faculties; and such a one as is often the source of false reasoning and sophistry’ (T 21). The best discussion of Hume on abstract ideas I know is Garrett (1997), chs. 1–3. Garrett calls the set of ideas, ‘reviv’d by the general or abstract term’, ‘the revival set’. This account of abstract ideas might help us with a problem first pointed out in n. 3 above. Hume resolves judgement into conception, so that when we judge one idea to be related to another, ‘the act of mind exceeds not a simple conception’ (T 97 n.). But judging the Empire State Building to be higher than the Chrysler Building results in a different proposition from judging the latter to be north and east of the former. How can this be if they each involve only the simple conception of the idea of the Empire State Building and the idea of the Chrysler Building? A possible answer is this: when we conceive or judge the Empire State Building to be higher than the Chrysler Building, we produce a complex idea whose revival set includes only objects of which one is higher than the other. When we conceive or judge the Chrysler Building to be north and east of the Empire State Building, we produce a complex idea whose revival set includes only items of which one is to the north and east of the other. This would allow Hume to resolve judgement into conception while differentiating complex ideas with the same ingredients by their differing revival sets. In effect, this explains ‘the comparing of ideas and the discovering of relations’ without postulating any act of mind beyond simple conception.
demonstrate that the relation holds, through all the intermediate ideas, ‘without any possibility of error’ (T 71).

My interpretation of Hume's account of demonstration as involving the awareness of two ideas standing in a certain relation via the consideration of one or more intermediate ideas is historically plausible, and it allows us to make sense of his troublesome classification of philosophical relations. Since being aware that ideas stand in a certain relation involves being aware of their content, no formal account of demonstration can accurately reflect Hume's view. Nor does an informal, semantic conception of deduction capture what Hume had in mind. My interpretation allows us to understand why Hume limits demonstration to arithmetic and algebra; since his account of demonstration depends on the content of ideas, there is no reason in principle why demonstration should not be limited to matters with a certain content. Passmore reports having difficulty persuading his colleagues that Hume limited syllogisms to mathematics. If syllogisms are formally construed, as they must be, his difficulty is not surprising. But if we drop talk of syllogisms, as Hume did, and speak instead of demonstrations construed in terms of relations of ideas, Hume's restriction has far more plausibility.

Earlier we discussed the non-demonstrability criterion 1 and the criterion of possibility 2. The former cites possible falseness as a ground for non-demonstrability; the latter cites conceivable falseness as a ground for possible falseness. An account of demonstrations as deductively valid arguments with necessarily true premises makes sense of criterion 1; if a conclusion is possibly false, it is not necessary and hence can not follow from necessarily true premises. But it leaves criterion 2, and consequently

---

151 Passmore (1968). See also Passmore (1953), 548, where he attributes to Hume, surely mistakenly, the view that Locke’s demonstrations were syllogisms. He cites EHU 163 in support, the most important passage in the Enquiry concerning the limitation of demonstration to relations of quantity or number. The main point of the passage is that since ‘the component parts of quantity and number are entirely similar, their relations become intricate and involved; and nothing can be more curious, as well as useful, than to trace, by a variety of mediums, their equality or inequality’. Perhaps the term ‘mediums’ suggested ‘middle terms’ to Passmore, and hence the interpretation in terms of syllogisms. But if I am right, ‘mediums’ means here, as elsewhere, ‘intermediate ideas’. The main point is that ‘the sciences of quantity and number’ have the exact standard that makes demonstration, or chains of reasoning, possible. The reference to ‘pretended syllogistical reasonings’ later in the paragraph is to the futile attempt to apply demonstrative reasoning to any ‘branch of learning, except the sciences of quantity and number’. The reference to Locke’s claim that ‘where there is no property, there can be no injustice’ is meant to show that even if that claim is intuitively certain (it is, after all, ‘a more imperfect definition’), it and other claims like it cannot ground a demonstrative morality. The relevant standard of equality that makes demonstration possible is just not available outside relations of quantity and number.
the combined criterion 3, completely unmotivated. Why should conceivability be a criterion of possibility and hence of non-demonstrability? This has rightly troubled commentators. But if Hume’s account of intuition and demonstration is as I have sketched it, criteria 2 and 3 are perfectly natural extensions of the account. If two ideas are seen to stand in a certain relation either directly or via a chain of intermediate ideas, they must stand in that relation as long as the ideas remain the same. That is how Hume characterizes philosophical relations that can be known either intuitively or demonstratively (T 69). But then it is inconceivable that the ideas could not stand in that relation; if they were not so related, they would not remain the same ideas. It is not possible for them not to stand in that relation while remaining the ideas they are. Hume's criteria 2 and 3 seem baffling and misguided if we characterize demonstration formally, but they are obvious and well motivated if we understand his account of demonstration in the way I have urged.

Hume occasionally says things such as ‘wherever a demonstration takes place, the contrary is impossible, and implies a contradiction’ (A 650). As far as I can tell, he never says that the contrary is a contradiction, but always only that it implies one. The force of ‘implies’ here is difficult to gauge. Hume held the demonstrative/probable contrast to be exhaustive, and I am sure all sides would admit that he could not have meant implication here to be understood as probable inference. But neither could it be demonstrative inference, if demonstration is taken to be a deductively valid argument from necessarily true premises. A contradiction cannot deductively follow from necessarily true premises. This problem has remained unnoticed, I suppose, because while in the grip of the notion of a deductively valid argument we have just taken it for granted that Hume meant something like what we learn in first-year logic. If you take the conclusion of a valid argument, negate it, and add the negation to the original premises, you can derive a contradiction. But since the original argument is valid, either its conclusion is true or at least one of its premises is false. In either case, at least one of the premises of the derivative argument, whose conclusion is a contradiction, will be false. So it is not possible for Hume to mean what we might have taken him to mean, if

152 See especially Stroud (1977) and Kripke (1980).
153 The contrary of anything intuitively known would be contradictory, and could be seen to be so, without the need of any implication.
154 See also T 87, A 653, EHU 26, 35, 164.
155 Among other places, see T 463 where he says ‘the operations of human understanding divide themselves into two kinds . . . nor is there any third operation of the understanding’.
a demonstration is a deductively valid argument with necessarily true premises.

The point is that the denial of an intuitive or demonstrative truth implies a change in one or both of the ideas so related. So one is holding that an idea both is and is not something that is the contradiction. It helps to remember that Hume classified contrariety as one of the four relations ‘which depending solely upon ideas, can be the objects of knowledge and certainty’ (T 70), that is, can be known either intuitively or demonstratively. Hume appears to say (T 70) that contrariety is more a matter of intuition than demonstration. Demonstration is limited to algebra and arithmetic, ‘the only sciences, in which we can carry on a chain of reasoning to any degree of intricacy, and yet preserve a perfect exactness and certainty’ (T 71). Since we have a ‘precise standard’, the unit, that makes this possible, there should be no reason why we could not have mathematical demonstrations that result in contradictions as conclusions.

But there appears to be a problem, which we can put in terms of the contrapositive of criterion 3: if a proposition is demonstrable, it is not conceivable that it is false. But if the denial of a demonstrative truth implies a contradiction, surely we must be able at least to conceive of its being false, if only in order to show that it leads to a contradiction. If we could not even conceive of its being false, then, presumably, the contradiction would be on the surface, and not merely implied. That is to say, if Hume’s criterion 3 is correct, it looks as if any hypothetical reasoning from the denial of a demonstratively true proposition is at best otiose and at worst impossible. Hume has a way out, and it turns on the relationship between a proposition’s being inconceivable and appearing to be inconceivable. Hume is happy to admit that the latter entails the former:

The plain consequence is, that whatever appears impossible and contradictory upon the comparison of these ideas, must be really impossible and contradictory, without any farther excuse or evasion. (T 29)

But nowhere, as far as I can tell, does he commit himself to the claim that

---

156 Demonstrations of contradictions must be hypothetical, that is, the premises cannot be known to be true. Interestingly, Hume explicitly allows hypothetical arguments concerning matters of fact or ‘reasonings upon a supposition; there being in them, neither any present impression, nor belief of a real existence’ (T 83). The problem we are currently concerned with does not, of course, arise for hypothetical probable or causal arguments.

157 I take it that this does not commit Hume to the claim that we never make mistakes about a relation’s being impossible. He is not ruling out carelessness or inattention, or that the right idea might not be suggested to the mind; see n. 33.
being inconceivable entails appearing inconceivable. Hume says that the proposition ‘the square of the hypothenuse is equal to the squares of the other two sides, cannot be known, let the terms be ever so exactly defined, without a train of reasoning and enquiry’ (EHU 163). If the proposition cannot be known without reasoning, its negation cannot be known to be false without reasoning. Thus both the proposition and its denial must at least appear to be conceivable, pending the results of demonstrations. Shortly after the passage just quoted, Hume says: ‘[i]n the sciences, properly so called [i.e. the sciences of quantity and number], [e]very proposition, which is not true, is there confused and unintelligible. That the cube root of 64 is equal to the half of 10, is a false proposition, and can never be distinctly conceived’ (EHU 164, emphasis mine). A complex proposition, at least in the sciences of quantity or number, may or may not be demonstratively true. Until its truth or falsity is demonstrated, either the proposition or its negation may appear to be conceivable. But it will turn out that at least one of these alternatives really is inconceivable.158

We have already reconstructed a Humean demonstration of the equality of 3467 with 2895 + 572. How could Hume construct a demonstration to show that the contrary implies a contradiction? Suppose that 3467 is not equal to 2895 + 572. Then, as a matter of intuition, 3467 is not equal to 2896 + 571. By a series of intuitive steps, it follows that 3467 is not equal to 3466 + 1, and finally that 3467 is not equal to 3467. But we know that intuitively to be a contradiction. So the contrary of the equality of 3467 with 2895 + 572 implies a contradiction, and we can have demonstrative knowledge that the equality holds. Since no other fields have the ‘precise standard’ required for demonstration, such demonstrations of contradictions are limited to algebra and arithmetic. In any other area, a contradiction

158 This point may well answer the powerful objections put forward by Stroud and Kripke concerning the link between conceivability and possibility. The issue is extremely difficult and complex. It is important to note that the epistemological slack between apparent and actual conceivability is limited to the sciences of quantity and number, that is, to the sphere where demonstration is possible. Where demonstration is impossible, apparent conceivability really is conceivability. In other words, in Hume’s system, apart from the sciences of quantity and number, contradictions are either immediately apparent or not present. Another way of dealing with the problem of apparently conceiving something that turns out to be inconceivable can be constructed from a distinction proposed by Ken Winker. He reminds us that there are passages ‘in the Treatise that draw a distinction between supposing and conceiving’, for instance ‘we may well suppose in general but ’tis impossible for us distinctly to conceive, objects to be in their nature any thing but exactly the same with perceptions’ (T 218). He points out that such a distinction was not uncommon in the late eighteenth century, and that philosophers such as Price thought we could suppose many sorts of things we could not conceive, even contradictions: Winkler (1991), 560–1, n. 14.
is known either intuitively or not at all. There can be no demonstrations of matters of fact.

Hume distinguishes carefully between intuition and demonstration at T 69–73. Demonstration involves reasoning, while intuition does not. But he frequently talks of intuition and demonstration in the same breath. For instance, he claims to have proved ‘that the necessity of a cause to every beginning of existence is not founded on any arguments either demonstrative or intuitive’ (T 172). It is odd to describe some arguments as intuitive, as the point of distinguishing intuition from demonstration was to distinguish those things known directly with certainty from those that required argument or reasoning. And when arguing against certain rationalist moralists, he says: ‘If you assert, that vice and virtue consist in relations susceptible of certainty and demonstration, you must confine yourself to those four relations, which alone admit of that degree of evidence’ (T 463). But Hume had explicitly limited demonstrations to only one of those four relations; the others were susceptible to intuition only.

These problems turn out to be trivial. If demonstrations consist of chains of intuitions, each step in the chain can be loosely called an intuitive argument. In the first Enquiry, he even speaks of one proposition being intuitively inferred from another:

You say that the one proposition is an inference from the other. But you must confess, that the inference is not intuitive; neither is it demonstrative. (EHU 37)

Such an intuitive inference would be one that requires no intermediate steps. For instance, in our earlier example, we could intuitively infer that 3467 is not equal to 2896 + 571 from our supposition that 3467 is not equal to 2895 + 572. But it took many steps to reach the contradiction that 3467 is not equal to 3467, so that the equality of 3467 with 2895 + 572 is known demonstratively, not intuitively.

As to the problem of limiting yourself to the four relations if you want to show that morality is susceptible to demonstration, what Hume says is, strictly speaking, true. If you want to show that morality is demonstrative, you must first show that it involves only those relations that have the relevant degree of certainty, i.e. those that cannot be changed without any change in the ideas. But once you have done this, you have the further task of showing that for each of the relations you need, there is a precise enough standard to allow demonstrations as well as intuitions. Hume thinks he has shown in advance that this cannot be done and he does not need to rehearse the arguments again here. Hume's arguments against the possibility of a demonstrative morality in Book 3 of the Treatise are not
then simply a matter of begging the question, as has sometimes been alleged, but the result of a hard-fought battle in
Book 1 concerning the nature and scope of demonstration. In general, when Hume runs intuition and demonstration
together, he is considering only those subjects where the relevant standard of equality is not available, and where,
strictly speaking, only intuitive judgements, not demonstrative proofs, are available.

Locke's account of demonstration was comparatively easy to unravel. He talks about it at some length, presumably
because the category of demonstrative knowledge is important to him. And his observance of the distinction between
propositions and the ideas that go to make them up fits comfortably with traditional logical categories. Hume's account
is more difficult to understand because neither of these things are true of him: he spends little time on the topic, and
most of that is spent denying that certain truths, or classes of truths, are demonstrative. And his treatment of the
mental correlates of propositions as just another complex idea is especially foreign to us. Nonetheless, with Locke's
theory as our model, it is possible to unravel Hume's theory. Considered in isolation, it might seem that Hume's
account of demonstration, which in the end reduces to a theory of the constraints on the formation of certain sorts of
complex ideas, is neither significant nor plausible enough to warrant the attention we have given it. The significance
comes through keeping in mind our overall project, and Hume's. We are trying to understand Hume's account of
reason and reasoning, given both the overall background of the rejection of formalism and Hume's ruthlessly minimal
empirical constraints. Demonstrative reasoning is one part of that account. Justly, Hume's account of probable
reasoning has received far more attention, and his negative argument about probable reasoning, called 'the problem of
induction', is one of the most famous arguments in the history of philosophy. But we cannot hope to understand it
unless we also understand his views on demonstration. Probable reasoning can be understood only in contrast to
demonstrative reasoning.
6 Probable Reasoning: The Negative Argument

Hume's doubts about probable reasoning, commonly called ‘the problem of induction’, occupy sections 3–6 of Part 3 of Book 1 of the Treatise. The context of Hume's arguments is his claim that, of all the philosophical relations, it is only causation by which ‘the mind can go beyond what is immediately present to the senses, either to discover the real existence or the relations of objects’ (T 73). That is to say, the only way we can come to believe in the existence of objects, or the relations among them, that lie beyond what we can sense or remember, is to reason on the basis of the relation of causation. But, it may appear, it is ‘impossible to reason justly, without understanding perfectly the idea concerning which we reason’ (T 72). It looks as if we will have to understand perfectly the idea or relation of causation, if we are to understand probable reasoning. Hume half-heartedly sets out on this task, suggesting that the relation of causation involves both contiguity and succession. He has doubts about both

\[159\] Common, at least, since Russell (1959) (first published 1912). I prefer to talk about Hume's negative arguments, or doubts, about probable reasoning, as he rarely uses the term 'induction' or its cognates. Where he does use the term 'induction' (T 27, 628), it is not in the sense we give to it. Use of the latter term may foster the mistaken belief that Hume was primarily concerned with what we would call the deductive/inductive contrast, as opposed to his rather different demonstrative/probable contrast. So far, I have found no evidence that anyone prior to Russell thought of Hume as dealing in these sections with anything like what we would call the problem of induction, if that problem is taken to centre around the justification of the practice of induction and the beliefs reached by it. Louis Loeb points out that even Hume's most vociferous critic, Beattie, thought that 'Hume's view that causal inference is not founded in reason poses no sceptical problem' (Loeb (1997), 285), where by 'sceptical problem' Loeb means 'a problem about lack of justification'. It was much more common to think of Hume as a sceptic with regard to causation. Beattie may well have been influenced in this by Reid, who agreed with Hume that the principle of uniformity was not a result of reason. Reid thought that what he called 'the inductive principle' was 'the effect of instinct, not of reason' (Inquiry into the Human Mind, in Reid (1983), 198–9). He disagreed with Hume's explanation of probable reasoning in terms of association and with his account of belief, but he seems to agree with Hume's negative arguments. Russell, at least in 1912, does not even mention Hume with respect to 'the problem of induction'. It is difficult to believe, however, that Russell did not have Hume in mind.
suggestions, saying of an argument for the latter: ‘If this argument appear satisfactory, ’tis well. If not, I beg the reader to allow me the same liberty, which I have us’d in the preceding case [i.e. in the argument for contiguity], of supposing it such. For he shall find, that the affair is of no great importance’ (T 76). Hume then suggests that the most important ingredient in causation is the idea of necessary connection. He does not clarify why this is the most important ingredient, and spends only a paragraph (T 77) arguing that he can find no impression from which the idea of necessary connection is derived. However, the context, and Hume’s subsequent discussion, make it pretty clear what he has in mind: if we had an idea of necessary connection, and hence of causation, that could be derived from experience prior to our making causal inferences, we could use such an idea to explain how we do in fact make such inferences. This would then explain how it is we come to have beliefs in the unobserved, and how ‘the mind can go beyond what is immediately present to the senses, either to discover the real existence or the relations of objects’ (T 73). Now that we have a picture of Hume’s view of reasoning as a chain of ideas that can take us from one idea to another, it is clear how such an idea would enable us to make such inferences. If a given impression of some object or event contained within it the impression of being necessarily connected to some other object or event, we could then form the idea of the unobserved object. We would still have to account for why we have a belief, and not just a mere idea, but at least we would have explained how we come to the idea of something existent but unobserved. Hume fails to find an impression of necessary connection, and of course it is ruled out that reason could discover such a new idea: ‘no kind of reasoning can give rise to a new idea’ (T 164); reason operates only on ideas we already have.

Reluctant either to claim that we have no idea of necessary connection or to abandon his principle that all ideas are derived from impressions, Hume at this point changes the subject, and leaves ‘the direct survey of

---

160 See esp. T 88: ‘Perhaps ’twill appear in the end, that the necessary connexion depends on the inference, instead of the inference’s depending on the necessary connexion.’ This, of course, is precisely what happens: after giving an explanation of how we make probable inferences, which is independent of our having the idea of necessary connection, Hume uses our practice of making such inferences to explain how we come to have the idea of necessary connection.

161 Hume’s reluctance is surely due to the obvious phenomenology: we all think we do have the idea of necessary connection. At this stage, he is willing neither to deny the obvious nor to abandon his principle of the derivation of ideas from impressions. Later he will give us an account that permits us to do neither: the experience of making causal inferences itself accounts for the idea of necessary connection.
this question concerning the nature of that necessary connexion, which enters into our idea of cause and effect’ (T 78). He proceeds indirectly, by raising two related questions: why do we believe the causal maxim, i.e. why do we believe that it is necessary that everything which begins to exist should have a cause, and what is the nature of the inference we draw from cause to effect or from effect to cause? Although it is the latter question which most concerns us, it is worth making a few points about the former here.162

In answering the question, Hume is at pains to argue that our belief in the maxim ‘whatever begins to exist, must have a cause of existence’ is neither intuitively nor demonstratively certain. His argument for this is the first application of the conceivability criterion: for any given event, we can imagine that it begins to exist without a cause. Hume’s argument here depends on separability and distinctness: ‘as all distinct ideas are separable from each other, and as the ideas of cause and effect are evidently distinct, ’twill be easy for us to conceive any object to be non-existent this moment, and existent the next, without conjoining to it the distinct idea of a cause or productive principle’ (T 79).163 There can be no demonstration of the maxim, and any purported demonstration we know in advance to be ‘fallacious and sophistical’ (T 80).164

It is worth reflecting a little on just what difference it would make if the causal maxim were intuitively or demonstratively certain. It would follow that, prior to experience, we could know that, for any object or event we encountered, it had a cause. This would provide us with the knowledge that for any existent, some other existent caused it. This would give Hume a start in his search for an explanation of our beliefs in the unobserved: we could always be certain that there was such an event, even if we did not

---

162 For a good discussion of Hume and the causal maxim, see Waxman (1994), 141–50. Waxman is especially good on the disastrous critical reception with which Hume’s discussion met. He was continually and mistakenly accused of denying the truth of the causal maxim, when what he in fact denied was that it was either demonstratively or intuitively certain.

163 Hume neatly disposes of the objection that as ‘cause’ and ‘effect’ are correlative ideas, one cannot be conceived without the other and hence they are not distinct: ‘They are still more frivolous, who say, that every effect must have a cause, because ’tis imply’d in the very idea of effect. Every effect necessarily pre-supposes a cause; effect being a relative term, of which cause is the correlative. But this does not prove, that every being must be preceded by a cause; no more than it follows, because every husband must have a wife, that therefore every man must be marry’d’ (T 82).

164 That does not stop Hume showing in particular exactly what is wrong with several such arguments (T 80–2). Hume’s counter-arguments here are gems, especially the one at T 81, where he attacks an argument he attributes to Locke.
yet know which event it was; perhaps that could be filled in by experience. Since the causal maxim is neither known nor believed by us, prior to experience, we cannot even make a start: prior to experience, we do not know that, for any event, some other event was its cause. It is important to realize that Hume never denies for a minute that the causal maxim is true, or at least that we all believe it to be so. He only argues that it is ‘neither intuitively nor demonstratively certain’ (T 82). The consequence is that our belief in the maxim ‘must necessarily arise from observation and experience’ (T 82). We must explain the maxim in terms of our experience, including our causal experience and our ability to make inferences to the unobserved. Hence we can no more use the causal maxim to help explain our causal inferences than we can use the idea of necessary connection. The explanation runs in the other direction.

In sections 4 and 5, Hume argues that all causal reasonings that result in a belief in some existent which is not actually observed or remembered involve three ingredients: an impression of the senses or an idea of memory; the ‘transition to the idea of the connected cause or effect’ (T 84), and the ‘nature and qualities' of that latter idea produced in the transition. The last two ingredients are the subjects of Hume's theories of probable reasoning and belief. But let us briefly consider the first ingredient. Why should causal reasoning require us to start with an impression of the senses or an idea of memory? The thought seems to be that if we are to reason towards a belief in an unobserved existent entity, we must start with a different existent entity that has actually been perceived, either currently or in the remembered past. Hume's argument for this is in the form of a dilemma, one horn of which is an infinite regress:

When we infer effects from causes, we must establish the existence of these causes; which we have only two ways of doing, either by an immediate perception of our memory or senses, or by an inference from other causes; which causes again we must ascertain in the same manner, either by a present impression, or by an inference from their causes, and so on, till we arrive at some object, which we see or
remember. "Tis impossible for us to carry on our inferences in infinitum; and the only thing, that can stop them, is an impression of the memory or senses, beyond which is no room for doubt or enquiry. (T 82–3)

This argument seems unanswerable as long as one remembers that Hume is considering the central case of a piece of causal reasoning that results in an actual belief in an existent entity. Of course, not all instances of causal reasoning have this basic structure: we might, for example, reason that two events have a common cause, or that if an event of one sort had occurred then an event of another sort would have occurred as well. Hume is well aware of this and actually mentions hypothetical reasoning in this context: if we suppose that a certain sort of event occurred, then we can reason that another sort of event occurred (i.e. we can reason towards the cause or effect of the first sort of event). That such reasonings produce beliefs of some sort is undeniable. But they are not instances of the central or basic case of causal reasoning; nor do they produce beliefs in actual existents, ‘there being in them, neither any present impression, nor belief of a real existence’ (T 83). Hume owes us an account of such beliefs, but first he must give his account of the central, basic case. And this requires reasoning from an impression of the senses or an idea of memory.

At this point, Hume reasserts his position that there is little he can say about the impressions of the senses, saying that ‘twill always be impossible to decide with certainty, whether they arise immediately from the object, or are produc’d by the creative power of the mind, or are deriv’d from the author of our being’ (T 84). Impressions turn out to be important mainly as a power source; they provide the extra force and vivacity that enliven a mere idea into a belief. Hume does say a little more about the ideas of memory here, emphasizing the extra force and vivacity that characterize them in contrast to other ideas of the imagination. The discussion is really a prelude to his later discussion of belief, which we will discuss in the next chapter. For the moment, it is important to bear in mind only that just as impressions are distinguished from ideas in the first instance by their force and vivacity, so, too, are all beliefs thus distinguished from other ideas:

Thus it appears, that the belief or assent, which always attends the memory and senses, is nothing but the vivacity of those perceptions they present; and that this alone distinguishes them from the imagination . . . "Tis merely the force and live-liness of the perception, which constitutes the first act of the judgement, and lays the foundation of that reasoning, which we build upon it, when we trace the relation of cause and effect. (T 86)
Hume is reminding us here of his empirical starting point and of the constraints placed upon the development of his account by his strict methodology: all we have to operate with are the perceptions of the mind, their observable qualities, and the relations they bear one to another. It is important to bear in mind that Hume is concerned here with the nature of beliefs, especially beliefs in the unobserved, and how we come to form them. It is tempting to read into Hume a more current problem: given that we have such beliefs, how, if at all, are they justified? Hume’s problem is more one of explanation than justification: given that we have such beliefs, what is their nature and how is it that we come to have them? The point is controversial, and will be argued for at length later in this chapter.

By the beginning of section 6 Hume has boiled the problem down to the following: in certain circumstances when we have an impression of an object or event, we come to have the idea of another object or event and, furthermore, we come to believe that this second object exists or will exist, even though we have had no impression of it. Hume starts by insisting, in an argument we have already mentioned twice, that prior to any experience, besides that of the first object, we could never infer the existence of a second. ‘Such an inference wou’d amount to knowledge, and wou’d imply the absolute contradiction and impossibility of conceiving any thing different’ (T 87). In denying this possibility, Hume is arguing that prior to experience, we could never demonstrate that an object exists solely on the basis of observing another. It is impossible to understand this argument if we treat demonstration as deductively valid argument with necessary premises: the only thing even remotely resembling a premise here is our observance of the first object. Nor does Hume argue against the possibility of the purported demonstration by pointing out that the alleged premise lacks the characteristics of necessity or certainty. Rather, Hume argues that the one idea does not stand in the right sort of relation to the other for there to be a demonstrative connection between them; alternatively, one could say that the proposition formed from the conjoining of the two ideas is not demonstrable. There is nothing we perceive in the one event, such as a necessary connection, that would enable us to infer or reason towards the second event. The point is put with exceptional clarity in the Abstract.

---

165 Hume was conscious that he was dealing with a new problem, and took pains to emphasize its nature: ‘What then is this belief? And how does it differ from the simple conception of anything? Here is a new question unthought of by philosophers’ (A 652). See also the footnote at T 96–7: ‘This act of mind has never yet been explain’d by any philosopher.’

166 We must, of course, have had enough experience to supply us with a good stock of ideas.
Were a man, such as Adam, created in the full vigour of understanding, without experience, he would never be able to infer motion in the second ball from the motion and impulse of the first. It is not anything that reason sees in the cause, which makes us infer the effect. Such an inference, were it possible, would amount to a demonstration, as being founded merely on the comparison of ideas. (A 650)

With demonstration ruled out, the only alternative is that the inference is based on experience, and results in probability, not knowledge.

Hume looks anew at the sort of experience that enables us to ‘infer the existence of one object from that of another’ (T 87) and finds a new ingredient: constant conjunction. ‘[I]n all cases, wherein we reason concerning [cause and effect], there is only one perceiv’d or remember’d, and the other is supply’d in conformity to our past experience.’ So, the circumstances of causal inferences involve contiguity, priority, and constant conjunction. But, Hume thinks, this helps little in explaining the nature of the inference, for it ‘implies no more than this, that like objects have always been placed in like relations of contiguity and succession; and it seems evident, at least at first sight, that by this means we can never discover any new idea’ (T 88), such as that of necessary connection. Just as reason on its own cannot produce a new idea, it appears that repetition of familiar experience cannot either. The worry is that although we know that experience, in certain circumstances, produces in us a belief in an unobserved existent when we are confronted with a present impression, we have yet to show how such a belief is produced and to what extent reason is involved in its production. It is crucial to remember the controversial claim, defended later, that the problem as Hume formulates it is that of the explanation of the occurrence and nature of beliefs in the unobserved, not the justification of beliefs we somehow unproblematically come to have. Furthermore, I submit that we can understand the worry, as Hume saw it, only if we remember that probable inference, if it is a proper activity of the faculty of reason, requires, like demonstrative inference and unlike intuitive or perceptual awareness, some intermediate step that stands between that which begins the inference and that which ends it;

---

167 See also further along in the same paragraph: ‘From the mere repetition of any past impression, even to infinity, there never will arise any new original idea, such as that of necessary connexion.’

168 I should add that I do not deny that the modern problem of induction, surely spawned by Hume, is of great interest, considered independently of its Humean origins. The question of how we got from Hume’s problem to the modern problem of induction is also of significance. But I am here only dealing with the problem as Hume saw it, in the context of his overall account of reason and reasoning.
and, further, that the significant units in the inference are impressions and ideas. The conception of reason that Hume is dealing with here involves becoming aware of how two perceptions of the mind are related, via the interposition of a further idea or ideas. This is necessary if the production of the inferred idea is to be the result of a process of reasoning and not of some other, non-rational, mental mechanism. So Hume asks ‘[w]hether experience produces the idea by means of the understanding or of the imagination; whether we are determined by reason to make the transition, or by a certain association and relation of perceptions’ (T 88–9), and goes on to say: ‘If reason determin’d us, it would proceed upon the principle, that instances, of which we have had no experience, must resemble those, of which we have had experience, and that the course of nature continues always uniformly the same’ (T 89) (the uniformity principle). This principle is required to fill the gap left by the lack of an idea of necessary connection; with that idea unavailable for explaining how we make such inferences, Hume turns to experience. But if experience is to explain the inference by means of reason, it must provide us with some intermediate step, analogous to the idea of necessary connection, that can do the job. Hume then goes on to show that the principle is not a matter of knowledge (it is not intuitively known, nor is it demonstrable), nor can it be a matter of probability (it is not a perceived relation, nor can probable or causal arguments be non-circularly advanced in its defence).

This famous argument has been the subject of much critical discussion, and I wish now to spend some time unravelling it. Two positions on apparently opposite ends of the spectrum are these:

A. Hume has shown that all probable or inductive arguments are deductively or logically invalid. But since only valid arguments are reasonable, he has shown that all probable arguments are unreasonable.169

B. Hume has shown that inductive or probable reasoning cannot be conceived of in a particular rationalistic way as characterized by logical necessity. That conception of reasoning must be replaced by one that can account for the force of inductive or probable reasoning.170

The first position has Hume as an extreme sceptic concerning probable reasoning, while the second has Hume arguing against a certain outmoded

---

169 Stove (1973), ch. 2.

170 Beauchamp and Rosenberg (1981), ch. 2. See also Baier (1991) for a closely related view.
rationalist conception of reason with the aim of replacing it with his own more adequate account. Though they appear radically different, they share three very important points. Let us call the account of reasoning summed up by these three points R:

**The R Account Of Reason**

1. Demonstrative arguments are deductively valid arguments with necessarily true or self-evident a priori premises.\(^{171}\)

2. The conception of probable argument being attacked in Hume's argument is that of a deductively valid argument with at least one contingent or empirical premise about the observed and a conclusion about the unobserved.\(^{172}\)

3. The role of the uniformity principle is to function as a premise in probable arguments. Without this premise, the arguments would be deductively invalid or lack the feature of logical necessity.\(^{173}\)

These three points hang together and seem plausible because they appear to make sense of the text. Although I have already argued against the characterization of demonstrative reasoning as made in point (1), it must be said that this characterization bears a resemblance to the scholastic view of demonstration derived from Aristotle. Furthermore, it makes sense of Hume's argument that there can be no demonstrative arguments for the principle of uniformity.\(^{174}\) The characterization of the model of probable reasoning (point (2)) that Hume was attacking as deductive has almost

---

\(^{171}\) Stove (1973), 35; Beauchamp and Rosenberg (1981), 43.

\(^{172}\) Stove (1973), 36–8; Beauchamp and Rosenberg (1981), 42–7. In a few places, Beauchamp and Rosenberg seem to be maintaining the implausible thesis that the conception of probable reasoning that Hume is attacking is the claim ‘that at least some inductive arguments are demonstrative’ (pp. xviii, 41). This is implausible for the following reason: they hold that demonstrative arguments have ‘self-evident a priori’ premises. But it is clear that Hume had already shown that probable arguments could not be demonstrative by the beginning of section 6, well before the main argument. So on this view, that famous argument is otiose! But later Beauchamp and Rosenberg make the weaker, more plausible claim that probable arguments share with demonstrative arguments not the characteristic of having self-evident premises, but only the feature of ‘logical necessity attending demonstrative arguments’ (43) or of ‘logical necessity that uniquely characterizes demonstrative reason’ (46).

\(^{173}\) Stove (1973), 42–4; Beauchamp and Rosenberg (1981), 8, 49.

\(^{174}\) As Stove correctly notes, Stove (1973) 35. He further notes (35–6) that it avoids saddling Hume with the view that there cannot be a deductively valid argument which has a contingent conclusion. This is more problematic, as we showed in Ch. 5 above.
become orthodoxy, replacing the older view that Hume's demonstrative/probable distinction is equivalent to the deductive/inductive distinction. The main reason for the prevalence of this view is that it appears to make sense of Hume's argument, both in terms of the role of the uniformity principle and the charge of circularity made against any attempt to prove the principle by probable reason. That is to say, points 2 and 3 above hang together. An appealing way to interpret Hume's claim, that ‘if reason determin'd us, it would proceed upon that principle’ of uniformity, is to say that any probable argument has a deductive structure, but is invalid unless the principle is added as a premise. Thus Stove claims that the principle is required as a premise to turn an otherwise deductively invalid argument into a valid one. According to the R account, this is what Hume meant by saying that if reason determined us, it would have to proceed upon the principle of uniformity. And the charge of circularity is thus substantiated: if we attempt to prove the uniformity principle by probable arguments, those arguments, if valid, will have that very principle as a premise.

The R account of reasoning, characterized by these three points, does not of course by itself determine an overall interpretation of Hume's famous argument. As we saw above, it is the basis for both the radically different positions of A and B above. An interesting way to characterize the difference between A and B is as follows. Both A and B agree that Hume was concerned with the R account of reasoning. It holds that while there are two sorts of arguments, probable and demonstrative, there is only one form of inference, deductive. According to R, the difference between probable and demonstrative arguments lies in the nature of the premises, not the mode of inference. Position A claims that Hume accepted the R account of reasoning, and so concluded that probable arguments

175 Flew, for instance, in Flew (1986) attributes this to Hume as a Cartesian assumption.
176 Anne Jacobson, though not agreeing with this tendency, realizes its near universal current acceptance: 'Hume does also appear to assume that any good, rational argument for a matter of fact claim about the unobserved must include as a premise that the future will resemble the past and exegesis of Hume has nearly universally assumed or argued that a particular conception of right reasoning or good argumentation is what gives rise to the requirement of the presence of this premise' (Jacobson (1988), 297).
178 In Mackie (1979), Mackie accepts Stove's interpretation of Hume and adds the following consideration: if you interpret the model of probable reasoning that Hume is attacking as having a non-deductive structure so that experience made an inductive conclusion more probable, then 'Hume's claim that “probability” would have to appeal, circularly, to the uniformity principle would be false.' That is to say, points 2 and 3 above not only explain Hume's appeal to circularity, they are the only explanation of that circularity.
are unreasonable. Position B claims that R adequately characterizes both Hume's and his opponent's view of demonstrative reasoning (point (1)), but that Hume's argument, which assumes a certain role for the uniformity principle (point (3)), shows that his opponent's conception of probable reasoning (point (2)) is flawed and needs to be replaced by a better account.

If one interprets Hume's argument according to the R account of reason, it is natural to think of him as concerned primarily with the problem of justification. If the problem is the invalidity of probable arguments due to the lack of a crucial premise, it certainly looks as if the beliefs reached via such inferences are not justified. This is especially true of position A which characterizes Hume as claiming that such beliefs are always unreasonable. Yet it would be possible for someone to ascribe the R account of reason to Hume but claim that the problem exposed is one of explanation, not justification. If we do not reach beliefs in the unobserved via probable arguments as laid out in the R account of reason, just how do we reach them? As far as I know, no one has ascribed such a position to Hume. In any event, the point is moot. The R account of reason is incorrect, in each of its three points, as a characterization of either Hume's view or that of his opponents.

We have already noted that Hume's target cannot be those, if any, who think probable arguments are demonstrative. Hume, of course, was concerned to distinguish probable or causal arguments from demonstrative arguments and not reduce the former to the latter. And that task is completed before the famous argument even starts. More importantly, Hume did not think that either demonstrative or probable arguments involved anything like what we would call deduction or deductive validity. Of course, others have rejected points (2) and (3). Stroud, for instance, has plausibly suggested that all Hume needs is the claim that a reasoner must believe the uniformity principle to be true in order for it to be reasonable to move from the present impression to the unobserved idea. This claim is plausible without any undue restriction on what it is to be reasonable, such as 'It is only reasonable to infer C from P if P together with other premises known to be true entails C'. For, surely, there is no sense in which it would be reasonable to infer C from P on the basis of past experience if one didn't think that past experience was relevant to future experience. But to say that this is all Hume needs is only to suggest that there is a line of thought available to Hume; it is not to uncover his actual argument.

\[\text{180 Stroud (1977), 60-2.}\]
Fogelin, while sympathetic to Stroud’s account, thinks that the truth or falsity of points (2) and (3) ‘cannot be resolved because Hume’s text is underdetermined on the matter’. But I have already argued at length that point (1) is false, and its falsity makes points (2) and (3) much less plausible and attractive. If we are to understand the conception of probable reasoning that Hume is attacking, we must understand the contrast between demonstrative and probable reasoning. And understanding that contrast requires rejecting the characterization of either type of reasoning as involving deductive validity.

In our earlier discussion of Locke’s views about probability and probable reasoning, we saw that for Locke a piece of probable reasoning, like a piece of demonstrative reasoning, consisted of a chain of ideas. The proposition formed from the first idea in the chain together with the last is the proposition shown to be true by the reasoning. In demonstrative reasoning, each idea can be perceived to be intuitively linked to its neighbour(s) in the chain. The connections thus perceived are based on intrinsic features of the ideas themselves. But in probable reasoning, no such intuitive, intrinsic links are perceived; the agreement of ideas is presumed, not perceived. Probability, or the presumption of agreement, has grounds: our own experience or the testimony of others. The idea of an individual instance of testimony, or conformity to a particular past experience, causes us to presume a connection between ideas where none is perceived. Because there is nothing in this account that stands to probable reasoning the way intuition stands to demonstration, this account does little to explain the relationship between the grounds of probability and the belief produced. Nonetheless, Locke’s account of opinion and probability as needed addenda to the more traditional categories of knowledge and demonstration is an important theme of his Essay and was one of the earlier attempts to incorporate the relatively new notion of probability into what we now call epistemology. By the time Hume came to write the Treatise, Locke’s Essay was arguably the most famous contemporary philosophical work in Britain, perhaps in Europe. He shared with Locke an emphasis on ideas and their connection in the mind. Like Locke indeed, more so, he was concerned with belief and probable reasoning, not just knowledge and demonstrative reasoning. Hume’s account is well understood against this background.

In Treatise 1. 3. 2, ‘Of probability; and of the idea of cause and effect’, Hume claims that ‘All kinds of reasoning consist in nothing but a comparison,

and a discovery of those relations, either constant or inconstant, which two or more objects bear to each other’ (T 73). Since he is here concerned with belief and probability, rather than knowledge and demonstration, he goes on to distinguish sense perception (and memory), i.e. immediate awareness, from probable reasoning, i.e. inferential awareness. Of the former he says: ‘When both objects are present to the senses along with the relation, we call this perception rather than reasoning; nor is there in this case any exercise of the thought’ (T 73). Probable reasoning takes place when only one of the objects is present to the senses or memory. In these cases we have an inference from an impression to an idea, when one of the objects is present, or an inference from an idea to another idea, when neither of the objects is present. The question of how such reasoning occurs occupies Hume for the rest of Part 3 of Book 1 of the Treatise.

I do not want to suggest that Hume's account of probable reasoning is just the same as Locke's—on the contrary. Nonetheless, the similarity indicates that Hume had Locke, or a Lockean theory, very much in mind. And both Locke and Hume thought that conformity with past experience was a ground of opinion or belief, reached through probable reasoning. Indeed, much of the Treatise involves a sustained use of probable reasoning. But Locke thought that opinion, reached through probable reasoning, was grounded in reason and the understanding every bit as much as demonstrative knowledge. Hume's argument concerning probable

---

182 Note that 'constant or inconstant' here is a clear echo of Locke. Essay IV. xv. 1: where ideas in a chain have a constant relation, the reasoning is demonstrative; where not, the reasoning is probable.

183 To say that opinion or belief, reached through probable reasoning, is grounded in reason and the understanding is to say that belief is the output of reasoning, an activity of the faculty of understanding. This is just what Hume denied when he claimed that we are not 'determin'd by reason to make the transition' from an impression to an idea of something unobserved (T 88). At this point, it is worth remembering that Hume followed Locke in what we find to be a rather odd use of terms like 'knowledge' and 'probability'. Locke, as we have seen, used 'knowledge' and 'judgment' primarily as faculty terms (as in 'The Understanding Faculties' in IV. xiv. 1). 'Knowledge' is often also used to refer to the activity of that faculty, as in 'knowledge is the perception of the agreement or disagreement of ideas'. The analogue of this use of 'knowledge' is the central use of 'probability', as in 'probability is the appearance or the presumption of the agreement of ideas'. Both 'knowledge' and 'probability' can also be used to refer to the outcome of the respective activities: something that we know can be called 'knowledge', and a belief can simply be a probability. 'Grounds of probability' centrally means 'what causes us to presume agreement', but as presuming the agreement just is forming the belief, we can also speak of 'grounds of belief'. Locke speaks of both knowledge and assent (where assent is the faculty of judgement when it is exercised about 'Truths delivered in Words' (IV. xiv. 3)) coming in degrees. Knowledge can vary in degree of certainty, while assent varies in degree of assurance. By extension, we can speak of different degrees of probability. By and large, Hume took most of this terminology on board. As we have seen, though he is happy to use faculty terminology, he is committed to minimizing the explanatory value of appeals to faculties. Book 1 of Hume's Treatise is called 'Of the understanding', and Part 3 is called 'Of knowledge and probability'. These can all be treated as faculty terms, though 'knowledge' and 'probability', for Hume, are more centrally thought of as the activities of comparing ideas and discovering relations, which includes direct apprehension (both through intuition and the senses) and reasoning (both demonstrative and probable.) As we have seen, Hume wants to treat all these activities as ‘solving’ into simple conception, i.e. the having of ideas. The terms can also be used to refer to the outcome of these activities, e.g. beliefs, and even the degrees of assurance we have in the items known or believed. Many of these uses can be found in the following single passage: ‘In order at once to preserve the common signification of words, and mark the several degrees of evidence, it is convenient to distinguish human reasoning into three kinds, viz. that from knowledge, from proofs, and from probabilities. By knowledge, I mean the assurance arising from the comparison of ideas. By proofs, those arguments, which are deriv’d from the relation of cause and effect, and which are entirely free from doubt and uncertainty. By probability, that evidence, which is still attended with uncertainty. ’Tis this last species of reasoning, I proceed to examine.’ (T 124)Hume happily uses ‘knowledge’ and ‘probability’ here to refer both to the assurance or degree of certainty of a state, and to the arguments or reasonings that produces that state. ‘Evidence’ here is something that comes in degrees, and seems to mean no more than ‘assurance’. This point is crucial in the interpretation of T 1. 4. 1, ‘Of scepticism with regard to reason’; see Ch. 8 below.
reasoning is an attack on this Lockean thought. Of course, Hume then goes on to give his own account of the workings of probable reasoning and of the nature of belief, an account we shall turn to in the next chapter.

The first paragraph in section 6, entitled ‘Of the inference from the impression to the idea’, begins with the argument that prior to experience the impression of one object can never carry the mind to a belief in the existence of another object. The idea or impression of the first object can never stand in the required relation to the idea of the second; there is no demonstrative connection between one and the other. This is Hume's rejoinder to those who thought we could have demonstrative knowledge of effects on the basis of causes, prior to the experience of their observed conjunction.\textsuperscript{184} The main argument, which comes three paragraphs later,
has a different target. Once we have experience of the constant conjunction of two sorts of objects, we do indeed infer the existence of an object of the second kind on observing one of the first kind. But now the question is, how do we do this? Are we determined by reason to make the transition, or 'by a certain association and relation of perceptions' (T 88–9)? On a Lockean view of probable reasoning, we are determined by reason. We have an idea of the first object. Since we do not yet perceive the second object, we can have no knowledge of its existence, any more than we can have knowledge of the continued existence of the man who left the room a minute ago. But the conformity of the present object with our past experience of objects of that sort provides the grounds for a probable inference to a belief in the existence of an unobserved object of the relevant kind. Analogously, the past experience of objects of the relevant sorts being conjoined provides grounds for the inference from the perceived idea of the observed object to the idea of the existence of the unobserved object. As Locke says: 'This we call an Argument from the nature of Things themselves. For what our own and other Men's constant Observation has found always to be after the same manner, that we with reason conclude to be the Effects of steady and regular Causes' (Essay, IV. xvi. 6, my emphasis). Constant observation, by ourselves and others, that 'Fire warmed a Man', seems to provide us with the grounds that can take us from the idea of this fire to the idea that it has warmed or will warm a man. Such constant experience puts us: 'past doubt, that a relation affirming any such thing to have been, or any prediction that it will happen again in the same manner, is very true' (Essay, IV. xvi. 6). These inferences, or instances of probable reasoning, are the activies of the faculty of reason, which is the inferential sub-faculty of the faculty of the understanding. Locke, as we have seen, does little to address the question of how constant experience or constant observation of a sort of thing's behaviour in the past can give rise to the idea that a current instance of that sort of thing conforms to that past experience, or how the conformity can give rise to a new idea of an unobserved existent.

Hume's insistence that if, after experience, reason determined us, it would proceed upon the uniformity principle, is just his way of addressing these questions. We have an impression of a fire. We have constant experience of fires warming men. We come to have the idea of warming men that is suitably related to our impression of this fire. That is to say, we believe that this fire will warm a man. If reason determined us, the faculty of reason would produce a chain of ideas leading us from the impression of the fire to the idea that this fire will warm a man, via some relevant
intermediate idea. But constant conjunction cannot produce any such idea: ‘From the mere repetition of any past impression, even to infinity, there never will arise any new original idea, such as that of a necessary connexion’ (T 88). There is a gap in the chain of ideas that constitutes this piece of probable reasoning, if it is matter of reason determining us. We already know that the gap cannot be filled by the idea of necessary connection; Hume has failed to find the impression from which it might be derived, and has argued against the possibility of its being produced by constant conjunction. As it stands, we cannot get from the idea of experienced warming to the idea of unexperienced warming, unless there is a further idea of conformity of unexperienced fires to past experienced fires with respect to warming. A piece of reasoning is a chain of ideas, so if it is reason that explains how we get from an impression of one existent to an idea of another, there must be some intermediate ideas that reason uses to get from the first idea in the chain to the last. Furthermore, these ideas must be independently available; reason cannot discover new ideas on its own. If the uniformity principle were something we knew or believed, prior to our engaging in probable reasoning, we could explain probable reasoning as being based on reason. The uniformity principle would serve as the appropriate intermediate idea.

If reason determined us in probable reasoning, then each such instance of probable reasoning would contain the relevant intermediate idea of conformity to past experience, that is to say, each piece of probable reasoning would proceed upon the uniformity principle. Thus to prove that

---

185 Hume will later explain how we do come to have the idea of necessary connection, but that explanation requires an independent explanation of how we make causal inferences. So even though we do have the idea of necessary connection, that fact cannot be used in the original explanation of causal inferences, probable reasoning, or the formation of beliefs in the unobserved.

186 ‘No kind of reasoning can give rise to a new idea, such as this of power is; but wherever we reason, we must antecedently be possess of clear ideas, which may be the objects of our reasoning’ (T 164).

187 ‘The qualification, “prior to our engaging in probable reasoning”, is important, because Hume thinks that once we are engaged in the practice of probable reasoning, we come to believe the uniformity principle and use it in probable reasoning. See T 103–5. This requires an account of how we first engage in probable reasoning, before the principle is available to us. Hume will give us such an account in terms of the association of ideas. The unavailability of the principle of uniformity is analogous to the lack of an idea of necessary connection. In each case, what is unavailable to us is something that would to help explain probable reasoning. But once we have explained probable reasoning, we can use that account to explain both our possession of the idea of necessary connection and our belief in the principle of uniformity. Interestingly, Hume never bothers to explain why we believe the causal maxim, on the basis of experience. At T 172, he explains only why we should no longer feel it odd to deny that it is intuitively or demonstratively known.’
reason does not determine us it suffices to show that the principle is neither known nor believed by us when we first engage in probable reasoning. We can look at the situation in the following way: since the principle is neither intuited nor sensed, then if it is available to us at all, it must be known demonstratively or believed as a result of probable reasoning. Suppose, contrary to what Hume argues, it is provable demonstratively. Then the situation would be as follows: we are trying to find a demonstrative argument ‘to prove, *that those instances, of which we have had no experience, resemble those, of which we have had experience*’ (*T* 89). But no such argument is possible; such an argument would start with the idea of experienced instances and then, via a chain of intermediate ideas, each of which is related with certainty to its adjacent ideas, end with the idea of resembling unexperienced instances. As a result, the first idea of experienced instances would be related with certainty to the last idea of unexperienced instances. But we know in advance that such an argument is not possible; we can easily form an idea of unexperienced instances that do not resemble experienced instances. ‘To form a clear idea of any thing, is an undeniable argument for its possibility, and is alone a refutation of any pretended demonstration against it’ (*T* 89).

Now suppose, again counterfactually, that the principle is believed as the result of probable arguments, rather than known as the result of a demonstrative one. Then the situation would be as follows: we are trying to find a probable argument that will take us from the idea of experienced instances (or an actual impression of the senses or memory) to the idea of resembling unexperienced instances. But no such argument is possible; such an argument would have to proceed from the former idea, via a chain of intermediate ideas, to the latter idea. But in a probable argument, such a chain of intermediate ideas would include a link that takes us from the idea of experienced instances to an idea of resembling unexperienced instances, and that is the very link we are trying to establish by this probable argument! ‘[P]robability is founded on the presumption of a resemblance betwixt those objects, of which we have had experience, and those, of which we have had none; and therefore 'tis impossible this presumption can arise from probability’ (*T* 90).

Locke argued that conformity to experience grounded probable reasoning in reason. Hume agreed that such conformity was essential but argued that appeal to it failed to show that in making probable inferences we are determined by reason. Conformity with past experience will help explain probable reasoning not by appeal to the faculty of reason but through the mechanism of association. Hume's appeal to the uniformity
principle has nothing to do with the need for a premise to turn an otherwise deductively invalid argument into a valid one; rather, it has to do with the lack of a suitable idea that would form the crucial connection in the chain of ideas that constitute a piece of probable reasoning. Such an idea is just not available to us, when we first engage in probable reasoning.

If we are determined by reason when we make probable inferences, then probable reasoning will be understood as analogous to demonstrative reasoning: the faculty of reason functions by finding intermediate ideas that link the ideas at the extremes. This conception of reason sees reasoning as non-formal, concerned at the most basic level with ideas. To reason is to show that two ideas stand in a certain relation, when this relation cannot be immediately perceived. Reasoning is the process of showing that each of the two ideas is related to an intermediate idea. In demonstrative reasoning, the link between any two ideas is perceived with certainty, while in probable reasoning each link is presumed to hold only ‘for the most part’. Hume's argument concerning probable reasoning was thought by him to show that the requisite intermediate idea or ideas for probable reasoning were simply not available: prior to our engaging in probable reasoning, we do not have an idea of necessary connection, and neither know nor believe the uniformity principle. Thus probable reasoning is not grounded in reason or the understanding, as Locke thought. And Hume's argument, as I see it, has more to do with the failure of reason to account for why we have the beliefs we do than with why those beliefs are unjustified.

Hume goes on, in the next eighty pages of the *Treatise*, to give his own account of probability and probable reasoning. The details of that account are almost as controversial as the details concerning the more famous negative argument about probable reasoning. In the next chapter, we look in detail at one aspect of that account: the production and character of belief. For the moment, I wish only to make one point about Hume's positive account. In abandoning the notion of probable reasoning as a proper activity of the faculty of reason, Hume abandons the notion that reasoning always requires an intermediate idea to link the two ideas shown to be related. Instead, he develops a feature that we found in Locke's account. Locke held that we are caused to move from an idea of the observed to the unobserved on the basis of testimony or conformity with experience. Locke thought that an idea of such testimony or conformity caused us to presume a relation between ideas. But he thought that the idea of such testimony or conformity functioned in the chain of ideas, so that probable reasoning was to be seen as analogous to demonstrative reasoning: both
sorts of reasoning were proper activities of the faculty of reason. Hume abandoned the thought that conformity with past experience typically functioned as an idea, let alone as an idea in a chain of reasoning. Hume's account of the mechanism whereby past experience accounts for the transition from an impression of one thing to an idea of another is based on his theory of the association of ideas. And Hume is clear that in giving such an explanation, he is giving an alternative account to the now discredited account of probable inferences as transitions in which we are determined by reason:

This we may establish for a general rule, that wherever the mind constantly and uniformly makes a transition without any reason, it is influenc'd by these relations. Now this is exactly the present case. Reason can never shew us the connexion of one object with another, 'tho aided by experience, and the observation of their constant conjunction in all past instances. When the mind, therefore, passes from the idea or impression of one object to the idea or belief of another, it is not deter-min'd by reason, but by certain principles which associate together the ideas of these objects, and unite them in the imagination. (T 92)

This account of probable reasoning, in its most basic form allows for inferences from one idea to another to be explained without recourse to the intermediate ideas which are required by reason. The transition is explained, not by a further idea, but by the mechanism of association between ideas. This point is explicitly made in the important footnote (T 96–7). There Hume says that the received view takes '[r]easoning to be the separating or uniting of different ideas by the interposition of others, which show the relation they bear to each other'. This view is faulty, as he has shown: 'we may exert our reason without employing more than two ideas, and without having recourse to a third to serve as a medium between them. We infer a cause immediately from its effect; and this inference is not only a true species of reasoning, but the strongest of all others, and more convincing than when we interpose another idea to connect the two extremes.' In these cases of probable reasoning from cause to effect a person reasons without reflecting on past experience and without recourse to the uniformity principle (T 103–4). Not all causal reasoning is like this, however. For instance, when we reason causally after only one experiment, we do indeed reflect on past experience and make use of something very like the uniformity principle (T 104–5). We will discuss this issue further in the next chapter. But the point remains. Hume has supplanted a view of reasoning which requires intermediate ideas with one which does not.

We started with the warning that to understand Hume's famous
argument about induction we must resist the temptation to treat the demonstrative/probable distinction as the deductive/inductive distinction. Much recent work has avoided that trap, but at the cost of treating both demonstrative and probable arguments as having deductive structure. This strategy, though initially attractive, is equally flawed. Locke's account of the nature of demonstrative and probable reasoning, and its origins in Descartes's thought, is the best starting point for understanding the conception of reasoning Hume was attacking, and, consequently, for understanding the account he put in its place.

Recently, Don Garrett has interpreted Hume's argument in a similar way. He realizes that Hume's demonstrative/probable contrast is different from our deductive/inductive one, and he appreciates that the conception of inference we are dealing with in Descartes, Locke, and Hume has to do with content and certainty rather than formal structure and validity. He shares the view, for which I am about to argue in some detail, that Hume's argument has more to do with the explanation of how we make inferences and form beliefs than with the warrant of inference and the justification of belief. Furthermore, he recognizes that Hume's argument has a wide scope, and that Hume is not using 'reason' as 'a term for some narrow aspect or conception of reasoning that Hume intends to denigrate or abuse' (Garrett (1997), 92). Nonetheless, there is one important issue on which we disagree: what precisely is Hume denying when he claims that we are not determined by reason when we infer the unobserved from the observed? I have argued that Hume is here denying that such inferences can be explained as an activity of the faculty of reason conceived as functioning by the discovery of intermediate ideas which serve to link the impression from which we start the inference with the idea of the unobserved. Garrett says that Hume 'is denying only that we come to engage in this species of reasoning as a result of any piece of reasoning about it' (Garrett (1997), 94).

One way of putting the difference between us is as follows: the phrase 'not determined by reason' is ambiguous. It might mean:

(1) The transition, the movement of mind from the impression to the idea, is not an activity of the faculty of reason, conceived of as the discovery and use of intermediate ideas which explain the transition.

---

188 Garrett (1997), ch. 4, ‘Reason and Induction’. Others who have interpreted Hume's argument to be more concerned with the production of belief than its justification are Janet Broughton and Robert Connon. See Broughton (1983) and Connon (1976).
Or it might mean:

(2) When we make the transition (whatever the mechanical details of it are), we are not caused to do so ‘by any piece of higher level reasoning: there is no argument that could lead us to accept the conclusion that inductive reasonings will be reliable if we did not already accept that conclusion in practice’ (Garrett (1997), 92).

I take Hume to be claiming (1); Garrett takes him to be claiming (2). I think Hume is talking about the mechanism by which the idea of the unobserved is produced; Garrett thinks that Hume is talking about the lack of any argument to show that the mechanism, whatever it is, is reliable. 

Garrett’s interpretation has several advantages. Perhaps the most important is that he can then see Hume as using the term ‘reason’ univocally throughout the Treatise to refer to the inferential faculty. According to this line of thought, Hume never denies that a probable inference is an activity of the faculty of reason; he just denies that there is any argument to show that this exercise of the faculty is reliable. This explains why Hume is throughout perfectly happy to speak of these transitions of the mind as ‘inferences’ or ‘reasonings’; as they are the activities of the faculty of reason, why should they not be called ‘reasonings’? On my account, Hume is not denying that these transitions of the mind are reasonings or inferences, but he is denying that the details of the transition can be explained by the traditional account of the faculty of reason. And when Hume gives his own account, in terms of the association of ideas, the notion of reason as a faculty, conceived as functioning independently of ‘the imagination, or the vivacity of ideas’ (T 265), drops out. The issue is complex, and I will return to it in the last chapter.

My main objection to Garrett’s interpretation is that he treats Hume as asking about the cause of our engaging in probable reasoning: what explains this fact? On this view, Hume denies that we make such inferences because we have some argument for their reliability. There is no such argument. So why is it that we make them? Garrett rightly says that Hume, in his positive account, claims that ‘an instinctive idea-enlivening mechanism—which we share with the animals and is an example of “custom” or “habit”—leads us to project experienced constant conjunctions

---

Considered at this level of generality, I take it that Loeb, in Loeb (1997), agrees with me concerning the interpretation of ‘determined by reason’. See n. Loeb, for example, agrees with me that in denying we are determined by reason, Hume is denying that ‘the idea of the observed effect, or of the unobserved cause, is produced by the understanding, or reason’ (Loeb (1997), 283). He also thinks that ‘Hume’s conclusion is that the idea of an unobserved cause or effect is produced by an association of ideas, by the imagination. This conclusion says nothing about the justificatory status of the inference’ (284). Nonetheless, he thinks that, in explaining how beliefs are produced, Hume produces an account of their justification: ‘Hume holds that beliefs are justified provided they result from mechanisms that produce sufficiently stable or settled beliefs’ (286). If by ‘justification’ Loeb means what modern epistemologists mean, his claim is too strong. In the early modern period, to explain something as the product of the faculty of reason was to explain the production of a state that we take to be true. It is natural enough for Hume to think that when he has explained the production of belief, he has explained the production of a state we take to be true, even though he denied that we were determined by reason. But this is a much weaker claim than modern claims about justification. Similar remarks apply to Hume’s frequent use of expressions such as ‘reason justly’ (T 72) and ‘just inference’ (T 89). In Ch. 8, I argue that Hume does not really address anything like our modern concerns with justification until after section 1 of Part 4, below.
of events onto unobserved cases, and thereby to arrive at beliefs about those cases’ (Garrett (1997), 94). It seems to me that this is indeed an answer to Hume’s question, but that Hume’s question is not what Garrett takes it to be. Hume’s question is: how is it that we manage to make these inferences? It is not: what explains our engaging in probable reasoning, whatever the details of the mechanism of probable reasoning are? At the very least, according to Garrett, Hume’s answer changes the subject. If Garrett is right, Hume's negative argument shows that we have no reason to put the transition-making mechanism into effect; there is no argument to show that it is reliable. But then why is it relevant to go into the details of just how we manage to make the transition and produce the belief? On the other hand, if Hume's negative argument was meant to show that the faculty of reason, functioning as usually supposed, is incapable of explaining how it is that we make the transition, then Hume's appeal to the mechanism of the association of ideas is completely appropriate. Hume's argument concerns the details of how we are able to make the transition, not the reasons why we might make the transition.

I now turn to a more detailed defence of this claim, and the more general claim that Hume was largely unconcerned, at this stage of his argument, with questions concerning the warrant of probable reasoning and the justification of belief. Hume was concerned primarily with the explanation of how we manage to make inferences towards beliefs in unobserved existents, and with explaining the nature of these beliefs. Questions about the warrant of probable reasoning and the justification of beliefs have little to do with it. As the best defence of this aspect of Hume's negative argument involves a look ahead to his positive claims, the subject of the next chapter, let us summarize Hume's positive account of probable inference and the nature of the resulting beliefs in his own words:

(a) The nature of the inference:

When the mind, therefore, passes from the idea or impression of one object to the idea or belief of another, it is not determin'd by reason, but by certain principles, which associate together the ideas of these objects, and unite them in the imagination . . . The inference . . . depends solely on the union of ideas . . . The principles of union among ideas, I have reduc'd to three general ones, and have asserted, that the idea or impression of any object naturally introduces the idea of any other object, that is resembling, contiguous to, or connected with it. (T 92)

Thus tho' causation be a philosophical relation, as implying contiguity, succession, and constant conjunction, yet 'tis only so far as it is a natural relation, and produces
an union among our ideas, that we are able to reason upon it, or draw any inference from it. (T 94)

(b) The nature of belief:

Our ideas are copy'd from our impressions, and represent them in all their parts. When you would any way vary the idea of a particular object, you can only increase or diminish its force and vivacity. If you make any other change on it, it represents a different object or impression . . . So that as belief does nothing but vary the manner, in which we conceive any object, it can only bestow on our ideas an additional force and vivacity. An opinion, therefore, or belief may be more accurately defin'd, A LIVELY IDEA RELATED TO OR ASSOCIATED WITH A PRESENT IMPRESSION. (T 96)

Hume sums up both parts of this account on the next page:

Reason can never satisfy us that the existence of any one object does ever imply that of another; so that when we pass from the impression of one to the idea or belief of another, we are not determin'd by reason, but by custom or a principle of association. But belief is somewhat more than a simple idea. 'Tis a particular manner of forming an idea: And as the same idea can only be vary'd by a variation of its degrees of force and vivacity; it follows upon the whole, that belief is a lively idea produc'd by a relation to a present impression, according to the foregoing definition. (T 97)

These accounts, or solutions to problems, seem to be an answer to the question, how do we come to have beliefs in the unobserved? As the answer involves an explanation of how it is we come to have beliefs and what the nature of those beliefs is, it seems very likely the question or problem posed is a demand for such an explanation. The demand arises because Hume's negative argument shows that the answer to these questions cannot be given in terms of the activities of the faculty of reason. Some other answer must be given, and Hume goes on to give it: he explains the inference from the observed to the unobserved by appeal to his principles of association, and he explains the degree of belief we have in the results of such inference in terms of his theory of belief as a more forceful and vivacious idea. The extra force and vivacity of the belief obtained as the result of causal inference comes from its association with

---

190 There is an important entry in the Appendix (T 636) where Hume weakens this claim. Although important for an overall understanding of Hume's theory of belief, this change of mind in the Appendix does not affect my main concern here. For my purposes, what is crucial to Hume's account of belief is that it concerns some feeling or other, and in the Appendix this aspect of Hume's account is, if anything, strengthened.

191 Again, there is an important addition to this passage in the Appendix (T 628).
an impression. The problem of the warrant of probable reasoning or the justification of belief just does not enter into the picture, either positively or negatively, at this stage.192

My best argument for this view rests on the principle of charity. Suppose all sides agree on my characterization, sketchy as it is at this point, of Hume's positive account. If his negative account is as I described it, lacking concern with justification and warrant, then Hume's positive account is right on target. We may disagree about whether it is the best account, or even whether it is any good at all. But at least it squarely addresses the problem as posed and attempts to find an adequate solution for it. But if the problem is really a problem about justification and warrant, then Hume's solution is hopeless. It makes no mention of warrant or justification and thus completely avoids the allegedly central issue.

The primary grounds, I suspect, for the common reading of Hume as being largely concerned, in section 6 of Part 3, with warrant, are that the problems we have been discussing are formulated in terms of, are indeed explicitly about, reason. If ever a concept was laden with normativity, it is 'reason'. It might seem virtually impossible to make a positive or negative argument about reason without raising questions of warrant and justification. If Hume shows that beliefs formed as conclusions of probable inferences are not based on reason, what else could this mean except that such beliefs are unreasonable, that we would hold them without justification, and that the process by which we arrive at them is unwarranted?

A serious problem arises with this line of thought. Let us agree that Hume thinks that when we form beliefs as the result of probable reasoning, we are not 'determin'd by reason' (T 88). Nonetheless, he is still happy to talk about 'reasoning' as in 'all our reasonings' from cause and effect (T 93), 'in reasonings of this kind', and 'in this species of reasoning' (T 139). So if 'not determined by reason' means 'has no justification or warrant' or 'is unreasonable', then it would follow that in these negative arguments,

---

192 David Norton suggests that Hume's distinctive contribution to scepticism is to argue, not just the familiar point 'that reason and the senses cannot give us certain knowledge of the existence of external objects and enduring selves', but also that '[r]eason and the senses cannot so much as produce belief in external objects and enduring selves'; some other explanation for these beliefs must be found (Norton and Norton (2000), 138). If I am right, Hume is exhibiting a similar pattern in his negative argument about probable reasoning: reason cannot produce beliefs in the unobserved; some other explanation must be found. Note that to say this is sceptical is not to say that it is sceptical about justification; it is sceptical about the availability of a certain sort of explanation. On this account, it is an open question whether beliefs, as explained by Hume, will turn out to be justified.
Hume is saying that probable reasoning is unreasonable, and that conclusions of probable reasoning are without justification or warrant. This would be bizarre. How could a species of reasoning be unreasonable? To say that every instance of probable reasoning was fallacious would be to reject probable reasoning and would force us to treat Hume's frequent references to probable reasoning, and reasoning from cause and effect, as mere instances of façon de parler. It might be argued that the problem Hume poses as I interpret him is just as bizarre. I am arguing against the view that sees Hume as showing, in this negative argument, that probable reasoning is unreasonable. I interpret him as saying that probable reasoning is not based on reason, that the production of beliefs in the unobserved is not explained by the faculty of reason functioning in the way it is normally thought to be functioning. But is the latter not just as bizarre as the former? Is it not just as odd to say that probable reasoning is not explained by reason as it is to say that probable reasoning is unreasonable? The answer is no, because of the way Hume goes on to solve the problem. His positive account shows that probable reasoning, in its most basic form, is based on the association of ideas, or custom and habit. And this fills the gap left by his negative claim that probable reasoning is not based on reason. It does not, nor is it meant to, fill the gap left by the claim that probable reasoning is unreasonable. Hume has not yet raised the question of warrant, and the issue at this stage remains wide open for him. The point can be put in terms of faculties. When Hume argues that we are not 'determin'd by reason' in the formation of beliefs in the unobserved, he is arguing that any appeal to an independent faculty of reason will be explanatorily fruitless. Probable reasoning is not explained by the faculty of reason, traditionally conceived.

Hume is concerned, in these early sections of Part 3, not with the questions of whether probable reasoning is warranted, and whether the conclusions of probable reasoning are justified, but with the question of how we come by beliefs in the unobserved at all. It is undeniable that in certain circumstances we come to have beliefs in the observed. The question is, how do these beliefs arise? One possible answer is that they are produced by the faculty of reason, that 'we are determin'd by reason to make the transition' (T 88) from the observed impression to the unobserved belief. Hume's negative argument shows that this answer does not work, and he goes on to give his own answer in terms of the association of ideas and his theory of belief. The problem is how these beliefs are produced, not how they are justified. The question of warrant is largely irrelevant at this point. The conclusion of Hume's negative argument about probable
reason is not that probable reasoning is unreasonable, but that the activity of probable reasoning, i.e. the production of beliefs, cannot be explained by traditional theories of reason.193

There is ample textual evidence for this view. In the Treatise, Hume asks ‘[w]ether experience produces the idea by means of the understanding or of the imagination; whether we are determin’d by reason to make the transition, or by a certain association and relation of perceptions’ (T 88–9). The talk is of ‘production’ and ‘make the transition’. He is concerned with the production of beliefs, of the transition from observed impressions to unobserved ideas. But the traditional view requires us to treat all this as a concern with the justification of a belief whose existence is somehow unproblematic. And again, in the Abstract, Hume says: ‘However easy this step may seem, reason would never, to all eternity, be able to make it’ (A 652). Hume’s point is, ‘How do we make this step?’ not, ‘Once made, how is this step justified?’ I have already shown that Hume states his negative conclusion, and his solution to the problem thus created, explicitly as one about how beliefs are produced, not about how and to what extent beliefs (whose production is somehow unproblematic) are justified. In the Abstract, Hume emphasizes that his solution to the problems depends on his account of belief and that, in approaching them this way, he is answering ‘a new question unthought of by philosophers’ (A 652). This point is also emphasized in the Appendix (T 623–7). Further evidence can be gleaned from how Hume sets up his negative argument. Hume subdivides the task of explaining causal inferences, which he takes to be inferences from the observed (an impression) to the unobserved (an idea of something existing, even though we have not observed it), into three sub-tasks:

First, The original impression. Secondly, The transition to the idea of the connected cause or effect. Thirdly, The nature and qualities of that idea. (T 84)

Hume presents the first issue only to set it aside. We do not and cannot know the ultimate causes of our impressions of the senses. The second issue is a matter of explaining how we get from the observed impression to the unobserved idea. What Hume has to say about this transition comes in section 6, ‘Of the inference from the impression to the idea’. The problem

193 Part of the problem is that traditional interpretations take ‘determin’d by reason’ simply to mean ‘is justified’. I have already argued that ‘determin’d by reason’ means ‘is an activity of the faculty of reason’. Although this entails ‘is justified’, as I suggest below, an argument that we are not determined by reason does not itself entail that we are unjustified. It leaves the question of justification open.
throughout is how we get from the one to the other. Hume shows that traditional accounts of reason fail to explain this transition. Hume gives his own explanation in terms of the association of ideas. Having explained how the idea is produced, Hume then goes on to explain why it is a belief, and not a mere conception. This is the third part of his explanation.

I should emphasize that I am not denying that there is a problem of induction that is largely concerned with justification. I am claiming only that it is not Hume's problem. Hume's problem, with which what I call the negative argument about probable reasoning is concerned, is that reason cannot explain the production of a certain class of ideas. Nor am I denying that there is an important relation between the problem of induction and Hume's negative argument about probable reasoning. I am denying only that the relation is one of identity. Finally, I am not denying that the issue of warrant or justification is important, and important for Hume. It is one thing to explain how beliefs arise from past experience. It is another to argue that the results of such probable reasonings are preferable to the results of superstition and bigotry. But I am denying that these issues are central to Hume's concerns in the early sections of Part 3.

There are several more issues to raise about probable reasoning, warrant, belief, and justification. First, it is, of course, true that, as Hume goes on to develop his own account of probable reasoning, there is a role that normativity plays. There is no doubt that he has in mind correct and incorrect instances of probable reasoning, and appropriate and inappropriate ways of forming beliefs. Contiguity and resemblance can inappropriately enliven an idea so as to make it a belief or at least belief-like, and we must resort to general rules to counteract their effect (T 110). There are those species of probability that are ‘receiv'd by philosophers, and allow'd to be reasonable foundations of belief and opinion’ (T 143). But there is also unphilosophical probability, and again we must resort to general rules to counteract its effect (T 149–50). Most significantly, there are ‘Rules by which to judge of causes and effects’ (1. 3. 15). That is to say, there are right and wrong ways of making causal judgements. All this is undeniable evidence of normativity in Hume's account of probable reason as developed later in Part 3. His account of the origin of our beliefs is, to this limited extent, an account of ideas which we treat as true and in which we ought to feel some confidence. However, these issues arise, not

---

194 I discuss the issue of normativity in Hume's theory more thoroughly in Ch. 9.
just after the negative argument of 1. 3. 6, but after the initial account of the formation and production of belief in the later paragraphs of 1. 3. 6 and throughout 1. 3. 7. These were ‘solutions’ to the negative argument, and we saw earlier that their presentation had nothing to do with justification. Furthermore, the normative issues that do arise later in Part 3 are of limited scope; the big issue of the authority of reason is not raised until much later. That is, Hume can present a theory of reason, both demonstrative and probable, with a criterion of right and wrong ways of using reason, while leaving it an open question whether we ought to choose the dictates of reason over, say, superstition and bigotry. We might have a normative criterion for the correct use of reason, but wonder whether reason itself is something to be followed. Consider Roman augury by the inspection of a sacrificed sheep's entrails. There is clearly a right and wrong way of performing such actions, and the practice is clearly normative; priests devoted lifetimes to developing their skills. But we might still wonder whether the practice was warranted. I am suggesting that Hume provided us with normative criteria for correct and incorrect uses of reason in Part 3, but did not really consider the deeper questions of the warrant and authority of reason until later in Part 4.

Secondly, let us remember that since Hume's argument, as I interpret it, is not about warrant, then a fortiori it is not about the denial of warrant. Suppose, counterfactually, that the results of Hume's argument showed that we are determined by reason when we make causal inferences. It would follow that probable reasoning was an appropriate activity of the faculty of reason, functioning properly. The question of warrant would no longer be an issue specific to probable reasoning. Probable reasoning would be warranted in virtue of being based on reason, i.e. being an activity of the faculty of reason. We could then go on to raise the larger question
of the warrant of the faculty of reason in general, but that would be another matter. It does not follow from this that, since Hume has shown that we are not determined by reason when we make probable causal inferences, that he has shown that such inferences are not warranted. It follows only that such inferences are not warranted in the way it had been traditionally held that reason bestows warrant. There may be (and had better be) some other way to warrant such inferences. So the conclusion of Hume's negative argument about causal reasoning does not settle the issue of warrant; it leaves it open.

Thirdly, let us consider the uniformity principle. One might argue in the following way: suppose the overall drift of Hume's account is as I say. Nonetheless, one might argue, the issue of the warrant of probable reasoning and the justification of beliefs plays a crucial role in Hume's negative argument, the argument against explaining probable reasoning by appeal to the faculty of reason. Hume claims that 'If reason determin'd us, it wou'd proceed upon that principle, that instances, of which we have had no experience, must resemble those, of which we have had experience, and that the course of nature continues always uniformly the same' (T 89) (the uniformity principle). Hume then says that he will 'consider all the arguments, upon which such a proposition may be suppos'd to be founded' and 'see whether they afford any just conclusion of this nature'. This talk of 'the founding of arguments' and of 'just conclusions' certainly appears to be normative, and so, it might be argued, the warrant of reasoning and the justification of beliefs must play a crucial role. I could accept the apparent full force of this argument without it affecting the main point I want to make, but in fact the argument has less force than might first appear. My main point is that Hume's primary purpose is not to show that beliefs which extend beyond that which we have experienced are unjustified, but to show that their very existence cannot be accounted for by reason. And this point, I maintain, can be applied to the uniformity principle itself, and our belief in that principle. The concern is not whether the uniformity principle is justified. The concern is whether it is something we can believe or know, prior to our engaging in probable reasoning, so that it might explain how we do in fact reason probably. If it were available to us, it would serve, much as the idea of necessary connection might have served, to facilitate the transition from the impression to the idea. Moreover, it would facilitate the transition in such a way that in making the transition, we would be 'determin'd by reason'. Hume's conclusion is that it is not something that we believe or know prior to our engaging in probable reasoning, and so it cannot be used to explain the origin of that
practice. It may be true that, just like any other belief, if the uniformity principle were a conclusion of reason, prior to our engaging in probable reasoning, then it would be a justified belief. But it is also true that, as for any other belief, just because it is not initially warranted by reason, it does not follow that it has no explanation at all, or that we fail to think that it is true. And this is just as well, because Hume argues that after we do engage in the practice of probable reasoning, explained in Hume's way, we do come to believe in the uniformity principle and make use of it in some of our more reflective causal reasonings.\textsuperscript{195} For example, our appeal to the principle allows us to make a causal judgement after only one experiment. Probable reasoning, its origins explained Hume's way, can account for the uniformity principle, but the uniformity principle cannot account for the origins of probable reasoning.

It might be argued that one of Hume's supporting arguments, used to buttress his main claim that it is not true that 'experience produces the idea by means of the understanding' (\textit{T} 88),\textsuperscript{196} indicates that my claim that Hume is mainly concerned with the origin of a belief is false, and that something more like the traditional view, in which it is the justification of the belief that is at issue, is true.\textsuperscript{197} This is the argument found at \textit{T} 90–1, after the main argument. Hume considers one who would

elude this argument; and without determining whether our reasoning on this subject be deriv'd from demonstration or probability, pretend that all conclusions from causes and effects are built on solid reasoning; I can only desire, that this reasoning may be produc'd, in order to be exposed to our examination. (\textit{T} 90)

\textsuperscript{195} \textit{[W]e have many millions [of experiments] to convince us of this principle; that like objects, plac'd in like circumstances, will always produc'e like effects} \textit{'} (\textit{T} 105). The case is analogous to that of the idea of necessary connection. In each case, we start out by considering whether we have an independent account of the idea of necessary connection (or the uniformity principle) that we could use in explaining a certain class of inference. In each case, it turns out that we do not. But in each case, it also turns out that after giving an account of probable reasoning in terms of the association of ideas, we can use that account to explain how it is that we have the idea of necessary connection (or believe the uniformity principle).

\textsuperscript{196} Hume sometimes uses 'understanding' and 'reason' as synonyms, though strictly speaking the understanding is a more inclusive faculty than reason. His loose use of the traditional faculty terminology is in part due to his theory that all the traditional activities of the understanding reduce to conception: 'What we may in general affirm concerning these three acts of the understanding [conception, judgement, and reasoning] is, that taking them in a proper light, they all resolve themselves into the first, and are nothing but particular ways of conceiving our objects' (\textit{T} 97 n.).

\textsuperscript{197} Peter Millican put this objection to me at the Hume Society Conference, Nottingham, 1996. For a thorough defence of treating Hume's famous argument as primarily concerned with justification, see Millican (1995).
Hume then outlines the argument and responds to it, claiming that his response shows that the argument ‘had no just foundation’ (T 91).

It seems to me that irrespective of the content of this exchange, I can argue in advance that it need not be evidence against my interpretation. The problem was set up on T 88: when we make the transition from the impression to the idea, the question arises ‘whether experience produces the idea by means of the understanding or of the imagination; whether we are determin'd by reason to make the transition, or by a certain association and relation of perceptions’ (T 88–9). Furthermore, ‘if reason determin'd us, it would proceed upon’ (T 89) the uniformity principle. Hume's main argument (T 89–90) is designed to show that neither demonstrative nor probable reasoning can do the job, i.e. neither can result in our knowing or believing in the uniformity principle, prior to our engaging in probable reasoning. Demonstrative reasoning fails because it is always possible to conceive that unobserved instances will not resemble observed ones, and probable reasoning fails because ‘probability is founded on the presumption of a resemblance betwixt those objects of which we have had experience, and those, of which we have had none; and therefore 'tis impossible this presumption can arise from probability’ (T 90). On the view I have argued for, these sweeping claims show that reason cannot explain how we come to have a belief in the unobserved, based on experience, without assuming a resemblance between what we have experienced and what we have not. Some other explanation of why we have such beliefs must be found. If Hume is right, we would expect any argument that purports to infer the unobserved from the observed to be faulty, and faulty because it makes the illicit assumption of resemblance, that is, illicitly assumes the uniformity principle to be available to us, prior to our engaging in probable reasoning. If all such arguments are faulty, then, of course, none of them will show its conclusion to be justified. But that is not the main point; the main point is that, because we know in advance (or at least know after Hume's main argument on T 88–9) that there are no such arguments unless they assume resemblance, we must look for another account of how we come by beliefs in the unobserved.

What is the argument? It could be argued that ‘after experience of the constant conjunction of certain objects, we reason in the following manner’ (T 90). Such a constant conjunction would be impossible without a power of production, and such a power provides ‘a just foundation for drawing a conclusion from the existence of one object to that of its usual attendant’. Hume suggests that he could argue against this point by reminding us ‘that the idea of production is the same with that of causation,'
and that no existence certainly and demonstratively implies a power in any other object. But at this point in his presentation, he allows instead, for the sake of argument, the existence of powers but shows that even this admission does not get his opponent what he needs. As long as it is admitted ‘that the power lies not in the sensible qualities of the cause’ then the ‘appeal to past experience decides nothing in the present case’ (T 91). There is no reason to presume that the same power coexists with the same sensible qualities. To appeal to further past experience just generates an infinite regress. The question ‘why from this experience we form any conclusion beyond those past instances, of which we have had experience’ (T 91) will always arise, ‘which clearly proves, that the foregoing reasoning had no just foundation’.

Taken in isolation, this argument could certainly be looked at as showing that a certain belief was unjustified. But taken in isolation, any of Hume’s arguments in this section might be so construed. Of course, it is true that if reason did determine us, there would be a good argument that takes us from the observed to a belief in the unobserved. Hume’s main argument purports to show that there could be no such arguments; reason does not explain how we make the transition. It is hardly surprising that he should then go on to take an example of such a purported argument, and to show how it fails in precisely the way that his main argument predicted all such arguments would fail. The main argument showed, in part, that since all probable arguments are ‘founded on the presumption of a resemblance betwixt those objects, of which we have had experience, and those of which we have had none’ (T 90), then no probable argument can prove such a resemblance. But without having access to this resemblance in the form of the uniformity principle, reason cannot explain how we come to have beliefs in the unobserved. Hume’s response to this argument about powers is then just what we would expect. Eschewing the point about powers of production and causation, he shows that even if we grant the existence of insensible powers, such powers cannot explain how we come to have beliefs in unobserved effects without assuming the relevant uniformity of experience, i.e. ‘that a like power is always conjoin’d with like sensible qualities’ (T 91).

In showing that when we make the transition from the observed to the unobserved we are not determined by reason, Hume has shown that reason, considered as a faculty that operates on our ideas and discovers connections among them, cannot explain how we make this transition. Our beliefs in the unobserved must be explained in another way. Hume never wavers from this position throughout Book I of the *Treatise*. He reaffirms
it, for instance, in 1. 4. 1, ‘Of scepticism with regard to reason’, when he says that the sceptical arguments of that chapter have been put forward ‘only to make the reader sensible of the truth of my hypothesis, that all our reasonings concerning causes and effects are deriv’d from nothing but custom; and that belief is more properly an act of the sensitive, than of the cogitative part of our nature’ (T 183).

On the other hand, these words are not purely negative. At the stage in the Treatise in which they occur, Hume has just finished giving, in the latter half of Part 3 of Book 1, his own account of probable reasoning and belief. Furthermore, he remained justly proud of these positive accounts. In the Abstract, he says:

The celebrated Monsieur Leibniz has observed it to be a defect in the common systems of logic, that they are very copious when they explain the operations of the understanding in the forming of demonstrations, but are too concise when they treat of probabilities . . . The author of the treatise of human nature seems to have been sensible of this defect . . . and has endeavoured, as much as he can, to supply it. (A 647)

And of belief, he says:

What then is this belief? And how does it differ from the simple conception of any thing? Here is a new question unthought of by philosophers. (A 652)

Obviously, Hume is not simply a negative sceptic about probable reasoning and our belief in the unobserved. On the other hand, it will not do simply to say that Hume sketched his own account as an alternative to existing theories, that his account is just one of many that fill the same role. By continually emphasizing that probable reasoning is not, in the end, based on reason, Hume shows that he is not just giving an alternative account of probable reasoning, but is changing the whole picture of the structure of human understanding. Hume's task is much easier to understand when one realizes that both the problems he faces, and the solutions he gives, have more to do with the explanation of the nature and occurrence of beliefs than with their justification. Hume thinks both that probable reasoning is not based on reason and that he can give an account of probable reasoning in other terms that is still really an account of reasoning. This combination is only possible once one realizes that to hold that probable reasoning is not based on reason does not imply that such reasoning is unreasonable or unwarranted, or that the beliefs produced by such a process are unjustified. Hume goes to develop an account of probable reasoning and belief formation, not as the activity of an independently
functioning faculty of reason, but in terms of impressions, ideas, their properties, and the way they interact. All this is in accord with his strict methodology and his determination not to go beyond what we discover in experience.

Mention of Hume’s methodology should remind of us of a crucial issue. His method is that of the scientist, carefully observing, formulating generalizations and explanatory principles, checking to see if they account for the observed phenomena, continually refining, and all the while keeping a healthy scepticism concerning his own powers of acuity and the truth of his theories. Such a method presupposes the availability of probable reasoning and an account of how it functions; such reasoning is the sort of reasoning that makes up the bulk of Hume’s *Treatise*. This is why, in the *Abstract*, Hume was keen to emphasize the importance of his work on probable reasoning, speaking of ‘probabilities, and those other measures of evidence on which life and action intirely depend, and which are our guides even in most of our philosophical speculations’ (A 647). So it will not do to treat Hume as entirely negative about probable reasoning, if we are to avoid saddling him with a virtual contradiction at the heart of his enterprise. Far from being settled by the end of Hume's negative argument, the question of the warrant of probable reasoning remains wide open.

---

198 The point is made with exceptional clarity by Annette Baier: ‘If Hume really distrusts causal inference, then he must distrust his own *Treatise*’ (Baier (1991), 55).
7 Belief and the Development of Hume's Account of Probable Reasoning

Hume argues that probable reasoning is not based on reason, and then goes on to give his own account of probable reasoning, showing how beliefs in the unobserved are, at bottom, explained by the association of ideas. We argued in the last chapter that Hume's claim that probable reasoning is not based on reason is not to be interpreted in terms of justification, i.e. as the claim that probable reasoning is unreasonable. What Hume is denying is that probable reasoning is an activity of the faculty of reason conceived of as functioning by the discovery of intermediate ideas that link the two ideas at the ends of the chain. In general, Hume held that ‘All kinds of reasoning consist in nothing but a comparison, and a discovery of those relations, either constant or inconstant, which two or more objects bear to each other’.199 Hume's account of intuition and demonstrative reasoning, an account of the ‘constant’ relations, is similar to Locke's in denying that demonstrative reasoning is concerned with ideas of the intellect,200 while retaining the intermediate idea model. Probable reasoning is the discovery of the ‘inconstant’ relations and, strictly speaking, is limited to causation. The other relations, identity, and relations of time and place, are more properly thought of as being the result of perception rather than reasoning: “Tis only causation, which produces such a connexion, as to give us assurance from the existence or action of one object, that 'twas follow'd or preceded by any other existence or action; nor can

199 It will be remembered that the constant relations 'depend entirely on the ideas, which we compare together' while the inconstant relations 'may be chang'd without any change in the ideas' (T 69). Note also that not all comparisons of objects, or discovery of relations, count as reasoning. In the case of the 'inconstant' relations, it is only the relation of causation that figures in reasoning; with the 'constant' relations, it is only 'proportion in quantity and number'. These relations are discovered through inference, while the other relations are immediately perceived.

200 “Tis usual with mathematicians, to pretend, that those ideas, which are their objects, are of so refin'd and spiritual a nature, that they fall not under the conception of the fancy, but must be comprehended by a pure and intellectual view, of which the superior faculties of the soul are alone capable” (T 72).
the other two relations be ever made use of in reasoning, except so far as they either affect or are affected by it’ (T 73–4).

After showing that we are ‘not determined by reason’ when we infer the unobserved from the observed, the idea of one existent from the impression of another, Hume gives us his own account of how we make these inferences. It will be remembered that Hume set himself three things to explain (T 84): the original impression of something observed, the transition to the idea of something unobserved, and what it is about the latter idea that makes us believe it. We are squarely in the middle of Hume’s account of the second item: the transition to the idea of the unobserved. As the uniformity principle is not available to us when we first engage in such reasoning, Hume gives us a different account:

We have already taken notice of certain relations, which make us pass from one object to another, even tho' there be no reason to determine us to that transition; and this we may establish for a general rule, that wherever the mind constantly and uniformly makes a transition without any reason, it is influenc'd by these relations. Now, this is exactly the present case. Reason can never shew us the connexion of one object with another, tho' aided by experience, and the observation of their constant conjunction in all past instances. When the mind therefore passes from the idea or impression of one object to the idea or belief of another, it is not determin'd by reason, but by certain principles, which associate together the ideas of these objects, and unite them in the imagination. Had ideas no more union in the fancy, than objects seem to have to the understanding, we could never draw any inference from causes to effects, nor repose belief in any matter of fact. The inference therefore depends solely on the union of ideas. (T 92)

Association was introduced early on in the Treatise as the main mechanism via which an impression or idea can lead the mind to another impression or idea. Here Hume appeals to the notion of association to account for what would otherwise remain unexplained. We do in fact make the transition from the observed to the unobserved, and make it in a constant and uniform manner. Hume argued that reason cannot explain this transition: if we were determined by reason, we would proceed upon the supposition of the uniformity principle. But that principle is unavailable to us when we first engage in probable reasoning. What else could account for the transition, apart from association? Hume even elevates this disjunctive argument (reason or association; not reason; therefore, association) to the status of a ‘general rule’, the first appearance of that important concept. For the moment let us note only that ‘general rules’ are an important ingredient in Hume's account of probable reasoning; inter alia, they function
as empirical generalizations that we can appeal to in our more sophisticated, reflective uses of probable reasoning.

At first glance, this appeal to general rules might seem to introduce a circularity. Hume is endeavouring to explain the origins of probable reasoning. But in doing so, he makes use of some of the tools of rather sophisticated probable reasoning. Why is this not just as illegitimate as an appeal to the principle of uniformity of nature in an attempt to account for probable reasoning as based on reason? This is a difficult and complex question. Part of the answer lies in understanding the different levels Hume is working on. Our probable reasonings come in various forms: at the simple and most basic level, such ‘reasonings’ are really just reflexive responses, conditioned by past stimuli, to current perceptions. At the other extreme, there are complex, reflective reasonings, involving conscious consideration of a variety of previous experiences, including experiences of our own instances of reasoning. What emerges at this stage of the Treatise is that Hume is first giving us an account of the former, virtually ‘tropistic’ sort of reasoning in terms of the association of ideas. With this in hand, he can then give an account of the more sophisticated, reflective reasonings, an account similar to the more traditional account in that it involves conscious awareness of ideas that serve as intermediaries, based on the simpler, reflexive sort that depends on the association of ideas. Hume gives, as an example of the simpler, reflexive sort of reasoning, the case of hearing a sound, and then thinking of the idea corresponding to the word uttered:

> When ev'ry individual of any species of objects is found by experience to be constantly united with an individual of another species, the appearance of any new individual of either species naturally conveys the thought to its usual attendant. Thus because such a particular idea is commonly annexed to such a particular word, nothing is requir'd but the hearing of that word to produce the correspondent idea; and 'twill scarce be possible for the mind, by its utmost efforts, to prevent that transition. In this case it is not absolutely necessary, that upon hearing such a particular sound, we shou'd reflect on any past experience, and consider what idea has been usually connected with the sound. The imagination of itself supplies the place of this reflection, and is so accustom'd to pass from the word to the idea, that it interposes not a moment's delay betwixt the hearing of the one, and the conception of the other. (T 93)

---

201 The fundamental importance of the distinction between ‘reflexive’ and ‘reflective’ reasoning was first pointed out by David Norton in Norton (1982), 209. The pleasing terminology is also his.
It is difficult to imagine a more basic example of a learned response that has become so ingrained as to be virtually tropistic. It is examples such as this that lend credence to the view of Hume as one who is purely negative about probable reasoning, and whose positive account is really not an account of reasoning at all, but only of crude stimulus/response behaviour explained in terms of the association of ideas. But the simplicity of the purported ‘reasoning’ in this example is deliberate; the very fact that it is simple, reflexive, unconscious, and non-reflective makes it a plausible candidate for explanation in terms of association. But once the trick is done in the simplest case, and we have an explanation of the transition from the observed to the unobserved, we are in a position to build on that explanation and to give an account of how more complex instances of probable reasoning are possible.

How does this help defend Hume from the alleged circularity? Hume's explanation of these simple cases of probable reasoning is entirely in accord with his methodology of careful observation and limitation to experience, as required by the science of human nature. There is no more circularity in using probable reasoning to explain the workings of the human mind, including its capacity to make inferences from the observed to the unobserved, than there is in a psychologist's using her perceptual faculties to investigate human vision. No such way out is available for the position attacked in Hume's negative argument. According to that position, probable reasoning, as based on reason, must appeal to the uniformity principle as a way of explaining how we make the transition from an impression to an idea that functions as a belief. But Hume argued that such a principle is unavailable to us, prior to our already having an account of probable reasoning. Hume will in fact argue (T 105) that we do believe in the uniformity principle, and use it in our more complex probable reasonings, just as we believe in the maxim that everything that begins to exist must have a cause of existence. But the explanation of our believing these beliefs is an explanation that sees them as the outcome of probable reasoning. That is to say, our belief in such principles is a phenomenon that needs to be explained, and until it is explained, it cannot itself be used in explanation. But the distinction between impressions and ideas in terms of force and vivacity, and the three principles of association, are Hume's fundamental explanatory principles and can themselves be used in an explanation of the more derivative phenomenon of probable reasoning and belief.

Part of the problem in understanding Hume here is that because of the subsequent history of the ‘problem of induction’, we tend to see Hume's
negative argument as essentially one of justification. That is to say, we interpret his claim that ‘probable reasoning is not based on reason’ as a claim about the lack of justification of probable reasoning, about its ‘unreasonableness’. And once we do so, we find ourselves in great difficulty when evaluating his positive account. For then it seems we must either convict him of a circularity similar to the one he discovered in the ‘based on reason’ account, or we must accuse him of changing the subject from justification to explanation. But neither of these unpalatable alternatives is necessary if we see his negative argument as one essentially directed at the lack of an adequate explanation of how we in fact manage to engage in probable reasoning, and his positive account as filling that void. The question of the warrant of probable reasoning comes later.

Hume reminds us that he has reduced the ‘principles of union among ideas to three general ones’ (T 92), and that ‘the only general principles, which associate ideas, are resemblance, contiguity and causation’ (T 92–3). He then admits that there might appear to be a different ‘principle of union among ideas’, and gives us the detailed example, quoted at length above, of hearing a word and having the associated idea appear in the mind. But he insists that although this is an instance of ‘a true principle of association among ideas, I assert it to be the very same with that betwixt the ideas of cause and effect, and to be an essential part in all our reasonings from that relation’. This complex claim needs some unpacking because at first glance it appears to introduce another element of circularity into Hume's account. We are trying to explain how we reason from cause to effect. We observe a cause. Causation is one of the three fundamental principles of association. So, upon observing the cause, we come to have an idea of its effect. Simple, unreflective, causal reasoning is simply a matter of association in action. Looked at unsympathetically, this account has all the explanatory force of accounting for the power of opium to put us to sleep by appealing to its virtus dormitivus.

We must distinguish causation as a natural relation from causation as a philosophical relation. As a natural relation, it is a principle of union or association among our ideas. We give this principle a name, ‘causation’, but in doing so we endow it with all sorts of baggage that can lead to the appearance of circularity. For the moment, let us just call it the C principle.

---

202 This potentially serious difficulty in Hume's account seems to have, by and large, gone unnoticed. A possible exception is Russell's brief discussion of Hume on causality in Russell (1959a), 227–8.
of association, and ask what it amounts to. Hume tells us that all we have is a notion of certain objects, which have been *always conjoin'd* together, and which in all past instances have been found inseparable. We cannot penetrate into the reason of the conjunction. We only observe the thing itself, and always find that from the constant conjunction the objects acquire an union in the imagination. When the impression of one becomes present to us, we immediately form an idea of its usual attendant. (T’92)

The *C* principle of the association of ideas says essentially that when two sorts of objects are constantly observed to occur together, the mind associates them. Once this association has been set up, then whenever the mind has an impression of one, it is led by the gentle force of association working in the imagination to have an idea of the other. We might wonder about the mechanism of this association in the imagination and speculate about its causes. But to do so would be to go beyond what is allowable by Hume’s methodology and might lead to ‘obscure and uncertain speculations’ (T’13). Hume warned us earlier about the explanatory bedrock of association: ‘Its effects are everywhere conspicuous; but as to its causes, they are mostly unknown, and must be resolv’d into original qualities of human nature, which I pretend not to explain’ (T’13). Principle C can be characterized, then, in terms of constant conjunction, without any ineliminable reference to causation.

Now let us consider the philosophical relation of causation. A philosophical relation is a matter of voluntarily comparing one idea with another. One sub-class of philosophical relations, to which causation belongs, is such that the relation between two ideas can change even if the ideas themselves remain the same. This is what it means to say that these relations are such that they are not intrinsic to the ideas themselves. Such relations hold between ideas only because of factors beyond the ideas so related. Of such relations, causation is the only one that allows us to reason from, i.e. to make the transition from, one idea to its related idea. The question has been posed, how is this possible? Causation as a philosophical relation implies ‘contiguity, succession, and constant conjunction’ (T’94), but these three are not enough to account for our ability to reason from one perception of the mind to another, causally related to the first. Hume toyed with the thought that if causation as a philosophical relation implied the idea of necessary connection, then that might account for such inferences. But this was soon rejected, as no impression from which the idea of necessary connection was derived could be found. Instead, he
hints, ‘Perhaps 'twill appear in the end, that the necessary connexion depends on the inference, instead of the inference's depending on the necessary connexion’ (T 88). He also considered whether the inference from one idea to a causally related idea, via the implied ideas of contiguity, succession, and constant conjunction, could be based on reason. But that would require the availability of the uniformity principle, to which we do not have access prior to our engaging in probable or causal reasoning. The only option left is to appeal to principle C. When we have an idea or impression, we are naturally led, via the associative principle C, to another idea which is such that instances of the two sorts of perceptions have been constantly conjoined in our past experience. So it turns out that it is not the philosophical relation of causation that explains our ability to make the transition from an observed impression to a related unobserved idea; it is principle C. There is no circularity. If we now want to call principle C of association the natural relation of causation, we may do so. Since nothing has changed but the name of the principle, no circularity has been introduced. Hume sums up this whole train of thought:

Thus tho' causation be a philosophical relation, as implying contiguity, succession, and constant conjunction, yet 'tis only so far as it is a natural relation, and produces an union among our ideas, that we are able to reason upon it, or draw any inference from it. (T 94)

---

203 The hint is cashed out, of course, in section 14, ‘Of the idea of necessary connexion’. But it receives perhaps its clearest expression in 2. 3. 1, ‘Of liberty and necessity’. ‘It has been observ’d already, that in no single instance the ultimate connexion of any objects is discoverable, either by our senses or reason, and that we can never penetrate so far into the essence and construction of bodies, as to perceive the principle, on which their mutual influence depends. 'Tis their constant union alone, with which we are acquainted; and 'tis from the constant union the necessity arises. If objects had not an uniform and regular conjunction with each other, we shou'd never arrive at any idea of cause and effect; and even after all, the necessity, which enters into that idea, is nothing but a determination of the mind to pass from one object to its usual attendant, and infer the existence of one from that of the other. Here then are two particulars, which we are to consider as essential to necessity, viz. the constant union and the inference of the mind; and wherever we discover these we must acknowledge a necessity. As the actions of matter have no necessity, but what is deriv’d from these circumstances, and it is not by any insight into the essence of bodies we discover their connexion, the absence of this insight, while the union and inference remain, will never, in any case, remove the necessity. 'Tis the observation of the union, which produces the inference.’ (T 400)

204 The distinction between causation as a natural relation and as a philosophical relation is also crucial to Hume's two definitions of cause. See 1. 3. 14. But I am primarily concerned with Hume's account of reasoning, including causal and probable reasoning. An examination of the details of Hume's two definitions, and his explanation of the origin of our idea of necessary connection, would take me too afar afield from my current concerns.
Causation as a natural relation, producing a union among our ideas, is the basis of Hume's positive account of probable reasoning. The question is, how do we move from a current impression to a belief in an unobserved matter of fact? If reason determined us, we would move from the impression to the idea via some intermediate idea, such as the idea of necessary connection or the uniformity principle. Hume has shown this to be impossible and instead explained how the idea of the unobserved existent occurs, upon the appearance of the impression, given past experience and the principles association. Hume often sums up this account by saying that custom or habit account for the inference from the observed to the unobserved. This is the basic, reflexive, non-reflective sort of inference.

Having given an account of this sort of reasoning, Hume is quite comfortable with the correlative term ‘reason’. Later, he will attribute it to animals other than humans. To have ‘reason’ in this sense is just to be the kind of creature that engages in this sort of reflexive reasoning. This is reason as ‘a wonderful and unintelligible instinct in our souls, which carries us along a certain train of ideas’ (T 179). And although not all probable inferences are, for Hume, as basic and reflexive as this, they are all based on this simple, instinctive process.

What makes Hume's account of this most basic sort of probable reasoning so distinctive is precisely that it is not based on reason, considered as a faculty that discovers the connection between ideas via intermediate ideas: there is no intermediate idea via which we reason from the impression to the idea. If we have had the relevant past experience, then, upon being confronted with the impression, the idea directly appears without our considering any intermediate ideas. Hume emphasizes this feature of his account in the important footnote at T 96–7:

As we can thus form a proposition, which contains only one idea, so we may exert our reason without employing more than two ideas, and without having recourse to a third to serve as a medium betwixt them. We infer a cause immediately from its effect; and this inference is not only a true species of reasoning, but the

---

205 ‘Now as we call every thing custom, which proceeds from a past repetition, without any new reasoning or conclusion, we may establish it as a certain truth, that all the belief, which follows upon any present impression, is deriv’d solely from that origin’ (T 102).

206 ‘Of the reason of animals’ (1. 3. 16).

207 It is not entirely unintelligible, as Hume’s account of it shows. And what he goes on to say at T 179 makes that point abundantly clear: ‘This instinct, ’tis true, arises from past observation and experience; but can any one give the ultimate reason, why past experience and observation produces such an effect, any more than why nature alone shou’d produce it? Nature may certainly produce whatever can arise from habit: Nay, habit is nothing but one of the principles of nature, and derives all its force from that origin.’
strongest of all others, and more convincing than when we interpose another idea to connect the two extremes.

Hume has thus completed the second of his three tasks, namely, explaining ‘[t]he transition to the idea of the connected cause or effect’ \(T\ 84\). The third task remains. He must now explain ‘[t]he nature and qualities of that idea’, that is to say, he must explain what it is to believe something, rather than simply have the idea occur in the imagination. Hume’s answer is disarmingly simple. Just as impressions and ideas ‘differ from each other only in their different degrees of force and vivacity’, so, too, a belief differs from a mere idea only because of its ‘additional force and vivacity’. The extra force and vivacity of a belief comes from the impression with which the idea is associated, so the official definition of belief becomes: ‘A LIVELY IDEA RELATED TO OR ASSOCIATED WITH A PRESENT IMPRESSION’ \(T\ 96\).

Hume’s main argument for this account is the unacceptability of any alternative. His first example, which occurs both at the beginning of section 7 and in the footnote at \(T\ 96–7\), involves the existence of God. What is the difference between merely conceiving of God and believing God to exist? We might think that existence is a distinct idea ‘which we join to the idea of his other qualities, and can again separate and distinguish from them’ \(T\ 94\). But this is hopeless: the idea of God, and the idea of God existing, must be the very same idea; otherwise it would not be possible to distinguish between believing in, on the one hand, and merely conceiving of, on the other hand, the very same thing. If the difference involved a change in what was conceived, then we would not have the same thing now conceived, and then believed: ‘the belief of the existence joins no new ideas to those, which compose the idea of the object. When I think of God, when I think of him as existent, and when I believe him to be existent, my idea of him neither increases nor diminishes’ \(T\ 94\).\(^{208}\)

This is a good argument within Hume’s system. It shares, indeed expresses within the radical constraints of Hume’s system, Kant’s insight that existence is not a predicate. Existence is not some quality that may or may not attach itself to some object. It is in a different category, and needs special treatment. One might argue that Hume did not really have a theory

\(^{208}\) The same point is made in the \textit{Abstract} with great clarity and precision: ‘We conceive it as it might exist, thro’ we do not believe it to exist. Our belief of it would discover no new qualities. We may paint out the entire object in imagination without believing it. We may set it, in a manner, before our eyes, with every circumstance of time and place. ’Tis the very object conceived as it might exist; and when we believe it, we can do no more’ \(A\ 653\).
of judgement and was thus systematically prevented from giving a reasonable account of belief and existence.\textsuperscript{209} It is true that, as Hume thinks relations are just complex ideas, he has, unlike Locke, no account of the mental equivalent of predication.\textsuperscript{210} But it is arguable that Hume’s refusal to accept a picture of our mental life as consisting of a language of ideas is not a failure so much as a determination to keep within the confines of his method. Public language has its grammatical structures, sentences, propositions, and predications. But at the level of ideas, there are only associations and relations. Beliefs in existents are to be explained with these minimal tools. Furthermore, Hume thought these explanations could be carried over to animals such as dogs and birds. He thought that the fact that his account of belief was the only one that could explain both human and animal behaviour was decisive evidence in its favour:

Now let any philosopher make a trial, and endeavour to explain that act of the mind, which we call belief, and give an account of the principles, from which it is deriv’d, independent of the influence of custom on the imagination, and let his hypothesis be equally applicable to beasts as to the human species; and after he has done this, I promise to embrace his opinion. But at the same time I demand as an equitable condition, that if my system be the only one, which can answer to all these terms, it may be receiv’d as entirely satisfactory and convincing. And that ’tis the only one, is evident almost without any reasoning. (T 178)

The first part of Hume’s argument showed that belief cannot be a matter of annexing a separate idea of existence to the idea of any object on pain of not preserving the identity of an idea through both conception and belief.\textsuperscript{211} The second part of Hume’s argument attempts to show that any alteration to an idea, apart from the manner of conceiving it, i.e. apart

\textsuperscript{209} As Barry Stroud did in discussion at the Hume Society Conference, Park City, Utah, July 1995. See also Stroud (1978), 55. Stroud’s point is about judgement in general, not just existential judgement.

\textsuperscript{210} This point is difficult. Locke also thought that relations were complex ideas (II. xii. 3–7). But unlike Hume, Locke had a theory of mental propositions, formed by perceiving or presuming the agreement or disagreement of two ideas. So, for Locke, having a thought can never be just a matter of having a complex idea in a certain way; it always involves the awareness of agreement or disagreement between two ideas.

\textsuperscript{211} There is an initially more compelling, but in the end philosophically less profound, argument, that existence is not a separate idea, to be found in the Appendix (T 624), the Abstract (A 653) and in the first Enquiry (EHU 47–8). By and large, beliefs are not voluntary. But we have the power, saving contradiction, to annex any idea to any other idea we like. If existence were a separate idea, we could annex it to the idea of any object we pleased and hence believe in the existence of any object we pleased.
from changing its degree of force and vivacity, will change the idea into an idea of something else:

All the perceptions of the mind are of two kinds, viz. impressions and ideas, which differ from each other only in their different degrees of force and vivacity. Our ideas are copy'd from impressions, and represent them in all their parts. When you wou'd any way vary the idea of a particular object, you can only encrease or diminish its force and vivacity. If you make any other change on it, it represents a different object or impression. (T 96)

Once again, the point concerns retaining the identity of the idea both as merely conceived and as believed. Hume makes the strong claim here that any change, apart from a change in force and vivacity, will change the idea. The result is that the difference between belief and mere conception is to be accounted for solely in terms of force and vivacity, that is to say, solely in terms of what he used originally to distinguish ideas and impressions. Ideas become beliefs by becoming more like impressions. And beliefs in the unobserved get their extra force and vivacity from their association with a present impression.

In the next section, Hume offers other considerations drawn from experience, which he calls ‘experiments’, to confirm this theory of belief and belief formation. He reiterates the main features of his account as follows:

"Tis certain we must have an idea of every matter of fact, which we believe. "Tis certain, that this idea arises only from a relation to a present impression. "Tis certain, that the belief super-adds nothing to the idea, but only changes our manner of conceiving it, and renders it more strong and lively. . . . There enters nothing into this operation of the mind but a present impression, a lively idea, and a relation or association in the fancy betwixt the impression and idea. (T 101)

A few pages later he sums up his account of probable reasoning as belief formation in the following, deliberately provocative, way:

Thus all probable reasoning is nothing but a species of sensation. "Tis not solely in poetry and music, we must follow our taste and sentiment, but likewise in philosophy. When I am convinc'd of any principle, 'tis only an idea, which strikes more strongly upon me. (T 103)

This is an extraordinary account, and Hume remained very proud of

---

212 Hume makes an important correction to this claim in the Appendix. The issue will be discussed in the appendix to this chapter.

213 For Hume’s use of the terms ‘experiments’, see Ch. 4 n. 4.
it, in spite of the difficulties he saw and tried to remedy in the Appendix. In the *Abstract*, written before the Appendix, he not only takes pride in the importance of his treatment of probabilities, but he also singles out his treatment of belief, not just as an example of a new solution, but as an instance of the discovery of a new problem: 'What then is this *belief*? And how does it differ from the simple conception of any thing? Here is a new question unthought of by philosophers' (*A* 652).215

Why does Hume claim this to be a new issue in philosophy and not just a new solution to an old problem? One plausible reason is as follows. Suppose one thinks, as Locke did, that probable reason functions much like demonstrative reason, providing rational support for its results. One might think that the results are also analogous: demonstrative reasoning produces knowledge, which has a very high degree of certainty, while probable reasoning produces opinion, assent, or belief, which have lower degrees of certainty. So one might think that the latter states are just like knowledge, only less certain.216 But this depends on seeing both knowledge and belief, when they are inferentially accessed, as based on reason.

Hume accepts that in demonstration we are determined by reason. What we know as a result of demonstration is based on reason, because we are certain that the relevant connection holds between ideas. We do not intuitively and immediately perceive that connection, but thanks to intermediate ideas, and the intuitive connection they have one with another, we can come to see that it holds. Hume's account of intuition and demonstration itself provides an account of why we accept their dictates:

The answer is easy with regard to propositions, that are prov'd by intuition or demonstration. In that case, the person, who assents, not only conceives the ideas

214 ‘The celebrated Monsieur Leibniz has observed it to be a defect in the common systems of logic, that they are very copious when they explain the operations of the understanding in the forming of demonstrations, but are too concise when treat of probabilities, and those other measures of evidence on which life and action intirely depend, and which are our guides even in most of our philosophical speculations . . . The author of the *treatise of human nature* seems to have been sensible of this defect . . . and has endeavourd, as much as he can, to supply it’ (*A* 647).

215 He is only slightly more cautious in a footnote in the *Treatise* at T 97: ‘This act of the mind has never yet been explain'd by any philosopher; and therefore I am at liberty to propose my hypothesis concerning it; which is, that 'tis only a strong and steady conception of any idea, and such as approaches in some measure to an immediate impression.’

216 It would be quite wrong to think, put in this unqualified way, that this was Locke's view. Knowledge involves *perceiving* the connection between ideas, assent or opinion involves *presuming* the connection to hold (see Ch. 3 above). This is arguably a difference in kind, not degree. Locke's attitude towards all this may simply have been ambivalent; for a good discussion, see Wolterstorff (1994), esp. 175–8.
according to the proposition, but is necessarily determin'd to conceive them in that particular manner, either immediately or by the interposition of other ideas. (T 95)

If our inferences from the observed to the unobserved were based on reason, we would reason via something intermediate, such as the idea of necessary connection or the uniformity principle. And the results of such inferences would carry with themselves the appropriate degree of assurance. But no such intermediaries are available to us prior to our engaging in probable reasoning, and Hume has explained such inferences as based, not on reason, but on custom or habit. This account explains only the occurrence of an idea; the question of the assurance we place in such an idea remains unanswered, prior to Hume's account of belief. That question could not even have been raised, let alone answered, until one rejected reason as the basis of probable reasoning. In sum, I have suggested that Hume might think that this question about belief is new because it arises within his account of probable reasoning as one not based on reason.217

In sections 7–13 of Part 3 of Book 1 of the Treatise, Hume is primarily concerned with ‘the nature of belief, or the qualities of those ideas we assent to’ (T 94). Although a belief is an idea conceived of in a forceful and vivacious manner, sometimes Hume uses the term ‘belief’ to pick out what it is about an idea, when it is believed, that distinguishes it from ideas that are merely conceived. Used in this way, ‘belief’ means just what ‘assent’ means.218 In modern terminology, what Hume is talking about here is not the proposition believed, but the attitude we take towards that proposition when we believe it. It is important to realize that, when used in this way, ‘belief’ or ‘assent’ are generic terms, and the belief or assent that attends memories and causal judgements, i.e. force and vivacity, is just one species of that genus. This is clear from the passage at T 95, just

217 It may be that Hume’s use of the term ‘belief’ itself is self-consciously new on his part. This highly speculative suggestion was made to me by Charles Kahn and deserves considerable research. Hume’s predecessors, such as Locke, used terms such as ‘opinion’ or ‘assent’ much more frequently than ‘belief’. For instance, comparing the Essay to the Treatise, Locke uses ‘assent’ three times as often as Hume (99 to 34), but Hume uses ‘belief’ five times as often as Locke (92 to 18). They use ‘opinion’ roughly the same number of times. I do not pretend that these crude figures are decisive. Hume’s concern with existence, especially unobserved existence, may have led him to choose ‘belief’ as his technical term of choice. To ‘believe in God’ is, inter alia, to believe that God exists.

218 Apart from the passage just quoted from T 94, consider also ‘the belief or assent, which always attends the memory and senses’ (T 86), ‘a relation of causation may enliven any idea, and consequently produce belief or assent’ (T 101), ‘form to my self ideas, which I am said to believe or assent to’ (T 102), ‘conveys this force and vivacity to the related idea; which we are therefore said to believe, or assent to’ (T 142), ‘The belief, which attends our memory, is of the same nature with that, which is deriv’d from our judgments’ (T 154).
quoted in part. Hume speaks of what it is to believe, disbelieve, or assent to the products of intuition and demonstration. Elsewhere, Hume uses ‘conviction’, as in ‘that species of conviction’ (T 79), as the generic term.

Nonetheless, Hume’s main concern, in these central sections of Part 3 of Book 1, is with the belief or assent that attends the product of causal reasoning, i.e. with force and vivacity. But belief as force and vivacity, though characteristic of causal judgements, is not limited to them. Force and vivacity also characterize not only the belief that attends ideas of memory, but also the judgements that issue from probable reasoning based on an imperfect or mixed past experience (cf. ‘[t]he probability of causes’, 1. 3. 12). Hume provides a summary of his account at T 153–4, which starts ‘Thus it appears upon the whole, that every kind of opinion or judgment, which amounts not to knowledge, is deriv’d entirely from the force and vivacity of the perception, and that these qualities constitute in the mind, what we call the BELIEF of the existence of any object’ (T 153). Hume considers three instances, in descending order of the degree of force and vivacity. (1) Memory, where the force and vivacity are ‘most conspicuous,’ so that ‘our confidence in the veracity of that faculty is the greatest imaginable, and equals in many respects the assurance of a demonstration’. (2) The ‘next degree’ of force and vivacity is found in causal judgements based on a uniform past experience, i.e. where ‘the conjunction is found by experience to be perfectly constant, and when the

219 Here is a larger fragment, containing all that is relevant to our current concern: ‘I therefore ask, Wherein consists the difference betwixt believing and disbelieving any proposition? The answer is easy with regard to propositions, that are prov’d by intuition or demonstration. In that case, the person who assents, not only conceives . . .’ (T 95).

220 Note Hume starts with memory, not impressions of sensation. In 1. 3. 5, ‘Of the impressions of the senses and memory’, Hume does speak of ‘the belief’ or assent, which always attends the memory and senses’ (T 86), and says: ‘To believe is in this case to feel an immediate impression of the senses, or a repetition of that impression in the memory. ’Tis merely the force and liveliness of the perception . . .’ (T 86). The impressions of sensation are something to which we assent, and the assent is the high degree of force and vivacity. Why does Hume mention this with respect to impressions in section 5, but not again in the remaining sections of Part 3? Part of the answer is that Hume’s central concern in the remaining sections is the belief that attaches to the product of reasoning. But this would rule out the assent we give to memory as well, and Hume explicitly includes memory in the summary at T 153. The answer is, I suspect, that Hume is primarily concerned with belief as belief in the existence of something. With respect to impressions of sensation, this raises the special problem of external existence, or belief in the continued and distinct existence of bodies. As Hume devotes a long section to this problem in 1. 4. 2 (‘Of scepticism with regard to the senses’), he avoids mentioning belief with respect to impressions of sense after 1. 3. 5.
object, which is present to us, exactly resembles those, of which we have had experience’. (3) ‘Below this degree of evidence’, there are other sorts of judgements with a lower degree of assent, i.e. ‘which have an influence on the passions and imagination, proportion’d to that degree of force and vivacity, which they communicate to the ideas’. These are the sorts of judgements discussed in ‘Of the probability of causes’ and ‘Of unphilosophical probability’, which Hume summarizes at T 154. Of them, he says, ‘In all these cases the evidence diminishes by the diminution of the force and intenseness of the idea. This therefore is the nature of the judgment and probability’ (T 154).

Memory is the odd one out in this summary. Causal judgements and judgements of probability are inferential; they are judgements produced by reasoning. Memory is not produced by reasoning, though ideas of memory are derivative from the original impression. Indeed in one place Hume describes a memory as ‘a repetition of that impression in the memory’ (T 86). Hume includes memory here because the assent that attends memory is the very same sort of thing as the assent that attends causal or probable judgements, i.e. force and vivacity. Hume argues that

What principally gives authority to this system is, beside the undoubted arguments, upon which each part is founded, the agreement of these parts, and the necessity of one to explain another. The belief, which attends our memory, is of the same nature with that, which is deriv’d from our judgments: Nor is there any difference betwixt that judgment, which is deriv’d from a constant and uniform connexion of causes and effects, and that which depends upon an interrupted and uncertain. (T 154)

The force and vivacity that attends causal judgements, and judgements of probability, is transmitted from a present impression. Hume argues that ‘it is a general maxim in the science of human nature, that when any

---

221 Hume’s summary matches the discussion in the previous two sections precisely. The first two cases, ‘when we have not observ’d a sufficient number of instances, to produce a strong habit; or when the instances are contrary to each other’, are discussed at T 130–41. The sort of judgment of probability ‘when the resemblance is not exact’ is discussed in detail at T 142, where it is called a species of probability ‘arising from ANALOGY’. The remaining cases are all discussed in the section ‘Of unphilosophical probability’: ‘the present impression is faint and obscure; or the experience in some measure obliterated from the memory; or the connexion dependent on a long chain of objects; or the inference deriv’d from general rules, and yet not conformable to them’ (T 154).

222 See also T 8, where memory is described as the ‘faculty, by which we repeat our impressions in the first manner’, i.e. ‘when in its new appearance it retains a considerable degree of its first vivacity, and is somewhat intermediate betwixt an impression and an idea’. The point seems to be that when an impression is repeated in memory, it becomes an idea.
Belief and the Development of Hume’s Account

Impression becomes present to us, it not only transports the mind to such ideas as are related to it, but likewise communicates to them a share of its force and vivacity’ (T 98). Past experience produces an association between two sorts of perceptions of the mind. This custom or habit results in the mind’s conceiving the related idea upon being presented with an impression, which, however, also transmits the force and vivacity that turns that idea into a belief. In the most favourable case, the habit is strong, there are no contrary experiences, and the resemblance between the present impression and the past experiences is exact. This produces the strongest sort of causal belief. But any of these can be weakened. In ‘the probabilities of chance and causes . . . ’tis the constancy of the union, which is diminished’, while ‘in the probability deriv’d from analogy, ’tis the resemblance only, which is affected’ (T 142). But in either case, ‘you weaken the principle of transition, and of consequence that belief, which arises from it’ (T 142). Other factors can weaken the ‘principle of transition’, and hence the belief. For our purposes, the most interesting case is the third one Hume discusses in section 13, ‘Of unphilosophical probability’ (T 144–6). The complexity of an argument can lessen the vivacity transmitted from the impression to the idea believed. This is analogous to what we found in Descartes and Locke: the complexity inherent in demonstration lessens the certainty of demonstration in comparison with intuition. In Hume, the fact that complex and subtle reasonings seldom ‘produce any conviction’ (T 144) turns out to be crucial: without this feature inherent in the transmission of force and vivacity from an impression to the related idea, we would fall prey to the sceptical arguments of 1. 4. 1. We will return to this issue in the next chapter.

A striking feature of Hume’s account of belief in these central sections is that he is concerned primarily with belief in existence, and unobserved existence at that. David Norton has argued that, in these same sections, Hume’s use of the phrase ‘matters of fact’ typically means ‘unobserved matters of fact’.”223 I want to suggest that belief in an unobserved matter of fact is primarily belief in something’s existing or an event’s occurring, and only secondarily belief that something has a certain quality or property.”224

---

223 Annotation to paragraph 12 of 1. 3. 6, Norton and Norton (2000), 453.

224 For Hume, belief that something has a certain quality may be no different in kind from believing that an object exists: both beliefs are simply a matter of conceiving ideas with a considerable degree of force and vivacity: “’Tis evident, that all reasonings from causes or effects terminate in conclusions, concerning matter of fact; that is, concerning the existence of objects or their qualities’ (T 94).
The original sort of inference that Hume set out to explain was the inference from the impression of one object or event to the belief in the existence or occurrence of another object or event.\textsuperscript{225} By and large, he avoids the question of what it is to believe, and why it is we do believe, in observed existents. That is a question deferred until later.\textsuperscript{226} Impressions are more forceful and vivacious, and beliefs are explained as being approximations of impressions in this regard. The status of impressions is held to be unproblematic at this stage.

In Hume's explicit discussion of this question, his first example, the existence of God, involves unobserved existence (\textit{T} 94), and the example is repeated in the important footnote two pages later:

'[T]is far from being true, that in every judgment, which we form, we unite two different ideas; since in that proposition, \textit{God is}, or indeed any other, which regards existence, the idea of existence is no distinct idea, which we unite with that of the object, and which is capable of forming a compound idea by the union. (\textit{T} 96 n.)

Furthermore, existence features in his main argument for belief being a manner of conceiving of an idea, rather than a separate idea annexed to the original idea. I labour this point about beliefs primarily being beliefs in unobserved existents partly in order to account for what might otherwise seem troublesome. Instead of saying simply that belief is a more lively and forceful idea, why does Hume define belief as 'A LIVELY IDEA RELATED TO OR ASSOCIATED WITH A PRESENT IMPRESSION'? Why is an association with a present impression necessary for this belief? Of course, some impressions had to occur at some time for me to have this belief, but that is almost trivially true, given Hume's account of impressions and ideas. His central case of belief is one where, upon having an impression of something existing or occurring, one comes to believe in the existence or occurrence of something else. The explanation of this sort of belief essentially requires the present impression; it is that impression that provides the force and vivacity which, when transmitted to the subsequent idea, turns it from something merely conceived into a belief. Once we realize beliefs in unobserved existents are the central case for Hume, his

\textsuperscript{225} See for instance \textit{T} 86–7: 'There is no object, which implies the existence of any other if we consider these objects in themselves, and never look beyond the ideas we form of them. . . 'Tis therefore by EXPERIENCE only, that we can infer the existence of one object from that of another.'

\textsuperscript{226} See n. 22 above.
official definition, and the role ‘present impression’ plays in it, is no longer puzzling.\textsuperscript{227}

Although Hume recants later, in the main body of the Treatise the central feature of his account of belief is that what distinguishes belief from mere ideas is the \textit{very same thing} as what distinguishes impressions from ideas: force and vivacity. This is important for several reasons. If it is the present impression that transfers to the inferred idea whatever it is that turns that idea into a belief, what else could that be but the only thing that distinguishes impressions from ideas, namely, force and vivacity? Secondly, it is important for Hume that the beliefs due to causal or probable reasoning stand in for, or imitate, impressions in much the same way that he held ideas of memory do.\textsuperscript{228} In part, this is because one of the points of differentiating beliefs from mere ideas is that beliefs, like impressions of sensation and ideas or impressions of memory, and unlike mere ideas, have an influence on our passions, volitions and actions. Both these points are laid out explicitly in section 10, ‘Of the influence of belief’:

Tho’an idle fiction has no efficacy, yet we find by experience, that the ideas of those objects, which we believe either are or will be existent, produce in a lesser

\textsuperscript{227} It is unproblematic that beliefs which are the result of causal or probable reasoning involve a relation to a present impression. We noted that, when Hume uses ‘belief’ more generally as ‘the assent we give to that which is believed rather than known’, he means ‘force and vivacity’ considered independently of its transmission from a present impression. Hence memories are believed, in this sense. One might also argue that this broader sense of ‘belief’ applies to the results of education. Hume says that ‘custom . . . may operate upon the mind in invigorating an idea after two several ways’ (T 115). The first is the familiar way which we have been discussing: past experience sets up an association such that upon the appearance of an impression, its related idea is conceived with enough force and vivacity to be believed. But the second case involves no such impression: ‘suppose that a mere idea alone . . . shou’d frequently make its appearance in the mind, this idea must by degrees acquire a facility and force; and both by its firm hold and easy introduction distinguish itself from any new and unusual idea’ (T 116). Furthermore, Hume argues that these two sorts of custom are such that ‘their effects on the judgment are similar and proportionable’, citing ‘the nature and effects of EDUCATION ’. Hume is firm that ‘we must not be contented with saying, that the vividness of the idea produces the belief: We must maintain that they are individually the same’. The belief or assent we give to the states that arise due to education is the same as the belief or assent we give to the results of reason. Like memory, education provides examples of states which, while not beliefs produced by causal or probable reasoning, are states which we believe or give our assent to. And this assent is the very same thing as the assent given to causal beliefs: force and vivacity. For more on Hume on the ‘beliefs’ due to education, see Falkenstein (1997b).

\textsuperscript{228} At T 8, an idea of memory is characterized as retaining ‘a considerable degree of its first vivacity’ and as ‘somewhat intermediate betwixt an impression and an idea’. In the footnote at T 97, he describes beliefs as approaching ‘in some measure to an immediate impression’.
degree the same effect with those impressions, which are immediately present to the senses and perception. The effect, then, of belief is to raise up a simple idea to an equality with our impressions, and bestow on it a like influence on the passions. This effect it can only have by making an idea approach an impression in force and vivacity. For as the different degrees of force make all the original difference betwixt an impression and an idea, they must of consequence be the source of all the differences in the effects of these perceptions, and their removal, in whole or in part, the cause of every new resemblance they acquire. Wherever we can make an idea approach the impressions in force and vivacity, it will likewise imitate them in its influence on the mind; and *vice versa*, where it imitates them in that influence, as in the present case, this must proceed from its approaching them in force and vivacity. Belief, therefore, since it causes an idea to imitate the effects of the impressions, must make it resemble them in these qualities, and is nothing but *a more vivid and intense conception of any idea*. This, then, may both serve as an additional argument for the present system, and may give us a notion after what manner our reasonings from causation are able to operate on the will and passions. (T 119–20)

Beliefs differ from mere ideas by their extra force and vivacity. This is explained by beliefs (or, at least, those beliefs which are the product of causal or probable reasoning which typically are ‘ideas of those objects, which we believe either are or will be existent’) being related to present impressions. And it explains how it is possible that beliefs can have an influence on passions, volitions and actions similar to the influence had by impressions. It is, of course, absolutely crucial that beliefs have this influence:

Did impressions alone influence the will, we should every moment of our lives be subject to the greatest calamities; because, tho’ we foresaw their approach, we should not be provided by nature with any principle of action, which might impel us to avoid them. (T 119)

Hume regards all this, not only ‘as an additional argument for the present system’, i.e. the system of belief and belief formation, but also as a way of giving us ‘a notion after what manner our reasonings from causation are able to operate on the will and passions’.229

There is another reason why it is important, on Hume's conception, for beliefs to imitate impressions. Memory enables us to retain experiences

---

229 Beliefs, at least the central kind of beliefs we are mainly concerned with in this chapter, are the result of our causal and probable reasonings, and they influence our passions, volitions, and actions. So whatever else Hume means by his notorious claim that ‘reason alone can never be a motive to any action of the will’ (T 413), it better not be that beliefs do not influence actions. For further discussion, see Ch. 9 below, and Cohon and Owen (1997).
of which we are no longer aware in sensation. The assent we give to ideas of memory is the very same thing as the assent found in sensation: it is ‘nothing but the vivacity of those perceptions they present’ (T. 86). So too do the beliefs due to causal or probable reasoning extend our experience. Our world is not limited to what we remember and perceive; it also includes what we believe:

Of these impressions or ideas of the memory we form a kind of system, comprehending whatever we remember to have been present, either to our internal perception or senses; and every particular of that system, joined to the present impressions, we are pleas’d to call a reality. But the mind stops not here. For finding, that with this system of perceptions, there is another connected by custom, or if you will, by the relation of cause or effect, it proceeds to the consideration of their ideas; and as it feels that ’tis in a manner necessarily determin’d to view these particular ideas, and that the custom or relation, by which it is determin’d, admits not of the least change, it forms them into a new system, which it likewise dignifies with the title of realities. The first of these systems is the object of the memory and senses; the second of the judgment. (T. 108)

Our world, or ‘reality’, would be quite impoverished if it were limited to impressions and memories. By extending it with beliefs, we populate it, not only with the objects of our immediate causal judgements, but also with objects far removed from us in space and time. Hume uses the example of Rome, both contemporary and ancient, but he might just as well have talked about the astronomical investigations of distant galaxies:

‘Tis this latter principle [of judgment], which peoples the world, and brings us acquainted with such existences, as by their removal in time and place, lie beyond the reach of the senses and memory. By means of it I paint the universe in my imagination, and fix my attention on any part of it I please. I form an idea of Rome, which I neither see nor remember; but which is connected with such impressions as I remember to have received from the conversation and books of travellers and historians. This idea of Rome I place in a certain situation on the idea of an object which I call the globe. I join to it the conception of a particular government, and religion, and manners. I look backward and consider its first foundation; its several revolutions, successes, and misfortunes. All this, and every thing else, which I believe, are nothing but ideas; tho’ by their force and settled order, arising from custom and the relation of cause and effect, they distinguish themselves from the other ideas, which are merely the offspring of the imagination.

---

230 Compare what Hume says in the Abstract, when he speaks about ‘probabilities, and those other measures of evidence on which life and action intirely depend, and which are our guides even in the most philosophical speculations’ (A. 647).
The world that we believe in, transcending that revealed by the present testimony of the senses and memory, includes the unobserved objects we believe to exist. If beliefs did not approximate to impressions, this world would not be a unified one, nor could we reason from impressions to ideas in a smooth and effortless manner. But as beliefs are experienced much as sense impressions are, and are distinguished from ideas of the imagination in the very same way as are ideas of memory and impressions, it is almost true to say that beliefs are sensed, or something very close to that. Beliefs are believed, not because they are the conclusions of reason, but because they approximate to the experience of having sense impressions. This is the import of Hume's comparison of probable reasoning with sensation: "Thus all probable reasoning is nothing but a species of sensation. "Tis not solely in poetry and music, we must follow our taste and sentiment, but likewise in philosophy" (T 103).231

Throughout our discussion, we have claimed that, unlike Locke, some of Hume's ideas were 'propositional'. The term 'propositional' was picked because Hume himself made the point by saying 'we can thus form a proposition, which contains only one idea' (T 96–7 n.). The use of 'proposition' and it cognates here, we warned, was misleading because we take something propositional to have structure. But when Hume says a single idea can form a proposition, his point is not that a single idea can have propositional structure, but, rather, that a verbal proposition can be associated with a single idea that lacks propositional structure. We are now in a position to be more precise about this.232 Locke thought that a proposition was 'the joining or separating of Signs' (IV. v. 2), where the signs could be either words or ideas. If the things signified by the signs 'do agree or disagree one with another', as the signs are joined or separated, the proposition is true or false. When the signs are ideas, we have mental propositions, 'wherein the Ideas in our Understandings are without the use of Words put together, or separated by the Mind, perceiving, or judging, of their Agreement, or Disagreement' (IV. v. 5). It follows from this, according to Locke, that we know a mental proposition to be true when we perceive the agreement or disagreement between ideas, while we believe, judge, or assent to such a proposition when we presume agreement or disagreement to hold. What is believed is a proposition, where the propositional

231 See also T 183: 'belief is more properly an act of the sensitive, than of the cogitative part of our natures ' and the Abstract, where he says of the philosophy contained in the Treatise : 'Almost all reasoning is there reduced to experience' (A 657).

232 See also Ch. 4 n. 18.
structure is cashed out by Locke in terms of the agreement or disagreement of ideas.

It would seem to follow that, for Locke, to believe in an unobserved existent is to judge that the idea of something unobserved agrees in the relevant way with the idea of existence. Such beliefs have just the same sort of propositional structure as any other item of knowledge or belief. Hume saw insuperable problems with this view and suggested that the only plausible alternative was to think of beliefs in the unobserved as single ideas conceived of with the extra sort of force and vivacity that is normally found only in sense impressions and ideas of memory. He described this as a single idea forming a proposition. But the talk of propositions is misleading and is really better suited to Locke's account where we have mental propositions, which are analogous to verbal propositions, each consisting of a structure of signs. For Hume's single-idea account of belief in the existence of unobserved objects, we are better off not using the language of propositions, but rather saying that, for Hume, the content of a belief could be a single idea.

Earlier in this chapter, we distinguished between simple, reflexive beliefs, formed without any conscious process of reasoning, and more complex, reflective beliefs, formed via a conscious train of thought. Hume argued that the formation of beliefs in the unobserved could not be explained by reason. Any such attempt would appeal to the uniformity principle, but that principle is not available to us prior to our engaging in probable reasoning. Instead, Hume explains how we can come to have the simple, reflexive beliefs in terms of past experience of constant conjunctions, the occurrence of the idea of one of the conjuncts when presented with the impression of the other conjunct, and the transfer of force and vivacity from the present impression to the associated idea. When Hume
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233 I say ‘seem to follow’, because I know of no passage in Locke's *Essay* where he explicitly talks of the idea of existence being joined with or agreeing with the idea of some object. It is well known that Locke has trouble with the category of knowledge of real existence. If he does, this trouble extends to beliefs in unobserved existents. That Locke, like Hume, thinks we can only have probable belief, not knowledge, of existents that are neither seen nor remembered is clear from passages such as the following: ‘But this Knowledge [i.e. knowledge of the existence of other things] extends as far as the present Testimony of our Senses, employ'd about particular Objects, that do affect them, and no farther. For if I saw such a Collection of simple Ideas, as is wont to be called Man, existing together one minute since, and am now alone, I cannot be certain, that the same Man exists now... And therefore though it be highly probable, that Millions of Men do now exist, yet whilst I am alone writing this, I have not that Certainty of it, which we strictly call Knowledge.’ (IV. xi. 9)
describes probable reasoning as ‘nothing but a species of sensation’, he has in mind primarily these simple reflexive beliefs. Immediately after this characterization, he distinguishes the unconscious formation of reflexive beliefs from the thoughtful formation of reflective beliefs. He makes the distinction by means of two contrasting examples: stopping at a river one encounters on a journey and making a causal judgement after only one experiment.

Here is the example of the simple reflexive belief:

"Twill here be worth our observation, that the past experience, on which all our judgments concerning cause and effect depend, may operate on our mind in such an insensible manner as never to be taken notice of, and may even in some measure be unknown to us. A person, who stops short in his journey upon meeting a river in his way, foresees the consequences of his proceeding forward; and his knowledge of these consequences is convey'd to him by past experience, which informs him of such certain conjunctions of causes and effects. But can we think, that on this occasion he reflects on any past experience, and calls to remembrance instances, that he has seen or heard of, in order to discover the effects of water on animal bodies? No surely; this is not the method in which he proceeds in his reasoning. The idea of sinking is so closely connected with that of water, and the idea of suffocating with that of sinking, that the mind makes the transition without the assistance of the memory. The custom operates before we have time for reflection. The objects seem so inseparable, that we interpose not a moment’s delay in passing from the one to the other. But as this transition proceeds from experience, and not from any primary connexion betwixt the ideas, we must necessarily acknowledge, that experience may produce a belief and a judgment of causes and effects by a secret operation, and not from any primary connexion betwixt the ideas, we must necessarily acknowledge, that experience may produce a belief and a judgment of causes and effects by a secret operation, and without being once thought of. This removes all pretext, if there yet remains any, for asserting that the mind is convinc’d by reasoning of that principle, that instances of which we have no experience, must necessarily resemble those, of which we have. For we here find, that the understanding or imagination can draw inferences from past experience, without reflecting on it; much more without forming any principle concerning it, or reasoning upon that principle. (T 103–4)"

Here Hume explicitly outlines how we form beliefs, based on past experience, without any conscious act of reasoning. Hume is still happy to call this process reasoning, but emphasizes that it is not reasoning upon the supposition of the uniformity principle. Furthermore, he regards the fact
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234 In this long quotation, and in the one that follows, I have changed the spelling of the Selby-Bigge edition of Hume’s Treatise from ‘reflexion’ to ‘reflection’ to help us bear in mind the distinction between ‘reflexive’ and ‘reflective’ beliefs. The editors in Norton and Norton (2000), 72, also use the spelling ‘reflection’.
that experience can produce a belief without a conscious awareness of that experience as further evidence against the claim ‘that the mind is convince’d by reasoning’ of the uniformity principle.

Here is the example of the more complex, reflective belief:

In general we may observe, that in all the most establish’d and uniform conjunctions of causes and effects, such as those of gravity, impulse, solidity, etc., the mind never carries its view expressly to consider any past experience: Tho’ in other associations of objects, which are more rare and unusual, it may assist the custom and transition of ideas by this reflection. Nay we find in some cases, that the reflection produces the belief without the custom; or more properly speaking, that the reflection produces the custom in an oblique and artificial manner. I explain myself. ’Tis certain, that not only in philosophy, but even in common life, we may attain the knowledge of a particular cause merely by one experiment, provided it be made with judgment, and after a careful removal of all foreign and superfluous circumstances. Now, as after one experiment of this kind, the mind, upon the appearance either of the cause or the effect, can draw an inference concerning the existence of its correlative; and as a habit can never be acquir’d merely by one instance; it may be thought, that belief cannot in this case be esteem’d the effect of custom. But this difficulty will vanish, if we consider, that, 'tho we are here suppos’d to have had only one experiment of a particular effect, yet we have many millions to convince us of this principle; that like objects, plac’d in like circumstances, will always produce like effects; and as this principle has establish’d itself by a sufficient custom, it bestows an evidence and firmness on any opinion to which it can be apply’d. The connexion of the ideas is not habitual after one experiment; but this connexion is comprehended under another principle that is habitual; which brings us back to our hypothesis. In all cases we transfer our experience to instances of which we have no experience, either expressly or tacitly, either directly or indirectly. (T 104–5)

This crucial passage illustrates several things. There is a form of reasoning, or belief formation, where conscious reflection on past experience ‘assist[s] the custom and transition of ideas’. This is developed in contrast to the previous reflexive act of belief formation. The example is one of reasoning from cause to effect after only one experiment. But there is no indication that the process described must be limited to examples of that sort. The sort of reasoning here described can apply to any conscious process of causal or probable reasoning. Furthermore, the reasoning described in this example is reasoning upon the uniformity principle, ‘that like objects, plac’d in like circumstances, will always produce like effects’. We have ‘many millions’ of experiments ‘to convince us of this principle’, which ‘has establish’d itself by a sufficient custom’.

How does such reasoning work? The situation is that we have observed,
in the relevant circumstances, one event following another. As in the previous case of reflexive reasoning, there are two things to explain: we need to explain, upon the reappearance of either the cause or the effect, both the appearance of the idea of the correlative effect or cause, and the presence of the extra force and vivacity that turns that idea into a belief. In the reflexive case, these were explained by the association of ideas set up by the past experience and the transference of force and vivacity from the present impression to the associated idea. In the reflective case, the presence of the correlative idea is explained by the uniformity principle. It functions as an intermediate idea that allows us, upon the appearance of an impression, to form an idea of its correlative cause or effect. The extra force and vivacity that turns the idea into a belief comes, at least in this kind of reflective reasoning, from the same source as in reflexive reasoning: the present impression, i.e. ‘the appearance either of the cause or the effect’ (T 105).

Conscious application of the uniformity principle plays the role in reflective reasoning that the association of ideas plays in reflexive reasoning: it allows experience to account for the formation of the idea to which we infer. In reflexive reasoning, experience operates expressly and directly, via an unconscious association of ideas. In reflective reasoning, it operates tacitly and indirectly, via a conscious application of the uniformity principle. Both cases can be subsumed under the description ‘custom’ or ‘habit’. The association of ideas is set up by the repetition of similar experiences; the ‘millions’ of instances of the uniformity principle is ‘sufficient custom’ to establish the uniformity principle. It is worth noting that the sort of experiences that are relevant to establishing the uniformity principle are experiences of forming reflexive beliefs. When we reflect on our past experience, one of the sorts of experience of which we take note is that belief formation follows experiences of constant conjunction. This meta-experience, reflection on reflexive belief formation, explains the establishment of the uniformity principle, and allows Hume to explain reflexive causal reasoning.

The details of Hume's account of belief formation and causal and probable reasoning are difficult and subtle, but the general picture is straightforward enough. Beliefs, like memories, differ from mere ideas by being more like impressions of sensation, i.e. by being more forceful and vivacious. The central case of a belief formed by causal reasoning is a
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235 Note that Hume's single-idea theory of belief allows us, unproblematically, to treat the uniformity principle as an intermediate idea.
single idea, enlivened so as to approximate an impression. This central case typically involves the belief in the existence of something unobserved. The formation of such beliefs cannot be explained by reason, as that would involve us reasoning from an impression or an idea to another idea via some intermediate such as the idea of necessary connection or the uniformity principle. The problem is to explain the occurrence of a belief, not to justify a belief whose occurrence is somehow unproblematic. The explanation comes from the association of ideas set up by past experience and the transfer of force and vivacity from a present impression to its associated idea. With this basic account in place, Hume can go on to explain how we then come to believe in the uniformity principle and use it in more reflective belief formation.

Appendix

The Appendix to the Treatise contains, not just a worry about personal identity, but, far more seriously for Hume's system, a genuine worry about belief. The changes Hume made as a result of this worry are evident in the Abstract, which was in fact written before the Appendix, and are even more noticeable in the first Enquiry. Nonetheless, Hume never deviates from one of his main points: belief cannot be explained by appealing to a separate idea annexed to the original. That point is re-emphasized and further argued for. The only alternative is that belief is explained by the manner in which the idea is conceived.

The problem comes in characterizing the way ideas feel when we believe. On the one hand, Hume wants to retain the thought that beliefs are ideas 'that approach nearer to the impressions, which are immediately present to us; and are therefore analogous to many other operations of the mind' (T 624–5). The analogy with impressions is important because it offers up the possibility of explanation: 'For if it be not analogous to any other sentiment, we must despair of explaining its causes, and must consider it as an original principle of the human mind. If it be analogous, we may hope to explain its causes from analogy, and trace it up to more general principles' (T 624). In the body of the Treatise, the explanatory analogy between beliefs and sense impressions is ubiquitous. Most importantly, we have a genuine explanation of why the presence of an impression, in an inference from an impression to an idea, results in a belief in an unobserved existent. The present impression has extra force and vivacity, and the belief is just an idea with extra force and vivacity. But the
analogy goes farther. There is the attractive picture of reality as a seamless canvas of memories, impressions, and beliefs. And there is the metaphor of probable reasoning as a species of sensation. Hume has given us a unified picture of some explanatory strength.

On the other hand, Hume realizes he has carried this analogy too far in the Treatise. In the Appendix he holds back from explicitly comparing beliefs to impressions in terms of force and vivacity. He says:

\[
\text{this different feeling I endeavour to explain by calling it a superior force, or vivacity, or solidity, or firmness, or steadiness.}
\]

This variety of terms, which may seem so unphilosophical, is intended only to express that act of the mind, which renders realities more present to us than fictions, causes them to weigh more in the thought, and gives them a superior influence on the passions and imagination. Provided we agree about the thing, ’tis needless to dispute about the terms. (T 629)

He seems to have given up trying to characterize the feeling of belief as one similar to the feeling of sense impressions. Rather, he claims only that the effects of belief are more similar to the effects of impressions than to the effects of the ideas of the imagination (‘renders realities more present to us than fictions, causes them to weigh more in the thought, and gives them a superior influence on the passions and imagination’).

Hume continually backtracks on the characterization of the feeling typical of belief as force and vivacity. Perhaps the most explicit expression is found at T 636:

\[
The second error may be found in Book I, page 96, where I say, that two ideas of the same object can only be different by their different degrees of force and vivacity. I believe there are other differences among ideas, which cannot properly be comprehended under these terms. Had I said, that two ideas of the same object can only be different by their different feeling, I shou'd have been nearer the truth.
\]

The point seems to be that it is certainly feeling that differentiates beliefs from ideas, but that that feeling is not adequately characterized as the very same thing which distinguishes impressions from ideas, i.e. force and vivacity. The problem seems to be, in part, that ideas of poetry and fiction, though not similar in feeling to beliefs, are aptly characterized in terms of vivacity: ‘and this is common both to poetry and madness, that the vivacity they bestow on the ideas is not deriv’d from the particular situations and connexions of the objects of these ideas, but from the present temper and disposition of the person’ (T 630). Furthermore, ideas can have their force and vivacity increased without augmenting the belief: ‘A like reflexion on general rules keeps us from augmenting our belief upon every encrease of the force and vivacity of our ideas’ (T 632). This is a most
significant change, as it opens up a gap between the degree of force and vivacity a belief has and the assent we give to it.

Hume is reduced to the weakened position that beliefs differ from other ideas in terms of feeling but that this feeling is analogous to the feeling of impressions only in terms of causal upshot, not in terms of force and vivacity. One would think he would be better off in abandoning the characterization of the difference between impressions and ideas in terms of force and vivacity and retaining the similarity in feeling between beliefs and impressions. But he does not. The force and vivacity criterion as what distinguishes ideas from impressions returns in strength in the *Enquiry*, while his discussion of his theory of belief is prefaced with the remark that it can be ignored without affecting one's understanding the rest of the work. Gone, too, is the picture of a unified reality of memory, sense impressions, and belief, and the characterization of probable reasoning as a species of sensation. Indeed, when the analogy between beliefs and impressions is made (*EHU* 48–9), it is with passions, not sense impressions. For one entranced with the picture presented in the *Treatise*, it is hard not to feel that Hume has made the wrong choice here.
8 Reason, Belief, and Scepticism

By the end of Part 3 of Book 1 of the *Treatise*, Hume has shown that probable reasoning, and the beliefs that it produces, are not based on reason. That is to say, the most basic and original causal beliefs are produced, not via inference by some intermediate idea, but directly, by an association of ideas set up by past experience. Once in play, such instances of belief formation themselves become past experiences, and probable reasoning can function in a more reflective, conscious manner, using ‘the supposition, *that the future resembles the past*’ (T 134) as an intermediary. This supposition explains how we can engage in more complex, reflective, causal reasoning, but is itself produced by custom or habit. This complex, reflective sort of causal reasoning is especially important when we have contrary experiences:

we must consider, that the mind, having form'd another observation concerning the connexion of causes and effects, gives new force to its reasoning from that observation; and by means of it can build an argument on one single experiment, when duly prepar'd and examin'd. What we have found once to follow from any object, we conclude will for ever follow from it; and if this maxim be not always built upon as certain, 'tis not for want of a sufficient number of experiments, but because we frequently meet with instances to the contrary. (T 131)

By and large, when our past experience is mixed, we do not form beliefs directly and reflexively, but consciously and reflectively:

When we follow only the habitual determination of the mind, we make the transition without any reflection, and interpose not a moment's delay betwixt the view of one object, and the belief of that, which is often found to attend it. As the custom depends not upon any deliberation, it operates immediately, without allowing any time for reflection. But this method of proceeding we have but few instances of in our probable reasonings; and even fewer than in those, which are deriv'd from the uninterrupted conjunction of objects. In the former species of reasoning we commonly take knowingly into consideration the contrariety of past events; we compare the different sides of the contrariety, and carefully weigh the experiments, which we have on each side: Whence we may conclude, that our reasonings of this kind arise not directly from the habit, but in an oblique manner. (T 133)
Hume has pulled off a remarkable trick. He has developed a sophisticated account of probable reasoning in which we ‘take knowingly into consideration the contrariety of past events’ and ‘carefully weigh the experiments, which we have on each side’. Yet he has done this after showing that, ultimately, probable reasoning and the beliefs it produces are not based on reason.

It is crucial to Hume’s account that the beliefs thus produced are distinguished only by the extra force and vivacity which they get, typically, from their association with a present impression. In the basic, central case of coming to believe in the existence of something unobserved, the present impression of the correlative cause or effect gives to its associated idea the extra feeling that characterizes belief. Complex cases have a more complicated mechanism, but the general process is the same: the transference of extra feeling to the idea that is the belief. For instance, consider the case where ‘I have found by long observation, that of twenty ships, which go to sea, only nineteen return’ (T 134). If I see twenty ships leave the port, there is no difficulty in explaining my belief that nineteen will return; I simply ‘transfer my past experience to the future’ (T 134). It is a little more complicated if I consider just one of those ships. I then have nineteen instances of similar ships returning safely, and only one of it perishing at sea. The nineteen combine together to form a stronger and more lively idea, and hence I have a strong belief that it will return, rather than be lost:

Many of these images are suppos'd to concur, and a superior number to concur on one side. These agreeing images unite together, and render the idea more strong and lively, not only than a mere fiction of the imagination, but also than any idea, which is supported by a lesser number of experiments. (T 135)

Hume has explained how in probable reasoning we can weigh up conflicting bits of past experience and come to a belief that reflects the relevant weights of that experience. The stage is thus set for the argument concerning miracles, sadly excised from the Treatise but contained in the first Enquiry. It is one of the more pleasing ironies in the history of philosophy that the person who argued that probable reasoning was not, ultimately, based on reason was also one of the first to attempt to give an explanation of how probable reasoning worked, of what it was to track evidence and produce reasonable beliefs. How and to what extent Hume is entitled to the notion of reasonable belief and ‘just reasoning’ is a topic we will return to in the next chapter.
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236 T 135. See also, for instance, T 88 (‘this reasoning seems just and obvious’), T 89 (‘just inference from one object to another’), and T 225 (‘reasons justly and naturally’).
We come, then, to ‘Of scepticism with regard to reason’. Hume argues, first, that ‘all knowledge degenerates into probability’ (T 180), and second, that the probability of any judgement reduces to nothing. Just as it is common to think of Hume’s negative argument about probable reasoning as showing that all beliefs based on probable reasoning are unjustified or unreasonable, so it is usual to consider Hume’s arguments in 1. 4. 1 as showing that any result of reasoning is unjustified. But I want to argue that, as in the probable reasoning case, the issue is the explanation of the presence of beliefs, and not the justification of beliefs whose presence is unproblematic. In the probable reasoning case the issue was the origin of our beliefs; in the scepticism case, the problem is the retention of beliefs in the face of sceptical arguments.

As in the probable reasoning case, perhaps the best argument for my interpretation is Hume’s solution to the problem posed by the sceptical or negative arguments. He claims that even though one ‘can find no error in the foregoing arguments’ (T 184), we still continue to have beliefs. He does not proceed to show that these beliefs are in fact justified, in spite of the arguments; rather, his concern is to show how it is possible that we can retain them at all. Consider these passages:

[A]fter the first and second decision; as the action of the mind becomes forc’d and unnatural, and the ideas faint and obscure; tho’ the principles of judgment, and the ballancing of opposite causes be the same as at the very beginning; yet their influence on the imagination, and the vigour they add to, or diminish from the thought, is by no means equal. Where the mind reaches not its objects with easiness and facility, the same principles have not the same effect as in a more natural conception of the ideas; nor does the imagination feel a sensation, which holds any proportion with that which arises from its common judgments and opinions. (T 185)

No wonder, then, the conviction, which arises from a subtile reasoning, diminishes in proportion to the efforts, which the imagination makes to enter into the reasoning, and to conceive it in all its parts. Belief, being a lively conception, can never be entire, where it is not founded on something natural and easy. (T 186)

Hume explains how, given his theory of belief, the relevant ideas manage to retain enough force and vivacity, even in the face of sceptical arguments, to remain beliefs. We will return to a more detailed consideration of Hume’s explanation of why we retain beliefs later in this chapter. For the moment, just notice that it is impossible to understand Hume’s response.
to these arguments without bearing in mind just what he thinks beliefs are, and how they are formed. Beliefs are distinguished by their feeling, and this feeling is analogous to that found in sense experience. ‘[P]robable reasoning is nothing but a species of sensation’, Hume said (T 103), a sentiment echoed in his response at T 185, quoted above, where he claims that the subsequent judgements of diminishing probability are such that the imagination fails to feel the relevant sensation when considering them. As a result, the original ‘common judgments and opinions’ retain the relevant force and vivacity, and remain beliefs. If the problem Hume were dealing with was the justification of beliefs, this solution would completely miss the point. But, given the undeniable fact that we do retain beliefs, if the problem is how we manage to retain these beliefs in the face of sceptical arguments, Hume's solution, whatever one thinks of its merits, is at least on target.

If Hume is not concerned with justification in this section, why does he consider the arguments with which he is dealing sceptical? If these arguments do not purport to show that the beliefs we hold as a result of probable reason are not justified, in what sense are they sceptical? The arguments are directed against the faculty of reason, which Hume conceives of at this stage as the conjunction of properties of the imagination that account for our demonstrative and probable reasonings. The product of demonstrative reasoning, and intuition, is knowledge; the product of causal and probable reasoning is belief. But the conviction we have concerning a known proposition is a conviction that it is true, and the assent we give to a belief is assent to it as true. The degree of assent, or amount of force and vivacity, just is what we consider to be the likelihood of the belief's being true. ‘Our reason’, Hume says in the opening paragraph of this section, ‘must be consider’d as a kind of cause, of which truth is the natural effect’. If it turns out that the products of reason lose their force and vivacity, then they will cease to be beliefs. That is, they will cease to be ideas which we assent to as true. That would be a sceptical result, but not because it is a matter of showing beliefs to be unjustified. It is a matter of showing that they cease to be beliefs, i.e. they cease to be things to
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238 Hume makes a similar point about memory as a faculty at T 153. Having characterized force and vivacity as the qualities that 'constitute in the mind, what we call the belief of the existence of any object', he says: 'This force and this vivacity are most conspicuous in the memory; and therefore our confidence in the veracity of that faculty is the greatest imaginable, and equals in many respects the assurance of a demonstration.' The faculty of memory produces the most forceful and vivacious ideas; that is why the ideas of memory are considered, with such a high degree of confidence, to be true.
which we assent as true. Furthermore, Hume's response to these sceptical arguments is perfectly appropriate: in showing that beliefs survive, i.e. retain their force and vivacity, he has shown that we still assent to them, i.e. we still take them to be true. Hume describes the result of the first negative argument, in 1. 4. 1, as 'all knowledge degenerates into probability' (T 180) or 'all knowledge resolves itself into probability' (T 181). It is tempting to think of this result as maintaining that this sceptical argument shows that, contrary to appearances, there is no such thing as demonstration. But this would be to mistake Hume's point. The process of demonstration yields knowledge and certainty. Hume's first argument purports to show that, as we are prone to error, we must make a probability judgement about whether we have performed the demonstration correctly. Consider the very first sentence of this section: 'In all demonstrative sciences the rules are certain and infallible; but when we apply them, our fallible and uncertain faculties are very apt to depart from them, and fall into error' (T 180). This does not cast doubt on the existence of demonstration; it casts doubt on our being sure that the faculty of reason has functioned properly in any particular instance of demonstration. Demonstration produces a claim to knowledge, something which we take to be true with full conviction. But consideration of our fallible natures produces 'a new judgment, as a check or control on our first judgment' (T 180). This new judgement is only probable. Hume argues that it is this probable judgement that we rely on, not the original knowledge claim produced by the demonstration. This claim is a statement of fact, not a recommendation. Otherwise, he argues, why would a mathematician 'run over his proofs' and seek 'the approbation of his friends' (T 180)? Why else would a merchant, not only seek an 'accomptant', but require the 'accomptant' to keep records, i.e. to create 'an artificial structure of the accompts' (T 181)? Note that the subject matter here is not the warrant of demonstrative reason (Hume is not arguing that there is no such thing as correct demonstration), nor is it the justification of the knowledge claim to which it leads. The point is that our
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239 See, for instance, Lynch (1995). Fogelin (1993) argues that this is a consequence of Hume's claim that 'knowledge degenerates into probability'. Against Hume, Fogelin argues that 'the fact that there may be some chance that a demonstrative argument is invalid does not change it into a different kind of argument' (103). But I think Hume need not disagree with this. His claim that 'knowledge degenerates into probability' must mean, as I will argue in the next few pages, something like 'knowledge claims become embedded in belief claims'. The result of the first part of the sceptical argument is to turn the claim 'I know that \( p \)' into the claim 'I believe that I know that \( p \)'. And like all beliefs, such a belief is characterized by force and vivacity, which can vary.
fallible faculties require a check to see that they are functioning properly. If they are not functioning properly, they will not produce truths. Such a check results in a belief which supplants the original knowledge claim, and hence the conviction is lowered from the certainty of demonstration to the lesser assent of high probability.

This argument, the first of two negative arguments at the beginning of 1. 4. 1, raises some complex issues. The first concerns the difference between demonstration and intuition. We saw earlier that while intuition is the immediate apprehension of two ideas standing in a certain relation, demonstration is the indirect awareness of such a relation, mediated by a chain of ideas. We also saw that Hume limited demonstration to relations of quantity and number, primarily algebra and arithmetic. Now in these passages in 1. 4. 1, Hume speaks only of demonstration, not of intuition, and it is perhaps important that all his examples are arithmetical. This supports the notion that his target here was the result of demonstration, not intuition. On the other hand, we have seen that Hume sometimes uses ‘demonstrative’ synecdochically for both intuition and demonstration. Furthermore, his conclusion is that ‘all knowledge resolves itself into probability’, and there is no suggestion that he intends this to be limited to demonstrative knowledge. Again, he says: “tis easily possible, by gradually diminishing the numbers, to reduce the longest series of addition of two single numbers; and upon this supposition we shall find it impracticable to shew the precise limits of knowledge and of probability” (T 181). It is not just impractical to show that while complex demonstrations are swallowed up by probability judgements, simpler demonstrations and intuitions remain knowledge; it may be incoherent: ‘if any single addition were certain, every one would be so, and consequently the whole or total sum; unless the whole can be different from all its parts’ (T 181).

I think the situation is this. The more complex a process of demonstration is, by virtue of its complexity, the more prone it is to error, and hence the more easily susceptible to this argument it is. Naturally enough, Hume concentrates on examples of this kind. But once it is admitted that ‘none will maintain, that our assurance in a long numeration exceeds probability’, the argument gets a foothold, and then Hume can extend it to simpler demonstrations and intuitions.

Another issue that this first sceptical argument raises is this. Hume says that ‘knowledge and probability are of such contrary and disagreeing natures, that they cannot well run insensibly into each other, and that because they will not divide, but must be either entirely present, or entirely absent’ (T 181). Hume makes this claim in the course of arguing
that if the argument applies to long numerations, it will apply to the addition of two single numbers, as well. But this raises an interesting difficulty. If knowledge and probability are of such differing natures, why need they conflict at all? Is not the knowledge that two plus two equals four one thing, and the doubts about our performing calculations correctly another? Why does the certainty of the demonstration turn into the different sort of conviction or assent we give to belief?240 There is no doubt that there is a prima facie problem here. Hume is quite clear about what characterizes the conviction or assent given to propositions that are known by intuition or demonstration: ‘In that case, the person, who assents, not only conceives the ideas according to the proposition, but is necessarily determin'd to conceive them in that particular manner, either immediately or by the interposition of other ideas’ (T 95). This passage occurs early on in Hume’s discussion of belief and at first glance might seem to support the view that for Hume knowing and believing are much the same thing, namely, a manner of conceiving ideas. But a moment’s reflection rules that possibility out. For one thing, it is supposed to be easy to see what the difference between assent and dissent are for knowledge, but very difficult for belief. There is no suggestion that knowledge requires the extra force and vivacity characteristic of belief. More importantly, Hume makes it quite clear what he means by ‘manner’ in the above quotation about intuition and demonstration: it is conceiving propositions positively or negatively. In intuition and demonstration, we can conceive them only in one way (this is an ‘absolute necessity’ (T 95)), while in belief it is equally easy to conceive the proposition positively or negatively.

So the certainty and assent characteristic of knowledge is due to the impossibility of conceiving an alternative, while the assent characteristic of belief is the force and vivacity of the ideas believed. But now it looks as if no probable belief could have any effect on a known proposition. If something known is such that its contrary is inconceivable, what effect could a belief have? Turn the inconceivable into the conceivable? This problem is solvable by using a Humean technique already appealed to in another context. It will be recalled that Hume is not committed to holding that anything that is inconceivable appears inconceivable to the subject with the ideas.241 This allowed us to understand how Hume could

240 I was made aware of this interesting problem by Falkenstein (1997b). Falkenstein thinks there is a good deal to be said for keeping the two cognitive modes separate, and limiting the effect one can have upon the other.

241 See the discussion in Ch. 5 above.
consistently say that something demonstratively false implies a contradiction. But if something that actually is inconceivable can, in certain circumstances, appear not inconceivable, then the current problem we are facing can be solved. Let us suppose we calculated that $3467 = 2895 + 572$. This is a demonstrative truth, and its opposite is inconceivable. But the denial of this mathematical proposition need not always appear inconceivable. Using Hume's argument in 1. 4. 1, or any number of other sceptical arguments, we might easily persuade ourselves that there is a good chance that we have made an error in our calculations, and that the contrary may not be inconceivable. But this is enough to make us wonder whether the proposition really is demonstrative, and we must now rest content, not with demonstrative knowledge of the proposition, but only with the probable belief that our doubts are feckless and that the proposition is demonstratively true. And this is all Hume needs.

We should note that the eventual solution Hume presents later on in 1. 4. 1 is a solution to the challenge posed by the second sceptical argument, i.e. that the probability of all judgements reduces to zero, and not this first argument, i.e. that all knowledge degenerates into probability. So it looks as if the conclusion of the first argument remains intact. This might well be considered unsatisfactory, but with a little adjusting, I think it can plausibly be seen as a stable position that may well be true. First of all, let us remember that according to the current interpretation, we are treating Hume's claim that all knowledge degenerates into probability in a non-standard way. It is usual to understand this claim as amounting to something like this: any claim that one has knowledge that $p$ must be replaced by a claim that one has only probable belief that $p$. I have suggested that we treat it instead as saying: any claim that one has knowledge that $p$ must be replaced by the claim that one has a probable belief that one has knowledge that $p$. It is not that the claim to knowledge drops out; it is just that it becomes embedded in a belief claim.

Suppose I claim to know that $3467 = 2895 + 572$, perhaps on the basis of using a calculator. In many contexts, perhaps a discussion of the difference between demonstrative and probable arguments or an argument about scepticism, I can be persuaded that it is more precise to say that I believe with a high degree of probability that I know that $3467 = 2895 + 572$. In ordinary circumstances, it would rarely be appropriate to say that $3467 = 2895 + 572$. In ordinary circumstances, it would rarely be appropriate to say that

\[ \text{Note we cannot say 'appears conceivable' because Hume is committed to 'appearing conceivable' entails 'is conceivable' (T. 29). But all he needs in the current context is genuine doubt that it is inconceivable, which need not imply that it appears to be conceivable.} \]
I believe that I know that $3467 = 2895 + 572$; we usually have only a simple attitude towards the arithmetical proposition. But philosophers can be interested in the more complex attitude. There are important differences between the arithmetical proposition, my cognitive state with respect to the arithmetical proposition, and my beliefs about that cognitive state. Nonetheless, if my belief turns out to be true, then so does the embedded knowledge claim. On this view, the conclusion of Hume's argument is not that we can be certain that knowledge never obtains, but only that we cannot be certain just when it does. But we do have a highly probable belief that it does. This seems to be a sustainable, indeed plausible, position for a cautious sceptic to take. Eschewing the excesses of negative dogmatism, Hume can be content with the moderate scepticism that entails a healthy sense of one's own fallibility.

Hume, of course, goes on to argue that similar considerations apply to any probability judgement, including the probability judgement we may make about the result of a piece of demonstrative reasoning. 'In every judgment, which we can form concerning probability, as well as concerning knowledge, we ought always to correct the first judgment, deriv'd from the nature of the object, by another judgment, deriv'd from the nature of the understanding' (T 181–2). Our inherent fallibility is always a consideration, weakening the force with which the original belief is held. As this sort of judgement can reiterate, the result appears to be that the degree of
assent will eventually reduce to nothing; we will, it appears, be left with a mere idea, with none of the force and vivacity
that characterizes a belief: ‘Let our first belief be never so strong, it must infallibly perish by passing thro’ so many new
examinations, of which each diminishes somewhat of its force and vigour’ (T 183). The point is not that a belief, with
full force and vigour, is seen to be unjustified; rather, it is that because the force and vigour continually decrease, the
idea seems in danger of ceasing to be a belief at all. As a matter of fact, our beliefs do not degrade in this manner, and
Hume goes on to give an explanation of why they retain their force and vivacity. We will turn to that issue shortly.

There are many well-known objections to this negative argument. A judgement about a probability judgement might
just as well increase the probability of the original judgement as decrease it. And there is no reason to suppose that a
succession of reiterated judgements will end with a zero degree of probability. As Hume never repeats this argument
outside the Treatise, unlike the negative argument about probable reasoning, it may well be that he later came to see it as
flawed. But we should bear in mind that if the issue is the force and vivacity that distinguishes a belief from a mere
idea, considerations of justification and mathematical degrees of probability according to the calculus may be
irrelevant, and these objections may miss the point. In one place, Hume characterizes the conclusion of the argument
this way: ‘If belief, therefore, were a simple act of the thought, without any peculiar manner of conception, or the
addition of a force and vivacity, it must infallibly destroy itself, and in every case terminate in a total suspension of judgment
(T 184, emphasis mine). The point is precisely not that we end up with a highly reliable belief concerning the lack of
justification of our original belief. Nor do we end up with a new belief about the falseness of our original belief. Rather,
we end up with a suspension of judgement, that is to say, with no belief at all. We must remember that Hume is
providing the argument of a sceptic here, not one of a negative dogmatist.245

In the series of probability judgements that appear to lead to total suspension of judgement, the first judgement about
the original judgement, Hume says, ‘must weaken still further our first evidence . . . And so on in

245 The distinction is common in ancient scepticism: the sceptic aims at suspension of belief; the negative dogmatist aims to show that our commonly held beliefs are false. The
distinction was buried in Descartes’s methodological scepticism: treat any belief over which there was the least doubt or uncertainty as false. It is arguable that Hume is
aiming for something closer to the ancient view of scepticism. Admittedly, this is clearer in the first Enquiry than in the Treatise.
in infinitum, till at last there remains nothing of the original probability’ (T 182). At T 184, he again speaks of ‘continually diminishing the original evidence’, and when he repeats the result of this argument in ‘Conclusion of this book’, he says: ‘For I have already shown, that the understanding, when it acts alone, and according to its most general principles, entirely subverts itself, and leaves not the lowest degree of evidence in any proposition, either in philosophy or common life’ (T 267–8). It is difficult not to think of ‘evidence’ here in an epistemological way. Surely, one might argue, ‘weakening evidence’ is a matter of reducing evidential grounds; hence the argument here must be about justification, or its absence.

This would be to misunderstand how Hume uses the term ‘evidence’. Here, as in most places, ‘evidence’ means some thing like ‘evidentness’; that is to say, ‘evidence’ means just the same thing as ‘assent’ or ‘conviction’. And as we have seen, such assent with respect to belief just is force and vivacity. What the sceptical arguments purport to do is to reduce the force and vivacity of any belief and threaten to turn it into a mere idea. This would be to misunderstand how Hume uses the term ‘evidence’ as ‘evidentness’; that is to say, ‘evidence’ means just the same thing as ‘assent’ or ‘conviction’. And as we have seen, such assent with respect to belief just is force and vivacity. What the sceptical arguments purport to do is to reduce the force and vivacity of any belief and threaten to turn it into a mere idea.246 It is true that in some instances, Hume uses ‘evidence’ to refer to what causes in us the degree of assent we give to belief. In this sense, ‘evidence’ does mean something more like ‘evidential grounds’, but even in this case, ‘evidence’ does not mean ‘what justifies us in the belief’ so much as ‘what causes us to have the degree of assent, i.e. force and vivacity, that we in fact have’. One can argue against reading ‘evidence’ as ‘evidential grounds’ in 1. 4. 1 in the following way. How could a subsequent judgement affect the original evidence, when ‘evidence’ is treated as ‘evidential grounds’, interpreted in terms of what justifies our belief? It is not as if the original evidence turns out to be false or misleading; it is just that it ceases to have the effect on us that it originally had. So we can say that what is weakened is either the assent itself or the causal efficacy of whatever it is that causes my assent. But in neither case does it have anything to do with what justifies the belief.247

246 This reading of ‘evidence’ as ‘evidentness’ is given as the first entry under ‘evidence’ in the OED, and was, according to the glossary entry for ‘evidence’ in Norton and Norton (2000), 575, often the way Hume used the term. It is the reading that Garrett gives for ‘evidence’ both here and elsewhere in the Treatise (Garrett (1997), 228), as does Lynch ((1996), 104 n. 12). Morris (1989), though he does not specifically talk about what Hume meant by ‘evidence’, takes a similar line when he says ‘It is my confidence in having correctly assessed the probability that Hume claims should change’ (52).

247 Kevin Meeker has responded to this argument in the following way: Suppose you know that (i) 9 out of 10 residents of City Y are retired. If you find out that (ii) John is a resident of City Y, then (i) and (ii) jointly provide good evidence that (iii) John is retired. But suppose you also learn that (iv) 5 out of 10 people named “John” in City Y are not retired. While (i) and (ii) alone provide good evidence for (iii), when (iv) joins one’s doxastic system, the totality of evidence suggests you should suspend judgement about (iii). Of course, (i) and (ii) are still true; so the original evidence is unaffected in this sense. But (i) and (ii) in conjunction with (iv) do not provide good evidential support for (iii). The problem is not, as Owen’s comments might suggest, that we incorrectly established the relationship between (i), (ii), and (iii) in the first case. Rather, the main point of this example is that propositions such as (i) and (ii) provide evidence for propositions like (iii) only in the context of a system of background beliefs’ (Meeker (2000), 222). Meeker admits that as (i) and (ii) are still true, ‘the original evidence is unaffected in this sense’. And this may be all I need for my argument to go through. But further note that Meeker’s example explicitly rules out the possibility that the new consideration that causes the lessening of the evidence could be doubts about getting right the evidential relationship between the evidential grounds and the subsequent judgement. ‘The problem is not, as Owen’s comments might suggest, that we incorrectly established the relationship between (i), (ii), and (iii) in the first case.’ This comment is appropriate to Meeker’s example. But it is completely inappropriate in interpreting Hume’s argument. For there the problem is precisely concern over the possibility of our having erred in making the original judgement. Having thus found in every probability, besides the original uncertainty inherent in the subject, a new uncertainty deriv’d from the weakness of that faculty, which judges, and having adjusted the two together, we are obli’d by our reason to add a new doubt deriv’d from the possibility of error in the estimation we make of the truth and fidelity of our faculties’ (T 182). So even if Meeker’s comments are true in general about the link between the concept of evidence, as evidential grounds, and our entire doxastic system, they do not apply to Hume’s argument. Hume is explicitly concerned not with the possibility of some new evidence, but with the possibility of our having erred in making the first judgement. What is weakened is the assent we give to the belief, as a result of the weakening of the causal efficacy of whatever it is that caused us to have the original degree of assent.
A helpful way of looking at the matter is this. Early in this section Hume said that ‘[o]ur reason must be consider’d as a kind of cause, of which truth is the natural effect; but such-a-one as by the irruption of other causes, and by the inconstancy of our mental powers, may frequently be prevented’ (T 180). We originally make a judgement, and form a belief with a certain degree of assent; that is we assent, to a certain degree, to the judgement's being true. But ‘the possibility of error in the estimation we make of the truth and fidelity of our faculties’ (T 182) acts as ‘the irruption’ of another cause, which weakens the assent we accorded the original judgement. So we now think it less likely to be true.

The best argument for treating ‘evidence’ as ‘evidentness’ in 1. 4. 1 is that Hume frequently uses ‘conviction’, ‘assent’, and ‘evidence’ as alternative words to mean the same thing. In 1. 4. 1, for example, Hume talks about the diminution of conviction, rather than evidence, at both T 186 and T 187. But as we argued in the last chapter, conviction and assent just are, with respect to belief, force and vivacity. So evidence, with respect to
belief, must also be force and vivacity, i.e. evidentness, though sometimes the word refers to the cause of the force and vivacity as opposed to the vivacity itself.

There are many, many examples, apart from 1. 4. 1, of Hume's use of the term 'evidence' to mean 'evidentness', where evidentness, along with conviction and assent just are, with respect to belief, force and vivacity.\textsuperscript{248} Perhaps this is most clearly expressed at \textit{T} 153 where Hume gives a summary of his account of belief, with respect to the products of memory, causal reasoning, and probable reasoning. He speaks of 'the force and vivacity of the perception' as the qualities which 'constitute in the mind, what we call the \textsc{belief} of the existence of any object'. These qualities 'are most conspicuous in the memory', so that our 'confidence' or 'assurance' with respect to the products of memory is of the very highest degree. 'The next degree of these qualities' is found in the products of causal arguments, while 'below this degree of evidence there are many others, which have an influence on the passions and imagination, proportion'd to that degree of force and vivacity, which they communicate to the ideas'. These include the judgements of unphilosophical probability, which Hume lists at \textit{T} 154. Of them, he says: 'In all these cases the evidence diminishes by the diminution of the force and intenseness of the idea. This therefore is the nature of the judgment and probability' (\textit{T} 154).

Another particularly clear example occurs at \textit{T} 144 where Hume is discussing a phenomenon that is central to his solution to the problem posed by the sceptical arguments presented early in 1. 4. 1: the difficulty of retaining a high degree of belief in the conclusion of a probable argument that takes us far from the source of that conviction, i.e. far from the original impression which provides the extra force and vivacity that turns an idea into a belief:

‘Tis from the original impression, that the vivacity of all ideas is deriv'd, by means of the customary transition of the imagination; and ‘tis evident this vivacity must

\textsuperscript{248} An analogous point can be made concerning the evidence of demonstrations. With respect to demonstrations, Hume does not use 'evidence' to mean 'what justifies the demonstration' but uses it instead to mean 'the certainty of the demonstration', that is to say, 'the conviction we have in demonstrations'. See, for example, \textit{T} 31 ('this custom of calling a difficulty what pretends to be a demonstration, and endeavoring by that means to elude its force and evidence'), \textit{T} 251 ('we feel its existence and its continuance in existence; and are certain, beyond the evidence of a demonstration, both of its perfect identity and simplicity') and \textit{T} 453 ('If you assert, that vice and virtue consist in relations susceptible of certainty and demonstration, you must confine yourself to those four relations, which alone admit of that degree of evidence').
gradually decay in proportion to the distance, and must lose somewhat in each transition . . . Nay 'tis seldom such reasonings produce any conviction; and one must have a very strong and firm imagination to preserve the evidence to the end, where it passes thro’ so many stages.

Here, as elsewhere, Hume treats ‘conviction’ and ‘evidence’ as terms that refer to the force and vivacity that turn mere ideas into beliefs.

Hume even uses ‘evidence’ to mean ‘evidentness’ or ‘assurance’ when he speaks of historical evidence. He says “'Tis evident there is no point of ancient history, of which we can have any assurance, but by passing thro’ many millions of causes and effects, and thro’ a chain of arguments of almost immeasurable length” (T 145). The length and complexity of the chain of arguments that back our historical beliefs provides a prima facie argument for thinking that these beliefs will suffer such a decay in force and vivacity that they are in danger of ceasing to be beliefs at all. ‘Perhaps, therefore, it may be concluded from the precedent reasoning, that the evidence of all ancient history must now be lost’ (T 145). Hume's point is not that the actual sources will be lost; it is that the force and vivacity they transmit to our ideas will be so diminished, by the complexity and length of the causal chain, that the ideas may cease to be beliefs at all. ‘Evidence’ here, as elsewhere in the Treatise, means the causes of the force and vivacity of our beliefs, or the force and vivacity itself. Hume, of course, goes on to explain why such beliefs do not disappear, in spite of the length of the arguments that produce them. The details of his explanation are important for his solution of the problem raised by the sceptical arguments in 1. 4. 1, and we will examine them shortly.

It must be remembered that as Hume often uses ‘evidence’ as ‘evidentness’, so too he often uses ‘probability’, not only as that which causes a degree of belief, but also as the conviction or ‘evidentness’ itself. A gloss of ‘all probable reasoning is nothing but a species of sensation’ (T 103) is ‘probability is a feeling of force and vivacity’. So when Hume says, concerning the regression argument, ‘till at last there remain nothing of the original probability’ (T 182), he does not mean that this causes the ‘total extinction of belief and evidence’ (T 182); he means this is the extinction of belief and evidence.

One might worry that if the sceptical arguments in this section do not show beliefs to be unjustified, then it is utterly unclear how they manage to weaken the force and vivacity that originally characterize those beliefs. But this is to misunderstand Hume's account of probable reasoning. Hume's account of probable reasoning and belief is based on his explanation of how an idea at the end of a chain of ideas (a chain which starts, in
the basic case, not with an idea but with an impression) is enlivened, typically, by its association with an impression. Once established, this account can be generalized to explain how ideas can be conceived of in a more forceful manner so as to be believed. And to believe something is to assent to it as true. The sceptical arguments in this chapter work in the reverse way. Through concern about the proper functioning of our faculties, the degree of assent we attach to our beliefs is weakened. This concern is not about justification, but about truth. If our assent is weakened, then so is the degree to which we believe something to be true.

As in the negative argument concerning probable reasoning, Hume is here happy to use normative language. For instance, he says ‘we ought always to correct the first judgment, deriv’d from the nature of the object, by another judgment, deriv’d from the nature of the understanding’ (*T* 181–2). But this level of normativity does not indicate here, any more than it did in the negative argument about probable reasoning, a direct concern with justification. We are here engaged in reasoning, and as such ought to conform to the rules of reasoning. But it does not follow from this that the point of the reasoning is to uncover justification or its lack. The point of reasoning is to produce beliefs, i.e. things we assent to as true.249

Hume took this sceptical argument very seriously, at least in the *Treatise*. This is shown by the fact that he referred to it at least three times, twice before the argument occurs and once after. This is significant, I think, because it indicates the importance he attached to his solution, a solution which he thought vindicated his theory of belief and belief formation. Hume first refers to it in 1. 3. 13, immediately after posing the historical evidence conundrum (mentioned above and further discussed below), and before providing his solution to it. He says:

Every new probability diminishes the original conviction; and however great that conviction may be suppos'd, ’tis impossible it can subsist under such reiterated diminutions. This is true in general; tho’ we shall find [footnote referring to 1. 4. 1] afterwards, that there is one very memorable exception, which is of vast consequence in the present subject of the understanding. (*T* 145–6)

This passage requires a little unpacking. Hume says that it is true in general that reiterated diminutions of probability reduce the original probability. Here the reiterated diminutions refer to the successive judgements of each person who passes on the original testimony that is the origin of

---

249 Apart from the passage at the beginning of this section, ‘Our reason must be consider’d as a kind of cause, of which truth is the natural effect’ (*T* 180), consider also ‘Reason is the discovery of truth or falshood’ (*T* 458).
an historical claim. What is true in general is that reiterated probability judgements reduce the original conviction. Although true in general, Hume argues in the next paragraph that in the case of an historical chain of testimony, the original conviction survives this apparent diminution. And like the case of historical evidence, the argument in 1. 4. 1 is also a ‘memorable exception’ to the general truth of probability diminution. It is an exception, like the historical evidence case, because the conviction of the original judgement survives the long chain of reason. It is memorable because unless it were an exception, we would retain no beliefs based on probable reasoning at all.250

This forward reference to 1. 4. 1 is important. Not only does it show that Hume attached great importance to the argument and to his response, it also shows that Hume's response to the argument is but another instance of a general truth of Hume's theory of reasoning. Long chains of reasoning have little effect on us, especially when the content is abstruse.

Hume next refers to 1. 4. 1 at T 153, just a few pages later. Hume here is concerned to explain why an ‘open and avow'd’ violation of honour ‘the world never excuses, but which it is more apt to overlook, when the appearances are sav'd, and the transgression is secret and conceal'd’ (T 152). The explanation is complex, but the reference to 1. 4. 1 comes in the following passage:

The labour of the thought disturbs the regular progress of the sentiments, as we shall observe presently [footnote referring to 1. 4. 1]. The idea strikes not on us with such vivacity; and consequently has no such influence on the passion and imagination. (T 153)

This reference to 1. 4. 1 is important because it indicates that the arguments of that section, and Hume's response to it, are to be seen in the light of Hume's theory of belief and belief formation, a theory that treats belief and probable reasoning as more a matter of sensation than calculation. The phenomenon referred to here is not the sceptical argument of 1. 4. 1 but rather the feature of human nature that saves us from its consequences, that is, the quite general feature that abstruse arguments produce ideas which lack sufficient vivacity to have much influence on us.

250 Strictly speaking, what Hume says here is misleading. The 1. 4. 1 case is not really an exception, though it is memorable. Hume's solution to the sceptical arguments of 1. 4. 1 is to say that the effects of the negative arguments do not survive the lengthy chain of reason. This is what typically occurs with such a chain, so it is not an exception as is the historical evidence case. It is true that there is a judgement that survives a lengthy chain of reason, but it is not the judgement that is the conclusion of the chain of reasoning; indeed the latter judgement, which does not survive, is the negation of the first judgement, which does.
Hume goes on, in the pages immediately following, to extol the virtues of his account of probable reasoning largely because it is embedded in the larger context of belief formation. Unless a theory can account for the belief we have in the conclusion of an argument, it is going to run into just the problems that Hume outlines in 1. 4. 1. Hume’s theory of reasoning, like his predecessors’, would run into just that problem if it were not embedded in his overall account of belief as being formed by custom and the imagination. He says, having summarized his account of probable reasoning and having pointed out how it is sensitive to his account of belief as a more forceful and vivacious idea,

All these phenomena lead directly to the precedent system; nor will it ever be possible upon any other principles to give a satisfactory and consistent explication of them. Without considering these judgments as the effects of custom on the imagination, we shall lose ourselves in perpetual contradiction and absurdity. (T 154–5)

Hume seems to think that his account of belief and belief formation is uniquely able to deal with sceptical results; unless a theory treats belief as analogous to sensation, the result will be perpetual contradiction and absurdity.

The third reference to the argument in 1. 4. 1 occurs in ‘Conclusion of this book’, and is probably the most important:

For I have already shewn [footnote referring to 1. 4. 1], that the understanding, when it acts alone, and according to its most general principles, entirely subverts itself, and leaves not the lowest degree of evidence in any proposition, either in philosophy or common life. We save ourselves from this total scepticism only by means of that singular and seemingly trivial property of the fancy, by which we enter with difficulty into remote views of things, and are not able to accompany them with so sensible an impression, as we do those, which are more easy and natural. (T 267–8)

Although the dialectic of this section is extremely difficult (we will discuss it in more detail in the following chapter), it seems to me that we should read this passage in the following way: when the understanding, or reason, even on Hume’s view of reason, acts alone, it is prey to the argument of reiterative probability diminution. On Hume’s view, reason is not an independently functioning faculty which acts alone, following only its own rules. The beliefs we form as a result of a chain of reasoning are formed only when enough vivacity is communicated to the last idea in the chain. Beliefs cannot be formed in isolation from the sensitive side of our nature. That was the lesson of the negative arguments about probable reasoning. And even if, counterfactually, beliefs could be formed by reason in
isolation from the sensitive side of our natures, they would not survive sceptical arguments such as those of 1. 4. 1. That is the lesson of ‘Scepticism with regard to the reason’. It is the ability of ideas to be enlivened by their association with present impressions that explains the production of beliefs; it is the inability of that vivacity to survive complex and repeated patterns of reasoning that explains the retention of beliefs in the face of sceptical arguments.²⁵¹ That is Hume’s response to the second negative argument of 1. 4. 1. Let us examine the details.

In his resolution of the second negative argument of 1. 4. 1, Hume does not try to show that the reasoning of that argument is faulty, or that our beliefs are after all justified. Rather, he immediately says that the point was really just to bolster his own account of belief:

My intention then in displaying so carefully the arguments of that fantastic sect, is only to make the reader sensible of the truth of my hypothesis, that all our reasonings concerning causes and effects are deriv’d from nothing but custom; and that belief is more properly an act of the sensitive, than of the cogitative part of our natures. (T 183)

He goes on to say, not that we should replace the principles of reasoning that led to this impasse, but that we should recognize that it is the principles of reasoning which we all use, considered in isolation from the nature of the beliefs which such reason produces, that cause the trouble:

I have here prov’d, that the very same principles, which make us form a decision upon any subject, and correct that decision by the consideration of our genius and capacity, and of the situation of our mind, when we examin’d that subject; I say, I have prov’d, that these same principles, when carry’d farther, and apply’d to every new reflex judgment, must, by continually diminishing the original evidence, at last reduce to nothing and utterly subvert all belief and opinion. (T 184)

²⁵¹ In 1. 4. 7, Hume treats the vivacity of ideas as the property of the imagination on which ‘the memory, senses, and understanding are, therefore, all of them founded’ (T 265). This property is (seemingly) ‘trivial’ and ‘little founded on reason’. Another, related, property of the imagination (and surely a causal consequence of the first), is the ‘seemingly trivial property of the fancy, by which we enter with difficulty into remote views of things, and are not able to accompany them with so sensible an impression, as we do those, which are more easy and natural’ (T 268). Now the understanding is constituted by ‘the more general and more establish’d properties of the imagination’, explicitly contrasted with ‘all the trivial suggestions of the fancy’ (T 267). So it certainly looks here as if vivacity, and the related inability of the mind to retain vivacity through complexity, are trivial properties of the fancy or imagination, in contrast with those ‘general and more establish’d properties’ that constitute the understanding. So the understanding, when it acts alone, cannot produce beliefs (when we reason probably, we are not ‘determin’d by reason’); and even if it could, such beliefs would be unstable, as the understanding would self-destruct in the face of sceptical arguments. Again, for more details, see the next chapter.
The problem is not so much with reason or reasoning, but with a failure to recognize the nature of belief:

If belief, therefore, were a simple act of the thought, without any peculiar manner of conception, or the addition of a force and vivacity, it must infallibly destroy itself, and in every case terminate in a total suspension of judgment. (T 184)

Since one 'can find no error in the foregoing arguments' but one 'still continues to believe', we may 'safely conclude' that our 'reasoning and belief is some sensation or peculiar manner of conception, which 'tis impossible for mere ideas and reflections to destroy' (T 184). Here again we get the comparison of probable reasoning and belief with sensation. When we reflect on how we reason and come to believe, we must keep this fact in mind. When we lose sight of it, we 'lose ourselves in perpetual contradiction and absurdity' (T 155).

What is needed is not a new theory of reasoning, but an answer to the question 'how it happens, that even after all we retain a degree of belief, which is sufficient for our purpose, either in philosophy or common life' (T 185). Hume's answer is one for which (having read 1. 3. 13, ‘Of unphilosophical probability’) we are well prepared, and it is disarmingly simple: we retain a degree of belief and conviction in spite of the reflective diminution to zero probability because the reasoning is too complex and artificial to have any influence on us:

I answer, that after the first and second decision; as the action of the mind becomes forc'd and unnatural, and the ideas faint and obscure; tho' the principles of judgment, and the ballancing of opposite causes be the same as at the very beginning; yet their influence on the imagination, and the vigour they add to, or diminish from the thought, is by no means equal.

There is nothing wrong with the reasoning; it is simply that it has, in these circumstances, no effect on our belief. Considered in isolation, this is an odd response. It is odd not just because we might have expected an answer in terms of justification. Even once we realize that Hume's concern here is the retention, not the justification, of belief, we might still be surprised. Why should the complexity of the argument matter? What difference should it make that after the first or second iteration, the subsequent judgements have no effect? We need, of course, to remember the general account of reason within which Hume is working. Hume is concerned, both positively and negatively, with an account of reasoning of the sort Descartes sketches in the Rules, i.e. an account in terms of 'chains of ideas'. Descartes, like Locke after him,
thought that ‘reasoning’ produced less certainty than intuition because the relation between the relevant ideas, while direct in the case of intuition, was mediated in the case of reasoning by intermediate ideas. And the more intermediate ideas, the longer the chain of reasoning, the more indirect the relation between the two ideas at the ‘extremes’, and the less the certainty.\footnote{That this applies to Hume as well has been marked in this work as far back as Ch. 4, when the association of ideas was discussed. It was there remarked that Hume pointed out, as early as \textit{T} 11, that ‘two objects are connected together in the imagination, not only when the one is immediately resembling, contiguous to, or the cause of the other, but also when there is interposed betwixt them a third object, which bears to both of them any of these relations. This may be carried on to a great length; tho’ at the same time we may observe, that each remove considerably \textit{weakens the relation } ‘ (emphasis added).}

As we have seen, Hume is frequently concerned with the difficulty of keeping one's attention on a long chain of reasoning and worried about the diminution of its effect on our beliefs. For instance, at the beginning of Book 3, Hume speaks of the trouble in retaining the convictions of reason, which seem to vanish ‘in the common affairs of life . . . like the phantoms of the night on the appearance of the morning’ (\textit{T} 455). He goes on to say that ‘[t]his is still more conspicuous in a long chain of reasoning, where we must preserve to the end the evidence of the first propositions, and where we often lose sight of all the most receiv'd maxims, either of philosophy or common life’. And in 1. 3. 13, he is concerned about the fact that the impact of any piece of historical evidence is vitiated by passing ‘thro’ many millions of causes and effects, and thro’ a chain of arguments of almost immeasurable length’ (\textit{T} 145). In fact, prima facie, any complex and lengthy chain of reasoning will have little influence on us. A special case must be made to explain the case when, Hume wants to claim, a particular sort of complex and lengthy chain of reasoning does actually influence us. In the historical evidence case, he argues that every step in the long chain of reasoning is the same: ‘There is no variation in the steps. After we know one, we know all of them; and after we have made one, we can have no scruple as to the rest . . . By this means a long chain of argument, has . . . little effect in diminishing the original vivacity’ (\textit{T} 146). And at the beginning of Book 3, he argues that his lengthy chain of reasoning should influence us, because of the importance of the subject matter: ‘Morality is a subject that interests us above all others: We fancy the peace of society to be at stake in every decision concerning it; and ’tis evident, that this concern must make our speculations appear more real and solid, than where the subject is, in a great measure, indifferent to us.’ But no
such special circumstances attend the argument of 1. 4. 1, and the reasoning there neither can nor does influence us. Hume's claim in general is that long and complex patterns of reasoning have less and less influence on us, in proportion to the length and the abstruseness of their subject matter. And as the number of steps required to reduce the probability of our judgements to zero approaches infinity, so its influence on our beliefs gets vanishingly small. ‘Where reason is lively, and mixes itself with some propensity, it ought to be assented to. Where it does not, it never can have any title to operate on us’ (T 270).253 Reason's hold on us is limited, and a good thing too. If its influence were unlimited, it would entirely destroy itself. It is only because its influence is limited by other aspects of our nature that it can have any influence at all. We can be rational only if we are only partly rational. This is not a new theory of reason; it is a new theory of how reason plays only a limited role in belief formation. Again, this is a difficult and complex matter to which we will return in the next chapter.

So Hume's answer to the sceptical argument in 1. 4. 1 is entirely appropriate. In Hume's own theory, the degree of confidence in, or the assent we give to, our beliefs is a matter of an idea's having extra force and vivacity. The complexity and abstruseness of the sceptical argument is such that, as it reiterates, its 'influence on the imagination' (T 185) weakens, so that it can have little or no impact on the force and vivacity of an established belief. We can appreciate Hume's argument here only if we remember not just his theory of belief, which is crucial for understanding both 1. 4. 1 and the negative and positive arguments about probable reasoning, but also his theory of reasoning, which has the following feature: as the chain of ideas which constitutes an instance of reasoning lengthens, the force and vivacity transmitted to the last idea in the chain tends to lessen. This feature of Hume's theory of reasoning has its origins in his dealing with reasoning as essentially concerned with discovering the connection of ideas, and it is related to Descartes's and Locke's theory, where demonstration is less certain than intuition because of its greater complexity. For Hume, instances of complex reasoning where the force and vivacity of the conclusion are not lessened require special explanation, which Hume frequently gives.254 But the sceptical arguments of 1. 4. 1 are not among them, and our beliefs survive intact. We already knew that our beliefs survived;

253 In Garrett (1997), this principle is called 'The Title Principle', and is given an important role to play. We shall discuss it further in the next chapter.
254 See T 145–6, 370, 455, as discussed above.
Hume argues that only *his* theory of reasoning, embedded as it is in a theory of belief, can explain this. The unique capacity of his theory to explain the persistence of our beliefs in the face of sceptical arguments Hume considers perhaps the greatest strength of his theory. As he says in another place, where I suspect he is looking ahead to the arguments of 1. 4. 1: ‘Without considering these judgments as the effects of custom on the imagination, we shall lose ourselves in perpetual contradiction and absurdity’ (*T* 155).

Like most of Hume's arguments, the arguments of 1. 4. 1, both the sceptical ones and Hume's responses, cannot be understood in isolation. To understand 1. 4. 1, we must also understand Hume's overall project of a science of human nature. At the very least, we must understand, (1) the sparse building blocks of impressions, ideas, and their interrelations, (2) his theory of reasoning as a chain of ideas and his theory of belief as a forceful mode of conception, and (3) the point of the negative arguments about probable reasoning early on in Part 3 and his later positive account.

If we see the sceptical arguments in 1. 4. 1 as a matter of epistemological justification, or as showing that we have no reason to believe anything at all, then Hume's response seems baffling and inappropriate. But if we see the arguments as showing how our degree of confidence in our beliefs might lessen on reflection, then his answer, which shows how the right theory of belief and reasoning explains why our confidence does not in fact lessen, seems entirely appropriate and in keeping with his overall account.
9 The Limits and Warrant of Reason

The sceptical arguments of *Treatise* 1. 4. 1, and Hume's resolution of them, leave us with two outstanding problems. The first concerns the scope of Hume's argument. Does Hume intend the negative argument to apply to all accounts of reason, including Hume's own, or does it have a more limited target? The second is the still-unresolved issue of warrant. If Hume's arguments, both positive and negative, have more to do with the production and retention of beliefs than with their justification, where if at all does he tackle the issue of warrant, and what is the result?

Part of what Hume shows in his negative argument concerning probable reasoning is that when we form beliefs in the unobserved, the mind 'is not determin'd by reason' (*T* 92), and his solution shows, in part, that 'all probable reasoning is nothing but a species of sensation' (*T* 103). Hume summarized the negative results of 1. 4. 1 as showing 'that the understanding, when it acts alone, and according to its most general principles, entirely subverts itself, and leaves not the lowest degree of evidence in any proposition, either in philosophy or common life' (*T* 267–8), and his solution shows, in part, that 'belief is more properly an act of the sensitive, than of the cogitative part of our natures' (*T* 183). But what is the scope of these claims? Is Hume arguing that no account of reason, not even his own, can explain the origin and persistence of beliefs? It appears not. As we have seen, Hume gives us an explicit account of reasoning as the process of belief formation,255 where beliefs are distinguished from mere ideas by their extra force and vivacity, and reasoning is the process that produces not just the presence of the idea, but also its extra force and vivacity. This is Humean reason, and its workings explain the presence of beliefs in the unobserved. Furthermore, in Book 2, Hume argues that 'reason alone can never be a motive to any action of the will' (*T* 413), and in Book 3, he argues, partly on the basis of Book 2's claim, that the 'rules of morality,'

---

255 See for instance the footnote at *T* 96–7, where Hume says, ‘We infer a cause immediately from its effect; and this inference is not only a true species of reasoning, but the strongest of all others, and more convincing than when we interpose another idea to connect the two extremes.’ See Chapter 7 for more details.
therefore, are not the conclusions of our reason’ (T 457). But if the conclusion of Book 1 is that on no conception of reason does it explain our beliefs, these later claims are vacuous: if there is no substantive role that reason plays, then nothing is ruled out by the apparently controversial claims about reason, the passions, and morality.256

Those who claim that Hume’s negative arguments are directed only against outmoded ‘rationalist’ conceptions of reason have a clear response.257 Their obvious move is to say that the negative arguments about reason in Book 1 are limited in scope, applying only to conceptions of reason against which Hume wished to argue. On this view, Hume’s own account of reason survives unscathed. Those who have held this view have typically thought that Hume’s arguments about reason, both negative and positive, primarily concern themselves with warrant and justification. We could improve matters by taking this approach, while changing our conception of Hume’s arguments so that we see them as being primarily concerned about the explanation of beliefs. At some suitably general level of description, this must be correct. It would be idle to pretend that Hume had no account of reason, different from that of his opponents, which he thought could give a better account our beliefs. That would be tantamount to not taking his positive accounts seriously, and much of this book has been devoted to laying out his positive views with some care.

But there are problems even with this modified view. Hume’s negative claims certainly appear to be general in scope, and there is no hint that he does not intend them to be applied to his own account. The negative claim about probable reasoning is repeated with full generality at T 104, right in the middle of the development of his positive account, and the negative argument of 1. 4. 1 is repeated, again with full generality, in ‘Conclusion of this book’: ‘For I have already shown, that the understanding, when it acts alone, and according to its most general principles, entirely subverts itself, and leaves not the lowest degree of evidence in any proposition, either in philosophy or common life’ (T 267–8).

We appear to be in a genuine dilemma. Treating Hume’s negative arguments about reasoning as having a fully general scope seems to devalue his positive account and to render vacuous the claims about reason and the passions in Book 2, and reason and morality in Book 3. Treating his negative arguments as having a more limited scope seems to devalue the negative arguments, and goes against Hume’s repeated assertions

256 Barbara Winters argues in Winters (1979) that if Hume uses ‘reason’ univocally, there is an inconsistency bewteen what he says about reason in Book 1, and what he says in Book 2 and 3.

257 See, for instance, Beauchamp and Rosenberg (1979) and Baier (1991).
of their force, assertions he makes with all the appearance of full generality. Our solution to this problem with respect to Hume's negative arguments about probable reasoning in 1. 3. 6 ('Of the inference from the impression to the idea') has already been given. We saw in earlier chapters that Hume's claim that we are 'not determined by reason', when we infer an effect from a cause amounts to the claim that reason, considered as a faculty with its own distinctive operations on our ideas, cannot explain how we make that inference. The origin of our ability to make such inferences cannot originally come from our possession of the relevant intermediate ideas, and our use of these in reasoning. Instead, Hume explains how we can directly infer an effect from a cause via custom or habit. And this explanation allows Hume later to explain how we come to believe the uniformity principle and to have the idea of necessary connection. Once these principles and ideas are available to us, we can reason in something like the more traditional way; but in the final analysis, our ability to perform acts of probable reasoning is based not on reason, but on the association of ideas and the theory of belief as an enlivened idea. Of course, this account is available to us only once we have dropped the notion that 'not being determined by reason' amounts to 'is unreasonable'. Once this account of probable reasoning is in place, Hume is happy to use the term 'reason' to refer, not to an independently functioning faculty, but to a set of properties of the imagination that explain both the nature of belief and the inferences we make to those beliefs.

In 1. 4. 1, Hume's claim is that, left to its own devices, reason, even when considered in Hume's way as a set of properties of the imagination, undermines itself. It is only because other factors are at play in belief formation and belief retention that the results of our reasonings remain. Something beyond the faculty of reason, i.e. beyond 'the general and more establish'd properties of the imagination' (T 267), is necessary for reason to function as it should. Saying this only partially solves our problem because it is unclear what precisely it means to go 'beyond' reason, or what it would be to leave reason 'to its own devices'. When Hume says 'the understanding, when it acts alone, and according to its most general principles, entirely subverts itself', what does he mean by 'when it acts alone'?

Let us start by considering another case where Hume talks of reason, or the understanding, acting alone. When Hume discusses reason and motivation in Book 2, his conclusion is that 'reason alone can never be a motive to any action of the will' (T 413).258 An attractive way of accounting

258 See also T 457: ‘reason of itself is utterly impotent in this particular’.
for the force of ‘alone’ in the passions and morals case provides us with a further clue about how to deal with our current case.\textsuperscript{259} When Hume says that reason alone can never provide a motivating impulse, and that hence cannot, of itself, account for moral distinctions, he does not intend to rule out the following sort of case: Judy, Elizabeth, and Carol all tell me that Sarah is a good and kindly person. On the basis of this evidence, I conclude that Sarah is virtuous, and this may motivate me to form various thoughts and to attempt various deeds. But my conclusion is a result of a paradigm piece of probable reasoning. How is it compatible with Hume's well-known limitations on the effects of reason on motivating impulses and morality?\textsuperscript{260} One suggestion I find attractive is the following: let us suppose that there could be a creature, capable of forming ideas as copies of impressions and of performing acts of Humean reasoning, but incapable of feeling any passions or sentiments. Apart from receiving impressions of sensation, such a creature's thought processes would be limited to 'reason alone'. Could such a creature perform the act of reasoning that results in the conclusion that Sarah is virtuous? The answer is, surely, no, and not because of any flaw in its reasoning ability.\textit{Ex hypothesi}, that ability remains intact. Rather, the problem is that as it has never experienced any passions or sentiments, it has never had the relevant impression from which to form the idea of virtue, and \textit{a fortiori}, it will never be in a position to have that idea, as it applies to Sarah, enlivened so as to have the belief that Sarah is virtuous.\textsuperscript{261} That reason of itself can never account for moral distinctions means that a creature with all its rational capacities intact, but deficient in passions and sentiments, will be incapable of making moral judgements. It does not mean that moral judgements can never be the conclusions of arguments. On the contrary, the fully Humean being is capable of understanding some arguments closed to the purely rational creature.

I suggest a similar approach should be taken with our current issue. When Hume says that the understanding, when it acts alone, entirely subverts itself, he means that a rational creature, whose makeup lacks crucial

\textsuperscript{259} See Cohon and Owen (1997) for more details.

\textsuperscript{260} This litmus test for any interpretation of Hume on reason, the passions, and morality was suggested by Don Garrett during discussion at the Pacific division meeting of the American Philosophical Association, 1995.

\textsuperscript{261} This is simply an application of Hume's doctrine that all ideas are derived from impressions. David Norton has pointed out to me that the deficient moral sentiment case described here is analogous to that of the person blind or deaf from birth who, Hume says, lacks not only the relevant visual or auditory impressions, 'but also their correspondent ideas; so that there never appear in the mind the least traces of either of them' (T 5).
features of our sensitive nature, will be in danger of falling prey to the sceptical arguments of 1. 4. 1. In this context, we are imagining a rational creature which is capable of receiving sense impressions, and forming ideas and beliefs, but which lacks that aspect of our nature that allows us to fully react to the extra force and vivacity that characterizes beliefs as opposed to mere ideas. This is entirely in accord with Hume's summary of his solution to the problem posed by the negative arguments of 1. 4. 1: ‘that all our reasonings concerning causes and effects are deriv'd from nothing but custom; and that belief is more properly an act of the sensitive, than of the cogitative part of our natures’ (T 183). It is the sensitive part of our nature that allows us not just to distinguish beliefs by their extra force and vivacity, but also to retain beliefs in the face of sceptical arguments. Reason cannot function properly if it is considered as a faculty functioning independently of our sensitive natures.

Let us consider this conception of ‘reason alone’ in more detail. Reason is not some independent faculty, but rather a subset of the principles of the imagination, those principles responsible for our demonstrative and probable reasonings. In 1. 4. 4, Hume makes the distinction this way:

I must distinguish in the imagination betwixt the principles which are permanent, irresistible, and universal; such as the customary transition from causes to effects, and from effects to causes: And the principles, which are changeable, weak, and irregular; such as those I have just now taken notice of. The former are the foundation of all our thoughts and actions. (T 225)

In 1. 4. 7, he speaks of ‘the understanding, that is . . . the general and more establish'd properties of the imagination’ (T 267). Here the contrast is with ‘every trivial suggestion of the fancy’. The point is made in consideration of a dilemma. We either ‘assent to every trivial suggestion of the fancy’, or we ‘adhere to the understanding, that is, to the general and more establish'd properties of the imagination’. If we take the former option,

---

262 See also T 184: ‘If belief, therefore, were a simple act of thought, without any peculiar manner of conception, or the addition of a force and vivacity, it must infallibly destroy itself, and in every case terminate in a total suspension of judgment’ (T 184).

263 This stress on reason functioning properly only when embedded in a feeling creature is, broadly speaking, in the spirit of Baier's bringing to prominence the sensitive side of our nature when discussing Hume's views on reason. We disagree in that she thinks Hume's negative arguments in 1. 4. 1 are directed against the outmoded rationalist conception of reason, while I think their scope includes Hume's own conception of reason, in so far as it can be considered in isolation from other features of the imagination.

264 See Chapter 4 for more details.

265 Hume here refers to ‘the very remarkable inclination in human nature, to bestow on external objects the same emotions, which it observes in itself’ (T 224).
we find that not only are these trivial suggestions of the fancy ‘often contrary to each other’, but also that ‘they lead us into such errors, absurdities, and obscurities, that we must at last become ashamed of our credulity’. If we take the latter option, then the argument of 1. 4. 1 comes in to play: the understanding, when it acts alone, undermines itself. At this stage, the main question for us is, what exactly does ‘the general and more establish’d properties of the imagination’ exclude? Does ‘reason alone’ exclude all properties of the imagination that have to do with vivacity, or only some of them? But before pursuing this, let us see how Hume continues to develop the dilemma.

Hume says that we are saved from the second horn, the understanding subverting itself,

only by means of that singular and seemingly trivial property of the fancy, by which we enter with difficulty into remote views of things, and are not able to accompany them with so sensible an impression, as we do those, which are more easy and natural. (T 268)

We should note here, for future reference, that this shows conclusively that the ‘seemingly trivial property of the fancy’ of decline in the vivacity transferred to ideas at the end of long and complex chains of ideas, so important in our discussion of 1. 4. 1, is definitely not one of the ‘general and more establish’d properties of the imagination’, that is, it is definitely excluded from ‘reason alone’. But this does not, on its own, provide Hume with a way out of the dilemma. It just reasserts itself, in a slightly different guise. Hume started, at T 267, with choosing between accepting every trivial suggestion of the fancy, and accepting none of them, i.e. clinging to reason alone. The former resulted in contradictions, errors, obscurities, and absurdities. The latter results in the self-destruction of reason. We are saved from this only because our reason does not function alone, and a ‘seemingly trivial property of the fancy’ stops the self-destruction. But this aid comes at a cost. If we ‘proceed upon one singular quality of the imagination, . . . by parity of reason [we] must embrace all of them’. That is, if we allow the trivial property of the imagination to prevent the subversion of reason, then by parity of reason, it looks as if we ought to generalize this practice, and accept the maxim ‘that no refin’d or elaborate reasoning is ever to be received’ (T 268). But now we are in another dilemma, closely related to that with which we started. If you accept this maxim, you not only ‘cut off entirely all science and philosophy’, but you ‘expressly contradict yourself; since this maxim must be built on the preceding reasoning, which will be allow’d to be sufficiently refin’d and metaphysical.’
But if we reject the principle, and cleave to ‘reason alone’, it seems we are back in the position from which the disastrous sceptical argument of 1. 4. 1 was launched.266

Hume says we are left with no choice but between ‘a false reason and none at all’. The false reason comes from accepting the maxim, and thus running ‘into the most manifest absurdities’, including that of contradicting oneself. But if we reject the principle, the understanding subverts itself, and we are left with no reason at all.267 The problem seems to be one of stability. We need to rely on reason, and not simply ‘assent to every trivial suggestion of the fancy’ (T 267). The latter strategy is unstable both because some suggestions of the fancy are contrary to others, and because it leads us into ‘errors, absurdities, and obscurities’. Relying on reason alone is unstable, as in such circumstances reason subverts itself. This is prevented by ‘the seemingly trivial property of the fancy’ (T 268), failure to retain vivacity through complexity. But turning reliance on such a property into a practice, through adopting the maxim of rejecting all refined reasoning, is also unstable. It rests on the contradiction of rejecting and accepting refined reasoning at the same time. And again, the only alternative seems to be the self-defeating one of relying on reason alone. Just how Hume escapes this unstable state is an issue we will return to later in this chapter.

Let us return to the question of Hume's conception of ‘reason alone’, and just what is excluded from reason, considered as ‘the general and more establish'd properties of the imagination’. Such a conception of reason is explicitly linked with ‘a resolution to reject all the trivial suggestions of the fancy’ (T 267). But which are the general and more establish'd properties of the imagination, and which are the trivial? The transition

---

266 Close examination reveals that this consequence does not follow. Rejecting the maxim that ‘no refin'd or elaborate reasoning is ever to be received’ does not entail that all elaborate reasoning, including the argument in 1. 4. 1, be accepted. It is perfectly consistent with the rejection of the maxim to accept some but not all refined reasoning. Hume's eventual acceptance of what Garrett calls the 'Title Principle' (Garrett (1997), 234) seems to be an instance of this.

267 This interpretation of the ‘false reason and none at all’ distinction seems straightforward enough, but it is controversial. While Garrett concurs with the straightforward interpretation (Garrett (1997), 231), Baier finds the ‘false reason’ to be a sort of Kantian precursor (Baier (1991), 14). Waxman ably criticizes Baier, but thinks ‘false reason’ to be not simply the absurd reason which accepts the maxim of accepting no refined reasoning, but something much closer to Hume’s view of what, once stabilized, reason really is: ‘Reason is thus said to be “false” because its power to command assent depends wholly on feeling and other putatively non-rational elements of our nature, apart from which it is “no reason at all” ’ (Waxman (1994), 280, n. 1).
from causes to effects, and effects to causes, seems to be the chief principle constituting reason (T 225), and this in turn rests on the ‘principles’ of experience and habit (T 265). We have also seen that the ‘singular and seemingly trivial property of the fancy, by which we enter with difficulty into remote views of things’ (T 267) is definitely a property of the imagination that is excluded from reason. If this property of the imagination were one of the properties of reason, then reason alone would not self-destruct. So here is a more precise characterization of ‘reason alone’: everything required for an inference to a belief in an unobserved event, upon the receiving of an impression, counts as a principle of the imagination that constitutes reason. This includes not only those principles, such as experience and habit, that explain the transition from the impression to the idea, but also that property of the imagination, vivacity, that turns a mere idea into a belief. It excludes, of course, a causal consequence of vivacity: that complex reasoning has a lesser effect on us than simple reasoning is a ‘trivial property’, and such a property is uncontroversially not to count as a property of reasoning.

What can be said to support this account of what constitutes reason alone? It is quite strong enough to account for treating Hume's argument in 1. 4. 1 as having broad scope. That is to say, Hume's argument about reason in 1. 4. 1 is intended to apply to his own account of reason, as well as to the more traditional ‘rationalist’ conception. It coheres with our interpretation of 1. 4. 1: reason explains the production of belief, as a more vivacious idea, but left to itself, reason will also destroy such beliefs; that is, the vivacity that characterizes such beliefs will eventually be diminished to nothing. One potential problem is this. If Hume's conception of reason includes everything required for the production of a belief, including the vivacity that transforms a mere idea into a belief, then one might think that there is some difficulty with understanding the argument of 1. 3. 6. Hume there argued that we are not determined by reason when we make an inference from an observed impression to an unobserved belief. But on the proposed view, reason alone can account for this production of belief; it fails only to account for the retention of such beliefs in the face of sceptical arguments. But this objection misses the point. In Chapters 6 and 7, I argued that the main force of Hume's claim, that when we make the basic sort of causal inference we are not determined by reason, is to be understood in the following way: the faculty of reason, understood as an independently functioning faculty whose proper activity is the comparing of ideas via the discovery of intermediary ideas, cannot explain our beliefs in the unobserved. Hume gives his own account of the production
and nature of beliefs in the unobserved in terms of the association of ideas and the transmission of force and vivacity. These principles of the imagination, considered in isolation from the other more trivial properties of the fancy, are just the sort of reason that Hume means by ‘reason alone’ in 1. 4. 1 and 1. 4. 7.

Reason, considered as an independent faculty which compares ideas by discovering and utilizing intermediate ideas, cannot explain our beliefs in the unobserved. Hume explains these beliefs in terms of certain principles of the imagination. The beliefs thus explained are things we assent to as true, but this assent is nothing but force and vivacity transmitted from the associated present impression to the idea that is the belief. With this picture, Hume gives us a modified conception of reason: it is no longer a separate faculty but simply a set of principles of the imagination. It explains our beliefs, and ‘must be consider'd as a kind of cause, of which truth is the natural effect’ (T 180). But if we attempt to treat reason, even under this conception, as functioning independently of another, more trivial, property of the imagination ‘by which we enter with difficulty into remote views of things’ (T 268), it self-destructs. Reason, on Hume's view, can function properly only when it is embedded in a creature with the right sort of feelings and sentiments.

We are left with the problem, consideration of which we postponed earlier in this chapter, which Hume faced in ‘Conclusion of this book’. It is unstable to rely on reason alone; it self-destructs. If we are to use reason at all, we have to rely on ‘the seemingly trivial property of the fancy’ (T 268), failure to retain vivacity through complexity. But if we turn this reliance into acceptance of the maxim that we should reject all refined reasoning, we are also in an unstable position: the maxim rests on the contradiction of accepting and rejecting refined reasoning at the same time. This is the refinement of Hume's dilemma: the choice between a false reason and none at all.

This problem is really an instance of a more general one: given Hume's account of reason, why should we prefer to use reason rather than rely on other influences of the imagination, such as education or superstition? Throughout this book, I have argued that Hume's main arguments in Book 1, both positive and negative, are concerned primarily with the explanation of our possession of beliefs, not their justification. Even so, it is clear that in the development of Hume's own account of reasoning, there is a limited role for normativity. As Hume develops his account, there is no doubt that he has in mind correct and incorrect instances of probable reasoning, appropriate and inappropriate ways of forming
beliefs. Contiguity and resemblance can inappropriately enliven an idea so as to make it a belief or at least belief-like, and we must resort to general rules to counteract their effect (T 110). There are those species of probability that are ‘receiv’d by philosophers, and allow’d to be reasonable foundations of belief and opinion’ (T 143). But there is also unphilosophical probability, and again we must resort to general rules to counteract its effect (T 149–50). Most significantly, there are ‘[r]ules by which to judge of causes and effects’ (I. 3. 15). That is to say, there are right and wrong ways of making causal judgements. All this is undeniable evidence of normativity in Hume’s account of probable reasoning in Part 3. But this sort of normativity can be established without ever raising modern issues of justification. That is, Hume can present a theory of reason, both demonstrative and probable, with a criterion of right and wrong ways of using reason, without answering the question whether the beliefs reached by the correct use of reason are justified. We might have a normative criterion for the correct use of reason, but wonder whether reason itself is something we should prefer to the alternatives. Consider, again, Roman augury by the inspection of a sacrificed sheep’s entrails. There is clearly a right and wrong way of performing such actions, and the practice is clearly normative; priests devoted lifetimes to developing their skills. But we might still wonder whether the practice was warranted. I am suggesting that Hume provided us with normative criteria for correct and incorrect uses of reason in Part 3, but the wider issue of the need for a defence of our preference for reason did not arise for him until Part 4. Furthermore, although Hume begins to address and resolve these issues in ‘Conclusion of this book’, he does not really see the issue as central until the first Enquiry. In this last part of the discussion, I therefore will abandon my practice of relying almost exclusively on the Treatise, and appeal to the Enquiry as well.

In Chapter 7 I argued that, according to Hume, when we believe or assent to something, we assent to it as true. And this assent is nothing but the force and vivacity transmitted from the associated impression to the idea. At several places in Part 3, Hume considers cases where we reach belief, not through probable or causal reasoning, but by other means. Hume says that custom ‘may operate upon the mind in invigorating an idea after two several ways’ (T 115). The first is the familiar account of causal reasoning as due to custom. But secondly, Hume claims, if an idea frequently makes its appearance in the mind, without any associated impression, ‘this idea must by degrees acquire a facility and force; and both by its firm hold and easy introduction distinguish itself from any new
and unusual idea’ (T 116). This is what happens in education, where an idea is repeated sufficiently so that it becomes enlivened.\textsuperscript{268} In both causal beliefs, and in these ideas enlivened through education, ‘their effects on the judgment are similar and proportionable’. Hume uses this example, not to raise problems for his system, but to bolster his account of the belief or assent, which we attach to ideas, as force and vivacity. He claims that the force and vivacity that attaches to the ideas enlivened by education is the very same thing as the assent we give to causal beliefs: ‘Here we must not be contented with saying, that the vividness of the idea produces the belief: We must maintain that they are individually the same.’ Hume uses this point to defend his system: ‘The frequent repetition of any idea infixes it in the imagination; but cou'd never possibly of itself produce belief, if that act of the mind was, by the original constitution of our natures, annex'd only to a reasoning and comparison of ideas’ (T 116).

Hume compares this effect of education with a liar's belief in his own lies:

> As liars, by the frequent repetition of their lies, come at last to remember them; so the judgment, or rather the imagination, by the like means, may have ideas so strongly imprinted on it, and conceive them in so full a light, that they may operate upon the mind in the same manner with those, which the senses, memory or reason present to us. (T 117)

At this stage, Hume does not see this as presenting any problem. The senses, memory, and reason are faculties that produce impressions or ideas that we assent to as true. This assent is a matter of force and vivacity. But the very same sort of force and vivacity, and hence assent, can be produced by other means, e.g. the repetition of lies in or out of the classroom. Why should we prefer the results of reason (or the senses or memory) to the results of lying or education? All Hume says here is that as the results of education ‘are frequently contrary to reason, and even to themselves in different times and places, it is never upon that account recogniz'd by philosophers; tho' in reality it be built almost on the same foundation of custom and repetition as our reasonings from causes and effects' (T 117).

The faculties of the understanding, i.e. the senses, memory, and reason, were traditionally held to produce truth. If one wants truth, one will prefer the results of these faculties, when they function properly, to the

\textsuperscript{268} By 'education', Hume seems to means something closer to brainwashing than to what, we hope, goes on in our classrooms. The importance of Hume's discussion of education with respect to belief was brought to my attention by Falkenstein (1997b).
results of education. But Hume has given us a non-traditional account, in terms of properties of the imagination. In spite of his claim that ‘[o]ur reason must be consider'd as a kind of cause, of which truth is the natural effect’ (T 180), he cannot help himself to the notion of truth to show why it is better to prefer reason to education. All he can appeal to is belief or assent. He has given us an account of belief or assent as force and vivacity, and an account of assent just is an account of what it is to assent to something as true. He regards it as a strength of his account that it also explains why liars come to believe their own lies, and why we believe the results of education. But if education produces the very same assent as reason, why should we prefer the products of reason to education? It is true that education is ‘disclaim'd by philosophy, as a fallacious ground of assent to any opinion’ (T 118). But the only grounds philosophers have for that opinion is that the results of education ‘are frequently contrary to reason’ (T 117). If we want to follow reason, we should eschew those activities, such as education, that produce results contrary to reason. But this is simply to state our preference for reason over education, not to explain it.

Hume exhibits the same attitude, and is left with the same problem, when he examines the various species of unphilosophical probability in 1. 3. 13 (‘Of unphilosophical probability’). These ‘have not had the good fortune to obtain’ the good sanction of philosophers (T 143). Yet they all have ‘a considerable influence on the understanding’ (T 143) in affecting the degree of force and vivacity transmitted to the related idea ‘and ’tis on the degrees of force and vivacity, that the belief depends, according to the foregoing system’ (T 143). In his discussion of general rules in this section, Hume describes how one effect of one sort of general rule, the formation of prejudicial beliefs, is opposed by the effect of another, the rules by which to judge of causes and effects. The former sort are attributed to the imagination ‘as being more capricious and uncertain’ (T 149) while the latter are ‘attributed to our judgment; as being more extensive and constant’ (T 149). Hume says ‘the vulgar are commonly guided by the first, and wise men by the second’ (T 150). But this is to describe our preference, not to explain it. Hume is quite unperturbed by this, and finishes the paragraph with this cheerful admission:

Mean while the sceptics may here have the pleasure of observing a new and signal contradiction in our reason, and of seeing all philosophy ready to be subverted by a principle of human nature, and again saved by a new direction of the very same principle. The following of general rules is a very unphilosophical species of probability; and yet ’tis only by following them that we can correct this, and all other unphilosophical probabilities. (T 150)
In 1. 4. 1 (‘Of scepticism with regard to reason’), as we have seen, Hume displays the same attitude. Reason, considered in isolation from other features of the imagination, threatens to destroy all belief by diminishing the force and vivacity that we attach to any purported belief. ‘Tis happy, therefore, that nature breaks the force of all sceptical arguments in time, and keeps them from having any considerable influence on the understanding’ (T 187). Hume does not here even raise the question of why we should prefer reason to other, natural, influences.

It is in 1. 4. 2 (‘Of scepticism with regard to the senses’) that Hume begins to see the problem with which he is faced. Hume starts by showing great confidence in his ability to account for our belief in bodies at the beginning of 1. 4. 2: ‘We may well ask, what causes induce us to believe in the existence of body? But ’tis vain to ask, whether there be body or not? That is a point, which we must take for granted in all our reasonings’ (T 187). Once again, we will expect Hume to account both for the idea (the existence of body) and for what accounts for the extra force and vivacity that turns this idea into a belief that bodies exist. And, once again, the issue is not one of justification but of explanation. Nature has esteemed the issue of such beliefs ‘an affair of too great importance to be trusted to our uncertain reasonings and speculations’. But in this section Hume finally realizes the depth of the problem that has been facing him for some time. He will explain why it is that we believe ‘the principle concerning the existence of body’, while at the same time recognizing that we ‘cannot pretend by any arguments of philosophy to maintain its veracity’. But what then is the status of these beliefs? To believe them is to assent to them as true. But as Hume proceeds through this section, this becomes more and more problematic.

Part of the problem is that Hume has already argued, as far back as 1. 2. 6, that we have no idea of external existence, ‘when taken for something specifically different from our perceptions’ (T 188). Concerning the possibility of such an idea, Hume says, with a reference to 1. 2. 6, ‘we have already shewn its absurdity’ (T 188). As a result, the question about beliefs in body turns into a question about ‘continued or distinct existence’. The vulgar take this to be the continued existence of the very things we perceive, i.e. perceptions, ‘yet very little reflection and philosophy is sufficient to make us perceive the fallacy of that opinion’ (T 210). Philosophers then distinguish ‘between perceptions and objects, of which the former are suppos'd to be interrupted, and perishing, and different at every different return; the latter to be uninterrupted, and to preserve a continu'd existence and identity’ (T 211). But, Hume says, this new system ‘contains all
the difficulties of the vulgar system, with some others, that are peculiar to itself’ (T 211). As one of the difficulties of the vulgar system was that it was false, Hume seems here to be committing himself to the view that the philosophical system is false as well. At the very least, he explicitly says that ‘the latter hypothesis has no primary recommendation either to reason or the imagination’ (T 211). The thesis of the existence of objects distinct from our perceptions can never be supported by reasoning from cause and effect. Such reasoning requires

past experience, by which we find, that two beings are constantly conjoin'd together, and are always present at once to the mind. But as no beings are ever present to the mind but perceptions; it follows that we may observe a conjunction or a relation of cause and effect between different perceptions, but can never observe it between perceptions and objects. Tis impossible, therefore, that from the existence or any of the qualities of the former, we can ever form any conclusion concerning the existence of the latter, or ever satisfy our reason in this particular. (T 212)

Hume, in this section, is faced with the task of explaining the presence of a class of beliefs that are either absurd, false, or, at best, not supported by reason. The talk becomes more and more of ‘fallacy and illusion’ (T 189), of ‘loose standards of equality’ (T 198), of principles ‘too weak to support alone so vast an edifice’ (T 198), of explaining why we ‘not only feign but believe this continu'd existence’ (T 208). Hume finally realizes that, as he is trying to explain why we believe something that is, at best, not supported by reason, the status of such beliefs is problematic. By the end of 1. 4. 2, the confidence with which Hume opened this section is completely gone.269 He says:

I begun this subject with premising, that we ought to have an implicit faith in our senses, and that this wou'd be the conclusion, I shou'd draw from the whole of my reasoning. But to be ingenuous, I feel myself at present of a quite contrary sentiment, and am more inclin'd to repose no faith at all in my senses, or rather imagination, than to place in it such an implicit confidence. (T 217)

He speaks of ‘gross illusions’ and ‘absurdity’, and finally says, ‘What then can we look for from this confusion of groundless and extraordinary opinions but error and falsehood? And how can we justify to ourselves any belief we repose in them? (T 218). Hume starts to worry about our preference for reason when he starts to try to explain beliefs, i.e. things we assent to

269 It was David Norton who first pointed out to me the radical decline in confidence from the beginning to the end of 1. 4. 2.
as true, that he knows to be either absurd, or false, or not supported by reason. And this worry continues throughout Part 4. In section 4, he concludes ‘there is a direct and total opposition betwixt our reason and our senses’ (T 231); and in section 6 (‘Of personal identity’), the talk is of nothing so much as fictions. It is no wonder then, that by section 7 (‘Conclusion of this book’), Hume gets himself into the unstable position we discussed earlier in this chapter: ‘We have, therefore, no choice left but betwixt a false reason and none at all’ (T 268). Hume does begin to face the question of warrant at this point, and gives the beginning of an answer, one which is in fact much better developed in the first Enquiry.\footnote{It is here that I depart from my previous practice of almost exclusive reliance on the Treatise. Hume’s answer to the question of warrant is better developed in the Enquiry, but the issue is addressed in the Treatise, in 1. 4. 7. In the rest of this chapter, I show how he did address the issue in the Treatise, and how he developed that answer in the Enquiry.}

Hume’s approach to these normative issues revolves around his preference for philosophy and the ways of reason over superstition and bigotry. So, the first thing to establish is that, according to the texts, there is no doubt that Hume did ‘make bold to recommend philosophy, and . . . not scruple to give it the preference to superstition of every kind and denomination’ (T 271). This theme, the preference for philosophy over the alternatives, especially superstition,\footnote{I take ‘superstition’ to be what we would now call a code-word for ‘religion’, or at least for religions of a certain sort; see his description of the Roman Catholic religion as ‘that strange superstition’, T 99.} runs throughout the ‘Conclusion of this book’ in the Treatise and throughout a good deal of the first Enquiry (especially sections 1, 5, 10, and 12). A good deal of the ‘Conclusion of this book’ appears to be a confession of melancholy and despair brought on by Hume’s by now almost obsessive awareness of the problems faced by his account of reason, memory, and the senses in terms of properties of the imagination. It is difficult to read the first section of the Enquiry, right after the ‘Conclusion of this book’, without thinking of it as a response to that despair:

Abstruse thought and profound researches I prohibit, and will severely punish, by the pensive melancholy which they introduce, by the endless uncertainty in which they involve you, and by the cold reception which your pretended discoveries shall meet with, when communicated. (EHU 9)

The despair in the Treatise, apparently being referred to here, is nature’s punishment, not for abstract philosophy in general, but for that philosophy which has no ‘direct reference to action and society’
(EHU 9). In this section of the Enquiry, Hume distinguishes between two sorts of philosophy, the one suited for man as an active being, the other suited for man as a reasonable being. In the paragraph just quoted, Hume is recommending a ‘mixed kind of life as most suitable to the human race’. That is to say, the best sort of life combines both active and speculative elements. Much of the rest of this first section is then devoted to a defence of the speculative philosophy. And this defence, echoing the theme found in the ‘Conclusion of this book’ that we ought to prefer reason over superstition as our guide because it is ‘safest and most agreeable’, is largely a matter of arguing that philosophy is useful and pleasing to ourselves and others. For instance, he says:

though a philosopher may live remote from business, the genius of philosophy, if carefully cultivated by several, must gradually diffuse itself throughout the whole society, and bestow a similar correctness on every art and calling.

(EHU 10)

Thus, I will argue, Hume’s ultimate defence of philosophy, and the preference for reason, is that those who practice it have the virtue of reasonableness: they themselves are happier and better off, and more useful to society. We morally approve of the wise and reasonable person.

A preference for reason involves using the rules or norms of reason. In the Treatise, this includes the judicious use of general rules. The most important of these rules reflect ‘the more general and authentic operations of the understanding’ (T 150). These are the rules by which to judge of causes and effects (1. 3. 15), which Hume had described earlier as ‘some general rules by which we ought to regulate our judgment concerning causes and effects’ (T 149). By and large, general rules are the result of treating resembling objects or events as if they were exactly the same. The influence of general rules can be bad or good, i.e. contrary to or in accord with reason. A general rule will have a bad effect when it is formed ‘rashly’ and becomes ‘the source of what we properly call PREJUDICE’ (T 146). Such rash formations of general rules leading to prejudice seems to be a result of forming a judgement on too little evidence, or of not distinguishing

---

272 Unlike the first Enquiry, Book 1 of the Treatise has little discussion of the good philosophy can do for society. This is not true of the Treatise taken as a whole, however. See for instance, the opening paragraph of Book 3, where he says: ‘Morality is a subject that interests us above all others: We fancy the peace of society to be at stake in every decision concerning it’ (T 455).


accidental circumstance from efficacious causes. Hume describes this ‘first influence’ of general rules as follows:

When an object appears, that resembles any cause in very considerable circumstances, the imagination naturally carries us to a lively conception of the usual effect, ’tho the object be different in the most material and most efficacious circumstances from that cause. (T 150)

But the reflective person is able to correct this bad influence of general rules:

But when we take a review of this act of the mind, and compare it with the more general and authentic operations of the understanding, we find it to be of an irregular nature, and destructive of all the most establishd principles of reasonings; which is the cause of our rejecting it. (T 150)

Hume describes this as ‘the second influence of general rules’ which ‘implies the condemnation of the former’. The vulgar are guided by the first influence of general rules, which we ascribe to the imagination, while the wise are influenced by the second, which we ascribe to our judgement (T 149–50).276

The reflective behaviour of the wise is described more simply and memorably in the Enquiry:

A wise man, therefore, proportions his belief to the evidence . . . He considers which side is supported by the greater number of experiments: to that side he inclines, with doubt and hesitation; and when at last he fixes his judgment, the evidence exceeds not what we properly call probability. (EHU 110)

But in either case, the same problems for Hume appear to arise. Let us formulate them in terms of proportioning one’s beliefs according to the evidence. Given that Hume thinks that in probable reasoning we are not determined by reason, what right does he have to claim that we ought to

---

275 At T 175, Hume says ‘[I]f anything can give me security in this particular, ’will be the enlarging the sphere of my experiments as much as possible’. And the point of the rules by which to judge of causes and effects is to help us distinguish between accidental circumstances and efficacious causes. See T 149 and T 175.

276 Compare the influence of general rules which allows us to distinguish ‘betwix a poetical enthusiasm, and a serious conviction’ (Appendix, T 631). This marks an important change in Hume’s theory of belief between the body of the Treatise and the theory as developed in the Appendix and the Enquiry. Hume admits there is a gap between force and vivacity on the one hand, and the conviction or assent on the other. ‘A like reflection on general rules keeps us from augmenting our belief upon every increase of the force and vivacity of our ideas. Where an opinion admits of no doubt, or opposite probability, we attribute to it a full conviction; tho’ the want of resemblance, or contiguity, may render its force inferior to that of other opinions’ (T 632). See Ch. 7, appendix, n. 38.
proportion our belief, in accordance with the rules of reason? Furthermore, given Hume’s account of the involuntary nature of belief formation, how is it possible for a believer to proportion her beliefs at all? Thirdly, given the instability of the choice between a false reason and none at all, how can we proportion our beliefs according to the evidence? What is the stable position from which we can carry out that task? Finally, even if we can proportion our beliefs, why should we do so according to the norms or rules of reason? If probable reasoning is not based on reason, on what grounds should one prefer beliefs formed in accordance with probable reasoning, as opposed to, say, beliefs derived from superstition and bigotry?

The first problem was, given that Hume thinks probable reasoning is not based on reason, what right does he have to say that we ought to regulate our judgement concerning causes and effects, and that we ought to proportion our belief according to the evidence? I think that this is a problem mainly for those who think that, for Hume, all causal judgements are of the simple, reflexive, non-reflective sort. If all beliefs were formed by past experience directly causing the formation of one idea upon the appearance of a certain impression ‘before we have time for reflection’ (T 104), there would no room in which the rules of reason might operate. And these judgements are fundamental. But as we have seen, they are not the only sort of probable judgements we make. We also make complex, reflective judgements, where we ‘commonly take knowingly into consideration the contrariety of past events; we compare the different sides of the contrariety, and carefully weigh the experiments, which we have on each side’ (T 133). There are different ways of making such judgements, and room for both error and improvement. The ultimate origins of such judgements do not rule out Hume’s application of norms of reason. Furthermore, it is reflection on past instances of reasoning that enables us to come up with norms such as the rules by which to judge of causes and effects.

277 See Broad (1916) for this criticism.
278 See T 624, T 653, and EHU 47–8.
280 As before, I have changed the spelling to ‘reflection’ here to correspond with our distinction between ‘reflexive’ and ‘reflective’.
281 That such norms come from reflection on past instances of reasoning is given some importance by Garrett: ‘Hume uses reflective reasoning about human cognitive processes to improve the operations of those processes, and to enhance commitment to their refined results. Some of these reflexive applications of reasoning to itself are constructive, such as his development of the “Rules by which to judge of causes and effects”’ (Garrett (1997), 205).
Hume’s account of our more complex causal or probable reasoning, as opposed to his more famous negative arguments about probable reasoning, answers, at least in part, our first question. But an answer to that question is not complete until we answer our second question: given Hume’s non-voluntary account of belief and belief formation, how is it possible for us to proportion our beliefs at all? If beliefs are formed involuntarily, how can we proportion them? The first thing to remember here is that there is a broad distinction with respect to belief formation: beliefs can be formed immediately (as in sense perception or memory) or mediately (as the result of probable reasoning). When Passmore says ‘a belief has all the immediacy, although not the infallibility, of an intuition’, he is clearly thinking only of the former class of beliefs. But beliefs formed as the result of causal reasoning, at least causal reasoning of the complex, reflective sort, do not have the immediacy of intuition. They are more analogous to the results of a demonstrative argument, where many steps are taken before the conclusion is reached.

The fact that some causal beliefs are the result of reasoning goes a long way towards rendering compatible Hume’s mechanistic account of belief with his admonition to proportion our beliefs. This holds even though, both in the Treatise and in the Enquiry, Hume also gives us a mechanistic account of belief formation as the result of the probability of chances. In the latter work, he says:

But finding a greater number of sides concur in the one event than in the other, the mind is carried more frequently to that event, and meets it oftener, in revolving the various possibilities or chances, on which the ultimate result depends. This concurrence of several views in one particular event begets immediately, by an inexplicable contrivance of nature, the sentiment of belief. (EHU 57)

And, in both works, he also claims that the explanation of probable reasoning works only because of his theory of belief:

If we allow, that belief is nothing but a firmer and stronger conception of an object than what attends the mere fictions of the imagination, this operation may, perhaps, in some measure, be accounted for. (EHU 57)

---

282 Passmore (1977), 82.

283 In the Treatise, the discussion of the probability of chances comes in 1. 3. 11 (T 124–30), while the claim about the importance of his theory of belief to his views on probable reasoning comes at T 154–5. See also the Abstract, especially 646–7 and 652–5. In the subsequent discussion, I leave out mention of the probability of causes. But the same point about proportioning our belief according to the evidence can be made in both cases.
Now it might seem that this mechanical production of belief as a result of the character of our past experience leaves us no power at all to proportion our beliefs in probable reasoning. They are proportioned for us, according to past experience. But we can make sure that our experience is inclusive of the relevant sort of events. We can make sure that we concentrate on all the relevant circumstances, and not ignore relevant evidence. We can make use of general rules. We can reflect on past errors. We can check our memory against documentation. In short, we can vary the context in which beliefs arise.284

Another way of putting the point is to say that belief (the output) is determined by the internal mechanisms and the input (the ideas, memories, general rules, etc.). We cannot vary the mechanism, but we can vary the input. So we can proportion our beliefs according to the evidence by making sure we concentrate in the right way on all the relevant evidence. The case is analogous to the simpler one of perception: if there is a tree in front of me, I cannot help but have an impression of a tree when I open my eyes. But if I vary the input (look in another direction), my impression will change to something else. But then why is it, one might still ask, that some people reason towards one conclusion, and others towards another, when the evidence is apparently the same? This is a question Hume explicitly raises and answers (EHU 57). In general, the input may not, in fact, be the same (‘as one man may very much surpass another in attention and memory and observation, this will make a very great difference in their reasoning’). And the mechanisms may vary between individuals as well (‘Few men can think long without running into confusion of ideas, and mistaking one for another; and there are various degrees of this infirmity’). Hume makes many interesting observations along these lines, and concludes the passage by saying ‘It would be easy to discover many other circumstances that make a difference in the understandings of men.’ I conclude, then, that even with his theory of belief, it makes perfect sense for Hume to ask us to proportion our beliefs according to the evidence.

The third problem was that Hume had landed himself in the unstable position of having to choose between a false reason and none at all. Neither is a suitable basis from which to proportion our beliefs. Hume's initial reaction to this dilemma is ‘philosophical melancholy and delirium’ (T 269). Such a state is itself unstable, and is soon replaced by the indolent

284 Dealing with the involuntariness of belief by varying the context in which beliefs are formed is a strategy I learned from Norton (1994a). See also Wolterstorff (1996), 106, who finds this strategy in Locke and Leibniz.
pleasures of dining, gaming and conversing with friends. But the return to good humour brings to Hume a natural
desire to resume his studies. He ‘cannot forbear having a curiosity to be acquainted with the principles of moral good
and evil, the nature and foundation of government, and the cause of those several passions and inclinations, which
actuate and govern me’ (T 270–1). He is ambitious to contribute to ‘the instruction of mankind, and of acquiring a
name by my inventions and discoveries’ (T 271). These feelings or sentiments ‘spring up naturally in my present
disposition’, and provide Hume with a motive to return to philosophy, though he admits that this springs ‘more from
the returns of a serious good-humour’d disposition, than from the force of reason and conviction’ (T 270). The appeal
to sentiments such as ambition, curiosity, and good humour do more than provide a motive, though. They help Hume
realize that reason alone cannot serve as his guide if it is considered in isolation from feelings and sentiments. ‘Where
reason is lively, and mixes itself with some propensity, it ought to be assented to. Where it does not, it never can have
any title to operate on us’ (T 270). This is a picture of reason, not functioning in isolation, but embedded in a feeling
creature. It steers a course between a false reason, and no reason at all. With its recognition of liveliness, it appeals to
that feature of the imagination which has the characteristic of decaying due to length or complexity that prevents
reason alone from subverting itself. But an appeal to one feature of the imagination does not require us to accept every
trivial suggestion of the fancy. This is not a false reason; it is reason embedded in a sensitive nature with properties that
allow it to function in the correct way.

The wise man proportions his beliefs according to the evidence. But why should we be wise? If, in the end, probable
reasoning is not based on reason, but only on the principles of the imagination that account for the simpler, reflexive,
causal judgements, why should we obey the rules of reason? What is the basis for Hume’s preference for reason over
superstition and bigotry? It is not enough simply to appeal to the distinction between the wise and the vulgar here, for
that raises the same question in a different form. Why should we proportion our beliefs according to the evidence and
the rules of probable reasoning? Hume has given us an account of probable reasoning to replace the one he so ably
criticized, but it is, in the final analysis, grounded in custom or habit. There is no independent faculty of reason
designed by God for the pursuit of truth. He is acutely

conscious of the limitations of reason, yet clearly prefers reason and ‘makes bold to recommend philosophy, and shall not scruple to give it preference to superstition of every kind or denomination’ (T 271). But what grounds this preference and recommendation? This is the question that so troubled Hume in ‘Conclusion of this book’. Yet the beginnings of Hume’s answer can be found there, and that answer is developed at greater length in Part 1 of the first Enquiry.

Hume puts the problem nicely: ‘After the most accurate and exact of my reasoning, I can give no reason why I shou’d assent to it; and feel nothing but a strong propensity to consider objects strongly in that view, under which they appear to me’ (T 265). If probable reasoning is just a species of sensation, if assenting to something is just a matter of conceiving it in a forceful and vivacious manner, why should we prefer reason and its products to any other process that produces lively ideas? How does Hume answer this question?

On one view, Hume can argue that we should prefer reason, philosophy, and science to the alternatives on the grounds that ‘science is the body of general beliefs of which we feel most sure’. There is surely something to this point, one with which Hume would agree. We have already seen, in our discussion of how the wise man’s use of general rules overcomes the prejudices of the vulgar, that Hume appeals to the ‘more extensive and constant’ general rules (T 149) and ‘the more general and authentic operations of the understanding’ (T 150). But these appeals explain what the reasonable person should do, not why it is better to be reasonable. Furthermore, nobody is more sure than a religious bigot. His degree of certainty may explain his preference, and the feeling of certainty of those who put their faith in science may explain theirs, but how are we to adjudicate?

A related suggestion is that Hume believes that must implies ought. Since our nature is such that we do, and in fact must, engage in probable reasoning, this psychological fact grounds a preference in favour of that activity. But this alleged compulsion is not enough to explain such a preference. For one thing, Hume’s frequent contrast of the vulgar with the wise seems to compare those who undertake only the lowest sort of probable reasoning with those who refine it into something more sophisticated. But it is the more sophisticated undertaking that needs defence here, and Hume seems to think that many people are not even inclined, let alone

compelled, towards that. It is true that for Hume both the functioning of probable reasoning and the formation of competing beliefs are to be explained by principles of the imagination, and that he explicitly prefers the ‘permanent, irresistible, and universal’ principles of the imagination over those that are ‘changeable, weak, and irregular’ (T 225). It is one thing, Hume says, for poets and children to follow these weaker principles, ‘But what excuse shall we find to justify our philosophers in so signal a weakness?’ Philosophers should follow the stronger principles of the imagination, i.e. reasoning. The point is similar to the one about ‘more extensive and constant’ general rules. But we are currently concerned with the question, not what philosophers should do, but whether we should be philosophers.

Another suggestion is that we might appeal to Hume’s acknowledgement of the passion of curiosity, or the love of truth. Hume says that this passion is ‘the first source of all our enquiries’ (T 448). And it is significant, I think, that the relevant section is the last section of Book 2, occupying the same position of importance as the conclusions to Book 1 and Book 3. But even here, Hume indicates that the love of truth is not enough. The mere fact that something is true is not enough to make it appeal to us: “Tis easy to multiply algebraical problems to infinity and ‘[t]he truth we discover must also be of some importance’ (T 449). Significantly, he says that those who engage in mathematical researches ‘turn their thoughts to what is more useful and important’ (T 450).

The satisfaction of curiosity gives rise to ‘safe and harmless pleasures’ (EHU 11), which are not to be despised. The pleasure we feel in rational enquiry is obviously crucial to Hume. We have seen that it is one of the sentiments that helps provide the motivation to return to philosophy. He says: ‘shou’d I endeavour to banish them, by attaching myself to any other business or diversion, I feel I shou’d be a loser in point of pleasure; and this is the origin of my philosophy’ (T 271). But this is immediately followed by a paragraph that makes the pleasure point seem frivolous and, he explicitly says, unnecessary to account for the preference. The point concerns the contrast between superstition and philosophy. He claims that

we ought only to deliberate concerning the choice of our guide, and ought to prefer that which is safest and most agreeable. And in this respect I make bold to recommend

\[^{288} T \ 225. \text{Significantly, this passage is immediately followed by one where Hume rejects the weak principles as not ‘useful in the conduct of life’.}\]

\[^{289} \text{Wilson (1986). In the } \text{Treatise, see 2. 3. 10.}\]
philosophy, and shall not scruple to give it the preference to superstition of every kind or denomination . . . Generally speaking, the errors in religion are dangerous; those in philosophy only ridiculous. (T 271–2)

Superstition disturbs us ‘in the conduct of our lives and action’, sometimes with dangerous results. Philosophy, ‘if just, can present us only with mild and moderate sentiments’ (T 272).

This point is developed in section I of the Enquiry. In the Treatise, he seems to deny that philosophy can ‘serve either for the service of mankind, or for my own private interest’,290 at least in a positive way. It is true that it is not only ‘natural and agreeable’ but also ‘less dangerous’. But in the Enquiry, accurate and abstract philosophy is not just less dangerous than the alternatives, but also positively required for the good life; not just for the pleasure it brings the practitioner, but for the good it can do society. It stands to the good of society in much the way the work of the anatomist stands to the productions of the artist. ‘The anatomist presents to the eye the most hideous and disagreeable objects; but his science is useful to the painter in delineating even a Venus or an Helen’ (EHU 10). Similarly, the philosophers’ pursuit of truth, by just reasoning, will aid society: ‘The politician will acquire greater foresight and subtility, in the subdividing and balancing of power; the lawyer more method and finer principles in his reasoning; and the general more regularity in his discipline, and more caution in his plans and operations’ (EHU 10).

Similar sentiments are expressed in the last section of the first Enquiry. Excessive scepticism, or the abandonment of philosophy, is rejected because it leads to no ‘good or benefit to society’ or oneself (EHU 159). And mitigated scepticism or academical philosophy is defended on grounds that go beyond ‘the immediate pleasure, attending such an occupation’ (EHU 162). Such a philosophy is both ‘durable and useful’ (EHU 161).

The moral approval we feel towards the wise and reasonable person, on the grounds that characteristics of that sort are pleasing or useful to their possessors or others, is the ultimate ground for Hume’s preference for reason. The reason preferred here is, not the dogmatic reason which attempts to function in isolation, but a sceptical reason. Hume insists on this throughout the last five pages of Treatise 1. 4. 7. It is only sceptical principles that can re-emerge from the indolence that is the reaction to melancholy and despair: ‘In all the incidents of life, we ought still to preserve

290 T 270. This passage occurs at one stage in the complex dialectic of ‘Conclusion of this book’, and Hume is not finally committed to it. In the next paragraph he refers to it as one of ‘the sentiments of my spleen and indolence’ (T 270).
our scepticism . . . Nay if we are philosophers, it ought only to be upon sceptical principles, and from an inclination, which we feel to the employing ourselves after that manner’ (T 270). The sceptical philosopher will temper his reliance on reason, indeed he must do so if he is to reason properly. But such temperance does not result in his flying whichever way his natural sentiments incline him. ‘A true sceptic will be diffident of his philosophical doubts, as well as of his philosophical conviction’ (T 278). The truly sceptical philosopher, espousing reason, but not dogmatically, following his inclinations, but not slavishly, is a proper object of moral approval.291

The point is made in great detail in Part 3 of section 12 of the Enquiry. “The greater part of mankind are naturally apt to be affirmative and dogmatical in their opinions’ (EHU 161). Far from entertaining contrary opinions, they reject them with ‘the violence of their affirmations and the obstinacy of their belief’. But

Could such dogmatical reasoners become sensible of the strange infirmities of human understanding, even in its most perfect state, and when most accurate and cautious in its determinations; such a reflection would naturally inspire them with more modesty and reserve, and diminish their fond opinion of themselves, and their prejudice against antagonists . . . In general, there is a degree of doubt, and caution, and modesty, which, in all kinds of scrutiny and decision, ought for ever to accompany a just reasoner. (EHU 161–2)

Reason must reflect on its failures, as well as its successes, to recommend itself as a subject for moral approval.

The conception of a sceptical philosophy that has emerged is importantly different, in the ways just mentioned, from the narrower philosophy, based solely on a dogmatic use of reason, rejected earlier. Furthermore, this conception allows us to distinguish reason or the understanding from the broader philosophy in which it is embedded. The narrow philosophy relied solely on the use of an isolated reason, and so undermined itself. The broader-minded sceptical philosophy relies on an embedded reason, and supplements it with a view to public and private goods and checks its excesses with modesty, caution, and self-criticism. And in the process, reason is seen not as a rule-guided faculty based on

291 Stroud emphasizes that Hume's defence of philosophy is a sceptical defence, and also stresses the importance of the fact that we will be better off: ‘Doubt, caution, and modesty—the effects of sceptical enquiry—ought to be found in every “just reasoner,” not because that is our God-given duty, but because we will be better off that way’ (Stroud (1991), 287). We differ, I think, on the role reason plays in this.
general principles, but as a more cautious, self-reflexive, embedded faculty which exercises what we would call good judgement. The right use of reason is reasonable.

And so, I submit, we have uncovered the fundamental grounds for Hume's preference for philosophy over superstition, for reason over bigotry, and for scepticism over dogmatism. It is the same as his, and our, preference for virtue over vice. In each case the former is more pleasant and useful to ourselves and others. Hume's wise person or reasonable philosopher is sceptical, not dogmatic. Although engaged in 'accurate and abstruse' philosophy, this reasoner is aware of the limitations of human reason and conscious of its benefit to society. Hume's wise philosopher is a sceptical reasoner and a virtuous person.292

In this book, I have argued that Hume's conception of reason should be understood against the background of the theories of Descartes and Locke: reason is the inferential faculty, where inference is understood as the movement from one idea to another via some one or more intermediate ideas. Hume rejected the appeal to faculties as explanatory and sought to explain the functioning of reason in terms of impressions, ideas, and the way they interact. While demonstrative reasoning could be explained, along Lockean lines, in terms of chains of ideas, each of which was intuitively connected to its neighbour, nothing analogous could account for our inferences from the observed to the unobserved. Probable reasoning is not based on reason, considered as a separate faculty, but on the associative principles of the imagination. The beliefs in which such reasonings issue are characterized by the very same feature that marks out impressions of sensation and ideas of memory: force and vivacity. Reason is now seen not as an independently functioning faculty, but as consisting in a subset of principles of the imagination. Considered as such, reason does not, and cannot on pain of self-destruction, function alone. It functions correctly only in conjunction with apparently trivial features of the imagination, such as that which ensures 'we enter with difficulty into remote views of things' (T 268).

Hume's main concerns are with the explanation of the origin of beliefs, especially in the unobserved, and with their retention in the face of sceptical arguments. Reason, like the other traditional faculties of the understanding, is concerned with 'the discovery of truth and falshood' (T 458). Hume develops his account not by showing that one is justified in holding

292 See Ardal (1977) for a defence of the view that the virtue of reasonableness is an important part of Hume's conception of reason.
a certain class of beliefs to be true, but by showing how, on his account, we manage to assent to them, i.e. hold them as true, at all. Reason is not the arbiter of truths; it is their means of production. But education and superstition also produce beliefs by means of properties of the imagination. Such beliefs are often ‘contrary to reason’. Hume has a clear preference for reason as the source of beliefs in such cases of conflict, and the preference is grounded in Hume's conception of virtue. Those who exercise reason and give it precedence over other influences of the imagination are more pleasing and useful to themselves and others.

Let the last word be Hume's:

we are apt not only to forget our scepticism, but even our modesty too; and make use of such terms as these, 'tis evident, 'tis certain, 'tis undeniable; which a due deference to the public ought perhaps, to prevent. I may have fallen into this fault after the examples of others; but I here enter a caveat against any objections, which may be offer'd on that head; and declare that such expressions were extorted from me by the present view of the object, and imply no dogmatical spirit, nor conceited idea of my own judgment, which are sentiments that I am sensible can become no body, and a sceptic still less than any other. (T 274)
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